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PREFACE.
THE present little work may be regarded as
a sequel to the author's recent volumes on the
Great Pyramid of Egypt.1
The mode of inquiry adopted there, produced,
within the limits of errors of measurement, such
satisfactory answers touching the mental ideas
and intentions of the long-departed designer and
builders of that ancient structure,-that a desire
was naturally felt to try how far the same principle could be carried, as a general method of
investigation, wherever any remains of very high
antiquity still exist.
From many such attempts, during twelve
months past, the materials have been obtained
for the present essay upon the Antiquity of Intellectual Man. An essay of no very great length,
1 Life and Work at the Great Pyramid of Egypt, during the MontJ&4
of Jat~~u.a'1/, FelmJq."'' March, and .April, A.D. 1865, with a Di8cwfto11 of the Fad4 cu«rtained ; by C. Piazzi Smyth.
Edinburgh:
Edmonaton and Douglaa, 1867.
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Preface.

and admitting doubtless of much future improvement as well as extension, but based on a more
direct series of solid, trustworthy, and contempo·
rary ancient facts, than have ever yet been utilized on a regular system for this special purpose ;
viz., to· approximate towards real human history,
whatever that may have been, at the most distant
periods of time.
AB those epochs embrace dates at upwards of
1000 and even 2000 years before the birth of
.all school science ; i.e., before man be~ either
amongst the priests of Egypt or the poets and
philosophers of Greece, to endeavour to acquire a
knowledge of nature by his own observations
and measures,-they inevitably belong to those
very early ages of the world, concerning which
it is asserted just now, in too many quarters,
that the Sacred Scripture says one thing, and
modem science the very opposite.
At this particular stage then, in the progress of
education and learning,-and when the old arguments on either side of the controversy appear to
have been abundantly displayed,-a new method
of investigating some of the same questions
has appeared, and is employed in the following
o; 9
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pages. A method sufficiently scientific, because
based chiefly on practical astronomy ; and abundantly direct, because dealing only with the very
contemporary remains of the times actually con·
cemed.
What this method therefore says,-within such
limits as it has the opportunity of testifying,not only cannot be insignificant to any man now
living, but will probably be found to throw a
new and explanatory light upon several passages
in Genesis, usually considered as serious difficulties.
The author would have had far less confidence
in submitting the results of his labours in so rich
and considerable a field, to the public thus soon,
-but that, while two items of these labours have
had the misfortune to excite personal feelings
which he sincerely regrets, and even to entail a
vindictive opposition carried on before the Royal
Society of Edinburgh and elsewhere during the
past winter,-there has resulted thence a most
signal advantage to a new theory ;-viz., that
of being speedily and thoroughly tested by the
able heads and very unsparing hands, of: as they
say themselves, many opposing mathematicians,
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arithmeticians, doctol'B, and enginee~B, both military and civil ; and every assailable point, even
down to an unimportant printing error, has,
it may be hoped and expected, been disoovered
ere this, and made the most of.
So material has the author considered these
involuntary co-operations with him in revising
his pages, coiTecting his language, and freei,ng
his calculations from stray errors,-that he has
laboured everywhere to give to such critiques
almost as full space and representation as to his
own views of the same cases. Where the objectors have gloried, and still glory, in their remarks,
and have printed them publicly, considering them
apparently as triumphant representations of their
side of the question,-the author has not hesitated to attach their names to their writings, and
this whether he agreed or whether he disagreed
with them ; but where the critics have been more
doubtful about the correctness of their opinions,
--and he has himself been able subsequently to
prove them in error,-he has kept back the name,
but employed inverted commas on the words used,
in order to indicate that such opinions are actually floating about in society at present.
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There will thus be found, the author trusts, a
fulness and fairness about every part of the book,
-which will be approved as much by those holding opposite opinions to, as those thinking with,
himself ; while the reality and directness of its
style and results, are only a necessary consequence of the practical method here employed,
for ~vestigating a subject usually rather hazy
when treated of from the literary side only.
Many points, as the author is only too well
aware,-and points quite proper to be discussed
according to the method of the book,-are touched
on too shortly, and perhaps superficially, by him.
But some of these topics have been fortunately
taken up in a series of Appendices (pp. 393-502),
contributed chiefly by a few very earnest inquirere
into, and able prosecutors of, that paramount problem, the antiquity of intellectual man; and their
thoroughly-searching and conscientious labours
in the cause, it is to be hoped, will not soon
cease.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE.
THK Plate which forms the Frontispiece is intended to
show the rise and progress of ancient architecture in many
various countries, and through all times extending from
2500 B.C. to 1500 A.D. To this end, the first column on
the left hand, contains a scale of dates, beginning with
the earliest at the top, and ending with the latest at the
bottom; and each date marked in this column is supposed
to extend transversely or horizontally across the whole table.
In the successive vertical parallel columns extending towards the right, from the date column, the amount of architecture existing in the world is shown by the amount of
black markings in the said columns. The date of such
architecture is ascertained by reading off its level on the
scale of dates in the lcft..hand column ; and its geographical
position by looking to the title at the head of the column
where such black marking may occur.
ExAMPLE

1.

In the 4th column (first half) of' Localities,' a maximum
breadth of black marking appears very decidedly at one
point. The level of that point on the left-hand Time scale
is ' 1000 B.C. ;' while the name at the top of its own part
of the column is 'Palestine.' Hence the maximum indicated, refers to the buildings carried on by King Solomon.
EXAMPLE 2.

In the 7th Locality column, under head of North India,
the higher part of the black marking is in thin dots only.

b
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Explanation of Plate.

That is to indicate that the traces of ancient architecture
there, rest only on tradition, long subsequent literary records, and other uncertain data. Where the line of dots
swells out into a black line or band,-there are absolute,
material, and still existing proofs to refer to.
EXAMPLE 3.

In the 2d Locality column, under head 5, or Assyria,
the black band which begins at the top gradually from a
point, near 2000 B.c,--ends suddenly near 600 B.C., in
order to denote the total destruction of Nineveh, and the
termination of the Assyrian empire at that time.
EXAMPLE 4.
In the 1st Locality column, under 1, or 'Great Pyramid
and Memphis,'-the black marking begins at once very
broadly, and decreases as it descends, through long periods
of time. That is to indicate the suddenness with which
the Great Pyramid appears on the scene of the world's
history ; the highest of all buildings ever erected, even up
to the present time,--one of the best constructed too ; and
without any certainly known or worthy predecessors in
stone architecture; while its successors gradually dwindled
down both in size and quality of composition.
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MENE, MENE, TEKEL, UPHARSIN,
lfUJDID, NUJOIBR, Wl!tOBT,
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OJ' THE CONTBJIPOIU.RY METHOD OJ'

··-

INQ~'t~-~

.•
THE ANTIQUITY OJ' INTELLECTUAL HAN: ·.

.

.··

NOT seldom has it been remarked, that·· ~~:
longer man lives upon the earth, and the more· •.
the ground grows ancient beneath his feet,so much the more does he desire to become
acquainted, if it be possible, with the history of
the first of his species.
Nor have his earnest desires in this direction
been altogether ungratified ; for, notWithstanding
that the immense abyss of time which separates
any existing, from the primitive, race of mankind,
is perpetually widening,-,yet the fact is certain,
that much more is known now, and coming to be
known year after year, concerning the early days
) of the earth and its first intelligent inhabitants,than during many centuries and even tens of centuries that have preceded us.
·
This successful example of hoping agiunst hope~
A
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and succeeding to overcome even apparent impossibilities, is wi~li ~~tie doubt due to the general
ad vance of mq<Jetn science, to the adoption of
sure metho~ \'(·~h, safe principles of philosophizing, ·~.especially to a more accurate
knowleQ~:".bf nature, 'in number, weight, and

l

'm.~'
...

".t;q such things certainly is more particularly due
..,)l.thtcreased call-which has been so extensively
:· ~·~xPerienced of late-for renewed examinations
...:·:.:·:into old traditions and even long established
.:·:··.:· beliefs. While we all know, that such examina··. tions have not seldom resulted in freeing the
necessary history of the world, ·from a vast amount
of classical fables, and legends of romance, very
difficult to believe in. They seem to have established also, the generally sound principle,--that
no man..is much to be trusted when he is writing
about any other than, either his own times, or
those of which he has contemporary information. Or again, as some eminent Continental
philosophers have phrased it,-' the history of no
• country can be securely _carried back, much
'beyond the date of its earliest conte'TTI([XYI"«ry
' monuments.'

.
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This is the expressed opinion of, amongst others,
the erudite Dr. R. Lepsius ; and no one will venture to accuse him of want of scholastic power to
appreciate the letter, or spirit, of any classical
author who has written on primitive times : while
his more impetuous friend, the late Baron Bunsen, after wading deeply through many such old
historians, exclaimed bluntly-' but now it is
' high time that we should leave all this c/w,.ff,
' and turn to the monuments ; ' i.e., to things
contemporary in their origin with the ancient
events he was investigating.

,
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CHAPT.ER

2.

BUILDINGS ALKOBT THE SOLE AVA.lLABLE CON'l'BJI.
POJURY :MONUMENTS.

Now, when we look around for any such
contemporary remains of the earliest possible
ages,-it is not books or rolla of writing. but
somethirig more or leas in the shape of l!:!:fklings, which answer to o!!l'_gll.
-No doubt Hindoos may boast of the 20,000
years of age of some of their sacred hymns, and
Egyptians of the 80,000 years of their books of
Hermes ; but they cannot show contemporary
copies either of that time or of its mere twentieth
part. Yet~.@l..Ja~d, still
standing open to examinaticm, which }!erG erected
\ seveiil thousanTyeaiS });fore any known copy
of
books --wa8Tr8ii8Cribed.
AnCieiifbui.i<ikgs, th~~ i{.ihey still exist at
all, have both antiquity and contemporaneous-

I

aliy'oltliose
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ness extreme, on their side. But, seeing that our
title restricts us to the antiquity of intellectual
man,-do they (th~ ancient buildings) possess
\
also legible traces of mind, and proofs of true
intellect 1
Several writers, whose studies have been much
in that direction, seem now inclined to answer
affirmatively ; at least for all the oldest instances.
And one of these very advancing students, an
architect by profession, and personally acquainted
with the grandest expressions of his art, throughout three-fourths of the habitable globe,-has
particularized in forcible language why and
wherefore this most important science of ancient
buildings, or to him archaology-has not been
allowed hitherto
that importance to which
he thinks 'it is undoubtedly entitled.'

an

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

'We live,' says he, 'in an age when all art (at least building art) is a chaos of copying and confusion; we are daily
muquerading in the costume of every nation of the earth,
ancient and modem, and are unable to realize that these
~a in which we deck oUJ'8elves were once realities.
Because architecture, since the Reformation in the sixteenth
century, has in Europe been a mere lwrtw 1iccw of dried
specimens of the arts of all countries and all ages, we cannot
feel that, before that time, art was earnest and progresaive ; and that men did what they felt to be moet appropri-
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ate, by the same preo8118 by which uatme works. We do
not therefore perceive that, though in an infinitely lower
grade, we may reason of the works of man before a given
date, with the same oertainty with which we can reason of
those of nature.-When this great fact is once reoogniaedc and it is indisputable-Archaeology and PaLeontology take
' their places aide by aide, as the guiding and vivifying eJa.
' mente in the sister aoienoea of Ethnology and Geology ;
' and give to eaoh of these a value they could never otherwile
c attain.' 1

c

'
'
'
'

The same writer then explains more precisely,
thusc Almost all men who have hitherto written on these
' (primeval history) aubjeote, have derived their infol'llllotion
' from Greek and Roman texte ; but, if I am not nry much
c mistaken, these do not auflice. The clauio authors were
c very imperfectly informed as to the history of the uationa
c who preceded or 8Ul'J'Ounded them ; they knew very little of
' the archeology of their own countries, and 1088 of their
c ethnography. Bo long, therefore, as oar researches are
' confined to what they had written, many important problema
' remain unsolved, and mast ever remain as unsolvable u
c they have hitherto proved.'

.AB a remedy therefore for so hopeless a state
of things, that writer urges what he calls 'the
' lithic,' or the early contemporary buiz.a..ing
method of investigation ; and protests of it that-....,

1 A Hi&tory of Archit«ture in all Oountriu, from tht Barliue
Timu eo tAe Pn«rtt Du,v. By Jamee Ferguuon, Eeq., F.R.S. Lon·
don, 1866.
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With these very elevated views of his profession, Mr. Fergusson has examined almost all the
existing remains of arcbitee~ and with a success and discrimination which leave very little
indeed to be added by any one else. In fact,
hardly anything more could have been desired,
had that excellent artistic and thoroughly professional architectural writer, only been, on certain
occasions, more widely scientific.
Some attempt, therefore, to supply this omission at one point-and only for the beginning of
that vast stock of important data belonging to
many ages, which, both his admirable industry has
collected together, and his method and acumen
have marshalled into a clearness of order never
presented before-is all that I now propose to
venture upon ;-the first collateral branch of inquiry referred to, being the astronomical
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CHAPTER 3.
ASTRONOMY, THE FIRST PROBLEK TO BE GRAPPLED

WITH, IN ANCIENT BUILDINGS 1

IN the early part of last year, a statement was
put forward very confidently 1 in one of the
larger class of quarterly reviews, to the effect
·that. ' Pyramidal pllea of earth and stone are the peculiar marb
' by which we may dieoover the sites of the earliest eettle' menta of m~nd. The idea of 1111ch piles first appeared in
' the valley of the Euphrates, and culminated in the valley of
'the Nile.'

This is remarkable enoug~ as an assertion, and
most extensive in its range. But the author adds
still further, and more remarkably' Whatever their fOl'Dlll, or wherever situated, in Asia or
' Africa, one condition ie common to them all ; iatendcd '~-astronomical oba::••l•iaa, the sides of each
' accurately correspond with the cardinal point.l.'
1 The Bdinlw.rgla (by name, though publiahed ill London) for
April 1867 ; ill an article upon ' American Antiquities. •
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The intention implied above, may well be put
on one side just now, while we examine into the
condition asserted to exist ; for that is decidedly
the first point to be proved, before anything else
can be entered upon safely. And such condition
-as to the correct astronomical direction of the
walls or foundations of a building-is precisely
one of the facts which can be determined much
more easily and accurately in the present day,
than it could be, or have been, in the times of
Herodotus, Strabo, Diodorus Siculus, or their
many followers.
Without therefore at this time subscribing in
any degree to the opinions of the learned essayist,
-let us carry his asserted astronomical law, or
condition, of ancient buildings along with us ;
and use it as a proposition to be tested,-while
we glance over a general arrangement and classification of the several structures themselves ; taking first, whatever may be more or less strictly
included within the domain of :A. rchitecture.
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· Valley of the Nile.

ARCHITECTURAL DATA.

CHAPTER

4.

VALLEY OJ' THE !OLE.

Lower Egyptian Pyramids.

(
_;:2-

Al"l'D travelling over the whole extent of his
important and varied subject, and even attempting by its means some special excursions into the
characteristic differences of primitive races and
supposed varieties of mankind, Mr. Fergusson
gives it 88 the settled result, of all impartial and
practical investigation from his profeBBional point
of view, that,-do what we like, or' stretch the
• history of architecture how we will,-we cannot
' get beyond the epoch of the Pyramid builders'
(of Lower Egypt).
With those Pyramids, therefore, 88 the earliest
remaining buildings of the whole eart}t.J. he begins
t ' The earliest known architecture, the Pyramida ollie 4th
' D~ty, exhibit simple forms of _!~~de, and of the
'minutest dniah.'-SVftOPril of Britilh MUIC!Um, 60th OOition.
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Lower Egyptian Pyramids.
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~

his most philosophic and vividly ethnographic
history of architecture. Nor does he stand alone !_.,
1
in such a view ; for, with all the great Egyptological scholars of modem times,-Lepsius, Bunsen, Gardner Wilkinson, Osburn, Mariette Bey,
Renan, Rawlinson, Lesueur, and many others,
-Egypt is held to be the most ancient civilized country with monuments still existing.
'·~...,..r •» a!I;, ,_..,." . ,...
' )a;o.d of. the eaah. aa: :iDe ·lW'Ptians are the.
' aoavz; rtal people Of ii&tory.' The first and
the earliest of all architectural nations, and living
in a climate superior to that of any other country
for preserving material fabrics once erected, its
monuments are, therefore, remarkable storehouses
of contemporary records of early time; and,
of all those monuments, the Pyramids represent
Egypt's most ancient days of human life and toil
The absolute dates for those very early times,
as given by the several Egyptological authors,
are indeed often at variance amongst themselves ;
but they agree well in their relative chronologies,
and &BBign, therefore, as will appear in the sequel,
to all other practically known buildings in Egypt, ·
and even in every other part of the world, a
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Valley of the Nile.

lower date than they attribute to the chief of
those wonderful pyramidal remains, which are
still found in remarkable preservation on the
Lower Nile Valley. On a very small part of it
too ; for they are all confined to its western desert
flank, and within the latitudes of 30° 3', and
2 9o 1 7', north.
.
How then do these most ancient of all existing
buildings,-and whi~h we have here in an isolated
and easily accessible group,-correspond to the
proposed astronomical law !
A simple question ; and yet, before entering
upon its answer, it may not be inexpedient to set
in order our ideas, touching both the pervading
shape, and general appearance, of the buildings
concerned.

.

Figure of the Pyramids.
Of all mathematical solid figures, few are so
easily defined as ' a Pyramid ;' while, of all
human buildings, none have ever been erected
so extremely near to being exact representations
of a pure geometrical idea, and of nothing else,
as ' the Pyramids of Lower Egypt.'
But there are varieties among the Pyramids of
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pure mathematics ; and all the Egyptian practical
examples represent one of these varieties only,
Viz., that possessing a square base. Equally
would they have been 'Pyramids,' had their bases
possessed three, five, six, or any other number of
sides ; but four was ch~ and is repeated
unerringly in every known case.
The sloping faces or Hanks of such a Pyramid,
will next be equal in number to the sides or edges
of its base ; and in form, will be flat or plane
triangles, fastened broadly on to the base-sides
below, and meeting together, with their upper
acute angles, or vertices, in a point above. These
triangular faces may be of any degree of acuteness or obtuseness towards their summi~ according to. the desired height of the Pyramid, proportioned to its breadth of base ; but every such
sloping flank in one Pyramid, must be closely
similar 1 to its fellows ; just as it is also necessary,
that the lengths of the several sides of the base
should be equal, and the said base decently flat.
Theory further requires, that a ·Pyramid shall
be a solid figure ; and the early Egyptian archil

Theory, indeed, iDiiata on abeolute exactneu, but practice must

be eontent when the error of eonatruction does not amount to more
thaD a ama1l proportion of the whole.
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tects so far complied with the demand, that,
although some of their Pyramids are the largest
- buildingsj_n_the _:w~ld, the_!: o!!!y hQ.llow internal
spaces are two or three small rooms ; and certain
- { narrow passages of access,-so low that they can
only be entered by men in a stooping posture.
Th~ery Ji~~ hollow spaces, do not form
--

Jmass,!
m~ch m~~- ~~-o~ thousand~-of the ~ole
au the rest of which built solid with
18

~~es re~larly squared and laid in cement; or

with bricks, an4J~~~~allycased instone,-stone,
-----I
too, of a v~~e order; and,-except ~~ partially of red granite,-white, compact, admirably
workedJ true at the joint.S,-ana-pTanecr· <IO'wn or
-ground Bat on ttie slitt'ace, Wlth astoniShing success.
Tliis, ttien, WaS the prisiin~ ·appearance of the
earlier Egyptian Pyramids ; &, square-hued"'"
I
i below, pointed above, and triangularly flat-sided ;
~ fair and bright to behold, like a snow-capped

-

' mountain peak shaped in a crystalline mould.
Time, however, has worked many changes with
them ; lightning has split the tops of some ;

1

1 In

aU ordinary architecture, both ancient and modern, -every·

thiDg large, in fact, but the Pyramida,-the hollow, nstly exceed
in bulk the 10lid, parts ; the latter oDly forming, especially in recent
timet, a thin aud too perishable ahell
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earthquakes at one age/ and at another the destroying hand of man, during many laborious
years, have pulled off the fine casing from othel'S ;
and those built originally of brick, though by no
means the oldest of the series, have fallen down
into round-topped mouldering heaps. But in all
these instances, the very ruins of the upper part
have been the direct means of preserving both
the bases and the beginning of the sloping, and
triangular, sides ; so that a moderate amount of
excavation now, often reveals at on:ce the original
fiducial points of commencement ; and enables
us, besides recovering the primeval figure of the
monument as above, to study its astronomical
emplacement,-our question of page 8, so long
delayed.

1

~

.Astronomical Emplacement.
Already it will be seen that the characteristic,
four sides of the Lower Egyptian Pyramids' bases
make them suitable to being tested by, or upon,
1 In the year 908 .&.D., aeventy-eight year~ after AI Mamoon'•
fonn"ble en~ into the Great Pyramid, Egypt wu viiRed with
10 11evere •a tempelt and earthquake,' 11 to form the chief hiltorical
event of the time, and DOt improbably to have lllilted in brm,iug
down the outlide cuiugolt9ne. from many of the Pyramjdl.
See aJIO L;{e catld Wori by the author, vol. ii. p. 103.
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the four ca.rdinal points. And if it now again be
inquired, how they suit the asserted law of these
sides being directed accurately on those natural
and geographical points or directions, the first
general answer is, 'remarkably well' For, with a
single exception, all these Pyramids are described
and stated, by nearly every scientific traveller
who has visited them within the present century,
to be as truly oriented (as to their sides, upon the
cardinal points) as the respective modern engravers employed by these travellers have been
able to represent them on paper.
This illustration, indeed, must not be taken in
the present day as a proof of perfect accuracy,
though it indicates a probability of the errors
being small. But in the case of the Great
Pyramid, which for other reasons is generally
co~dered almost, if not absolutely, the oldest
of all,-1 can say from my own express astronomical observations upon it, that the errors of
its eastern and northern, if not also its western
and southern, base-sides, are under 5 minutes of
angle ;1 a smaller quantity than most engravers'
1 See Ljfe and Wor! Ill tM Greu.4 P,rt;Jmid, vol L p. 648 ; •ol
ii. p. 196 ; aod vol iii. p. 107.
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plans are capable of showing. Less too is this,
than one-third part of the error committed in
the astronomical emplacement of the most celebrated European observatory of the latter. part
of the middle ages ; viz., the palatial structure
of Tycho Brahe at Uranibourg; and not inten- ·
tionally approached by any other known building,
through 3700 years downwards, from the Great
Pyramid's date of foundation.
Now the rest of the Pyramids, not having been
examined with the same accuracy, neither as to
seeking out the original fiducial markings, and
comer-sockets, of the builders; nor with the same
power of astronomical instrum.entalism,-we cannot assign to them, unquestioned, the same full
amount of exceeding excellence in a difficult
scientific feature. From some partial measurements, indeed, of my o~ on the second Pyramid,
we may safely infer that it is not far from as
accurate as the Great Pyramid ; while we may
not improbably, but in a more distant degree,
conclude that the third and other smaller Pyramide, though evidently built with less pains and
skill, and more attention to the ornament_of
colour and costly material, than the Great PyraB
o; 9
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mid,-are yet of the same school; followers,
though in a most humble degree, of their mighty,
but plain and scientific prototype.
.All the above Pyramids, are those which form
the well-known group of Jeezeh, in a mean latitude <Of ~--5-a'. But if we visit the other groups
further south, although there is still a family
resemblance,-all square-based Pyramids, and all
set with their sides approximately directed to
the cardinal points,-yet their variations from
the angular slope of the Great Pyramid, and
from its materials of construction,-go on continually increasing ; while one, at least, of their
number, the so-ealled Great Pyramid of Sakkara 1
is reported by Howard Vyse and Mr. Perring to
be no less than 4° 35' 1 from the cardinal-point
direction.
We need not suppose ~at any others are quite
so far from the truth of nature and the example
of the Great Pyramid, as this one. But the
1 Thia Pyramid, for aome time thought, on account of ita'ruinou
condition, to be the oldest of all the Pyramids, haa more recently
been ahown to have acquired that character from bad conatrnction
and worae material ; and to be conaiderably more recent than eM
Great Pyramid, or that of Jeezeh ; aa Dr. Lepaiua accordingly
placea it, in the folio volumea of hia D~.
I By • pure misprint, the quantity is ,pven jp Mr. Ferguaaou'a
plate, p. 90, aa only 4' 35...
;• ·
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Sakkara case is nevertheless a luminous example
of the growing neglect with which following
men treated the higher scientific conditions. For,
while Dr. Lepsius is very confident in placing
the Great Pyramid as the oldest monument of
Egypt,1 and William Osburn successfully shows
that from that Jeezeh hill point, or the crown of
the Delta as a beginning, the early progress of
Egyptian agriculture and architecture ascended
the banks of the Nile,-we may, in an approximate manner, conclude every Pyramid more
recent, in proportion as it lies further south ;
and then we have the following tabular view of
never-ending deviations :11 Seep. 21 of Dr. Lepciaa'a Ltlkr•from Egypt in 1842, cmcl1845.
See alao Life Gnd Work Ill tM Grtllt PyrMitid, vol iii. p. 364.
t Thia table ia eomp<IIM almost entirely from the data procured
by Colonel Howard Vyae, and Mr. Perring; and publiahed by the
former in hia celebrated Yolumea on the l'yram.Ub of JMab.
Hia firat eo-called Pyramid, or that of' Abou Roaah, in lat. !f.
30" 3', ia indeed here omitted. Partly, becaaae he himself atatea,
• that no part of the external cuing ia to be found ; indeed, the
' edifice WU not probabl)' eYer completed, Or eYen raiaed to a eon•
• aiderable height; for ~y any materiala, and Yery little rubbiah
• are to be seen, although the situation ia yery difficult of ace-.'
And partly, because his attempted identification of the aite, with
that of the Pyramid-famed Cochome of Ancient Egypt, haa been
since diaplaced by Lepaiaa and Oabnrn in fayour of Sakkara.
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Variations with Time.
To the particulars given above we might add,
that almost from the first, or the Great Pyramid
itself, a desire to introduce ornaments, foreign to
the mathematical theory, appears ; so that the
second Pyramid has a thin red-granite basementcourse, and the third Pyramid has a similar richly
coloured granite casing, mounting a long way
up its slopes.1 On the east side of the second
Pyramid, too, but much removed from it, stands
a peculiar kind of temple. On the same side of
· the third .Pyramid stands ~mething of a similar
·kind, better preserved, and . I1ot _so far off. And
with soine of the southern Pyramids, similar hollow temples are brought much closer up to their
respective Pyramids-perhaps into contact, and
on their north as well as east sides, and have
more or less painted and decorated interiors.
While again the 9tat ·Pyramid enters only at
the D.elltJL aide, and that flank,.W.OODI'titMted gene1 The original third Pyramid, u I believe, fim ahown by Baron
Bunllell upon Colonel H. Vyae'• and Mr. Perriug'• drawinge, wu
enlarged IU~ueutly, and, according to. Dr. Lepei118, very long nb·
eeque~~tly, to iu firat building. Whatever, therefore, we now eee
outside, belongs to tlUe later age.
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rally the entrance side of all the Pyramids, there
are some later ones which enter from two or
more sides, and have very conflicting suites of
apartments within. Used, indeed, they always
were, more or less as tombs, and probably royal
ones : but not according to the principles originally set forth in the first of these most peculiar geometrical buildings.
Hence then this most remarkable line of squarebased, but symmetrically triangular-sided, Pyramids of Lower Egypt, after having begun most
successfully with an example, wherein (as we shall
hope to show presently} both its shape, size, and
astronomical emplacement include important data
of science, pure as well as applied,-this line of
imitations fell wofully away afterwards, from all
such high and characteristic ends and aims. Indeed, it would appear by the enduring facts of
their successive constructions, that the ancient
Egyptians must· have writhed under and resisted,
much more than have willingly and spontaneously cultivated, the idea of their primitive most
mathematical Great Pyramid ; wherever that idea
was originally obtained from, or whatever purpose it was first invented for and ordered to be
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constructed to subserve, on so enormous a seale,
as well as in so enduring a manner.
Occasionally, as the facts indicate, the people
worked themselves up into some amount of enthusiasm, or were flogged into harder labour by
a more than usually despotic king, so as to build
rather a bigger .Pyramid for the said monarch's
future more glorious entombment, than their last
architectural performances. But these were mere
dry revivals, which brought out no new thoughts,
while allowing many of the old ones to perish.
After a few such spasmodic fiashes, therefore, at
separate, distant intervals, the light of practical
Pyramid-building, as any vital influence, went
out for ever to that land and that people. Their
Pyramids had become, through several centuries,
continually smaller and less perfect, even construc·
tively and mechanically ; while they had entirely
lost every trace of science symbolized for distant
posterity. Then the sons of Mizraim left off
building Pyramids altogether, and turned their
attention to an entirely different style of architecture. Nor did they ever return to the Pyramid idea, though they had the most splendid
period of their empire, to be, in wealth, extent
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of population, and showy architecture, still before
them.

Do,tes of Egyptian Pyramid-Building.
The period, then, during which this strange
light of Pyramid-building shone on Egypt, was
limited, and rather sharply defined in the history
of that country.
Beginning with a most grand example,-or
perhaps with one or two imperfect attempts preliminary to that triumph of art and early science
'the Great Pyramid,' (though that will be a point
for elucidation in the subsequent portion of our
book} ; and then, after a period during which
every succeeding monarch imitated his predecessor in building a Pyramid,-sometimes l~y,
sometimes energetically, never wisely,-after such
a period, pretty active for a time, but always
with a downward tendeney,-then came the last
puny, despised example ; after which Egyptians
washed their hands of the art, and acted as
though they would have the world believe, that
through all their history they never had had anything to do with the, to them, for some unknown
reason, accursed thing of Pyramid-building.
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The date of both that most noteworthy beginning and peculiar ending in Coptic architecture,
Mr. Fergusson would place between 3900 B.C. and
2600 B.C. ; Lesueur, Renan, etc., between 5400
B.C. and 4000 B.C. ; Lepsius, nearly as Fergusson;
Gardner Wilkinson and Rawlinson, between 2500
B.C. and 2200 B.C. But William Osburn 1 places
it between 2300 B.C. and 1900 B.C.; and as his
dates are sustained by astronomica1 deductions
begun by Sir John Herschel and continued by
myself,'-from what may truly be called, in Mr.
Fergusson's own words, 'the very petrified
' thoughts, feelings, ·and intentions of the Great
' Pyramid builders' when employed thereon, sa
a contemporary monument,-of course I shall
adhere to Mr. Osburn's numbers; which are besides, the result of a very rigid and thorough
examination of all specially hieroglyphic and
Egyptologic data.
Two remarks further, however, may be advisable here, before descending the stream of time
to see what the Egyptians took to building, after
they deserted the Pyramids.
1 Mon~ Hi1kwy of Jlwpl, vol i. Gardner Wilkinson alto,
in bia earlier W orka.
t L;fe cmd Wori at 1M Great Prramid, vol iii. pp. 216-299.
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'The first such remark, is-seeing that the enormous differences of dates among the EgyptologistS are chiefly due to some sort of stretching
out, more or less, of the very same number and
order of positiv~ events, so as to occupy more, or
fewer, years ; and as this Procrustean method
prevails increasingly during the earlier part of
Mizraite history,-we must never take a date
from one of those modem Egyptological gentlemen, and put it down in the chronology of another of them, without first reducing the former's
system to the value or. terms of the latter. For,
without such a necessary reduction, the whole
facts of kings and reigns would presently be displaced relatively ; and posterity might be set above
their ancestors, with the most disastrous facility.
We shall close this chapter, therefore, with a
tabular view of the first twenty Egyptian dynasties, as dated by the several Egyptological authorities ; hoping to supply therein a simple inspection
method of making the correction just mentioned.
And now comes our second word of advice.
Though there are at present such large discrepancies amongst the Egyptologists, they follow
some sort of law ; and there is a science binding
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them to a certain extent together, and making
them a very respectable body of learned men.
Philosophem they are, who will no doubt go
working on and o~ until they have brought
their mutual differences within a smaller com·
pass, and have much improved the whole world's
knowledge of their most peculiar subject. But on or
near their confines are to be found stray geniuses,
erratic stars, meteom blazing up here and there
anomalously: in fact, Egyptological analogues of
anti-Newtonian gravitation men, and seekem after
perpetual motion. Of and against all such, let the
earnest student be forewarned and forearmed.
One of these solitaries, who has written much
on the history of Egypt, and, when touching on
her periods of Roman bondage, very socially and
pleasantly,-actually makes King Suphis of the
4th dynasty and the Great Pyramid. go forth from
his home in Memphis, to fight against kings of
the 12th dynasty, in Thebes; and this about the
year 1650 B.C.; that is, at a date long after the
widely removed lives, and far separated deaths,
of both elder and younger monarchs ; or when
they could certainly do no harm either to each
other or to their respective kingdoms.
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Another of these disturbers of history is, however, a man of higher mark, being no othezo than
the late Sir George Comewall Lewis; an excellent classic, but more Greek than all the Greeks
in this one point of their national weakness, viz.,
thinking all the rest of mankind illiterate barbarians, and deeming nothing older than, or half
so good in the world as, themselves. Hating
therefore, and despising also, the Egyptians in
his Grecian heart, knowing nothing of their practical constructions or hieroglyphics, but deriving
some slight account of them from the Greeks only,
and they writing merely for their national purpose of exalting themselves,-Sir George Comewall Lewis rather comically informs his readers,
that the first Greek Olympiad, or 716 B.c., is the
earliest date on which we can rely for any event
in the past annals of mankind.
For the Egyptian Pyramids, indeed, he does
go a little farther back ; but thinks that they cannot be older than 1012 B.c. How, therefore, he
stands among the modem hardworking Egyptologists, who gather their knowledge of Egypt by
applying their own brains to Egyptian monuments,-the following table will show ; i.e., as
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touching the usual ' dynasties ;' for, though some
writers begin their Egyptian histories long before
even the first Manethoan reign proper, we shall
discuss them in a separate chapter.
EGYPTIAN CmtoNOLOGY,
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA-continued.

CHAPTER

6.

VALLEY OF THE NILE-CORtinutd.

Theban 'l'e:mples.
A BLANK follows in the history of Egypt after
the last degenerate specimens of the Pyramids
had been erected,-a long stretch of Nile banks
nearly devoid of architectural remains is passed,
as a modern traveller-all unconsciously pursuing the path of early Egyptian empire-ascends
the river towards the south: and then, in the one
case, we arrive at the Theban kingdom, flourishing
in its chiefest glory from 1800 to 1200 B.c.
according to most of the chronologies, here not
very different from each other ; and in the other
case, we practically reach the plain of Thebes in
Upper Egypt, under the parallel of 25° 40' N.
latitude ; with the effect of finding it all gorgeous
with temples and palaces.
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· Grandly shine those ancient 1 glories of architectnre in sandstone and limestone, granite and
porphyry, basalt and alabaster. But there are no
Pyramids amongst them.
Some arehreologists, catching at the remembrance of a form which had' set for ever,-will
persist in calling attention to the slightly pyramidal, or inclined, faces of many of the public
buildings, and to the outer surfaces of Theban
door-posts and 'pylon' towers. These last being
strong, yet decorated, hollow structures near the
entrance of every temple, and forming the glory
of Thebes in ita days of renown : for it was then
the ' city of a hundred temple pylons,' not city
gates, as Homer and his translators erroneoW!ly
phrased it.1 But the slope of these buildings, is
not even approximately the slope of the Great
Pyramid ; while instead of an almost solid fabric
(with ~ only of hollow), they have merely
apparent masses, which are one-half or more
of hollow space within, or only positive open
colonnade.
1 Not ancient u to the Pyramicb of Lower Egypt, though extremely 10 u compared with the temples of Greece and Rome.
1 Thebes had DO eurroandiog walls, and therefore Do city gatee.
Ita temples were ita ltrongholdl, and were eeparate and ieolated
bolcU ; the boll181 of the citi&eDI being -"ered 1001817 abroad.
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In place too of smooth, flat, simple walls, those
palace temples, or temple-palaces,-for no one
seems to know exactly which,~how obelisks,
pillars, capitals, co:IDices, and pediments, sculpture
in various degrees of relievo, as well as the round ;
with multitudinous engraved adornments of every
kind, and all of them painted with vivid pigments
up to the very eyes. In place also of silence and
purity as of old, they are covered (these Theban
temples) from end to end, and from top to bottom,
with enormous hieroglyphic inscriptions, bearing
the praises of their despotic and murderous kings,
such as Thothmes and Amenophis and Rhamses
Sesostris ; and are polluted with all the abominations of the religious worship of a thousand animal-.
headed gods, each one more vile than another.
This is the ordinary 'ancient Egypt' of most
of our historiographers. It is that also, whose remains both our travellers so rave to see, and our
collectors delight to bring home pretty specimens
of the idols of,-from little green images the size
of a fly, up to the monster granite colossi in the
British Museum.
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'l'he Astronomical Test.
In the midst of so much falling away, then,
into their own deceitful religious inventions, how
fared the asserted astronomical condition, touching the orientation of the walls of these showy
buildings by Egyptians of the second empire 1
Mr. Fergusson says, that ' they were placed
'anywhere, facing in any direction, and generally
' affected with a symmetriphobia tha~ it is difficult
' to understand. The pylons are seldom in the
'axes of the temples.; the courts seldom square;
' the angles frequently not right angles, and one
' court succeeding another without the least re'ference to symmetry.'l
Checking this account by reference to the
plates in Dr. Lepsius's large work on Egypt,l a
most ample confirmation is found there ; for, if
1 ADd apin, at pap 109 of hit .An:Aiteduml Hilforr ,._,The
• palace of Luxor ia further remarkable u a atriking m.tr.nce of how
• regardl- the Egyptiana (of the Theban age of kingdom) were of

• regularity and symmetry in their plana. Not only ia there a con·
• aiderable angle in the direction of the uia of the building, but the
• anglea of the court-yarda are, in IICai'Cely any inBtaDce, ript ang1eL
• The pillara are varioualy IJ**l, and pains to haTe been gra• tuitoualy taken to make it M irregular u pclllible in uearl7 eTer,Y
• r&Bpect.'
1 D~ Gill .4lf111Pim a AetlaiqpeA; 12 folio vola. ; Berlin.
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the direction of the look-out of each temple be
taken, as defined by the longer general axis of the
whole, passing out from the inner penetralia and
proceeding forth through the pylon towers, the
following numerical results are obtained for their
astronomical directions : ON W.-r Smx o-. NIL&
NortbernmoR temple of Sethoe z..
WelterDJDoR
ditto
Temple farther lOUth, of Thot.luDel m..
Ditto
ditto,
BbND- IL
Ditto
ditto,
BbND- DL

•

-

a. 6~ .,
a. M a.
a. 51 .,
a. " ..
& 4J ..

Kamak, sr-\ temple,
tt
graud &YellG8, ,
"
llll&ller aYeDae and temple,
Luor, DOrib pan of temple of RbND- IL " -th part, or of .Ameaophil m.
-

•· M• w.
a. 19 W,
a. 26 w.
•· 40 .,
•· 30 a.

-

-

OK E.&n Smx o-. NIIJL

Besides these temples, all of them large, there
are many smaller ones more variously placed
still ; while the tombs which honeycomb the hills
over miles and miles of rock and ravine, are
truly almost scattered at random.
A lamentable change is this, from the regularity and order observable on the ancient hill of
Jeezeh, where the Great Pyramid faces the cardinal
points so truly, that it is difficult to discern any
error; where the second, third, fourth, and down
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to the eighth and ninth Pyramids, closely follow
the ·same emplacement, and are themselves succeeded in a similar manner by every tomb, large
or small, on the slopes of the hill around them ;
and where even every narrow, though deep,
sepulchral well, is square in plan, and its sides
are duly oriented.1
Order, method, and tregularity, with a close
attention to the leading facts of astronomy, conjoined with an appreciation of geometrical excellence and mechanical exactitude,-rule over the
'
first expressions of Egypt amongst its Pyramids
near the Delta. But garish display, luxurioas living, contempt of science, as well mathematical'

.

I Thia refen in !Rricb.- ODly to ncb of the buildillp on tile
Jeer.eh hill, ae can be ufely and aeaarely identified with the earn.

MemphiaD, or ante..Theban, dynaatiel. BuildiDp of other and far
dift'erent date. are UDfommately amongst them, and require to be
eedulouly guarded against in any critical inquiry. Th- nbeequent
uchitectaral growtba ClOIIIleCt themlelvea chiefly with the reviYil of
Memphil, after the gloriea of Thebes had pueed away, in the 26th
d)'DMty ; when the memory of King Suphia of the 4th d)'DMty waa
converted into a god; when aimilar honOUJ'II were conferred on the
Great Sphinx,- work, ae Mr. Oaburn ahOWI, commenced in the
14th d)'DMty; and when, or by which period, the whole figment
of Oairia and Typhon had been fully elaborated, with all ita endleaa
proceuiona of animal-headed goda and mythical demoua, quite
unknown to the earlier empire of the Pyramid-building kinga.
1 M. Renan, in RerJvt du Deu:J; Mondu, April 1865, remarb
on the inferior atonea, badly chosen, and wone put together, aa if
by elave labour and under compulaion of the atick, in the over.
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as astronomical, and idolatry rampant,-mark
the second stage of Egypt's national existence on
the fertile plains of Thebes.
adorned templea of Thebel, while he c&ll never praile IUfliciently the
00118Cientioua labour au.d mechallical uoelleace of the G..t Pyra.
mid'a plain coutruction.

•
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA-continued.

OHAPTER

6.

Pyramids of Ethiopia.
still up the Nile we next aseend,.through all Egypt and into Ethiopia, or Upper
Nubia beyond ;-and then, in.tb.e latitude of 17° N.,
or near ·the cities or stations of Meroe, Barkal, and
Nourri, more groups of Pyramids are met with.
But we have now descended the stream of
time to the days of Tirhakah, King of Ethiopia,
and conqueror of Egypt under the 25th. dynasty ;
or to about the date 100 B.O.
Was it, that that energetic king had seen the
Pyramids of J eezeh in the north, and 'Wished to
repeat, without undel'Btanding, them, in his south•
em home t Or did he propose to improtJe on
what appeared to the rich profusion of his Cushite
taste, the pale meanness of the undecorated
HIGHER
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memorials of primeval time ! Or again, did he
desire to combine into one, the augustness of the
Pyramids with the splendours of Thebes !
We know not the idea which actuated the royal
builder, unless it be expressed in, and by, his
works themselves ; and there, we find Pyramids
numerous and square-based, but small (i.e., seldom
more than 1000 inches long in the side of the
base); and very badly built,-consisting merely
of an outside easing of showy masonry, filled
inside with veritable loose rubbish. They, i.e.,
these little Ethiopian Pyramids, are likewise thin,
steep in their sloping triangular sides, and slender,
though often slightly flat-topped intentionally ;
they stand, too, in groups together, like cypresstrees in a Turkish burial-ground ; and are adorned
with pedestals, roll mouldings along their comer
edges or arris lines ; and with occasional miniature belfry-like windows, or circular 1 and other
ornamental markings near the summit ; while
below, they are still further decorated with a
temple kind of hollow propylreon or porch, attached to, and projecting from, one side.

pu'

1 Tbia beginning of cin:lee
in •' random, for appuoentl7
mere idle Ulonghtleu omamenbQOD, ia nouwOJthy, and will be
alluded ~ apiD.
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These porches are indeed often so rich and
architectural, as to be neither more nor less than
small Theban temples ; with pylons and pylontowers, and two or three successive diminishing
courts. But their ceilings are characteristic ; being formed rain-proof and complete, sometimes in
a round, and sometimes in a Gothic, i.e., a pointed
arch, within. Nicely, too, nay even gorgeously,
painted, are the interiors of these Pyramid appendages ; generally in a blue ground scattered
over with golden stars on the said ceiling; and
upon the walls, with the animal-headed gods and
mystic abominations of later Egypt,-as well as
with full-Jength portraits, again and again, of the
reigning Ethiopian monarch and his large-bodied,
thick-lipped, negro wives.1

Astronomical Emplacement.
And now, amongst these many architectural
indulgences, how about the asserted rigid law of
astronomical orientation !
1 Ferguaeon'a woodcuts of these Ethiopian Pyramids, taken from
Boakin'a work, hardly make enough of the porches. These are
better, u well u far more abundantly given, in Dr. Lepaiua'a folio
D~; both u to general viewa of the buildings in the
earlier volumes, and large-eized eopie. of the almoat innumerable
paintings on the internal walla, in voL x.
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Our excellent general authority, Mr. Fergusson,
says,-tha.t it is carried out among those Ethiopian
Pyramids, with even more than Theban irregularity.
That opinion being founded apparently altogether upon Mr. G. A. Hoskin's travels in Ethiopia,1
-1 have cheeked it by referring to Dr. Lepsius's
large work, descriptive of his subsequent visitation of the aauie places : and on correcting his
magnetic bearings given in all the plates, for the
amount of g• variation which is entered in some,
-the following results appear.
At Meroe, where the porch looks out, or enters ·
in, at the centre of the side of the Pyramid, and
at right angle& to the base -side of the same,-the
direction of such look-out isFor one, two, or more Pyr.mict., •
Auother,
.,

...

....
..

- .e."70.....
...

IJ.

-

IJ.

-

IJ.

-

IJ.

73 ...
74. ..
715 ..
80 ..
86 . ..

-

IJ.

-

IJ.

-

IJ.

-

1'.

-

x. 76 ..

89 ..
82 ..

Similarly at Nourri,-and where, in one of
' .A. Tflr1 good book. for an original explorer; quarto, 18315.

-,
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Mr. Hoskin's plates, no less than thirty~ Pyramids are represented,-they are all square-baseQ,
but only a portion are supplied with porches ;
and the look-out of these bears,ID 1101De,
<>there,
ADd othera etill, •

-

a. <&10 ..
a."" ..
a. 61 .. ;

while at Barkal, where all the Pyramids are square
based, and all are furnished with porches, the lookout of these is found to be,For eome,
<>then,

.."

ADd a large temple clo.e by,

-

I.

31° L

.. a. 39 ..
- a. 61 ..
-

-

1.67 ..
a. 63 ..

Hence, if there be any law at ·all, it is rather for
pointing to as far as possible from, than close to,
the cardinal points. So that, after a course of
1800 years, we find that the architecture of the
valley of the Nile, though beginning in the north
and ending in the south with Pyram.ids,-had
entirely departed from the primitive characteristic
of astronomical emplacement. At the same time,
the structures themselves were so altered in figure,
-that in place of resembling the combined simplicity of a mathematical, and organic mystery of
a natural, crystalline figure,-the Ethiopian Pyra-
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mids were such, that,-only increase their already
commenced deviations a little more, or e.g., pull up
the Pyramid portion a little higher, ornament its
sides more, and slightly enlarge the hollow porch,
-and you have a northern Christian church with
its spire: or, raise the pylons in an equal degree
and you have the two western towers of a Gothic
cathedral.1
This idea may be a little overstrained ; but,
looking to the high importance which has been
attached in some quarters, to Sir Gardner Wilkinson's demonstra.tions of the much later pointed
arches of the Rhoda Nilometer near Cairo,-being
yet several centuries older than the earliest known
Gothic example of similar pointed arches in the
north ;-there may be importance in directing
attention to the same forms occurring in Ethiopia,
both in greater profusion, and full 1000 years
before even the Rhoda example. The architectural problem too seems easier, to account for
the first invention of the figure of our churches
had already remarked in hia Hi#ory of .Ardlip. l().i, of the Rbameuion at Thebee, built by Rh.am- the
Great-•Itsf&9ade formed by two great pylona or pyramidal mueea
• of muonry, which, like the two weatem towera of a Gothic
• cathedral, are the appropriate and moat impoeing part of the
1 M'r. Fergu110D

l«t~tn;

• ltrncture.'
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in that manner, (though it docs imply an adaptation of Pagan forms to Christian purposes,) than
to obtain it out of the doctrines, injunctions, or
descriptions of early Christian worship contained
in the New Testament.1

Last Days of Nile .A. rchitecture.
Beyond those just mentioned, only a few isolated
antique structures in African deserts, are occasionally spoken of by some wandering travellers ;
-but even the best of such remains are taken for
ever out of the course of our research, by the
following condemnatory sentence from Fergusson's
discriminating history :1'The ruins of Wady-El-Ooatib, a little further up the Nile
' than Meroe, should perhaps be also mentioned here, if onJy
' from the importance given to them by Huren, who thought
' he bad diacovered in them the rains of the temple of Jupiter
1 The principlee of much J>usinian colouring may aleo be 118811 in
theee Ethiopian pyramid-porchn of 2500 yean ago ; eepecially in
the favourite background of deep and pure blue,-when on the
ceiling, heightening the eft'ect of the golden .tan ; and on the walll,
throwing forward the figuree, hDDWl or otherwi.e, of the artiatic
deeign, triclr.ed out alwaya CUJlllingly, more or leu in warmeat tintl
of yellow, orange, and broWD.
1 Excepting, what may be to be excepted, about the mppoeed Dr.
Leider'• Pyramid, aeveral milee weet of the Great Pyramid of
Jeezeh. See Life afld Wori at tlu GrecU l'yrctmid, vol. i. p. 465,
and vol ii. p. 1M.
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' Ammon. They are, however, all .in the debued style of the
' worst age of Ptolemaic or Boman art in tbat oountry. They
' are wholly devoid of hieroglyphioa, or any indication of
' sanctity and importance, and tbere can be little doubt that
' tbey are the remains of a caravanserai on the great oommer' oial route between Egypt and Axoum, along which the
' gre•ter part of the trade of the Eaat arrived at Aleunclria
' in the days of ita magnificence.'

Hence we have now exhausted, for our purposes,
all the architecture of the valley of the Nile ; and
far away indeed from these latter d~d ezamples of it, must we look to other lands,-if we
would hope to alight on more of the really early
traces of mankind.

I

~
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA-contmued.

CHAPTER

7.

VALLEY 011' THE EUPHRATES.

Bahel Remains 1
generally throughout the world runs a
belief, that the valley of the Euphrates and the
plains of Shinar, formed the first habitat of intellectual man ; and an eloquent author whom
we have already quoted (page 8}, even goes so
far as to assert, that the idea of Pyramidal structures, and the practice of orienting them astronomically, arose there.
If belief alone could be admitted in this inquiry, the Tower of Babel, as described in the
Scriptures, might be brought up in part testimony; and would, if so discovered, be found with
little doubt to be older than the Great Pyramid
of Lower Egypt, the oldest example of all the
architecture which has thus far crossed our path.
VERY
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On the contempo-rary monumental examination principle, however, whereon we are now embarked, no mere beliefs can have any place. We
must appeal rather to the positive excavations
or ground surveys of Loftus, Layard, Taylor, Sir
Henry Rawlinson, and other modem explorers ;
and are inform~ thereby, that though 'Babylon'
be the reputed site, very nearly, of the Tower of
Babel, and though many ruins have been discovered there,-they are all much more recen~
and far less notable, than anything which could
be worthily identified with that primeval tower
of belie£1
Most unlike the Great Pyramid of Jeezeh,
which, standing on the hard, solid, living rock,
is still on its own sure foundations, with nothing
perishably human below, and nothing elevated
above i~-the Babylonian buildings are immersed, rather than founded, in all the insecurity
of illimitable depth of alluvial mud ; such as the
Euphrates brought down ages ago, and such as it
1 • It ia by no means impouible that the rich alluvial plain of
' Bhinar may have been inhabited by man aa early aa the valley of
' the Nile ; but if thia waa 10, it ia certain that the early dwellers
'in the land have left no trace of their 10journ which haa aa yet
' rewarded the ~earch of modem inv81tigatol'l.'-Ferguaaon'• Hiltorf
of .Architeclure, p. 130.
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is bringing down still, with the effect of continually and even rapidly extending its banks
the head of the· Persian Gul£ Hence all those
Lower Mesopotamian buildings, seem more or
less endued with a tendency to sink beneath the
surface of the ground ; and one looks in vain for
the mighty walls of even medireval Babylon ; ie.,
the Babylon of Nebuchadnezzar, the city whose
mural crown was one of the wonders of the
earth; with walls two hundred cubits high (according to Herodotus), of a width at the top for
seven chariots to drive abreast, and furnished
with a hundred lofty gates of costly bronze.1
Much digging amongst the ruins has taken
place of late years, and has discovered, first,
many traces of historical Babylon ; and, second,
beneath them, has come upon the remains of a
very much earlier Chaldrean monarchy. Beneath
these still, could the excavations be pushed so
far, we might perhaps expect to find the foundations both of the Tower of Babel, and that
city of the same name which we are told was

mto

1 See Rawlinlon'a .Ancient .Monarclliu, voL iii. pp. 348, :U9, for
many varying account. of the immense heights and breadths of
these walla ; and at page 338 for the teltimony that 1 no vestige
1 of the walla of Babylon hu yet been ditoovarod.'
-
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the beginning of the kingdom of Nimrod, did
it ever really stand on the surface of the ground
in that precise locality. But as no such foundations have yet been found or certainly identified,-we must for a time discharge even the
memory of these ancient names from our collection
of data ; while we proceed to the consideration of
whatever remains actually have rewarded the zeal
of excavators in various sections of the Interamnian country, and are known now to arclueologista
as ' the Pyramidal temples and burial cities of
' Proto-Chaldrea.'
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CHAPTER

8.

Proto-~

To chief period of activity and importance in
the Proto-Cbaldman kingdom, seems to be reckoned
by the Rev. George Rawlinson, in his FifJe Great

Jlonarchiea of the .Ancient Eastern World, as
ranging between chronological limits of 2200 B.C.
and 1500 B.c.
But then as his date for the Great Pyramid of
Jeezeh, though far from so extravagant u those
of many other literary men, is yet some 300 years
greater than that derived from the only irreproachable astronomical data,-we shall probably
be justified in slightly diminishing his earlier
numbers; and calling his 2200 B.c., 2000 B.C.
astronomical. In this manner his dates will fit
symmetrically into those already ascertained for
D
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Egyptian history ; and will not be materially
different from those approved of by Sir Henry
Rawlinson, Mr. Fergusson, Mr. Loftus, and other
names of authority in Mesopotamian history. ·
The first supposed or traditional monarch of
this old Chaldrean empire, according to the chief
author, just quoted, was Ninirod ; but the earliest
proved one Urukh, whose name has been found
inscribed on many of the cuneiform inscriptions ;
which were prepared and inserted in his buildings
by himself, contemporaneously With their erection; and consequently with every admitted and
recommendable attribute of efficient testimony to
their architect and paternity. Such testified remains have been found moreover at sevei-al. different localities ; though only at two of them have
any ·exact traces for our present inquiry been
<liscovered; viz., at Mugheir in lat. 30° 57' N.,
-' with long. 46° 12' E.; and at Warka, supposed
to be the ancient Erech, in ·lat. 81° 20' N.,"'and
long 45° 40' E.
The chief practical explorers in this important
field have been Sir Henry Rawlinson/ Mr. Loftus,1
1

1

LondM .AN.&tic SocietY• Juu.mal.
.And hia o1r11 octavo volume, entitled C1aGldcN GftciHuiaiiG.
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and Mr. Taylor ; 1 and the principal discussers of
observations- Rev. Dr. HincJcs, Rev. George
Rawlinson, Mr. Fox Talbot, and Mr. Fergusson.
All these gentlemen, too, seem to be pretty well
agreed, that the buildings just cited and evidently
- ( chi~es of old Chaldma, were of a tem_ple, or
~ous-worship, character ;. having, towards that
puipose, a small rectangular hollow tower or
chamber, based on a larger mass constructed like a
terrace ; and this on a yet larger one, or a sort of
foundational mound of earth, strengthened out§de
by more or less amount of builded casing,-an ides,

~~ whic~~--~~~~ ~~!~~ted

-

-

in the days of King Urukh, andphaps to have
--·-......_
been mvented )!l: lriJ!l.~elf.
The "t);t-~aterials employed, being seldom
Jnore than bricJcs ; and these usually crude or
unbaked,1-the buildings they composed, have~
the long subsequent ages mostly crumbled down
into rounded mounds of mere earth, which cover
all detail with their own featureless decay. NoLortdOA..4.aiatic Socidtja Jnf'fl4l., voL xv.
Some of the better preeerved m - of brick·work, are said to
owe that superiority to the introduction of a layer of reeda and
ruahea between every few counea of the crude bricks ; preventing
thereby rain from cutting and washing out deep ravines with the
same facility that it doea in pure clay.
1

1
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thing accurate, therefore, was known in modem
times, touching the said fiducial details, until the
explorers above named commenced extensive excavations into the said mounds ; and, after cutting
deeply through the superincumbent mass of clay
and soil, reached some portion of the actually
standing lowest walls.
Such structures, then proved to have been fairly
rectangul&r as to their angles in ground-plan, but
decidedly oblong as to. th~ sides. The lowest
terrace (for the formation was always in such
terraces, decreasing in size as they ascended) invariably exhibi~ enormous external walls, which
were either deeply pannelled, or provided with
enormous buttresses, giving both strength, stiJFness, and variety of light and shade under a bright
sun. Upon this was placed a seeon.!Jerrace,
smaller, o1 more refined architectural features,
but oblong also in its rectangular ground-plan,
and eccentrically situated as to the lower terrace.
On this second terrace was placed sometimes a
third one, of similar order ; and on the top of
that again, a small liollow apartment or Shrine,
exc:_eedingly ornamentedJ often with ~;;ious
metal,
._....., but alsO founded in eccentric position.
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These several eccentricities were all so arranged,
as to push every successively higher terrace or
tower more and more towards one, than the other,
end of the general mass. One end of the same
being thereby made to rise from the plain (though,
still by the terrace steps), more, and the other
less, steeply,-the greater roominess of the latter
end was utilized by having large flights of steps,
variou.sly and shoWily arranged; so that ;hole
crowds of wors ppers might, if necessary, ascend
and descend with all coinfort and. decorum.
T e sides of these terraces were generally
arranged at a large angle of slope, or convergence inward, as they ascended ; but that 'Was all
they bad of the true Pyramid ·shape ; and there
were no nearer approaches to that most peculiar,
and easily definable, form throughout all Proto-

Obaldma.
Oblong rectangles then in plan, built in suooes·
aive eccentric stages, with unequal sides of trapezoid shape, protruding with buttresses, deeply cut
into with staircases, and surmounted by a fiattopped hollow cham.ber,-the Proto-Chaldman
remples evidently were no rivals to the mathematical perfection of realization shown by the
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Pyramids of Lower Egypt. ' Pyramidal tempies,' we may go on calling the fonner, ~use
\ th~ fashion has been set by men of mark;but
only distantly pyrarmdit are they ; while the
name of ' Pyramid' would be a flagitious misuse
of the term.
Picturesque, rather than scientific, forms, must
these structures of the· LOwer Euphrates have
been. Even in their ruins, travellers speak of
them as affording the only varied point for the
weary eye to rest on, in the trackless, featureless,
round of the sharply-defined, level horizon, terminating all views in the fiat and ocean-like
alluvial plains or marshes of the Interamnian
region. To direct their camels' march on these
distant artificial mountains, is.the delight of Arab
drivers ; and it is the pride of European artis1B,
on a nearer approach, to adopt every allowable
device, such as the shadow of a passing cloud, or
the rays of the sun bursting out behind some partially eclipsing sereen,-to throw a glory which is
not their own, upon these much-meaning mounds
of old, but where now only a few gaunt cattle
crop a little grass after the winter rains are over,
and before the fiery heats of spring commence.
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Still more of this picturesque effect must these
structures have had in the days of their youth ;
for, taller and larger then, they supplied more
completely the na.tura.l want of mountains in a.
fiat land. ·With their serrated, terraced edges,
too, and greater steepness on ori.e Bide than the
other, these Chaldrea.n temple masses posse8sed
all that variety of outline which connoisseurs in
hill scenery so much insist upon ; while the metallic decorations of the uppe. r tower or chamber,
must have reflected the rays of the rising. or
setting sun a.s brilliantly a.s the snowy summits
of the mighty Ara.ra.t,-the 'terrible crystal , of
Ezekiel's Story.
So much, ·then, for an architectUre· which never
had any claims to geometric praise. But ca.n
better things be said for itS astronomy 1

Astronomical Emplacement.
Alas I a yet more remarkable differenCe a.wa.its
us here than any hitherto touched upon ; for,
Proto-Chaldman templa.r edifices a.re a.lwa.ys pla.ced,
so sa.y all our authorities, not with their sides,
but their corners, towards the four cardinal
points I
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This statement is repeated so often and so positively by both Loftus and Rawlinson, that ·they
would seem to have overlooked the imposSibility
of all the comers of a long rectangular building
being directed truly to the four cardinal points,
and to there being a difference of many degrees
to be disposed of somewhere,' as error on two
corners, if other two had been set true, as above
indicated, from one central point, on a groundplan of the very long rectangular proportions
which they give.
The better practical method of proceeding
would probably have been, for our explorers to
have recorded the direction of the sidu .of· a
structure (eliminating the buttresses); and then,
in stating that they (the sides) point half-way ·between all the four cardinal directioDS, there would
have cropped out more prominently the astronomical antithesis of these Chaldrean buildings to
all Egyptian PYramids ·; viz., that instead of being
oriented, as thOse are, to or upon the cardinal
points, they a.re as far from, them, angularly, aa
they possibly can be.
That at least would be the case, did the walls
run accurately at 45° from those directions ; which
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is what has been implied for them, and even
claimed positively for the governing intention · of
the builders. But within what limits of accuracy
are the temple remains actually found to do so 1
Mr. Loftus's plate of Mugheir, as closely as I can
test it, gives s. 37° E., or N. 37 w., for the direction of the two larger parallel walls ; and another
for Warka gives N. 39° :z., or s. 39° w.; the
entry to the former being certainly represented on
the south-eastern side, and of the latter app&rently on the north-eastern. In either case very
dift'erent from the Egyptian Great Pyramid's entran~ from due north ; and its error less than 5',
in place <>f these 8° and 6° fallings-short on what
was desired and intended, whether religiouSly,
scientifically, or symbolically, in these earliest
known beginnings of Lower Mesopotamia.
But for whatever purpose the temples were
designed, there can be no doubt what the neighbouring cities were USed for ; viz., as places holy,
or gifted With some peculiar ~e, fo;burial,
and resorted to on that account by large populations from even distant countries ~ugh
..,.
_.--::----~es. Graves, graves, graves, therefore, fill
all the environs· oltliese~ ·primevai cities. Not

-------- _

.....---4··
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costly tombs like the Egyptian grand and farbetween sepulchres, but every kind of compen\ dious coffin made in bakeir-an.<r unbaked Clay;
pCrrect modelS of gigantic earthenware, stuffing

th~d as full as it c~~~~~~n _ev_eg ~~~
The same idea still lives in the same region.
as shown by the pertinacity with which all the
'ti
ricfi 11ll'oughout Persia send thell' dead in~
.....___- less streams throughout every year, to be buried
within the precincts o!_~e_sa~~~- -~ity <?!_ Kerbela.1 A Mohammecfali martyrdom of Ha.ssein.
;-;;:-·of Ali, sanctifies the practice -~eaiately in

I

t~~ir eyes ; but the cusfum:iseVid~~~i -~erent
in the region, and dates from a ~riod up to
which no historian has ever penetrated.

-=------

1

Lat. 32" 4d lf. ; long.

--

4ao 4d ..

J
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CHAPTER
VALLEY OF THE

9.

EUPHRA~tl«l•

.Assyria,.

AlTER the decay of that most ancient, or ProtoChaldrean kingdom, the seat of Interamnian
empire appears to have passed north-westward
up the Tigris ; or tO that region where Layard,
in the mounds of Nimroud,1 uncovered what he
thought at first to be Nineveh,-but which is now
recognised as ancient Calah ; and where M. Botta
at the same time uncovered in the mounds of
modem Khorsabad1 what he also thought must
have been Nineveh, and published as such,-but
which is now generally recognised as Bit-Sargina;
and where Layard again in subsequent years
excavated at Koyunjik,1 what appears to have
Lat. SCSO 9' lf. and long. 43" 26' ._ approximatel7.
Lat. 36° 36' lf. and lcmg. 4JO 18' ..
,.
• La~ 36° 22' lf. and Ioiii· 43'" 16'..
,.
1
I
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been the true Nineveh : all ·of them, however,
cities, and very S_Elendid ones too, of
one Assynan empire which flourished under wellknown kings from about 1600 B.C. to 625 B.C.
An allied race to the old Chaldrea.ns, would the
Assyrians appear to have been from their architectural methods,-though notably dift'ering in

Jbe~
l

l

[CH. 9.

~t

to make all their greatest buildings palaces for
their kings, rather than temples to their gods.1
Comparatively little did they care for the glorification of their dead, whose tombs nowhere
appear ; and indicate thereby more of the Semitic,
than the Turanian, element of raee,-aecording
to the Fergussonian principle. In manner of
construction too, they aimed at more use of stone.;
\ large supplies of which, in shape of alabaster
- - slabs,
.,...... -were comparatively close to them in the

Assyrian hills.
In the matter of orientation, the greater part of

the buildings at Nimroud, particularly those of
I At p.l69, :Mr. Ferguaon apeab of the Wf'!Jfl'icl of 'Nimroud,'
but a little further on he allowa that it n- in eucceuive terrace~
like the lower ChalcJ.an templee ; though he doee not eee evidence
either of temple, or tomb oharaoter in thia one pyramidal building
at Nimroud.
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the north-west palace, are represented by Layard
88 having their walls directed to the cardinal
points ; although thoee of his south-east palace
are placed diagonally. At Khorsabad, again, in
M. Botta's fine plates, the walls of Gll the palace
chambers invariably nm diagonal fashion ; or, 88
measured on one of Mr. Rawlinson's plates, N. 41•
B., with s. 41 ow., and N. 49° w., with s. 49• B.
While finally at Koyunji.k, or Nineveh itsel(
the palace walls in Mr. Layard's plates all cross
·the cardinal -directions ; and in one of the most
measurable instances, at angles of N. 67° E., with
s. 67° w., and N. 23° w., with s. 23° E., while
another indicates N. 60° :&, with its consequences.1
No great accuracy therefore in keeping to any·
thing astronomical is manifested by the buildings
of the great empire which terminated with the
fate, classically, of Sardanapalus, or, according to
the cuneiform inscriptions, with Asshur-emid-ilin;
but they, the builders, decidedly were against the
asserted theory of accurate orientation with the
cardinal points ; and indicate very plainly on the
whole, a desire to fall in with the opposite idea,
1

See Layud'a Ftflnd and Babykm, 8vo, 1853; also hit .Motav·
of Ninn~A, folio, 1849 : aDd a aecond aeriea in 1853.

tlleftll
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or that already produced on the lower Euphrates ;
viz., of making their walls point azimuthally as
far as possible from the said earth-axial directions.
Magnificent restorations of these Assyrian
palaces have been published by the accomplished
Mr. Fergusson, enabling us to realize much of
their highest character and their resthetic effect
on the mind, by virtue of form, size, and chromatic, joined with sc~pturesque, decoration.

J

'Judged,' he says, 'by the same rules of criticism which
' we apply to classic or medieval art, the architecture of the
' Assyrians mnst, it ia feared, rank very low. But for gore geous barbaric splendour of efFect, it seema difticult to imagiDe
anything that could well have been grander or more impoa:.
1 ing than the palaces of Nineveh mUBt have been, when entire
' and filled with the state and magnificence of the monarch of
'Assyria.'

'

To acquire a notion, too, of the condition of
mind of these worthies, we may ~er tO the ~ry
,,
words which one ~f the_~ kin~_~( ~;-rded,
r\ \ about 9 50 B.C., as translated by Mr. Fox 'i'Too~
- I (the~r of British photography,) thus:' Within the circuit of this fortress I constructed a tine
' house of cedar ; a house of cypress wood ; a house of taprani
' wood; a house of ker wood ; a house of muhkani wood ; a
' house of terebinth wood and of tarpikhi wood, for the resi-
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ll

__:__/ ' deuce of my maje!lty, and for a remembrance of my reign
for evermore.'
·
'lma""'de IICUlptures of the animals of the lands and seu,
~ ' carved "fit pari stone and parut• stone, and I set them'up at
c the doors of my palace.'
· ·
• Tm&de it graiia; I made it splendid, and with images of
' bright copper I &domed1£fi

'

I'

._.....

........_.

Thus, indeed, things went on at Nineveh.
There was war aii<ltlie--~h~~ of captives;
building of palaces, and taskmasters to smite the
\.(· build;S-&£ tiielr -tasks tlie chase for the king's
~
diversion ; the many ladies of hiS hareem for bis
entertainment, and a continual -~e cup-bearer
at hallit tlie mo;t'b.onourecf-~fficial of airhis

--

7

-

.... I
l'
-~

~

l

officers, to keep ~ ~-o~~~lr_ served up ·to the
highest stage of physical enjoyment. How, then,
eoiUa science enter there I. Not, indeed, that science is a forbidden inquiry or pursuit to kings; for
a cen~ before Asshur-akbbal flourished, a wiser
monarch than he had written in another land,-

I fl

· ' It is the glory of God to conceal a thing; but the honour
of kings is to search out a matter.'
-

I'
1 --------·The kings of Assyria, however, in their infinite

pride of never-ending luxury, eared not to search
1 A81yrian inacription of .Aahur-ak.hbal, a monarch of the tenth
century B.c.-tranalated by H. Fox Talbot, Eeq. ; p. 202, voL vi.
part 1, of Procudingf of tAe Sociar of .Aneiquariu of 8cotla.rtd.
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out any of those difficult or wondrous, or soulinstructive secrets of. nature, which now form the
bulk of modem science ; and which were eonceal3din the ~ginning_ bl__the -Almighty, only_in

\.y\ such
-

\i

manner as to place the rudiments !?!' diseovery within the range of man, if he will but
exert himself honourably and mentally.
Science, therefore, lost notrung when Nineveh
fell ; though mere royalty, based on slave Ewer
and luxurious living. received__a heavy blow and
dire<liscouragement, in the funeral pile which
was 1iglited on a fatal day in the treas~ouse
of the grandesfor.ABSJrian palaces. Most com~ ple~d~.- ·~;-the destruction then ~t:
'\so that the

~- itseJ!_refUSed tO te~hrough

----=~[~~1~:~:;:~~

whatever advances me~-liave ~ade- since then,
whether in science or art, in war or peace, in
religion or morals, they owe little indeed to the
subjects and descendants of .Asshur the Great.
But something better, it is often affirmed, can
be said of the neighbouring city of Babylon. By
all means, then, let us see.
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Babylon.
1Wm.olf, which had long been in existence,l
and slowly growing through a chequered career
of alternate independence and subjugation, revolt
and certain defeat,1 seems to have spnmg up into
immediate and magnificent sovereignty about
626 B.C.; that being the date of tlie destruction
of Nineveh, Babylon's formidable rival of old,
and even tyrannic OppreaK>l", in the north-west.

-1

1 ' fte origiDal Cllald.aa JD.cmarchr periahecl tllrough aa Anlt
' iDvuioD aboa.t 1600 :a.c.. aDd the iDndel'l held pcaeaioa of the
' oountry till 1273 .a.o. Their rule waa then euperaeded by that of
' • Allyriau. wll•
JDMtel'l ol ~ylcmi& .uader the em
' Tiglathi Nin, and governed it for a lhon tilDe from their own
'capital.'-Rawlinson'e ...tftcitlll ltlor14rchiu, vol iii p. f&9.
• 'The middle period of BabyloniaD hiltory, the tilDe of obeellrit7
' aad oomparatin insignificance, when the oountry waa, u a general
' rule, eubject to ~'-Ibid.

-..e
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Babylon therefore then, and from thence, formed
for itself' the second Chald.a:mn kingdom, and
nearly on the site, though rather to the west and
north of the more ancient one ; or with a central
latitude of 32° s~< ~., amd lo~~de 44° 2s' i
This being not far from the position assigned
by general tradition to the scriptural Tower of'
Babel, the more modem Babylon,-besides its
own latter-day glories of' palatial, templar, and
mural arehitecture,-inherited the fame, not only
of a previous race ·of truly ancient Cbaldmans,
but of' the most primeval men, in post-diluvial
times, of' all religious story ·as well.
The ..Arabs even point to·an isolated, extensive,
and now rather fia.t-topped hill of rubbish, lying
north of' the veritable .palace mounds of Babylon,
and, calling it Babil, declare that it is the remnant of . the very Ba.bel Tower itself'. Modem
excavation researches, however, have shown it to
be more probably that temple of' Belus which was
completed by Nebuchadnezzar about 605 B.c., or
· four centuries later than Solomon's Temple at Jerusalem, and one century after the Ethiopian Tirhakab's attempted resuscitation of burial Pyramids
on the banks of the Upper Nile.
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Of its latter history, M. Oppert writes :'The succet1110ra of Nabuchodonoeor occupied themselves
'equally wi~ the embellishment·of the Pyramid and Tower.
' Xerxes, on returning from .Greece, decorated the Pyra' mid, which, according to ~e historians, contained the tomb
' of the god. Ctesiu ud &lian report that the king of
' Persia, greedy of treU'IIrel, found there :a aarcophagaa
' half full of oil. Ale:under employed, during two months,
'10,000 soldiers to open up the ruins of the Pyramid. A
' little time after, the great Macedonian died, and wi~ him
' wu interred the idea of the reoollltruction of thia ancien$
' monument.'

Besides this mention of the tower as origin~y
a Pyramid, M. Oppert, in one of his restored maps
of Babylon, copied by Mr. Rawlinson, represents
the· building in plan, as a perfect mathematical,
quadrangular-based Pyramid, baving four triangular sides, whose vertices meet in a point above.
But this shape is most absolutely denied by
the Bampton Lecturer,. who insists that recent
examinations have proved that the structure was
similar to most or all other Mesopotamian temples, in having consisted of a series of terraces
eccentrically placed, and diminishing in breadth
as they ascended ; while Mr. Fergusson considers that its base may have been a pnrallelograni of about 600 feet square; for although
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some measures have given 6 57 feet for the south,
and -'08 for the west Bide, he deacribea it as being
too ruinous for anything more than the merest
approximation to its original size or shape.
Hence, to form any certain idea of the templar
architectural style of neo-Chaldma, we must proceed to other examples ; and the best of these,
known chiefly by ita Arabic name, 'Bim-i-Nimroud,'1 lies BOme twelve miles south of the city of
Babylon itself, and on the opposite aide of the
Euphrates.

2fN Bin-i-Ni.-rovd Power.
In this most notable mass, Sir Henry Rawlinson excavated, and discovered not only the commemorative inscribed cylinders of King Nebuchadnezzar himself, but a sufficient length of
several of the walls to determine that most important, yet often utterly-disputed, point of the
astronomical emplacement.
This building, too, is all the more appropriate
for our present inquiry into a reported astronomical condition of Pyramidal and general
1 To be carefully diatinguiahed from the Auyriu Nimloud, the
10eue 11Dd tlle J111.a1Uus of Layan:l'e early fame.
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arrangement ; for, while it is fully as close an
approach to a pyramidal building as anything
ever known to have been ~ in Mesopotamia, it was also intended by its founders and
finishers to be an astronomical building ; viz.•
the temple of Nebo at Bo:reippa, dedicated to
the seven planets or heavenly spheres of Babylonian astronomy.
In fact, if we may trust the findings of recent
literary research, we have now to deal with, both
in this pyramidal temple, its architect, and ita
buildera,-yea, indeed, not only to deal with, bat
perhaps be guided by-the most serious, and certainly most promising, case, which has yet come
before modem astronomers in the recognised
history of the learning of the world. For, of the
Babylonians of thoee times, writes the Rev.lrh.
Rawlinson/'Inheriting a legacy of acientiftc knowledge, astronomical
' and malhematical, from the pro&o-Chaldeana, they (the
' Babylonians) seem not only to have maintained, but con• aiderably advanced, those acienoea by their own efFort&
1 They were good obeervers of aatl'onomical phenomena, care' ful reoordera of IUOh obee"ationa, ud mathematioiUII of no
' IID&1l repute.'
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Nay, he even transcends everything that has
ever yet been established of ancient science, by
stating1 that some of the Babylonian cuneiform
inscribed cylindel'B, now in the British Museum,
seem to indicate, so far as they have yet been
interpreted, that the four satellites of Jupiter and
seven of Saturn had been observed in Babylon ;
a proof, he consi4ers, that the small and simple
lens of rock-crystal discovered in an earlier Assyrian palaee, ·had developed in the hands of the
sages of the southern 'city, into a telescope ; and a
surpassingly good telescope too, even in our days
of achromatic glasses, every modem praetical astronomer will allow, if seven satellites of Saturn
had really and' certainly been observed through it. ·
All these things, however, depend on literary
interpretations, wherein I am no authority ; or
on literary histories, which, being by no means
contemporary with the events they assume to
decide, can have no effect in our present work.
Let us therefore. turn instead to the positive
accounts from modem examinations, and especially respecting that feature at once so practical
and yet so refined ; viz., the astronomical orien1 P. 42-i, Tol iii. of ..411Cieta1 JfOIIGrcANI.
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tation of the existing walls of this temple of the
heavenly spheres.

.A.stroMmioal Emplacement.
As with many other remnants of Eastern antiquity, a cardinal direction 1 had long , been
assigned by our earlier travellers to .the walls. of
the Borsippa building; ~d assigned because there
was apparently a foregone conclusion that it must
be so, and could not be otherwise. In most of
the Babylonla.n cases, extensive rui.ri has prevented
either proof . or disproof ; but at Borsippa, Sir
Henry Rawlinson, after having made far mo~
extensive explorations and careful measures on
the spot, than any of his pred~rs, repudiates
the cardinal idea in these ·most positive terms:' I must here obaen•e that Rich and Porter have both been
' guilty of a most singular error in describing the sides of the
1 Such a direction hu alwr.ya been lllliped by the Rev. G.
Rawl.ill8on to t.he walla of 'Babil ;' and it mav be 10 ; but we must
oertaiuly object to hill note in p. 367, vol iii of hilA~ MUII4r·
c:Ait.e, where, while he allo1B that 811Ch a directiou would be anomalous amongtt t.he usually diagonal astronomical emp}a()ementa of
Babylon, he diapoeea of the anomaly by aaying, that for t.he astronomical purpoeea which the tower1 aub.erved, it waa ' indift'erent
'which IIITUlgement waa ado~' We can ouly hope that at the
Oxford Obeervatory, it ia fiOI a matter of indift'erence whether the
meridian circle ia parallel to the meridian, or 45" therefrOm.
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'Bira u faoiDs the four cardiDal point& In reality, i' is the
' four comers which, with a alight error, face theee poiDta ;
' and the titles of Kerr Porter's plates must be thus altered
' lhroughout the aeries ; his weatem face being 11. w. ; aout.hem
' face, a.& ; eutern faoe, x.L ; and DOrthem face, N
.w. The
' north-east face is the front of the temple (aud enten with
• s&aira), the eouth-wen the back, and the other two the

'.W..'l

The Birs-i-Nim.roud, from plates, both by Rawlinson and Fergusson, is evidently much more
nearly square than the proto-Chaldman temple of
Mugheir ; but yet its successive terraces are
eccentrically situated upon each other,-though
the sides are apparently parallel or intended to
be so,-and it is not, therefore, the most correct
method of describing its astronomical emplacement, to speak of the orientation of the corners;
moreover, it is not so easy to observe accurately
on the comers, as on the sides, of an ancient
structure, as any one would soon :find out on
trying. Sir Henry Rawlinson too does not seem
to have proceeded in that manner at Bomppa ;
but to have actually observed the trending of
the sides, and then concluded from them for the
comers; being perhaps involuntarily moved to
I Jw.f'ftfJl qf fM .dliaMc &x:Jdr, Tol Xviii. p. 6.
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give them so much prominence, because the
glorification of the corner& of a building was a
peculiarly Babylonish method : and in two of
the comers of this very building he had just
«;llsoovered, to his own great fame among the
Arabs, the commemorating cylindem of King
Nebuchadnezzar.l
That king, however, had in this case only
completed a structure previously begun by another monarch ; or, as Sir Henry puts it, the
foundation platform ' was left untouched by
Nebuchadnezzar' when he rebuilt the upper stage.2
And then follow his (Sir Henry's) important remarks on the orientation, determined fortunately,
as alrE-.ady stated, by observation of the trending
of the lines of the walls. Observed indeed only
with an azimuth compass, but this seems to have
been efficiently used ; corrected for its errors and
variation ; and mounted for the time upon sharp

l

l 'That mutt be a very powerful inmument for finding treanre,'
lAid one of the Arabe, pointing to the azimuth com~ wherewith
Sir H. Rawlinson had taken a bearing from the corner of the
wall, juat M/ore a further digging into it dilcovered the cylinder.
ADd Sir H. R. wu inundated immediately after that, with application• to umt both Puhu and Bedouiu to find Veuurel of
gold,--dillcoverie~ more after their heart. than any iucribed
cylinder.
•
1

JfNI'ftfJJ of 1M .A~ /locidlf, YOl. xvW. p. 13.
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edges of the wall, only recently excavated clear
of the rubbish which had covered them for 2500
years.
Hence we may put more trust in the following,
than in any general, statements about the orientation of any other MesOpotamian building whatever:'A curious illustration of this difference of age (at Birs-i·
'Nimrud) is also found in the varying direction of the lines
' of bmk-work, as occurriDg in the foundation and in the
' temple which it supported, the corners in the upper building
' nearly facing the Jour cardinal points, while the lines of the
' sun-dried bricks at the base are deflected 16° to the east. It
' is impossible, of course, that this great discrepancy between
' the two designs can have anything to do with astronomical
' variation ; but for the small error from the true bearing,
'amounting to 4° or 6° which is apparent above, a natural
' explanation may very well be sought. We may UBign the
' error, it is true, to imperfect instruments, but I should
' prefer explaining it by supposing the lines to have been
'laid on a day when the sun had 4° or 6° of eastern ampli·

'tude.'

And then follows in a note,' Mr. Fresnel gives the error from the cardinal points at 5°
' or 6°, and supposes this to be the magnetic variation of the
' spot. The true magnetic variation, however, at Babylon
'(July 1853), determined by a series of azimuths, is 4°. The
' compass which I used had an error in itself of 1° the other
' way ; and as my magnetic bearing was 52° 5' for the line
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' of the s... face, I thus gave the true error of the building
'at 4° 6' &

Babylonian Generalities.
Hence the actual contemporary facts of their
astronomical buildings, do not speak much in
favour of the practical skill of the Babylonian
astronomers ; nor indeed of their theoretical
intentions either, as evidenced in the diagonal
emplacement of all these walls, which, in a cardinal direction, might have aided many .exact
determinations of the places of stars and planets.
But the truth is, probably, that pure science
was no more thought of: for its own sake, in
Babylon, than was pure, self-denying, righteous
religion. Even some of their best modern friends
confess that
'
'
'
'
'

the Babylonians were astrologers, no less than astronomers,
wont to expound dreams, and to foretell events by means of
the stars. The ancient writers, Biblical and other, state
this fact in the strongest way ; and the extant astronomical
remains distinctly confirm it. The great majority of the
1 tablets are of an astrological character, recording the sup' posed influence of the heavenly bodies, singly, and in con' junction, or in opposition, upon all sublunary affairs, from
1 the fate of empires, to the washing of hands or paring of
' naiJs.'l
1 RawliD8cm'1

.Atteit~N

.16mpire, vol. iii. p. ~6.
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Their fine art, whether painting or sculpture,
though evidently derived from the more or less
grand conceptions of the Assyrian artists of the
earlier time, degenerated amongst the Babylonians
to the most puny, wretch~ and contemptible
representations of humanity,-whether on their
gems, or clay cylinders, or the few colossal figures
known (see especially their short-legged lion, with
the thick tail ; and the shapeless man under him),
-that were ever perpetrated by a civilized people.
•
Painted by themselves, the rich Babylonians
certainly look like what one might expect of an
pper ten thousand, who fed their poor chiefly
on 'pickled bats ; ' and who indulged themselves
in magiillicent banquets that 'generally ended in
drunkenness.'
'Not that these were ICellea of CO&l'8e indulgence,' ays <me
of their apologiau,-' for banda of performera entered with
' the wine, and entertained the guelltl with the soul of m118ic ;
' and rich odour of perfumes floated around ; the eye wu
1 delighted with the display of gold and silver plate ; while
' the splendid Babylonish vestments of the gueata, the e:r' quisite carpets and hangings, the numerous attendants, gave
' an air of grandeur to the soene, and seemed ha1f to exouse
' the exceae of which too many were guilty.' 1
1 BawJ.iuoD'• .illdeae JC~, Vol iii. p. 3!9,
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Babylonian Generalities.

This implies wealth, and wealth there was in
Babylon, for its pursuit was followed with all the
keenness and avidity which baa become the evil
characteristic of the Jews of latter--day time;
deaeended now from an ancestry partly mixed
with Babylonians, and partly with Edomites, since
the days of their greatest known kings.
But the Semitized Babylonians were still more
11D8Cl'Upulous, and absolutely stuck at nothing
which alw>uld be thought good for tlie immediate
profits of trade, and the attraction of moneyed
strangers to the place. Whence arose the vii~
feature of all in their degrading customs ; and
which rendered virtue an impossibility for every
Babylonian woman, whether rich or poor ; making
the vice even a religious duty, and Ji8tting apart
a special temple for the purpose: That temple,
too, Herodotus contemporarily relates from his
own observation, was always crowded with those
coming or leaving,1-yet now its place knows it
no more, and the whole city has become mere
' shapeless and ruinous heaps.'
This thoroughly corrupted city's statues, consisting often of plates of gold laid on a structure
1 Bawlilllon'• Atldem JI'ORGrcAifl, vol. iii. p.
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of rotten clay, deceived and dazzled many in days
of old. Even now, one author, though too, an
English clergyman, has recently written, in termination to a general chapter of special pleading
in favour of almost everything Babylonian,-that
' Babylon was the source to which the entire stream of Eastern
' oiviliaation may be traced.'
' To Babylon, far more than to Egypt, we owe the art and
' learning of the Greeks.'
' And it is soarcely too muoh to aay t.bat, but for Babylon,
c real oiviliaation might not yet have dawned upon the eart.b.'

But though these whitewashing opinions have
recently emanated from Oxford and been printed
in London,-and though certain practices connected with numbers and sexagesimal division,
and certain prophetical almanacs still existing
amongst us, may be traced for their origination
up to Babylon,-yet everything Babylonish that
can be tested by true science, is evil continually;
a thorn in the side of honest philosophy, and an
obstacle to healthy progress. C~rta.inly thus do
we find it with the astronomical emplacement of
their buildings-and certainly thus may all men
prove it to themselves for true civilisation, as
dependent on a pure and true religion.
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11.

EUPHRA~tlded.

Media and Persia.
MEDIA occupied the hilly country north-west
and north of the Euphrates and Tigris, but frequently descended with ita immigrants or armies
into the great valley of the plain of Shinar,-so
as to acquire much historic connexion therewith.
To Media also, some historians are inclined to
give a special appearance on the scene of human
actions from 2458 B.C. to 2234 B.c. (probably
2100 to 1934 B.c., true and astronomical); and
then a long oblivion until it rose to notice once
again in 835 B.c., just before ita junction with
the Persian rule.
But these earlier times seem to be merely
mythic and traditional ; for Ecbatane with its
coloured walls, and all the other cities of the
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'Medes' that have yet been discovered, are identified only with the later historic period ; have
furnished no data for their orientation ; and, even
if they had, can afford, from their comparatively
recent dates, no contemporary proofs of the practice in vogue amongst the 'origines' of ma.nkind,
in these parts.

Persia.
Similarly of Persia, occupying the country north
and north-east of Shinar proper,-as it only
flourished imperially and architecturally from
Cyaxares in 538 D.o., to Darius Codomanus in
336 B.o.-tbere is little use in referring to my
of its known building remains, for proofs of
primeval orientation.
_ Towards the beginning of the present century
the ruins of Persepolis, Shushan, and Passargadm
used to be regarded as some of the grandest and
most mysterious remains of ancient times. But
Mr. Fergusson's .Architectural Philosophy has
reduced them to their true proportions.
They are merely the forms, · he says, of older
Babylonian and Assyrian buildings. erected in a
more durable material, or stone, in place of
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bricks, wood, metal and clay,-that use of stone,
having been learned by the Persians, in their exJpedition to Egypt under Cambyses in 52 5 B.ci
But the Persians had then entirely ceased to
be the energetic, virtuous, mountain-people they
had appeared under their first great ruler Cyrus ;
andwhat th~y;~~d··~·de~- th~- suecesso-;- of

--------with the

. . . ..

C~b[~

-1
"

assistance of degenerate
Egyptian art, was little_else thap _sumP-taous piles
of palace apartments ; fit for their barbarian m~n
~~ to re~d in, and not unfit for-Grecian Alexander to reduce to ashes.
Th~ weal~h _a~~- the military1_as well as slave,
power of Persian monarchs caused the buildings
to rise from the ground. And thousands of pri-··- --··
.. -soners of war, led along from their distant homes,
stripped naked, with their hands tied ~d

---

--

r~m,

and co~ected. to~~-h_er n;iong _§~~}j a
; rope attacliea to rings passed through ~h~~ nose!\
I o; kn~~~f on spiked collars fixed .round~

~£@?-were- ~~d

--~uc:_~-~2ryor6!ll

to exchange
\ pains as the8e, for the wasting labour of maso~
- .,
.
and_earth work, even under barba~iitask-m~
' But such treatment could not procure genius ;
1

See Pla~ in Rawlinlon'a

-

~IICiem

Bmpiru, voL iii. p. t36.
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-

and the sculptured adornments of these ill- founded
palaces-;-were only debased copies of older AssY!ian
designs ; or mere mechanical re~titions of trl!les
wearying to behold. Some apologists have indeed
~
ap1..eared, for the often met
group at Persepo~ of
the lion and the bull. Such a lion as that, they
say, 80 tremendous in power, was never seen in
th~yest representations of Nineve)i or Ca.IiiliNo, indeed I for who ever saw a lion half as
large again and three times as heavy as a bull?
But to represent such a · n, leaping on the poor
b
and tea$i away visibly with all its teeth,
and two great spreads of fore-feet claws all working at once into the tender fiesh of the hind

-

-

quarter of the bull,-wh~~!._~imal, can only
raise up its fore-feet in anguish and look round

- -··· ·"- - ..

~_______.

dismayed at its fero~i~~~- -~~~l!l.J' ;-to mak~uch
a representation of unnecessary cruelty as this,
anC:T to have 80 mucfi pleasure in beholding~as to
h&W 1t repeated agam and agairi, on every staire spare portion oftllepalace
c e, d afm:o
waus,-17ia! sure1y argues a people cu .nating
in themselves
e harder-hearted features of
or while they were, amongst themselves,
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' given to pleasures,' 'exceeding in dyed_ attire
' upon their heads, painting their f~~
' ear~~ and clothing t emse ves in soft and
' rich material,'-yet were t ey to ot ers, bitter
and more
and hasty, 'terrible an drea
' fierce than evenin wolves ; smiting the people
_.; ' in wrath with a continual stroke, the hammer of
'the whole earth; transplanting conquered races,
mutilating prisoners, and massac~ non-comba~ts with rclh,emenf of violence and cruelty,
bey;;d even the ordinary mtic limits.1 And
fiiiauy, they were themselves at last e~hed
bJ a perpetual judgm.en~ which makes it needless for us to look among the subsequent inhabitants of the region, for any direct continuations of
the alleged early astronomical science in the valley
of the Euphrates.
1 BawliDion'a Ancien4 JlOIIGrel&iel, vol iii. p. 333.
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CHAPTER

12.

CIRCULAR BUILDERS.

WE have been thus long and full hitherto,
in tracing each of the two systems of architecture, the Egyptian and Euphratean,-from their
first known examples, aboufiooo B.c. or more,
down to their loss or degradation a few centuries
before the chriStian era,-bec8use thez are, Yl the
op~ of t!:t~_?est ell}~~~~~-to judge, the two
which ascen:d'up most nearly tO the origi1le!..J>f
in~--~.Thus," · Mr. Fergusson, after
freely giving to the PyramidS of Egypt a decided pre-eminence in time, over whatever buildings ha. ve been discovered as yet in the valley of
...
the Euphrates, says of the latter,-

-

' Th~ is nothing, certainly, in In~~at O.pProacbes these
' monuments in antiquity, nor in China or the rest of Asia;
' anl in Europe, whate;;;r may'£); maintained regarding prim' eval man, we can bar~~~to fi~ any building of~
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prior to the Trojan war (1190 B.C.) All our histories ~
'· therefore Ges!n ~~!~~~L B!zond ihm 1)1
1 ia speculation, and new felds can hardly be hoped for.'
..,
........
.....__.,.._.-........... .. ...
1

~

1

Yet, if we ourselves are not mistaken, there is
a; third variety of architecture, which should come,
in almost equal chronological rank with Egypt
and Assyria, and share their admitted claims to
the honour of descending from very ancient times.
This third architectural division, too, is abundantly
ldistinguishable by s~ties of type.
The two commencements of each of the River
systems we have already noted, viz., the Great
Pyramid of Egypt on one hand, and the pyramidal
temple of proto-Chaldrea on the other, were sufJiciently distinguished from each other in geometry ;
the former, being a pure mathematical figure of
regular shape and easy definition ; whereas the
latter, was an unequal-sided structure, built in
broken and eccentric terraces. They were also
clearly separable by astronomy ; the former being
oriented cardinally, the latter, at the utmost opposite thereto, or diagonally.
But the two varieties of buildings had, notwithstanding, these other qualities in common;
viz., that they were straight-sided, or rectilinear ;

_ I
-
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-and rectangular also, or nearly so, in the groundplan of their basements ; besides being terminated
externally, on all their walls or surfaces, by some
of their best and hardest stone or brick.
A direct contrast, therefore, to both the rectilinear and rectangular arran~ment, is offered by
those antique builders, who,-':~appa
. rently from land to tana:-erected c~rcles of pat
......_.--·-·---·stones ; which circles, whether in Palestine,
Greece, or Italy, were almost as mysterious to
...-.....-----. __ .....
...- ... . Greeks and Romans, as are to ourselves the
~tiilctliieS'iO be seeilliiY'rru;ce, England,
_...
and______
Scotland.
NorsiioUI<l -tlie -~ement of
the class be confined to mere megalithic openair rings, for its important circular characteristic
is found equally among the closed-in structures of
tumuli, which are not only circular themselves in
plan, but are frequently surrounded by either a
circular ditch, or a circular bank, or again a circu·
1ar ring of tall pillar-stones; while the Pyramids
of Jeezeh are just as rectilinear and rectangular
in the earthen banks that bound them south and
west, as in their own masonried bases.
In these ' tumuli,' also, we meet with another
radical feature of opposition to the Nileian and

-

---

-------~

,

_
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Euphratean examples ; for the tumulus has characteristically its only defined and built portions
within,-while withoot, it ends merely in soft
or perishable earth. A tumulus may have been,
equally with a pyramid, almost invariably a tomb ;
but has this constructive distinction, or, that
it was fixed chiefly by the place of its centre ;
while the pyramid was defined by the position
of its bounding outside surfaces. A pyramid
was thus, as it were, a mathematical definition,which settles by a distinct circumference, whatever is rigidly e:r.cluded from its bounds : while
a tumulus of antiquarian architecture, is rather a
natural-history type, which, by showing the place
of the centre, indicates whatever is, by its position, likely to be eminently included, within a
circle whose size cannot be vouched for.
Or again, a Pyramid is Promethean, i.e., careful, well-measured thought before the act ; while
a Tumulus is Epimethean, or sudden, thriftless
thought after the act. The one, in classic fable,
brought fire down from heaven, for the benefit
of the human race ; the other, hid the candle of
humanity under a bushel of ills.

r
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Geographical Tracings.

One of the earliest, as· it is certainly one of the
remarkable, spots on the earth for circular tumuli,
-is the neighbourhood of the Gygrea.n Lake, near
Sardis, the capital of Lydia, in Asia. Minor.
There are several ages evidently apparent
amongst these circular heaps ; and one even of
the most recent of them is that described in 443
B.c. by Herodotus, as the tomb of King Alyattes,
who died about 570 B.C. It is a prince of tumuli,
having at present a circular base 3700 feet in
___
circumference, within which a square might be
inscribed, sensibly larger than the base of the
Great Pyramid of Egypt. Considerable skill too
has been shown in levelling the native rock over
.......-) some parts of that area, and erecting supporting
masonry in others, so as to make a platform 60
feet higher than the lowest ground outside.
On that platform a burial chamber seems to have
been erected,-and then the whole was covered
with layers of earth, rubble, and concrete, in a
rounded manner, to a height of 140 feet,-some
masonried ornaments being added at the top.
So far, the recent explorations by M. Spiegel-

j
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thai, the Prussian consul at Smyrna,1 agree well
with the description of Herodotus as to the facts
seen and measured by him ; but the Halicarnassian's determination of the age and history of the
monument, may be just as erronoous and as much
reduced and cooked up to please Grecian vanity,
as was his account of the Great Pyramid ;-and
there is certainly something very similar in both
cases, touching his talkab~ut the f~l!Y of monarchs
and the imm~rality_ ~~~ o~ _t~~riod,
which more than excites suspicion.
Still, however, both at Sardis, at Ilion, and at
Tantalais, on the north shore of the Gulf of
Smyrna, are sufficient numbers of these circularbased, central-chambered, tumuli,-to enable Mr.
Fergusson to lay down ethnographically that their
builders were a Turanian race ; and thattiuit is
why we find no other
of them than the
~--:"'-:----__,..------- . --- __.
tombs of their much-revered ancestors; and to
say-aisO, that tliesm:yrnTot-re-~~a8 if
' left there most opportunely to authenticate the
' tradition of the Etruscans having sailed from this
' part of Asia Minor, for Italy, about 1200 B.C.'

traces

·;ppear

1

See LydiM:Am Konig~ bei Sardu, by J. F. M. Olfen.
4to, 18 papa, with a map aDd four platel.

BerliD, 1869.
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Pelasgic and Etruscan Remains.
Both Pelaagi and Etrusea.ns, equally tomb-build. ing, art-loving peoples, and equally Turanian or
ultra-Celtic in origin,-Mr. Fergusson derives from
Asia ;-and finds them to have migrated in the
. ._ 13th and 12th centuries B.C., into Greece and Italy
respectively: building there often ma.asive city
walls, cyclopean gateways, horizontal-stoned arches;
but, above all, circular tumuli to their progenitors.
Of these latter constructions, were the so-called
treasuries at Mycenm' and Orchomenus. The
former, known also a.s the tomb of Atreus, ex. hibits the earthen-heap exterior,-·an interior bee-~
1
. hive dome of horizontal stones, and a small
I

rectangular sepulchre hewn out of the rock on
one side. The internal chamber likewise betrays
the symptom, of having been once lined with
plates of bronze,-a very Asian style of decoratio~ ;-and still shows the lower half of a column (
bedizened with zigzags and frequent, thoughtless, )
inscribed spirals.
The counterpart of this purely Asiatic form,
says Mr. Fergusson, may be found in Assyria or '
Persepolis, but nowhere else in Greece. He notices
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I

also, that 'the same (spiral or) scroll ornament
'exists at New Grange in Ireland, in the island
' of Gozo near Malta, and generally wherever
'chambered tumuli are found.' 1
I
It was likewise connected in a peculiar manner
with the statues of the Syrian goddess, Astarte,
or Mylitta; whence Sir Gardner Wilkinson infers, that, from the same volute ' being sculptured.
' on the walls of Crend~ in Malta, those singular ·
' Druidical-shaped ruins' (the Hagar Keem, ' or\
upright stones') 'are of a people whose religion \
' bore some relationship to that of Phcenicia, \
' though they are not Phcenician, for the Phce' nicians would not have made such rude monu' ments.' 1
The figure of Astarte, however, volute and all,
has been discovered in Etruria ; and there also, ,
-besides many fine city walls, dearth of temples,
but tombs innumerable,-are thousands of circular tumuli ; chambered within, a low retaining
basement wall without, and a conical earth-heap
over the top ;-while bronze utensils figure abundantly amongst the discovered contents.•
Ferguuon'a Hiftory of .d. rcAittclUN, voL i. p. 215.
In Rawlinaon'a Herodotu, voL ii. p. Mf.
• See Canini'a Etruritl. .Antico, for ita fine plates, but, from his
1

I
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The historic tomb of Porsenna is, indeed, described as made up of ' pyramids,' which one
would expect to be square-based and triangularsided ; but the cut given by Mr. Fergusson on
p. 266 of his vol. i. shows that other alleged Etruscan pyramids were merely circular-based, and
moderately conica~ pillars.

Great Britain and Ireland.
Besides certain examples in the countries between, as at Karnae in France,--circular buildings ,
abound in our own country, witness Stonehenge, )
Abury, Stenness, and other examples of open-air,

;::::es~ w:~:;,w;= ::v!:"!n~ \
Sir William Wilde, too, in his remark, that,' were we to strip the chamber and passage .of
' New Grange of the surrounding mound, to re' move the domed portion of the eave, and to
' replace the outer circle of upright pillar-stones
' at those parts where it is deficient, we should
' have presented to us a monument not unlike
' Stonehenge,'-has given a strong connecting link
Egyptian work, I should eay, often doubtful reetoratione. No\ a
aingle compa811 drawing either is given in any plan of a tumulua, to
teat the direction of ita entrance-pauage.
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between the two most striking varieties of circular buildings.1
Another such connexion is found in the sepulchral character of both; while the tumuli, with
their hive-shaped domes,1 are compared again and
again by different authors to the same shaped
apartment in the tomb of Atreus at Mycenre;
though all our native examples are lamentably
rude, and built in general with entirely unworked
stones.
Theories of the dates and builders of these
monuments are rife, 88 every one knows ; and
various. But, excepting some additions to Stonehenge, evidently of an anomalous order and recent
period,-opinions seem now generally converging
towards a pre-Christian date and a people from
the East. Nor is there much difficulty in imagining these circular-builders of our present
ehapter,-who fled from Asia Minor in about 1300
B.C., from Greece in 900 B.c., from Etruria in
500 B.C., 88 Pelasgi and Etrurians, to have been
1 Bea.vtiu of eM Bf111M, by Sir W. R. Wilde, p. 203.
The central chamber at Maeahowe ia equare in plan, not im·
probably in oon.eeqnenee of the long naturalalaba of atone procurable
there, and euily forming that shape. But the tumulna outaide it
oonical, the IDJTOunding ditch circular : and the neighbouring atonea
of Stemlele, arranged in a circle. See .A. ppendi:l:.
1
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preceded by the Cimmerii, Cymbri, or Cymry,
who are traceable also in a similar number or
successive habitats, beginning on the shores of
the Euxine, and ending in Wales and Ireland,there is little difficulty, we say, in contemplating
the weaker members of these communities driven
westward by their foes in a continual migration ;
losing more and more of their Eastern-made
implements and Eastern refinement, and gradually
arriving in Western Europe, a degraded, hungry,
) and forlorn race ;-but still keeping up, what Mr.
\ Fergusson maintains is, par excellence, the abiding
feature of all Turanian origins, viz., the tombbuilding tendency for their dead.
Phoonician navigation, and the tin-trade to
Britain, may have done a little for this westward
1 movement ; but the chief part of it must have
-) depended on the advance by land of large masses
of population ; hunting, cultivating, or fighting,
and frequently occupying for a generation or two

_f

l

as they went. That the Druid priests and many (
of their religious dogmas of proved Eastern proclivities, were thus derived and descended, is also
probable enough.1 So likewise those puzzles to
1

See, for a plain and excellent popular digelt of the praent etate
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Irish antiquaries and historians of architecture,
the round-towers of Ireland. standing side by side
with a Gothic ang:\iLir structure, yet more alien
than a negro amongst a northern people ;-and
because, they are a remnant, or are the sole remaining copies, of now extinct originals, once
erected in that land by the furthest-travelled
westward branches of the circular builders.
That these men were not mathematically minded
we have already shown (p. 87} by the composition
of their chief structures ; that they were inclined
to barbaric ornament, their platings with metal,
and abundant decoration by concentric circles
and spirals (fit predecessors of the tattooing of
South Sea savages),-sufficiently demonstrate;

l

I

of que.tio11.1 touching the 'Ancient Brito111,'-two papen in the
Fortniglltlv Review, vol X\f· 1868.
See alao, chapter IS, by Dr. ThUl'll&ID, in Baroard Davia's and
Th1ll'DAID'a large work, Crania Britannica, where the data are gone
into at great length aod treated with eminent ability aod impartiality.
Dr. Stokely's Slontl&mge 1:1 Bri&A Temple rutorecl w eM DrvMU,
(1740 .LD. ) wu a book far before ita age; and perhaps not yet
aufficieotly appreciated. Hia attempt to show by meuurement,
that such megalithic circles had always been arr&nged on even aod
round numbers of the profaoe Egyptian or Babyloni&D cubit (20·7
inches in length nearly), aod not in feet or aoy other known
nonhero at&Ddard of length,-wu both excellent in itaelf ; aod
thonsh it hu been pooh·poohed by more recent aotiqnariea, I have
never heard of aoy of them having ucert&ined by actual meuu.re at
the place, that the Stukelei&R theory would not hold.
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and that they were not astronomical, at least in
their latter, or British, stage,-the utterly varying
azimuthal directions of their entrance-passages to
the tumuli, incontestably establish.1 For it was
neither an attempt to be cardinal, as with the Egyptian pyramids ; nor diagonal, as with Chaldman
temples ; but a .free and easy determination, like
that of Gallio, to care for none of these things.
1 Muehowe entrance·paaage, from a plate in Mr. Mitchell's volume
on Muehowe, enkra in from a. 40° w., nearly.
New Grange, eimilarly enters, according to Governor PoWD&ll,
from N. 24° w. And ia neighbouring tumulu, Dowtb, u marked
on the Ordnance Map, from the weet ; while two emaller neighbours
enter from the eut.
The tumulue of Alyattee, u given in plan, in M. Olfer'e plate ~
hai no entrance-~ proper ; though there ie a modern forc«l
pueage entering from nearly ~; and other older onee inside,
crouing each other in all directione like the etreea of a Saxon
town. These eft'orte have, however, diecovered the sepulchral cham·
ber ; in a position far from central to the mound, and with an axial
direction of North 9" B. The chamber ie oblong, rectangular, flat·
roofed with atone bea1111, and reminding 8ne of the King's Chamber
in the Great Pyramid ; though not eo well, or methodically, built,
and very much amaller ; being in lmgtA, only 132 ; breadtA, 93 ;
and Might, 82 British inchea; againet 412, 206, and 230 reepec·
tively for the Egyptian room. Outaide the Alyattian chamber ie
a portion of an old pueage, exhibiting a curious mixture of rec·
tangular muonry, marble inlayiuge, and a rounded roof of mere
grouted rubble and small pebblea,-which would have horrified
the Pyramid-builders of Egypt.
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DATA-con~inued.

CHAPTER 13.
FIRST RESIDUAL ARCHITECTURE.

Hebrew.
THE HebreWB being the most Semitic of all
nations descended from Shem,--original and early
architecture is not to be expected from them ; for
the Semites, Mr. Fergusson tells us, never were
builders.1 But then, again, the Hebrews at an early

-i

1 'Neither the Phc:enioiana nor any of the Semitic races were ever
' buildera, and we look in vain in Spain or at Carthage, or at Tyre
' or Sidon, for anything to tell ua what their architecture may have
'been.'-Fergn1110n'a HW~ory of Arclit«twe, voL ii p. 121.
Again, in hie first voL, p. 68, Mr. F8rgDIIIOn appends a note,
which, though it allows in a manner that certain hybrid architectural traces all round the Mediterranean may be 'Phc:enician art,'yet describes it aa copvirtg only, from other nations ; and copying
without underatanding :-or, aa he cruelly adds, but with perhape,
after all, extreme ethnographic acumen touching the recently auppoaed Semitic origin of Anglo-Saxon peopl-· Something like our
'own arohitectllre, imitating everything, underatanding nothing.'
llaking ' aaroophagi at Tyre, of Egyptian form, but with Phc:enician
' inaoriptiona and for Tyrian kings ; Greek ornaments in Syria
• which are not Greek; and Roman architectural detaila all over
' Northern Africa, which, however, are not Roman.'
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period of their patriarchal life went down to
Egypt; and were put there through a long and
weary apprenticeship to building under a Turanian
race ; becoming thereby what they would otherwise never have been.
L_
1 Even then, however, a. very distinct architect tural place from all other Semites, must be given
to the Hebrews,-because in their two earliest
examples, the Tabernacle in the wilderness (about
1500 B.c.), and the Temple of Solomon (1012 :s.c.)
~I -the designs of those buildings were not their
~ · l own, but were given by Divine inspiration.
The. Bible is most distinct on this point. For,
as to the former building or portable ;tl!ucture,chapter after chapter in Exodus contains the description of the materials, and the forms into which
they were to be made up, according to the Divine
commands. Commands often expressed in numerical measures; with the repeated solemn injunction also to Moses, ' And look that thou make them
'after their pattern, which was showed thee' (or
thou wast caused to see) ' in the mount.' 1 And
then comes the conclusion of the work, in the

'l

I Exodua xxv. 40; xvi. 30; and Numben viii. 4.
See aJ.o, ill
the New Teatament, Acta vii. 44; and Hebrewa viii. 15.
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words, 1 And Moses did look upon all the work,
1 and behold, they had done it as the Lord had
1 commanded, even
so had they done it, and
1 Moses blessed them.'
And as to the latter building, we read with
equal clearness' Then David gave to Solomon his son the pattern of the
' porch, and of the h0111es thereof, and of the ~ea
' thereo( and of the upper-chambers thereo( and of the
' inner· parlours thereof, and of the place of the mercy-seat,
' And the pattern of all that he had by the Spirit, of the
' courts of the houae of the Lord, and of the chambers round

'about.'
'All this, said David, the Lord made me understand in
writing by his hand upon me, even all the works of this
'pattern.
'And David said to Solomon his son, Be strong, and of
' good courage, and do it: fear not, nor be dismayed; for
' the Lord God, even my God, will be with thee; he will not
' fail thee, nor forsake thee, until thou hast finished all the
'work for the service of the houae of the Lord.' 1
1

Those works have now all of them disappeared
from the face of the earth, as known to man ;
but their contemporary Biblical descriptions and
specifications remain, and will be found of infinite
importance in some of the questions which we
have to discuss in the latter part of our volume.
l

1 Chroniclee xxviii. 11, 12, and 19, 20.
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Greelc.
That Greeks were simply and no other than
Greeks, from before the siege of Troy down to
.the days of Alexander the Great,-even the philosophers of the porticoes in Athens itself, might
have strenuously insisted. Yet the durable logic
of architectural facts, enables Mr. Fergusson to
separate the early days of Pelasgianism, from thf?
totally distinct ones of subsequent Hellenism, or
Greek proper ; and even to place several centuries
of dark ages between.
Under the former period were built cyclopic walls,
circular tumuli, and debased oriental frippery ; but then came in the Aryans followed by the
Dorian invasion ; when the Pelasgi were stricken
down, partly compelled to emigrate westward,
and partly combined with the conquerors. This
mixture of peoples heaved for an unknown time
in a new national birth, and then suddenly the
architectural result appeared before the world in
the temples of Corinth and Athens-temples which
had nothing whatever Pelasgic about them ; were
Egyptianesque rather in derivation, and were
rectilinear, rectangular, and columned in rock-
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like simplicity and grandeur. So.~vated too
above foreign Egyptian predecessc)ia;~.·~ to be
freely allowed the honour of being nati~~ and
•
peculiar to Greece ; and worthy also of aR:.~~.at
highest of architectural praise, which they ·Iia~
been receiving from the whole of the civilizea ·
world ever since.
But this extreme geniu.s in the most permanent
of all the fine arts, lasted only from a~ut 660 B.C.
to 330 B.C., and passed off as quickly as it came;
for, having been dependent, in the Fergussonian
philosophy, on the progress of transition of an
Aryan race into a Turanian stock,-the nation subsided into ordinary humanity when the change was
completed, and has remained there ever since.

Roman.
What the Pelasgi were to Greece, such were
their Etruscan neighbours and predecessors to the
Romans. But in an increased degree ; for the
Etruscans lasted much longer as an independent
people, and modified, almost as a parent, the
stripling State that was ultiniately to possess the
ancient world.
When Rome from 200 B.c. to 400 A.D. had
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nearly fulfill~:· her mission, and become the military tyr,.hi.'··~d enriched possessor of all other
Medi~~ countries,-then, whatever had
• bepi::in;;ented elsewhere, and Greek architecture
o(~o~ amongst the rest, was brought in by
.· :·:.~th and power to contribute to Rome's luxu. \'·.'· rious enjoyment. But the tastes,-imbued deeply
into her inmost feelings during her long fosternursing by .the circular builders of the Etruscan
cities,-are perpetually cropping out. And ~ence
the liking in Rome for circular temples ; then,
if not the invention of the arch proper, yet its
popularization and development ; certainly the
invention of the Dome, whereof the Pantheon is
still the finest example the whole world can
show ; and, finally, earth-topped tombs.
Canini's restoration of the tomb of Augustustaken by itself, and measured by our own ideas of
cleanliness and propriety,-is inconceivable. A circular arrangement of exquisite porticoes, columns
and decorated walls facing to nearly every degree of the cirele,-resplendent in all the carving
and polish that marble can receive,-and yet with
a huge earthen mound on the top, deep enough
to grow, and actually growing, trees in I
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But that is the very essence of the old Etruscan tumulus ; viz., a circular containing wall of
masonry below, and a heap of earth above. And
if every rain· shower brings down defiling streams
of earth over the fair face of the lower wall,developed though it may have been into exquisite
architecture,-why, what is that, other than the
well-known Eastern custom of women who weep
over a corpse, throwing earth on their heads, and
dra~ing streaks of mud down their cheeks 1 A
building visibly wailing for the dead, with a
perpetual sign of lamentation,-so long as a particle of the earthen mound above, remains to be
washed down by the rains of heaven, over its
rounded cheeks of architectural design below,such was the Roman devised tomb of Augustus
Cresar.
We strive, and strive in vain, to keep the tombic
monuments of our loved ones, fair and bright
against the influence of all weather ; but the
Romans, taking a hint from mound-building
Etruscans, used the bad weather itself, in com.._ bination with their monument-half of masonry
and half of earth,-as a manufacturing arrangement, for keeping up a never-ending appearance
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of one of the ancient accompaniments of weeping out of respect for the dead.
Only join to such a Romano-Etruscan tomb, a
perpetual water-wheel on a neighbouring stream,
set to turn for ever a Buddhist cylinder inscribed
with prayers ;-and the applied mechanics of
quasi-religious grief, would be complete. But of
these Buddhists now, we must speak separately.

Buddhist.
Buddhist architecture is essentially circular,
dom1c81, tombic, memorial, and ancestra.i;'i; so
far therefore Tur8Jllan and Pela.Bgic=-or of..the
school of the c~ builde~en to the
tent of surrounding tljeir topes, o~S?I!fdomes,

--

'l

ex-

with ~~~~ .P.~~~.~~~ But, if really desc~"dlng from some of the south-~.!!z. moving
\
branches of that once central family,-this repre-

se~:~~

lnd~~~m~,

of it soon became, in an
wealthy, enervated, given to gaudy display, refi~ with~as~, and" delighting in mere j;ofu.sion and intricacy ~f commonplace designS:
-sOnie wri~will. insist on the :Budallist religion, which is still professed by the largest mere
numbers of men in the earth, being that of those
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early patriarchs who were immediately out of
the direct Hebrew line ; and therefore with some
traditional claims to the remembrance, at least,
of ethnic Divine inspiration. But others attribute
its formation to subsequent human enthusiasts,
between 600 and 300 B.c.; and much of its
literature and so-ealled history, to times subsequent to the Christian rera.
Be this however as it may, seeing that its
earliest architectural remains do not go back
further than 250 B.c., nor come down much later
than 900 A.D.,-Buddhism can fill no important
position in our present inquiry.1
• Buhan. From a recently published work, entitled, TN! Giani
OitW of BculuJn, and wherein the author lpealu confidently..of Iii'ving=teeil &lJ, and viaited some, of ' the t/&reacore great cit~• with
'tiiGlll, ll__ala, 11nd brazm biJr• of the Rtp&:mi; of~_wjl~elt
' m:!Laft&na bOth hiifjWi~.e!~~~!o~ ~~~~·'-I had hoped
to procure conk?nporaf'JI particular&, of those very early times in
that intereating part Qf the world.
Bu~~f aeven platea (including the gilt .tamp),
represent
confeaaedly Roman-columned ~n1 ; while the seven ,-t"!!,ough
PDrJ!:!...rting to exhibit 'a friant's houae, witli litOne ceiung, itoor, and
"'"!dow-shutter,' yet betrays a Roman coloniiide rUDil,i_r!S along
the JDJddie of the room"';liio~~!. to ~~ppoi! an origi~})2l~!,.S.the
~e ceiling, where the h&Y,j~ elal>ii otW1ilcli 1t 18 composed,
meet in the middl;r-----~--- We can only hope, therefore, that some future explorer may be
more mcceufnl in arriving at trace11 of the original architecture,
really ~porary with the primeval Rephaimitea of Syria and the
region roUDd about.

iJ;
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA-continued.

CHAPTER

14.

SECOND RESIDUAL ARCHITE<JrURE.

OF all other existing varieties of reputed olden
architecture (see the Frontispiece), we read in
Mr. Fergusson's carefully prepared volumes,-that
Ceylonese, dates from 161 B.c. to 1235 A.D.;
JaiM in India, from 900 A.D. to 1580 A.D.;
Southern Hindoo, with its so-called 'Gopuras,'
or •Gate Pyramids,' from 800 A.D. to 1600 A.D.;
Northern Hindoo from 600 A.D. to 1700 A.D. ;
and
Cambodian,-recently discovered and much
admired for its superior taste to ordinary Indian
and Malayan productions, from 989 A.D. to 1500
A.D. ; (being the work of an emigration from
Cashmere, driven thence by the early Mohammedan emperors,-and carrying with them many
reminiscences of the later Greek art from Bactria
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and Alexander the Great's other central Asian
conquests).
Chinese architecture should afford ancient examples, as the people themselves have been
permanent inhabitants of the same land from the
very earliest times. But, whether from their
building materials being bad, their weather unpropitious and destructive, or European exploration still in its infancy,-nothing is known of
that land's structures earlier than 240 B.c., the
- ~ -date of 'the great wall.'
While fulally, the Mexican and other .A. merican
built remains,-including some erroneously named
pyramids,1-but much more like the terraced,
1 In a recent publication, anch undue prominence hae been given
am.ougat true and well built atone pyram.ida, to the mere terraced
mound of Cholula in Mexico,- being 'a pyramid' which haa
'about twice the length of baaia of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh,'that it may be worth while to quote, from Mr. Ferguseon, that if
the Cholula mau ie really eo very large in the base, it ie leBB than
half the heig_ht of the Great Pyra~ ; ie broad and fiat on the top,
(where it was intended to euwrt a' ho~pie,) ' ie~·
• of b;;t}y burnt bncka and mu~ anif 18 now eo overgrown with
' tree~18 diDicurt. t<i mak; out its £~~~·~~ ats'O' .Di(iiln~;-;,{ ~· ~rth;which are occasionally
ese·mounde are often ronud, but
older trilh ller bnilt remiUns.
)
- sometimes in the shape of a gronud plan of enakee, tortoiaee, and
other animals. Sufficiently original therefore, bnt neither equal
in age, to many of the works of the circular builders in Europe and
Asia ; nor Bimilar to them in ~g, as a rule, internal chambers
and entrance-pauagee, whether eepulchral or otherwise.
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stair-cased, and temple-bearing, structures of Mesopotamia, than the burial pyramids generally, or
the Great Pyramid in particular, of Lower Egypt,
-date only from 600 A.D. to about 1500 A.D.1
These, therefore, close the list of all the remaining known architecture that we need appeal to,
for assisting our special inquiry into primal
times.
1 With refere~~ce to the oft-mooted queetion of the origin of
American architecture, and ita aboriginal iDhabitaDte aa well ;-the
following particulanl were recently communicated to me, by Mr.
George Davidaon; Astronomer to the United States Coast Survey,
-and just returned from an iupection of the Cout of .Alub : 'The whole north·weet coast il peopled by the same race of
' Indiaua that extenda certaiDly to the northern boundary of Cali·
'forniL North of .Alaaka PeniDenla are th6 Eaquimanx. But the
' whole of the Aleutian Ialande, part of Alaab Peninsula, and the
'Archipelago of Kadiak, are inhabited by the ".Aleuliau," a
' different race from either, and partaking in many characteriatice
'and featnree with the Japanese. It is: a fruitful theme for in·
' veetigation, and I intend to p1UII1le it when on the Pacific this
'spring. The Kamtechatka branch of the Great Japanese Warm
' stream. ntll8 iDto Behring's Sea on the western verge of the Aleutian
' Islands, and iD 1862 (Sept.) a Japanese junk, carried by this stream
'from Japan, was wrecked on Alton, the weaternmoat of the
' Aleutians. They were reecued iD 1863. The maiD stream haa
'carried Japanese junka to the coast of Oregon and WaahiDgton eo
' late aa 1833.'
For plata of the American monnda and pyramidal-baaed temples,
together with similar conatrnctioua in Europe, Scythia, and Africa,
see a paper read by Mr. St. John ViDcent Day, C.E., in February
1868, before the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, upon Some point~
'" certai" Tkoriu eoncemillg the Pf#'IX* and Primal Oondi4ioft of
1M Oreal p~ of J«UA.
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15.

ARCHITECTURAL RESULTS.
I:r we should now,-after our rather extensive
review of all the oldest known remains of architectural skill in any and all the countries of the
earth,-resume, with increased powers, our first
investigation touching both the recently alleged
invariable pyramidal form, and one constant
method of astronomical emplacement, asserted as
common to all primal structures ;-an unexpected
answer comes forth.
For, on making such examination, we immediately find, not only that there is amongst all known
architectural works, o~y one territorial instance
-viz., the Lower Egyptian,-of true and pure
geometrical Pyramids ; but that it is only there,
that the asserted astronomical orientation has any
place.
Elsewhere, either no astronomical intention
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whatever appears, as at ThebeiJ and Meroe, and
with the circular buildings everywhere ; or, as in
the Cha.ldrean, Assyrian, and Babylonian structures, an opposite orientation law crops out ; i.e., ·
in the basement walls there being directed not
on, or towards, but away from, the cardinal
points ; and to the utmost possible extent.
This very defined and signal fact of astronomical opposition in Euphratean practice to
Nileian precedent,-is further shown, by a consideration of all the data, to have been most intentional, settled, and determined on the part of
every branch and age of the Interamnian population. For, however the various successive empires there rose or fell, and whether their remains
are first met with on the sites of the great burial
cities near the :Persian Gulf; or, whether afterwards they are found coming out in splendour in
the cold north-western regions of the Assyrian
empire, and its severer metropolis of Nineveh ;
or after that again flourishing once more in the
burning south, within the mighty ramparts of
gaudily-decked, and almost tropically-heated, Babylon the magnificent; and whether the tastes of
the local sovereigns and their people ran now on
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temples to their gods, and now on palaces for
their kings,-still that determination to hold on
to a peculiar, and scientifically a most inconvenient, orientation,--is predominant in almost
every case.
Something also of a growing or accumulating
and strengthening feeling was this in Mesopotamia, being realized on a larger and larger scale
on every successive occasion ; 80 that while in
Egypt we discover the best and grandest of ita
Pyramids at the beginning of ita series (see Frontispiece),-in Mesopotamia, on the other hand,
the largest and most typical of all ita peculiar
terrace-based temples, is the latest of the whole.
In everything, therefore (except where the circular builders differ from both, and show 80 little
care for any species of science, that science can
hardly include them in her intellectual ranks),
the Euphrates series of buildings, though nearly
parallel with, but not quite 80 ancient as, the
series of the Lower Nile,-is clearly their very
opposite in both manner, arrangement, external
appearance, internal intention, and even whole
history of birth, invention, and development.
Now something 80 marked as this, and when
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we had been led by literary men to expect close
uniformity,-makes it well worth our while to
inquire, whether there be not some other data
which can be referred to for additional testimony;
something equally contemporary with the architectural, perhaps older, certainly varying the point
of view, and otherwise also proper to be introduced into the present inquiry.
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ARCHA::.OLOGICAL DATA.

CHAPTER

16.

FLINTS OF THE DRIFT,

• WHILE we have been straining our eyes to
• the East,' says Sir John Lubbock,1 'and eagerly
• watching excavations in Egypt and Assyria,
; suddenly a new light has arisen in the midst of
' .........
us ; "ii.ila the oldest relics . of
diScovered
- .-man
. . .... yet____.,.,• have occurred, not among the ruins of Nineveh
• or Heliopolis, not on the sandy plains of the
' Nile or the Euphrates, but in the pleasant val, leys of England and France, along the banks of
• the Seine and the Somme, the Thames and the
.' Waveney!
The supposed new light thus eloquently referred
to, was that lit in 1846, when M. Boucher de
Perthes published .!:i~ fi~~. a~unt ;{~~;;in Hint
-...... weapons, found in special graveL and drift, beds

___

I

-

1 Prthi~Unic

Timu, by Sir John Lubbock, F.R.S., p. 268.
H
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near Abbeville in France ; and he was soon followed, imitated, and confirmed, by half the
geological world.
These drift-beds .have
estiulated by geological processes, to be 30,000, 50,000, or any
greater number of years old ; and contain the
----. bones of bo~ the mammoth and, sundry other
now extinct animals (forming therefore a postpliocene, or post-tertiary geological formation);
and though no bones of man are 'findable therein,
yet hundreds and even thousands of flintB, chipped
with an evident intentional mental purpose, have
been collected,~and are held by those most skilful
in such inquiries to testify to a human origin.
Man, then, argues this new school, must have
lived when these gravel-beds were being deposited;
when .the mammoth, the woolly rhinoceros, the
cave-bear, and divers other now extinct animal"i
roamed over the earth. Man's own bones have
disappeared, probably because they were small,
especially seeing that no bones of animals smaller
~---- than man, have come down to us in these gravels;
but man's lasting weapons of durable flint, still
remain to bear testimony both to his skill in
manufacturing them, and his contemporary exist-

been

-- -
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...--.J ence with~ Fauna and Flora esaentially different

---1

from what now prevails over Europe.
In the midst of all the ecstasies of delight,·
with which these very recent discoveries have
been hailed, there has perhaps not been sufficient
remembrance, that so far back as 1824, the late
Rev. Dr. Fleming 1 '"maintaiiled .the co--existence .
of man

with_=~~---~!>o:v~-~~!!'~~~~~--Ji~~ ~tinct

~eological ~als~

--

Also that their remains occurring only in superficial strata, are connected, according to him, with
the last, or modem epoch only, of the earth's his..
tory ; and that their, the animals', final extinction

W9! g_:eatly aceele~ted~ ~~ even en~ught
aEout, by human hunting.· Hunting-indicates
the learned
formed the'iilveterate occupation of men, from the earliest days ; and con..

m.iniste:*

tinued in full force so long as

~ere w~~~~g

1 In Jame1011'1 EdiftkrgA PAilolopAical Journal, Tol xi, 1824 J
aDd vol xiv., 1826.
1 Vol xi. p. 303.-'(3.) The re:mai.u of th01e extinct aoimala
• oocur ooly io the aoperficial atrata, aod io freah-wakr gravel or
• aJay, aud may be 'fiewed u coDDeeted with the lut or modern
' epoch of the earth'• hiltory. (6.) Man 'W'&I au inhabitant of thia
' country at the time wheo theae auimala' (mammoth, elk, rhioocerot,
hippopotamDI,
oave·bear, hyena, etc.), • oow e:dioct, ilouriahed,
\
- - - • hia booea aud hil inatrumeota having been found io aimiJar ait~~&o
• tio111 with the remai111.'-Rev. Dr. Fuanxo, 1824.

I
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well worth their hunting : and he even considers
the process to be SO Bh!!P alia powelful as an
exterminator, that he appar~z sees no reason
why all the animals known ~ have been ~ any
time contemporary with m~ but now s,xtinct,
should not have died, or been ~ed: out, within
the 188t 6000 years.
Some anrm&IS, and generallz the Ia.rgeyz ~ exterminated much _~~re ql;!!~k.J.Y:..!~.!Il otl}ers. So
that, as we know by our~wn personal expe~ence
at the CaJ>! of Go~__ _!!~~-t~Eo~ ele.£!;ant,
__...... rhinoceros, etaii{ and many other large animals,
ha~tireiy~d reCe-ntly ;aii1Bli~<l ~t 'Ofa tract
of country.
'l!uier than
Great ~['tain,
wh.ile1Iie"Te0ji8.rd, hjre~,~jackal, duiker, steinbo( etc., ~in. Only two hUndred years ago,
the extreme southern ~int of Africa,~ fit
~ ....... ~qo..~ . . . ~

far

an

of the grea~~~~~~-~~~--~eo
j logy-frOm the number and vanety of h.~ae _and
l ponderou~§ that roame(f'over, -~d ~ so
aston~hhtgly large~-itS ~ ?{ s~~n:z verdure. TWo centuries however, assisted no doubt
byfire-ariiiSaila th;.tion of a civilized race,

I rep.:_esentation

l

t ~ave

SUMced to produce th~~~~~1?ic~ange,
akin to those which are___ge~~~~y attributed to
---.,.._.--~ ~

·-

~

-......_,.,.,_-____

~-
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uncountable numbers of years, by the pure geo-....... logist1
No one, however, was more instant in season
and out of season than Dr. Fleming, in pressing
upon the attention of the learned world, the rapid
manner in which divers birds and animals have
been thinned down in their numbers, within the
period of Saxon history, and thereby brought to
the verge of geological .eztinct species ; and yet
even he was not able fully to realize the rapidity
of the process. For while we have all been taught,
1• almost to shed tears over the fate of the Dodo,
)

nav1gators ;-the 'great auk,' we are now told,
has died out of eXIStence within the presel).t cen~· and amongs~ --~u~Jves ; and Dr. Fleming

himsei(~: Tn--~ tam~-~~!:1-d!~o.!!t. ~~c__v_ery last

known member of the race ;-though, apparently
without T>ef~g ~fully·;;~ at thetime, t~!L!J!!e

__..._····- -·

.... ............. . ···-· ...,

-~-

.... . .. - ·

-·'

"" '

l For a plain, unvarniahed ltatement of th- great animalian
facte, as they exiated. eo short a time ago, in the neighbourhood of
what ie now the peaceful city of Cape Town,--eee 'The Record ; or
• a Series of Official Papers of the Dutch Government, from 1649
'to 1720 ~DI,' published in Cape Town in 1838, under the editor·
ahip of Lieut. D. Moodie, R.N.
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poor individual bird before him, was in truth the
carrier of such a weight of destiny almost accomplished.
Dr. Fleming, then, was exceedingly inclined towards short dates for the contemporaneoueneee of
man with-not the whole duration of the species
of the mammoth,-but merely, some of the later
members of it. And perhaps he would have retained those short dates, even though he had
lived down to the present day,-when almost
every one is demanding more tim.e, wherein to
place in order the real or supposed facts of the
early history of the earth.
Mr. W. Carruthers has no doubt pointed out,1
that there is a permanent and characteristic difference between all zoologists on one hand, and
geologists on the other, as to the agee which they
assign to the same natural and primeval facts :
the former men of science being inclined to comparatively small, and the latter to enormously
great, periods of time. But then, so many other
natural-history students have recently gone along
with the popular geological current of the day,
1 • The

Antiquity of Man,' in voL xvi of Brilid and Fcwrigrt
Review, p. 383, etc.

E~
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that we cannot be certain of what the minister
of Flisk's opinion would have been now, in presence of the later facts and papers, before which
8o many of his friends have succumbed. . Indeed
we rather suspect, if the mean judgment could
be taken of all existiig natural hiStorians, zoologists, and others,-and especially those selected
examples of them filling places of honour in
metropolitan scientific societies,-it would undoubtedly be found to attribute to the rough
'flint hatchets, knives, and spear-heads' of the drift
-a vastly superior age to that of any of the
architectural monuments we have yet reviewed.
Such an age, indeed, that, if some of the earlier
of these latter objects date from 4000 years ago,
-the flint implements of the drift, say these
gentlemen, muSt date from 40,000 or 80,000 years
since, or more. Whether these scientists are right,
or wrong, in this view, we do not now pause to
inquire,-but shall only examine the case, on its
own advocates' showing, in order to ascertain
what may be its best and most favoured claims
to enter into our present investigation.
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Chipped Flints.
We should observe, in the first place, that the
said flint weapons being merely chipped into
shape,· and not ground on the edges or ~lished
om the surfaces, as with most of tbe stone
-------~- weapons of kno~-sa~~ tribes in modern times,
belong,-according to those who make savage
manners and customs their study in the present
day,-to ·the very lowest conceivable stage of
savagedom. And this main fact, combined with
the inferred vast age of the specimens, is thus
employed by Sir Charles Lyell in throwing a
mostpowenwllght 0~ the nature and th;e of
origination of 1-ntellectuatman (oUi';ecy tfue and
subject), on the suriac(-()i -the .~rth. We give
the whole ofS'ir' Cb;l~'s long paragraph from
end to end,1 so that there may be no mistake in
gathering his real meaning :.

~

' It has sometimes happened that one nation has been oon·
anothor !<a oiTilisod though.'!!!!'!.~lik.e, or
'that, during__aooial and_.,P9liticad. __t:evolutio~~P.k.,uve
' retrograded iUEiolrledge. In auch cases, the traditions of
'eirl'ier ·;g-;s:·-or-ol-aome higher and more educated caste

' q~ bz

1 ..dntiqvttr

of Man, by Sir Charles Lyell, third editiOD, reviled,

pp. 378 ud 379.
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• which hu been destroyed, may give riae to the· notion of
• degeneracy from a primal state of superior intelligence, or
1 of science supernaturally communicated.
But had the ori1 gina.! stock of mankind been really endowed with
ch su"jimbr
1 m
ec u
ers, an wi inspired knowledge, and had
1 po
e same1mprovalile nature as their p~~ri.2!.,the
1 point of a vancemen
w ich they would have reached ere
I this WOUld liave been immeasurably higher.
wa·-c&nnot

-

'l'

ascertain at present the liriiits, whether of the beginning or
• the end, of the fi.nt atone period, when Man co-existed with
........_ • the extinct mamma.lia, but that it was of great duration we
• cannot doubt. During thoee ages there would have been
• time for progresa of which we can scarcely form a concep1 tion, and very different would have been the character of the
1 works of art which we s~ now be endeavouring to inter• ret,-those relics whicn we are now rusinterrin from the old
• gravel-pits o t. c e , or from the Liege ~~ves. I~m,
e upraise bed of the M~di~;;;~ean, on the south
I C08S 0
ar 1Dla1 instead Of the •ruile'st""pottery Of•flint tOOlS,
1 so irregular in form as to cause the unpractised eye to
• doubt whether they afford unmistakable evidence of design,
• we ~~d ~ow_ be .finding soul.~~~ .fo_~s,. ~l}>ass~~l. in
beauty the masterpieces of Phidias or Praxiteles ; lines of
I b~ iiil'way-Or-efectriC telegraph,;; fr~~ Which the best
• engineers of our day might gain invaluable hints; astrono1 mical instruments and microscopes of more advanced con• struction than any known in Europe, and other indications
1 of perfection in the arts and sciences, such as the nineteenth
' century hu not yet witnesaed. Still further would the
' triumphs of invent.ive genius be found to have been carried,
' when the later deposits, now asaigned to the ages of bronze
' and iron, were formed. Vainly should we be straining our
1
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imaginations to gueBB the po88ible nsea and meaning ol
such relics-machines perbapa f'or navigating the air or
exploring the depths ol the ocean, or f'or calculatiDg arithmetical problems, beyond the wants or even the conception
of living mathematicians.'

Now a.fter reading this most important judgment by one of the first geologists of our age, and
apprehending fully his grounds of argument,-it
will appear clearly, that his total conclusion will
only be intensified, by any further discoveries or
·discussions, which may either prove or imply, a
'Very much greater age still, for the Hint implements dug out of the drift, than what we have
yet recorded. So that if any particularly go-ahead geologist shall draw still more largely on
those stores of untold time, which cost him and his
brethren so very little,-and put millions and even
billions of years where we have put thousands
only,-that will but make it infinitely more
certain than ever, according to the involuntary
testimony of Sir C. Lyell,-that man, at that
excessively removed period of time, could not
by any possibility have been then 'endowed
' with superior ·intellectual powers, science super' naturally communicated, inspired knowledge, and
' the present improvable nature of human kind.'
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In fact, though whole shiploads of chipped
ffints may be dug out of any number of gravelbeds, and may also be claimed by anthropologists
as contemporary remains of those who shaped
them ages ago,-they testify nothing as to intelZe;!.~L~an ; and therefore haveliti~ _!<> do
with the subject of our investigation, than the
- -- mere gravel itself.
""What ;;-au_uded to under our title as intellectual man, and meant to imply thereby, was,man as he is now, or with the mind wherewith he
was already endued in the days of Job, of Abraham,
and of Moses ;-and that state which certain
eminent anatomists are inclined to distinguish,
within the limits of their science,-as implying
an organized creature with an im':Densely preponderating amount of brain, to that possessed by
all other known living creatures ; or again, as a
being with an almost unlimited capacity for mental

-----

improvement.
This last feature or form of the statement, is
evidently a part of Sir Charles Lyell's means of
distinction; but when he adds thereto, 'science
' supernaturally communicated, and inspired know' ledge,' though only as mere traditions and notions
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that ma.y have originated out of the accidents of
human history,-it is evident that he brings on the
field the teachings of religion, with regard to the
Divine creation of man. The teachings of ma.ny
systems too of religion,-though he does not point
out anything better, or essentially different, in one,
than another.1
Yet inasmuch as the Egyptian and Assyrian
religions have give~ dates of several tens, or even
hundreds, of thousands of years for man living on
the earth under kings, princes, and civilized rule
very much as at present ; and one of the dates
for 'Ikswa.ku and Buddha.' of the Indian religion,
goes back so far as to 2,183,102 years ac.,1-it is
perfectly impossible to square such dates, with
the most important integration which Sir Charles
Lyell has performed, upon all that· we know, by
geology and otherwise, of former and present
works of ma.n. Those Gentile dates therefore,
'- ~

1 • The inventors of uaefu1 arte, the poeta and prophet. of the
• ·early atagee of a nation'• growth, the promulgators of new ayatema
• of religion, ethics, and philoaophy, or of new codea of laws, have
' often been looked upon u me.engera from Heaven, and after their
• death have had eli-fine honours paid to them, while fabulona t&lea
• have been told of the prodigies which accompanied their birth.'P. 6M, 3d edition nf Lyell'• .dlltiqllitr qf Jlar&.
1 Ulif.U 'l'®lu of /fldtal& Metrology and Clwtmolow, by Jamea
Prinlep, Royal Aaiati.c Society, Calcutta.
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according to the · general tenor of his whole paragraph, cannot be trne ; or the character of geological findings would be totally diverse from what
they are. Wherefore it is well to remember, that
the Revealed reli.·gion of the Bible tells a very
different story, as to the true and limited era of
man's early civilization.
·
Several worthy men,-indeed
Prichard, in
his etnnological researches, amongst others,-have
confessed, that the ·earlier chapters of GenCsis
hardly seem to them capable of a very definite
'\{ inte_!Pretation 88
c~nol~gy -;,{man j
--.... -· thoughthey~ ;gree that the Bible d.~t;~ the
Dimne imj){raeion of:~~ or, when c ~-·b;came

I

Dr:

"f.Otheeiaet

----~

-- .

-

a,living soul,'-the important pomt in a w2rk
on religion,-cannot be put further off from
oitimes, on any_rendering of th~~ text,
than between 6000 and '7000 years ~o.
Until, therefore, intellectual
monuments
equal
,...
....
to thoseOfiliepre~nt day, or to those much more
advanced constructi~-;hich Sir Charles Lyell
has sketched out,-shall be discovered, nature
placed in drift, gravel,
clay~;;hich geologists shall testify or prove to be older than '7000
years,-there will have been no~ng yet dis-

______

-

, -..........~---

·------~

or
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covered by geology: to impugn the Bible date of
the 1nsptration of man.
llmost needless is it to say, when our readers
can examine ·for themselves, as well as .we can,
both Sir C. Lyell's work on the .Antiquity of Man,
and Sir John Lubbock's on Prehistoric Times,that neither of these _very comprehensive works on
recent geological discoveries, contains the slightest

--r------· ------·---

all~~ ~!.s~h h~h ~~~e~~~.t~-

te~~g. tlie works o~ any tune~-'!:.~~!!,.tbey say,

are more, more in imy w_ay, ~~-!r...J?-~ much
m~~-~~- ·6000 years, or ev~~ ~~~~.1~ old:
certain possibilities in Egypt being excepted, and
which we shall discuss in chapters 18, 19, and 20.
Yet what neither of those· great leaders in their
respective subjects has ventured to hint or even
hope for,-has very lately been asserted elsewhere
so roundly, repeatedly, and positively-both in
print, and in speech before scientific societiesthat we must devote the next chapter to its
careful consideration.
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ARCH.IEOLOGICAL DATA-continued.

CHAPTER

17.

PYRAMIDS OP EUROPE.

unexpectedly, ~ a work published
last year, with the striking phrase,-' those mag~
MEETING
1

' nijkent tlwugh ·rude western Pyramids that con' stitute .the grand old mausolea of Ireland and
' Brittany,'-! could not but wonder how Mr. Fergusson had omitted all mention of such apparently
important monuments, from the otherwise comprehensive pages of his .Architectural History!
Very soon too, another recent work was found 1
speaking, not only freely and confidently of the
Boyne Pyramids,' but giving to one of them, at
~ present known by
name of New Grange, the
·
following glonous title of praise : -

. I'

the

1 .An:Aaic Sculpturing• qf Cup~, Cirdu, de., b7 Sir Jam• Y.
Simpeou, Bart. ADd M.D.; 1867; p. 116.
1 &:Gtllfu qfek BoyM, b78ir William R. Wilde, P.R.LC.S. ADd
M.R.LA.., 1849. Pp. 202, 203, 224.
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' The_ most splendid specimen of this deeoription, which we
'know of, in Central or North-Western Europe, is the magni' ficent mausoleum at New Grange, which may weJfbedeno'mina£&1 tAe o;:;;t Pyr!Smi4 of"ili.e Wut.'
.

--------

_..,._

Thus much U>r its architectural character ; and
l then for its age, the same author writes of New
Grange, 'it may be ~c~!~. -~r eyen.:..~terior to !ts
· ' brethren on the Nile.' So that the Scriptural
_.. indicatio~~f""sbk~ and Egypt be~g ·th~ ~dest
scenes .. man's ~~hl~tural triumphs, would
seem to require alteration ; and the name of ~
· - ~land should be ~~ J~ . ~eir place.
Some · oth.~r localities h~~~ also much glory,
both architectural and intellectu~ed in
, their favou~. F~i-, oftileJJnttany so-called 'pyra\
mids' it has recently been stated,1 that ' they are

.---1

or

- - J : ::ha;;:p~~:~.n.!7!~~r~;~::te:·
'not of bronz~_-or.rron. They were reared in the
__j ' stone .
the Egyptian ~ vier~
~ \ ' afterriietallic tools were invented.l - While withstill greai;r -~idliess was it said on
the same occasion,-' But if not content with the
' age of these enormous western tombs or pyra-

agE;,".:.

1 At a meeting of the Royal Societr, Edinburgh, Deoember 16,
1867 ; eee Appendix 2.
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' m.ids, we had, besides cromlechs and megalithic
' circles, other remains of intellectual man in
'Europe undoub~· the_ old~.!9P
'tian~'Pfmiiu<P ··And. ·a piece of carved ivory,

I
-

aa·'

d~bed
that accurate piece of dra~g or
' sculpture,' was then alluded to, as being ' far,
' far older than the age of the oldest Pyramid.' ·

But even these claims of enormous antiquity
for intellectual man, in this north-western art of
the world, are overpasse b ce ·
rs made
here also for c.:_~ scul~tured stones (some of
them similar to, if not alsO identical with, many
in the interior of New Grenge); and whoee age
their admirers mostly express in a series of dim
and misty allusions to archmological periods of
bronze and of 8tone almost interminable, having
intervened sinee they were executed ; as well as
to huge physical changes, such as the time ' when
! possibly England was still geologically uni~ to
• theCOntinent, ana me 'Th~Dii&" tri' butary of the Rhine{i··;ges
changes"these

-ud

-1

last, for which-geoi~giSts usually demand tens, and
even hundreds, of thousands of years.
Here then, we have positively,-though in the
l

.Ardclic &.~pet~,.,., p. 146; 'by Sir Jam• Y. SimJ.IIOD..

I
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last chapter we had not,-modern science, as
practised by some persons, in direct, and unapologiZed for, antagonism to Ii~veiati<in:-M'Orecom
pieteiy-80-~ . the. ful.ther
is examined
into,· for these large assertions of arclueological
time for anything bearing, or supposed to bear, a
highly intellectual character, are almost invariably
fol:md to underlie still larger demands, by the
·same persons, for comparatively unintellectual
remains. For these, they claim indeed the most
enormous periods ; but during which they argue
that man may have been developing or improv·
ing himself by slow degrees, out of a primal
state of bestial ignorance and simplicitY-right up
to his ·highest condition in modem times, without
haVing either required, or received, any inspiration or other supernatural aid from his Creator.
Now With the general question of whether
·these writem are religiously right or wrong,-·
whose minds find such pleasure in pushing off
into the remotest distance of time all symptoms
of the direct action of a pemonal God, and denying every trace of the Scriptural Deluge, on the
aft'aim of all human kind,-we have not here to
do. But we cannot avoid taking scientific note,

thecase

---

........._ ~.
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that both an egregious difference of opinio_n »:<>~
~-· - -···· -·
the...,_.Biblical
narrative,
and an astonishing state-v-..
ment of absolute fact, in the matter of what countri~t ;ere ilih&bitedDYiiilellec~~~' and
w]len,-has been brought up More us. ·Brought
up too in manner, and ·by-parties,· we cannot
ignore ; and maintained not a little upon the
strength of many asserted qualities ·and characteristics of the so-called Irish, as containing the
finest examples of all the European, Pyramids,
and so~e of their component stones. There is
no other course therefore possible to us, as mere
~hers after scientific truth, than ·to ·ex&mine
what are the observations~ examinations, or argu·
menta, upon which the existence of the said mast
remarkable qualities and characteristics of these
structures, is asserted.

a

Tested by GeAYTnetry.
We have already shown, p. 13, and partly re.:.
peat below,1 the strict geometrical definition of a
1 (1.) A Pyramid ia a 10lld whole bue ia a regular rectilinear
pi&De figure, ud whole llidee are pi&De tri&Dglea, haviDg all their
Terticel meeting together iD a point aboTe the bue, oalled the
Wrle:z: of the Pyramid.
(2.) Pyramid~ take particular namee from the figure of their bue,
• triangular, ~~quare, reot&Dgular, pentagonal, etc., eto.--OnliiiM'f
GeorAdriccU ~
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Pyramid. How near thereto, then, come the
Irish Pyramids t
In Sir William Wilde's woodcut view of New
Grange,-the chief of these monumenta,1-we see
merely a low, broad, straggling, mound, partly
overgrown with a hazel plantation, and sprawling
over a field whose surface dips exceedingly to-wards one side. But as this is the present state
only, and may be very different from the building's original condition, we refer to the more
methodical account by Governor Pownall, in the
second volume of the .A.rchaologia, date 1770: a
description extending .through forty quarto pages,
discwming several previous accounts, and fortified
with measures expressly taken for the Governor,
by a Mr. Samuel Bovie, a land-surveyor : these
measures too, being the latest we can hear of.
Now in his Plate 20, where Governor Pownall
gives both a plan (to be taken in connexion with
the explanatory letterpress on p. 253), and arestored sectional elevation,-it appears that the base
of New Grange was-in ground plan-not a rectilinear figure of any kind, but circular; and its
top, not pointed, but broadandjlat; the attached
1

BUJvliu qf tAe Bop~, p. 1St.
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scale giving a height from the lowest part of the
base = 6 7 feet ; 1 with a horizontal breadth at top
of monument = 118, and at bottom, of some
319 feet.
All this is evidently the very antithesis of a
Pyramid ; and while the circular base receives a
special confirmation from the remains of a concentric and environing ring of standing pilJ.ar..
stones still to be seen,-the broad flat top testifies
to its having been an tYriginal feature, by showing
a similar large pillar-stone upon it, in the time
of Mr. Lbwyd, the first post-medireva.l describer.•
Now such a sort of lithic top-knot existed on
the summit of the circular tumulus of Alyattes,
in Lydia,8 and on most of the Etruscan tumuli ;
-while, as for the outside circle of stones surrounding the base, that is exactly home out by
1 The Surnyor'a atrict meuure gave ODly f2 feet for height, and
it ia not quite clear that Mr. PoWDallwu juatified in altering hia
Sguree.-&:e p. 262 of .A.r~ voL ii.
I Much material had been temoved in previoua yean, for menmn,
roadl, but Mr. PoWDall ahowa that it wu taken from the aide, and
not 1M tqp of 1M monument.
a 'The upper portion ia lllll.d and gravel, apparently brought from
'the bed of the Herm111.' On the aummit are, 'the temains of a
' foUJidation nearly 18 feet llqu&re, on the north of which ia a huge
'circular atone, 10 feet in diameter, evidently p1aoed thete u an
• omament, on the apex of the tumul111.'-l>elcription of the tomb
of Alyafitea, in Ruetr.rcAu ill .A.Iicl Jliltor, by W. J. Hamilton, 1M2;
voL i. p. lf6.
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another and undoubted tumulus or barrow in
Arcadia., described of old by Pausanias ; and
thus translated by Pownall,-' I contemplated
' the tomb of ..tEpytus with a studious and curious
' reverence, because Homer mentions it in so
'marked a point of view. It is a tumulus 1 of
' earth of no great size, surrounded at the foot or
' base with a circle of stones.'
Hence New Grange, though said to be composed of loose pebble stones chiefly, rather than
mere soft earth,-but yet having enough of such
earth and garden soil, as to be able to grow a
flourishing plantation of hazels on its surface,- .
can evidently, by virtue of its shape, only claim
the name of tumulus, heap, hillock, or moat,as indeed .the Ordnance Survey both defines and
expresses it,1-and is a work of the circular, not
the Pyramid, builders. So too, seem to be, from
the best descriptions yet published, all the other
lesser archreological forms, heaps, or barrows in
its neighbourhood.
1 The word UJed by the old Greek itinerant ill not ~r, which
he would IIUrel:r han known how to apply,-but xWp.; that ill,
aggtr 01: tumula~, in Latin ; and 'Map or hilled:, in Engliah.
I See Mape 19 and 20, of Ordnance 6-inch IIC&le, for COUDty of
Meath.
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Not one of these either is, or ever was, a 'Pyramid,' in shape, or aceording to the geometrical
definition· thereof; or has, or ever had, the least
right to the term.
With roost persons this would settle the Irish
Pyramid question at once and completely ; not
so however with two, in particular, of the arclueologists already mentioned ; for they seem to have
decided for themselves and a few followers, that
the word. 'Pyramid' means a species of sepulchre ;
and also that such sepulchre, if it affects one external form ·rather ·than another, iS more likely to
be rounded/ than what all the rest of the world
would call, pyramidal.
But though a sepulchre be undoubtedly ·one
of the uses to which the Egyptian Pyramids were
put,-the name is most assuredly not applied
there to sepulchres in general ; nor in fact to
anything else than angular masses of masonry
built in the well .recognised external form, or
1 • Fim and molt notable ia a dome-roofed atone chamber, con•
' taining the remaina of one or more bodiea, and approached by a
'oovered way, the whole being encloeed in a 14~ ec~rlAen "'""""'
' or bcwrow, and generally 11UJT01U1ded by a circk of upright pillar·
' atone~. TAil! ill tM ~'rue Pyramid, modify it u we pleue, of which
' the type ia to be found in th011e great oriental monument., with

' the charactera of which aD are acquainted' !-Betallliu qf 1M Boyne,
by Sir W. R. Wilde, p. 224.
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closely approximating thereto, of mathematical
Pyramids ; 1 and this, whether they contain internal tombs or not. That such tombs are not held
to be necessary there to the name of a Pyramid,
is well seen in the case of the 'second Pyramid '
of Jeezeh; which, though it was thought, before
its opening by Belzoni, to have no chambers at
all in it, and to be an entirely solid mass of
building-was yet called by all nations a Pyra-mid, just as well as the known chambered and
tombic structures near it.
More extensively still,-what are ealled by
divers authors the 'Assyrian Pyramids,' are merely
somewhat pyramidally shaped masses of brick or
masonry; always supporting on the top, a hollow
temple for living worshippers to attend at, but
seldom known to contain sepulchral chambers,
with entrance-passages, underneath.
The same precisely may be said of the ~called
Mexican, and other American, Pyramids (Fergusson's History, vol ii pp. 764-768); for the chief
1 That eome of the FcJpUn Pyramids, ha'fiug beell b.Uy.bailt
aDd of poor materia1-..re ncnr, after 3llOO yean' aponre, redncecl
to mere rollDded -h•pe of rnbbiab,-i.l e'ridtm$1y DOt apillllt our
ugnment ; for that buet iteelf entirely on what the origmal bailde"
intended to make, and did noceed in makin& whether in EsJpt or
heJand, 01' elaewbere, in their OWD time.
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known use of the pyramidically shaped· part of
the structure there, was to act as an elevated
base, to give dignity to a temple raised on the
top ; and to allow the religious ceremonies performed thereat, to be witnessed by crowds of
people in the plains below. Wherefore, even as
regards the popular use of the word 'Pyramid,'
apart from its geometric .definition, the name
has been most abundantly employed by AngloSaxons both in. the New and Old Worlds, to indicate a ~culiar ea:ternal shape, and not some
one po$1ible internal use, of many and many a
building, or other mass carved out, or made up,
of solid and dense materials.
Nor is this great fact altogether unknown to,
and unad.mitted at times by, Sir W. Wilde, and
we SU8p6Ct most of his school as well ; for, in
the former's work already referred to, there is an
extract quoted with apparent approbation from
Dr. Molyneux, 1699 A.D.,-as to there having
been found lying on the floor of the inner chamber of New Grange, when it was first entered in
recent times, 'a slender quarry stone, five or six
' feet long, shaped like a Pyramid.'1
1

.Btatiu oJ CAc J1orM, bJ Sir W. Wilde, p. 202.
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The little band of. archooologists just mentioned, may indeed assert thereon, that they hold,
that said stone was therefore shaped like a hemispherical tumulus, or heap, of soft earth just
emptied out o£ a bushel ; and had a little sepulchral chamber and entrance-passage worked in~de it. But others believe, that the common sense
of the world will be dead against such an idea ;
and will hold Mr. Fergusson perfectly blameless
for not having put New Grange's circular barrow
at the head of all triangular-sided Pyramids, in
his careful History of Architectural Forms.
Tried by .Astronomy.

Yet New Grange and its fellows need not lose
any of their alleged high intellectual character,
merely on being ealled by another name than that
of 'Pyramid,'-if &?lid proofs of said high and
noble mental qualities are really there. But in
that case, where precisely are they ; or, in what
do they consist ~
They are not in extemal shape,-for there is
no science in imitating the form of an earth heap,
and with earth materials-which easily dispose
themselves in that shape, when thrown together
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almost anyhow. But then New Grange has in the
confession of all men a sepulchral chamber, and
that chamber an 'entrance-passage,' with the
astronomical direction of 'very nearly north and
south ;' 1 and that is precisely the ground of much
astronomical praise of the Great Pyramid and its
entrance-passage.
True ; and at the Great Pyramid, the ordinary
popular term of ' very nearly,' is -found by careful measure to mean something less than onethirteenth part of a degree, from due north and
south. But how much does the same phrase
imply at New Grange 1
On turning to Governor Pownall's treatise, we
find 24°1
While this quantity too, is given as being to
the north-west,-the entrance-passage of another
of the Boyne heaps, is said to open out to the
west, and another to the east.

Proved by Mechanics.
H not in its astronomy, then, does the intellectual force of New Grange reside perhaps in its
mechanical style of structure and compoaition 1
1~

oftlte Bope, by Sir W. Wilde, p. 194.
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To this end, we may well examine Plate 21, p.
254 of Governor Pownall, and the several woodcuts of Sir W. Wilde's most efFectively and charmingly illustrated volume. The former gentleman
is frequent in finding constructive resemblances
between New Grange and the well-built G~t
Pyramid of Egypt; and at his page 268, notices-that a few feet within the entrance of the latter,
the passage is reduced to so narrow a strait, that
travellers can only creep, or be pulled through,
lying down at full length, prostrate and serpentlike.1 Now there is a similar strait, says Governor
Pownall, just within the entrance of New Grange;
and though he first thought on looking at it, that
it was caused by some of the stones lining said
entrance having tumbled over,-yet hearing of
so similar a strait at the Great Pyramid, he concluded that it must have been intentional and
important : and that the same architectural idea
had governed both.
Yet though that strait or narrow part of the
entrance-passage did so long exist to trouble
visitors at the Great Pyramid,-it was artificially
produceq within the passage wall by mere impo;r1

See at.o Life Gild IVori cat 1M GreGt PJr'G'IWl, Tol i. p. 370, b7

c. Piaai Smyth.
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tation of sand and stones from without, by modem
Arabs ;-and these adventitious and gratuitous obstructions having been at last removed by Colonel
Howard Vyse,-behold the real entrance-passage
of the Great Pyramid, a long, rectilinear, rectangular tube, of well prepared, truly planed, and
exquisitely close-jointed .masonry,-admitting of
measurements for breadth and height to tenths and
even hundredths of an inch ; and with no approach
to any narrowed or strait part in it at alL The difficulty then vanishes at Jeezeh. But how about
the other strait at New Grange, supposed to have
been made by a similar mental intention of the
original builders 1 Alas I it seems in so far a real
ease of that entrance-passage itself,· never very
truly rectilinear, and with many ins and outs in
its course-becoming much worse at one point,
through ·the very bad masonry there altogether
giving way.
Some of the stones of New Grange gallery, are
big enough to require much manual force to have
moved them to their present position& But, rude
to an inconceivable degree, unworked, indeed untouched by any instruments of the mason,-though
scrawled over with the engraved tattooing marks
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of the savage,-even the best of these stonea
lining the passage, and forming the lower walls,
of the central beehive-shaped chamber of New
Grange, are mere mis-shapen, natural pill&nJ or
slabs ;-placed in wriggling, une~en fashion, and
filled in between, more or less, with loose, un.
cemented rubble-work of small boulders.1
The sight is distreBBing to any one who has the
smallest idea of using the rule and the level, o~
of practically realizing any of the mathem~tical
solids or plane surfaces. One and only one representation speaks of something better ; it is th~
picture of a diagonal-brace om~ent on a stone
over the doorway-as given by eir J. Y. Simpson,
in the Plate 29, fig. 5 of his .Archaic Sculpturi:ngs.
I had looked and looked again at that engraving;
feeling that there was illdeed therein a proof of
.higher mechanical knowledge and technical edu~
cation, than what all the other reproductiona
throughout that well-filled work, of early British
and Irish art, display. But, alas again I Sir W~
Wilde's ~k contains at p. 193, what is I fear
·the original of ·Sir James's engraved figure,-an<J
1

See Plate 21, p. 2M. of

.A~

vol ii .A bo Sir W,

Wilde'1 B«&llliu of tAe ~ ud Sir J . .Y. Bimp10n'1 .ArcAaic:

:&ulpturingl.
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shows that all the mathematical accuracy of the
latter <hawing, was put into it by the Edinburgh
engraver last year.

Questioned for Age.
High intellectuality therefore, we search for at
New Grange in vain, in vain.
But then its Q.efenders retreat futo the strong.
hold of its uncountable great age ; and its supe·riority therein, tO any remains of buildings known
to exist .in the more ancient lands of Biblical fame
8lld story.
Of course this exceeding age should be an in.tensely interesting and noteworthy f~ture, if it
can really be made out. But what are the a.rgu~
ments and facts op. which it is supposed to be
founded ! So far as we can collect them, they
are as follows:-

.

l.!t.
: 'New Grange was plundered by the Danes, within thirty or
' forty years of the time that the Great Pyramid of J eeseh
' was entered by Khaliph AI Mamoun, or in 862 A.D.'

Now what does this prove, except that New
Grange was standing when the Danes entered it
m 862 A.D. j as they probably did likewise with
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too many British and Irish houses built either in,
.or a very short time previous to, 862 A.D.
That moreover, is the earliest contemporary
notice that has been yet produced touching New
Grange. Whereas of the Great Pyramid of Jeezeh,
we have the contemporary foreign notice of
Herodotus 1300 years earlier; besides its own
speaking and intelligent forms, testifying astronomically for 1600 years earlier stilL But there
it stops ; and does not invade, either by itself, or
by helping New Grange,-that most myatmious
of Bible epochs, viz. the time before the Deluge.

2d.
' The Great Pyramid of Egypt wu built in part with iron
' toola, or in the iron age ; but New Gnage _... built loag
' before that ; before evell the bronse age ; or aotuall7 in the
' ~tone age of the world.' 1

This assertion is made up partly of fact and

partly of theory. Fact, in that iron tools were
known to the builders of the Great Pyramid ;
and perhaps fact, that at New Grange, what few
l Thia lltatement may not be mtenclecl for the whole of New
Gruge barrow, but only for 10me of the carved stones contained m
it : though ita congenen, the Brittany 'Pyramid.l, • are very oon&dently claimed for the 'stone age :' and it ia our buain- heM,
not to underwtate any of the c1aima that either han been, or can
be, made for New Gruge or any of ita felloWI, by their admiJen.
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tools there were, may have been of stone. But
theory alone, that a stone, a bronze, and an iron,
age successively existed on all the face of the
earth ; and that each in tum prev8iled over the
whole of its surface simUarly .at the same time,
and for indefinitely long ages.
The facts then may be allowed : but the theory
is the flimsiest ever put forth by mortal man, and
is of daily disproof within every one's experience.
When Captain CoOk sailed forth from Britain in
the iron age here, did be not find Pacific island
savages still living in the stone age 1 that is, in
the use of stone and bone implements _only, and
ignorant of metal. A:re not some Australians
living in that state still! And was one, regular,
and uniform, state of civilization ever known to
spread and prevail equally at the same time over
all the nations and tribes and peoples of the earth,
from extrem.est east to remotest west 1
Of course not. When Julius Ca3sar came to
Britain, he found its natives a long way behind,
or beneath, the refined and polished status of his
own nation. And had Alexander the Great visited
Ireland, i.e., come from further east to still remoter
west, how many grades of civilization would he
K
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not have discovered amongst aJl the several nations
and tribes,-barba.ria.ns aJl, in the language of the
Greeks,-that lay between.
No reason is there the~,-that in the still earlier
days of the Egyptian Pyramid-builders,-men in
Ireland, if in truth Ireland was then peopled
at a.ll, should have been as far advanced in civilization as the dwellers on the banks of the Nile.
When builders at Noph, were using iron tools,- bronze was still in vogue in Syria and Asia
Minor ; . Greece was probably in the stone age of
Eastern backwoodsmen discoverers; and no Aryan,
pre-Celtic, or even Cymbric wave of population
was likely to have yet made settlements oil
Ireland's fePtile shore.
3d.
' It is asserted that the tattooing style of the ornaments on
' some of the stones at New Grange, and put on divers of them
' before they were fixed in their present situations, -is of
' that rude, rough, primitive or archaic type, which justifies a
' reference to times, only describable by geological changes,
' dimly shadowing forth to astonished historians whole myriads
' of untold years.'

That some of the said ornamentations are indeed symptomatic of as idle, thoughtless and
barbarous natures as man is ever known to have
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exhibited in all the melancholy chronicles of
human sa.vagedom,- is likely enough; but that
they are therefwe, and without further proof, to
be considered pre-eminently archaic, and as if
man were then raising himself by his own unaided efforts at the beginning of all things, out of
a mere bestial and uninspired condition ;-is not
a necessary conclusion at all Such an idea is
rather, only the wilful prejudice merely of those,
who like to deny that a Divine inspiration of man;
as related in the second chapter of Genesis, ever
took place ; and who prefer to believe in spontaneous development, natural selection, the struggle
for life, and some other similar animal principles.
In any case almost, of savage-like traces of
man's handiwork, executed in unknown ages or
circumstances, being alighted upon,-two hypotheses seem equally worthy of being tried, to explain them : first, if modem men will, that they
were the doing of archaic tribes, the progenitors of
subsequently civilized. nations ; and second, that
they were produced by the posterity of once civilized people, but long since ruined by war, or
famine, and degraded by unfortunate emigrations,
or idolatry and sin.
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The first of these hypotheses is the favourite
generally with most of our titled authors. Their
present country has been on the whole regularly
improving in civilization and advancing in wealth,
power, and importance, during the last thousand
years at least ; and they themselves are the latest
and most distinguished expression of the fact.
· But if some nations are going up, others are
coming down, in the world. For where are now
the merchant princes of Tyre ;-where the strong
monarchies, and industrious, warlike, and building,
populations of Nineveh and Babylon t Where
are the once intellectual inhabitants of Asia
Minor ; where are Vanished the virtues and the
genius of the Greeks ; and more particularly,
what has become of the practical arts, as well as
the wisdom, of the ancient Egyptians 1
Sir John Lubbock, speaking for the arclueo·
logists,1 declares that man can never lose anything useful he has once discovered ; his progress must therefore be continuous, like winding
at a ratchet-wheel ; that the most advanced state
anywhere, is therefore the latest,- and the earliest
~ndition of men must have been as low, if not
l

Prehilloric Timu, by Sir Jolm Lubbook, p. 475.
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· lower, than the very lowest state of e:tisting
savagedom in any land whatever!
Yet were he to make a careful survey of Egyptian monuments from the earliest known times to
the present,-it would be found a history of continued degradation in artistic excellence, from a
high original status of exact masonry, truthful
drawing, majestic sculpture; until now, the descendants of the same men can do little more
than build mud huts, and daub over the lintel of
the doors some execrable coloured ornaments, or
ridiculous imitations of a railway-train of children's trucks, with a black-faced man holding out
a red flag. And the melancholy thing is, that
these latter-day representatives of the old Egyptians, think these infantine performances of theirs
are splendid.
These unhappy men, then, have, without doubt,
lost an infinity of things which their fathers
knew ; and, in a second childhood, are far 'Yeaker
than their fathers are ever known to have been
in their first historical birth.
Axe then the idle, scrawling, curving lines, rings,
and boles so abundantly engraved on the stones
l

PreAieloric Tiftlu, by Sir J olm Lubbock; ooncluding chapter.
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at New Grange, and other British and Irish megalithic erections,-the work of man in his first, or
second, state of childishness 1
Asserts Sir J. Y. Simpson,X-in a book upon
the ring and spiral cuttings in Scotland, heland,
and France, chiefly : '
'
'
'

' From the very earliest historical periods in the architecture of Egypt, Aaayria, Greece, etc., down to our own day,
circles, single or double, and spirals, have formed, UDder
various modifications, perhaps the moat common fundamental
types of lapidary decorations.'

But answers thereto William Osburn, specially
for Egypt, the first of the countries mentioned,
and for whatever formed the examples of architecture there in its very primal historic period :' The earliest monuments in Egypt are, in point of drawing,
the beat. It is the same in Nineveh and Babylon, as Layard
and Rawlinaon have repeatedly told me. Whereas, concentrio circles, spirals, and other geometrical figures, are the
last expiring efForts at lapidary ornamentation among de' graded hordes of mankind, just before their lapse into utter
' barbarimn. No such occur on any of the moat ancient
' Egyptian monuments with which I am acquainted.'

'
'
'
'

But this most mature and well-considered
judgment, is confusion indeed to those archreologists,-who would hold that the New Grange, and
other similar, stone ornaments were engraved, not
l

.Arclacaic Sculpturing., p. 115.
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only long before the Great Pyramid of Egypt had
been thought about, but ages also before the creation of Adam. Yet Mr. Osburn firmly implies,
from large Eastern experience, that those scrawls
are not ancient at all; but-are more probably the
work of the second and worse childhood of men,
long after the Egyptian Pyramidal day.
Up therefore once again rises the champion of
North European antiquitj, to prove the perfect
truth of the specially doubted part of his former
assertion ; or, that the architectural monuments of
the very earliest historic.periods of Egypt,-are
decorated with ' circles single or double, and
spirals :' such things, according to him, forming,
' under various modifications, perhaps the most
' common fundamental types of their lapidary
' decoration.' 1
The question is evidently a momentous one for
some archreological theories of New Grange. Because, under our searching, but we hope impartial,
examination, that monument has lost every vestige of the high intellectuality once claimed for it.
It~ two first assertions of high, overweening, and
ante-Biblical antiquity have already gone by the
J

Royal Society, Edinburgh, January 6, 1868, and Appendix 3.
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board, and now the third and last is hanging only
by. a thread.
The archreologically-learned Baronet, therefore,
had his friends hanging breathlessly on his words,
when he propounded, at the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, on January 6, 1868, that at the Northern Pyramid of Dashoor, aa described
' by Howard Vyse and Perring, . the stones of which that
' monument is composed, havo abundance of concentric circlea
' aa ornaments ; proving the cue therefore for times, not the
' very earliest, but still considerably early, of Egyptian archie tecture ; ' and a drawing of concentric circles on one fragment of a stone, waa handed round the meeting.
' But his second cue,' the eminent speaker considered,
' would be allowed by all the members of the Royal Society,'
before whom he read it, ' to be quite unanswerable, and even
' for the wry earliut Egyptian known example ; for it was the
' account given by Profe880r Piaui Smyth in the first volume
' of his Life and Work at the Great Pyramid, of two concentric
' circles or semicircles on the granite leaf of the antechamber
' to the King's Chamber in the Great Pyramid; such admirable
' concentric figures too, aa gave that building over at once to
' the arch1110logists of rings, and spiral markings.'
And he, Sir J . Y. Simpson, added, that he seized the Great
Pyramid immediately, aa his own peculiar pouession, the
moment he saw them.'
' The newwpaper report of this add~ which occupied ita able
author nearly half an hour in delivering,-ia 10 exceedingly ahort,
and no other having appeared,-! am obli&ed to trust to my memory
for what I heard, and aaw on the occaeion; but a very impre.ive
occuion, not eoon to be forgotten by any one, and ~ of all by
myeelf, when beholding my own book perverted to nch a UH.
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The answer to the first case is,-that the stones
alluded to, formed no part of the north Pyramid
of Dashoor itself, which is a brick Pyramid,-but ·
of the prrpylaJon in front of one side of it, and a
very different sort of building indeed ; probably
not earlier than the 15th dynasty, or 1900 B.C.,
and perhaps vastly later. While as to the eoncentric circles found on a portion of one of these
stones, they are not put ~as are those at New
Grange, purely as such and by themselves, but as
integral parts of an artistic design, representing a
natural object! The design there, is the very
frequent one of early Egyptian decoration,-viz.,
a series of little pillars or posts of a balustrade,
formed out of the stems of some reedy waterplants, tied together at intervals of their length,
and with the flowering head of the plant plucked
off, and stuck with its stalk through part of the
vertical bundle, in such a manner as to present
the said flowering head, end on to the spectator ;
and very effectively then designed or indicated
I The cue in question may be - n aa one of eight tip., on a plate
without number, but entitled • North Brick Pyramid of Daahoor,'
oppoeite to p. 63, and deecribed at p. 72, of voL iii. of Colonel Vyee'a
PyramitU of Giseh. It waa a oopy of said figure, ont of said plate,
which waa handed about among the membera of the Royal Society,
Edinburgh, on the above occaaion.
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in line drawing, by two or three concentric circles.
But these little circles are no more put in for
themselves and by themselves alone, than are the
two concentric circles of the human eye, in every
modem portrait-painter's representation of the
'human face divine.'
And the answer to the second ease is,-that a
drawing, numerical measures, and description of
the supposed discovery of Sir James Y. Simpson,
on the granite leaf of the Great Pyramid, are
given in the second volume of Life and Work
at the Great Pyramid, p. 96-100; showing that
there are no concentric, or any engraved, circles ;
but, an anomalous, smooth, semi-oval, raised patch,
seven inches wide, seven inches high, one inch
thick, terminated rectangularly and rectilinearly
below, but bevelled and curved at top and sides.
A very peculiar-looking affair no doubt, something
mysterious even, and possibly carved in situ at
a later time ;-but totally unable to furnish the
whole twenty-one acres of the Great Pyramid's
well-dressed original stone surface, with enough
of engraved circles, 'single or double, and spirals,
' to form perhaps the most common fundamental
' type of its lapidary decoration.,
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In fact, one has to wander down, down in history, through the long past Pyramid monumental
ages of Egypt, until one arrives at the more recent barbarous and debased Ethiopian structures
of Meroe,-before anything like little circles, put
in for apparently nothing but idle ornament, can
be discovered. Fourteen hundred years of continued degradation, dropped out all the science
and most of the art ; and at length allowed mere
circle ornaments to crop forth on the architecture of the banks of that Nile, whose earlier
years had witnessed the glories of the old Empire, in the act, or course, of formation and
erection, by the hands of the first Pyramid
builders.
And it may be, who knows, that a somewhat
similar period of deterioration occurred amongst
110me tribes of the first circular builders ; who,
:flying before their enemies, contending with
want and hunger, heat and cold, in their continually western migration,-at last reached the
shores of Ireland, some very few centuries before the Christian era ;-and both scrawled on,
and prepared, pillar stones-of which some were
afterwards used by the Tuatha de Danaan, in
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making up their great burial mound of Brugh,1
now known as New Grange.
Sculptured scrawls, however, are these, which
present no memorials of artistic glory ; form no
grounds for boasting of the intellect, or wealth,
or. powerful industry, or warlike renown of Ireland in archreological days ; but rather mark the
lowest and darkest point to which the race that
made them, ever descended. A dismal depth
indeed, of misery, ignorance, and woe, which
had reached its extremest grade of calamity, when
the races which bore it, arrived in that Island of
the West, destined of old to be their asylum ;
and in which, under the blessing of Providence,
they have been ever since, slowly but steadily,
and we trust will long continue to be surely,
emerging. Emerging too, towards far happier
days and prosperous times than Ireland has ever
known yet, or than it has entered into the minds
of the warmest of her patriots to conceive.
1 • The noblee of the Tuatha de DADUD were ued to bury at
Brugh.'-From the Senchu-na-Releo, or History of the Cemeteries,
oontained in the Leabhar-na-h-Uidhre, a work oompiled in the tenth
century ..LD. Beaut.iu of 1M B07fM, by Sir W. Wilde, pp. 184, 187.
For farther Plates of New Grange and ita oongenera, eee Mr. St.

John Vincent Day's Grtn.l PtfMmid paper before the Phi1010phical
Society of Glugow, February 1868.
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DATA--c<mtinu«~.

18. ·

POTSHERD~

ArrEB. having fared so badly, i.e., gathered so
little, in our search after high intellectual antiquity in the north and west,-it may be prudent
to return to some of the Biblical regions of early
civilization in the south and the east.
To Egypt then, once more we direct our attention ; for, even there, has modem arcb.mological
science found something new, and nearly incredible as well as new, to assert.
A few years before his death, the late highly
respected Mr. Leonard Homer prevailed both on
the Royal Society of London, and the then Viceroy of Egypt, to have certain borings performed
in the alluvial soil of the land on either side of
the Nile. This was done ; and at divers depths
of many feet, say 60, or 70, or any other number,
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burnt bricks and pottery were found. Then, on
the assumption that the alluvial soil increases by
surface additions of fine mud derived from every
annual inundation,-at the rate of, say 3 inches,
or 6 inches, or otherwise, per century,-the dates
at which these fragments were deposited on the
then surface of the ground, is computed to be
16,000, or 28,000, or almost any other large number of years ago.
This conclusion has been attacked by several
writers as faulty,1st, Because irrigation wells being frequent in
every field of Egypt; occasionally falling into
ruin, and then :filled up, while new ones are
opened elsewhere,-broken pottery may easily
have fallen into them when open, and thus be
found now, far below the once historic and contemporary surface of the ground.
2d. The Nile having .frequently changed its
course in the valley, silting up rapidly in floodtime its old channels,-has easily thus placed
many things at unnaturally low levels.
3d. The burnt bricks frequently brought up in
the borings, are considered by Egyptologists to be
much oftener Roman, than Egyptian. And,
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4th. Some workmen have large proclivities, overseers relate, when not particularly well looked
after, for astonishing their highly educated ~m
ployers, by what they make the machinery under
their charge bring up from an unknown depth to
the light of day. Whence, almost in anticipation
of the care that should have been exerted in these
recent Egyptian borings,-Colonel Howard Vyse
thus relates in his Pyramid book, vol i p. 232,
his experiences in Italy,' When I was employed in 1832, in an excavation at
1

Bosco Tre Case, near Mount Vesuvius, the same piece of

' broken pottery was brought up from a shaft five succeBBive
'times, by way'ot an inducement to go on with the work.•

To this series of objections may also be added,
-that the whole geological principle involved, is
wrong in ita foundation; for, while it assumes that
the pottery or bricks as found now, are still in
the very same stratum of soil where they were
originally deposited-popular experience or belief
tells, that any large lumps of matter, sink through
the alluvial soil of Egypt, when well wetted and
stirred up by the inundation, as though it were a
quicksand.
This peculiar effect seems to arise mainly in
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consequence of the extravagantly fin~ or minute
nature of the atoms composing the said alluvial
mud ; proverbially black, because so minute in its
particles. Small enough indeed are these to float
in the air as vapour; and therefore excessively
movable by, and disinclined to settle in, the
denser medium of water. But a big fragment of
a potsherd, or anything in the shape of a brickbat, of course sinks do"Wn through the sludgy
medium when it is acting more like a fluid than
a portion of solid earth.1 Hence the depth at
which a brick is now found under the surface of
the ground in Egypt, is much rather the effect of
its sinking in a few years, through an impalpably
fine medium slushed with water for several months
every year,-rather than because a civilized nation
lived on that spot, 20,000 years before the touching
story of Joseph had been enacted under the sun.
The Egyptian potsherds, then, of Mr. Leonai-d
Horner, though duly brought up in a recent
1 See in Dr. Clarke'• Travela, hia acoonnt, in the voyage from Acre
to .Alex&ndria, of how the mud of the Nile ia occaaionally heaped
up almOBt to the IIIJ'face of the 181 by chance combination of

currentl, forming apparent rather; than real, lhoale ; for a lhip,
he aaya, atriking on one of them, even out of light of land, ia never
wrecked, or even atuck fut, 10 extremely light &nd mobile ia that
mud material
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lecture by Mr. Huxley at Sion College, in arguing confessedly and boldly for immense antiBiblical periods of civilization in Egypt,-are of
rather less support, than Egypt's broken reed, of
old, to lean upon for any of these purposes.
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CHAPTER 19.
EGYI'TU.N DATE KULTIPLIER.

WRITES the eminent Sir Charles Lyell, in the
third edition of his ..A.ntiqu,ity of Man, p. 383, In the temples' (of Thebes} 'are found pictorial represent&.
' tiona of battles and sieges, proceuions in which trophies are
' carried and priaonera led captive ; and if it be true, u
' Sir G. C. Lewis oontenda, that throughout the historical
' period the Egyptians were a peaoelul and never a conquering
' people, the wan to which theae monumenta would then refer
' muat be 10 ancient u to oonfer on the Egyptians far higher
1 claims to antiquity than tboee advanced by Bunsen and
1 Lepsiua.'

An extraordinary paragraph ; for, beginning
with the Theban temples, which Egyptologists
seldom put higher than, if so high as, 1800 B.c.a facile under-current of argument is indulged in,
which presently makes those buildings ·witness
to Egyptian military government, and highly
wrought civilization having lasted something
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more than 10,000 years. Such a rapid mode of
getting up an enormous antiquity, which may
then be quoted in subsequent discussions against
Biblical students with a bewildering effect, is
worth while to look into, if only to ascertain how
it is accomplished.
The commencement, as already mentioned, is
made with the Theban temples ; whose· dates are
moderate, their existence certain, their preservation admirable, and their walls so abundantly
covered with sculptures and long inscriptionscalled by M. Renan, the Government Gazette of
the time,-that they tell whatever tales they do
tell {viz., in nine cases out of ten, the contemporary doings of King Rhamses the Great, in 1400
:s.c.),-almost as clearly,...:_as did the London newspapers of their day, the events of the Crimean War.
But then Sir C. Lyell ignores the interpretation
of these Theban inscriptions by every Egyptologist; takes the sculpture part only, as representing a war, or some war,-and prefers to trust
for ascertaining what war, to a man who hated,
despised, and misrepresented the Egyptians ;
mainly too because, while he knew next to nothing
()f them, he had read up deeply and ardently
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about the fheelcs, and blinded himself with their
selfish pride and ethnic conceit. This man is
no other than the late Sir G. C. Lewis, whom we
have already shown to be a sort of anti-Newtonian
kind of genius amongst philosophers, in his
Egyptian dates. Be then, Sir G. C. Lewis, simply
writes to the effect of the Egyptians having
always been, during the historic period, a characteristically peaceful people ; and immediately
thereon, Sir C. Lyell (quite regardless of the
wars both to the north-east and south of Egypt,
which national etiquette expected every new
Egyptian sovereign to wage),-declares that, if
Sir G. C. Lewis is right in stating the all-peace
characteristic of Egypt throughout its historic
-days,-the wars shown in the sculptures of the
temples at Thebes, must have been pre-Historic !
So far, however good,-as to the strict, me-chanical inference to be drawn from the approximate dictum of Sir G. C. Lewis, quite wrongly
assumed to be absolutely true. And if Sir C.
Lyell had only been content to take his date for
the beginning of such Egyptian History of Sir
G. 0. Lewis, from the same Sir G. C. Lewis
himself,-no very serious error in time would
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have occurred. For, he would then merely have
implied, that the wars described on the Theban
Temples,-being prehistoric for the Egypt of Sir
G. C. Lewis,-must have taken place somewhere
before 1500 B.C.; that being nearly the date,
wherein that eminent classic scholar places the
beginning of Egypt's historical period.
Unfortunately, however, at that most critical
point of his argument, Sir C. Lyell suddenly
changes his Philo-Hellenic reference Lewis,-for
those two thorough-paced Egyptologists,' Bunsen
and Lepsius ;' of whom Bunsen claims for the
antiquity of Egypt's historic and civilized beginning, something more than 10,000 years B.C. The
Egyptian modemte peacefulness then, first seen
through Sir G. C. Lewis, being next transferred
to, and made to over--ride absolutely, Bunsen's long
chronology, as it had before done Sir G. C. Lewis's
short system,-is, by that one act of the pen,
made to begin 8500 years earlier than it would
have done, by means of Sir G. C. Lewis alone.
Hoping that this is not a general date-method
among geologists,-we now pass on to a distincter
literary assertion of some other very long-lived
glories of royal Egyptian history.
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EGYPTIAN WlUTI'EN HISTORY.

IN the course of a paper, read last summer
before the British Association at Dundee, its
renowned author (Mr. Crawfurd, President of the
Ethnological Society of London), adduced, among
other arguments for the immense antiquity of
man,-both some allusions to the Pyramids of
Egypt; and, more particularly, a statement to the
effect of the first series of ' dynastic writers'
(newspaper report) having lived and flourished
on the banks of the Nile, at a date of 8976 B.C.
On inquiring, by letter, his authority for the
assertion,-! was frankly referred by Mr. Crawfurd to M. Lesueur's Chronology of the Kings of
Egypt i and on procuring that handsome quarto
book,-published in Paris in 1848, and as a prize
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essay that had been crowned by the Academy of
Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres of the.Institute of
France,-behold Mr. Crawfurd, in so far, completely justified. For, in the broad pages. of M.
Lesueur, you may read the names of kings, ruling
for thousands of years with that complex and
highly organized duplex style of government, of
Upper and Lower Egypt; and you may also make
yourself acquainted with their hieroglyphic signatures, and the exact lengths of their reigns-even
to the minutire of odd months and days as well
as years,-and this, for all the mighty period beginning with 11,504 years B.C., and ending with
Alexander the Great, in the year 332 B.C.
Now, inasmuch as this grand result for proving
a long established Egyptian government and history, is brought out with ciue form and multitude
of plates and woodcuts in a first-class prize essay,
written to the express requirements of-' A

' critical examination of the Egyptian Dynasties,
'after historical te:l::t8 and the national monu' menta.'
And as this statement of the theme is further
intensified and pointed with purpose, by the addition to it of that most effective phrase of the
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French poet, so truly descriptive of' mighty and
Egyptian-like monuments of stone,' Leur muse iDdeatruota"ble a fatiguele tempe,'
-seeing all these allusions to monumenta,-I did

expect that the several main points at least, of
that long series of chronological records would be
founded on, or referred to, something or other
made of, or Cl}t into, enduring stone. Yet after
looking the book through from one end to the
other, what bas not been my utter smprise to
find, that there is not a single contemporary
monument cited for all the earlier 7000 yeara of
that astonishing series of Egyptian king&
Nor does M. Lesueur pretend that he bas any
sueh monuments. He states perfectly fairly,
loyally and truly, that the earliest monuments he
can quote are, the Great Pyramid of Jeezeh and
its adjacent tombs; while for the 7000 yeara
previous to them, he has nothing but some
wretched fragments of KSS.; or scraps of Manetho,
and the so-called Turin papyrus,1 written and in• The following intere.tiug particnlan are from a JIB. bJ William
O.bam, author of TM .MonufllelltGl Bi~ttorr of Egypt.
• Aa to your queetiou, Wha\ wu the date of the origiltGl 'lll'1'iting
' of the Turin papyru !-I &1111rer, u to the exiltiDg copy at Turia,
• very late indeed ; oer\ainly no\ before our .&.D. 50 ; probably a
• cen\ury later. (A German hu fOUDd the D8De of CAn.c in more
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dited by not very honest or able scribes some
9000 years after many of the events they presume to describe.
In fact there is no authority, that we can for
one moment give credence to (under our settled
pririciples in this book of referring to contemporary records),-for all that grand account of
Egyptian government and political economy prevailing through a myriad of years; though it was
all laid off as fact before the British Association
for the Advancement of Science. We may perhaps thank M. Lesueur for his toilsome literary
labours in collecting tales that were old to him,
though infinitely young compared to the times
they ambitioned to speak of;-but, in accordance
• than one of the later ohaptera.) I said this a\ Turin twenty years
I&W the original. I repea\ it after more than fifteen
• years' atudy of Leplliue'e very exact copy. The writel"' were the
' itill81'ating Egyptian prieete, mentioned by Petroniue Arbiter, who
• nanreed the length and breadth of the Roman Empire with ...
• loede of imagee, epelle, periapte, and o\her gewgaws, which \hey
• eold in the eeveral citiee they vieited at remunerati11e pricee I The
• man who wu eo befooled ae to pay the king'• raoeom 'hey would
• doubtleee demand for 120 feet of papyrue, wu one of their con·
• verte or pe"erta, whom they had persuaded to lean the ple&I&D\
• city in Aaia Minor, in which he wae born, aud remove to Thebes,
' in order that he might have hie gode about him. Petroniue men' tioue this ae a cue often occurring in hie times. The Temple of
• J.Y at Pompeii, the obeliek at Beneventum, and the many peeudo·
• Egyptian antiquee at Rome, were all the worke of theee vagabond
• prieete.' 1868 A.D.

• a,o, when I
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with the contemporary method of inquiry, we
must wipe out unsparingly from the proved history of the world, all the names of all his races of
kings from 11,504 B.C., down to a few centuries,
or years, preceding the Great Pyramid.
A wholesale murder, some may insinuate, but
not of the innocents ;-for even their best friends
make out all those kings to have been, if they
ever existed, idolaters through the whole period.

Latest Excamtiom.
'But does every one agree with you,' many
earnest friends may aak, 'in saying that there
' are no monuments in Egypt earlier than the
' Great Pyramid ? Was not that building erected
' under kings of the 4th dynasty 1 Surely then
'there must have been three dynasties previous,
' without going to all those other tribes of pre' vious kings contained in Lesueur?'
The question looks specious. There ought to
be the monumental remains of three previous
dynasties lasting for about as many centuries,1
l CertaiD PfTIUJlida Dear 8akkara are by IOIDe au\hor1 attached
to the 2d and 3d dynutiel, but Lepliua in hia ~ cl&IMI
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if Egyptian history really began with the first
king of that series of Manetho's dynasties, named
Menes ; and the archooologieal world has long
been looking forward with extraordinary avidity,
to hail the discovery of some contemporary monument of that greatest name in early Mizraite
story. M. Renan too says, 'that he has no doubt
but that such remains will be found ;' and Mariette Bey, the present 'Minister of Monuments'
in Egypt, states in his lately published Catalogue
of the Museum at Boolak, that his excavatom
are digging at a certain spot between Jeezeh
and s~ in order 'to make to appear the
statue of Menes.' But it has not yet come to

light.
A startling discovery of another kind has
indeed been announced, to the effect, that an
engraved tablet has been found on the Pyramid
hill,-setting forth how King Shofo, Suphis, or
Cheops o{ the Great Pyramid,-had, amongst
them u of the lith and 6th ; and beginl all hie maguifioent collec·
tion of detailed, and chronologically arranged, platee of Egyptian
docnmentl, with the quarry-marb of the Great Pyramid.
More mikingly lti1l, in hie pnbliahed Letter• .fn1rta Bgvpl,-he
teetified that he hu folllld nothing yet, earlier than the Great Pyr&·
mid; and that that monument mnat therefore form the beginning
of hietory, not only for Egypt, but for all the world.
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many other public works, 'repaired the figure of
the Great Sphinx.'
Such a statement shook the faith of many, as
to the long subsequent age of the Sphinx to the
Pyramid. For here was monumental testimony
that the Sphinx had become dilapidated ; and
must therefore have been so old, in the days of
the builders of the Great Pyramid, that he, King
Shofo, had to repair it. But on submitting the
inscription to William Osburn,1 his thorough
Egyptologieal knowledge pronounced it to be,
' nothing but a rigmarole about the god Suphis,
' agreeably with the Suphis and latter-day Osiris
' worship, set up upon the Jeezeh hill in the time
' of the 25th dynasty, or about 600 B.c.'
While as to another statement of two ear-rings
having been found, ' which belonged to the wife
of Menes,'-Mr. Osburn shows that story to
have arisen, partly out of the true discovery of
ear-rings with a hieroglyphic on them signifying
simply m n; but partly also out of the erroneous
assumption, that these letters are found only in
the name of Mrs. Menes : whereas they occur in
1 Stilllivillg at Leedl, 1868. Author of the Jl011•-'c~Z Hi81My
of Bgypt.
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hundreds of other words ; and the ancient Egyptians inscribed every article of their ingenious
manufactures, with multitudinous particulars of
the events and circumstances of the time,-requiring the use of many words, some of them
necessarily including the letters m n.
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ARCHJEOLOGICAL RESULTS.
then we have to sum up a long list of
inquiries,-archmologieal now, though architectural before ;-but the result comes out strikingly
closer to what we had previously concluded, from
architecture alone.
For here, we are brought back once more to
the valley of the Nile, 88 the scene-all European so-ca11ed Pyramids notwithstanding-of the
earliest known existing traces of intellectual
man. And the earliest monument in these Nile
lands, which we can positively lay our hands on,
-is the Great Pyramid of Jeezeh. 1
In so far 88 that notable fact is concerned, all
AGA.IN

1 • Nor have I 7n found a aingle cartouche that caD. be afel7
uaiped to a period previous to the fourth d)'DioltJ. The builden
of the Great Pyramid -m to -n their right to form the com•
mencement of monumental hiatory, even if it be clear that they
were not the fint builden and monumental writera.
'The Pyramid of Cheope, to which the fint link of our whole
' monumental hiatoey, i.e futened immovably, not only for EQptian,

'
'
'
'
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hail to Mr. Fergusson, on whose architectural
history we leaned so much at the commencement
of our investigation, and whom we have now
found to be so trustworthy a guide both within,
and for a considerable space without, the actual
limits of his professional science.
He too admires the Great Pyramid in point of
construction as much as we can do :' No one,' says he, 'can posaibly examine the interior of
' the Great Pyramid without being struck with astonishment
' at the wonderful mechanical skill displayed in ita construction.
1 Nothing more perfect mechanically has ever been erected
' sinoe that time.'
'Nor is our wonder less when we ask ounelvea, how it
' happened that such a people became 10 thoroughly organised
' at that early age, as to be willing to undertake the greatest
1 architectural works the world has sinoe aeen, in honour of
' one man from among themselves t A king without an army,
' and with no claim, 10 far u we can ee~ to such an honour
' beyond the common consent of all, which could hardly have
1 .been obtained except by the title of long inherited services
1 acknowledged by the community ~ large.'

All this account is as admirable, as it is eloquent, and we must agree with our great historian
• but for llllinraal hiltory.'-Dr. Lepeiua'a Ldlwt from lim' in
1843.
See &lao the chrouological arrangement of Lepaiua'a umivalled
coJleotioD of folio Egyptiaza plates, mthe ~.
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of architecture perfectly in this,-that the earliest
stone building which both he, and we, can find,is one of the grandest, best-constructed, and most
enduring, ever erected by man. We may also
agree with him, that the political circumstances
under which the arrangements for such an unprecedented building could be entered into, have
something very mysterious about them. But
when he next considers it to be demonstrated,
by the mere fact of so large and excellent a work
being constructed then,-that there must necessarily have been long and uncounted previous
ages of civilized life in the valley of the Nile,we must take leave to differ ; for he is then going
entirely on a theory, that architecture must have
been developed, somewhat according to the Darwinian Ja.ws of man's development, by slow con·
tinued steps out of the simplest original atom.
To the theory, as such, or rather as a proposition to be inquired into,-there is of course no
objectioD.. But we cannot admit its right to pronounce infallible decisions on what took place on
the earth in archaic times,-until it has been
satisfactorily and scientifically proved, to have
prevailed at those periods without a break.
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Now if Egyptian civilization did really exist
for so long a period, that its duration bef(Yf'e the ~
building of the Great Pyramid, makes all the
years which have elapsed since then (though
there are more than 4000 of them) sink into utter
insignificance,1 -the question naturally
.
I
what has become of all the architecture and other
contemporary monuments of all those countless '
ages t And this question is so much the more
necessary to ask, seeing that the multitudinous
Egyptian monuments since the Great Pyramid's
day, are generally so admirably preserved by the
dry and rainless climate,-that some Egyptologists
are inclined to boast, that nothing whether in
stone, or even brick, ever decays in that wonderful
region,-formed by nature to be, and actually
made by an industrious population into, the very
monumental land, and enduring record-keeper, of
the whole earth.1
Mr. Fergusson himself, we believe, admits the
difficulty. If his theory is true, there ought tO
have been interminable quantities of pre-Great
Pyramid buildings erected in Egypt ; .and if they

arises,\

1
t

Ferguuon'a Hiltqry of.Arc:Ait«turt, p. 81.
Bunaen'a Egvpl't Pia« m UMitrtal Hi#t«y.
M
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were so erected, why cannot we find some traces
of them 1 It must surely be a pain, a grief, and
. an anxiety of no mean order to so honest a man
as that able historian, that he cannot show even
a single example of the architectural style supposed to be in vogue for ages throughout an
Egypt, before the Great Pyramid.
He hopes indeed, that that architecture will
be found. some day ; and he meanwhile derives
a little, though rather sorry, comfort from one
feature of his general researches in architectural
history, showing-that the first specimens of
each style, were always and invariably the best
of their kind. AB, that the Pantheon at Rome,
both was the first, and is still the largest, and
best, dome in the world; while the earliest of
the rock-cut temples of India, are al8o the most
beautiful which that land still possesses.
But the amount of originality in these cases
was small ; for Theban tombs had been cut in
Theban rocks, 2000 years before the Jains began
their work in India ; and as for the Pantheon,
which dates only from the late Emperors of Imperial Rome,-where architects had for ages been
brought in from all other countries to contribute
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toward the glorification of the mistress city of the
whole Mediterranean world,-it was no great
stretch of invention, from the fiat-stone domes
and radial arches without number, which both
Etruscans and Romans had delighted in for ages,
-to rise up to the ideal of a radial dome.
At the Great Pyramid, on the 9ther hand, with
its very early date, there was no predecessor
building of any kind, pyramid or otherwise, of
which we can find any traee&-whether in Egypt,
or over all the rest of the world. Building in
stone, was then a perfectly new art ; and the
Great Pyramid is far larger and more signal as a
lithic structure, than any of the leading examples
of long subsequent mere varieties of architecture.
H ever, therefore, there was anything done on
the earth, rwt on the development principle,-it
was, so far as our present knowledge of all the
facta of observation go,-the designing and building of the Great Pyramid. Its sudden manner
and perfect appearance on the earth when it did
come, can only be paralleled in Pagan literature,
with the fabled birth of Minerva, full-grown,
learned, and armed at once, on first springing
forth from the brain of Jupiter; or, more to the
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point still, and in the sacred pages of our own
Bible,-with what we read there both of the
Divine inspiration of man,-by which he be'came at once a living soul of a high order,-and
the. communication, at sundry other times, by
Divine wisdom, to certain chosen men, of the
designs of several buildings according to matchless patterns, measures, and methods of execution.

Opinions on the Final Result.
The bringing forth of such an origin, for the
beginning of all archreology and all architecture,
has been,-just as might be expected in the
present day,-the signal of attack from the 'development' men in natural history, from upholders
of the inviolability of nature's laws even by the
Framer thereof ; from deniers of the Inspiration
of Scripture ; and repudiators of the truth of any
or all the miracles related there.
But what are the arguments or facts brought
forward by these gentlemen, against the above
result obtaining, as the real and true origin 1
One says,
·' that we know that civilization must always have been a slow
' proceBB ; and particularly slow in Egypt, because the Egyp-
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'tiana being always confined to their narrow valley, had no.

' BOCial advantages tor seeing and conversing with foreigners.'

Another says,

n is

so pert'eotly impouible, aooording to all theories,
' and even lmown laws of hu.man progress, tor anything very.
' great and original to be done suddenly,-that the alleged
' sudden appearanoe of the <heat Pyramid, is an infraotion
' of natural laws. In so tar, therefore, it oaDDot be true' or,
' if true, it must be miraculo111. But in that oaae, he, th~
' speaker, does no' see the object o{ such a miracle.'

' that

While another still,
' would not limit the de&nition ot a miracle, to hia own powers
u to ita purpose,-bui thinks that any
' interterenoe with the laws of nature is something so momen' tous, that all the facts yet uoertained with regard to tb&
' <heat Pyramid should be looked oa with IIUIIpioion, or -'
' least be held in abeyanoe,-until something more baa been
'discovered which may, he thinb, completely alter the oaae.'

' ot comprehension

Though we cannot agree with this last objector
in fore-casting, 88 he does, the tendency of any
additional further evidence which may still come.
to light, touching the manner in which both
civilization's dawn broke upon Egypt and its first
great work W88 executed ;-yet we do allow the
case to be so extraordinarily momentous, that the
utmost degree of caution should be used in weighing and sifting the evidence on either side. Mo:;e

,
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facts may, perhaps, still be discovered in Egypt,
and will have their weight ; but not an overwhelming weight, because the stock of facta
already ascertained with regard to that country
is exceedingly large ; larger than for any other
ancient people whatever ; and indeed so large,
as to be the frequent point of reference, either
for enthusiasm ·o:r envy, held forward by the
promoters of even Palestine exploration, to a
public whom they think not s0 ready with their
subscriptions as they should be.
But meanwhile, seeing that discoveries can
neither be made to order on the moment, nor
prejudged with success or propriety,-we may do
well to put the existing known facts of the Great
Pyramid,-as being the first, largest, and best
built mere building in Egypt (and perhaps in the
world), through a severer scrutiny than it has
yet undergone, for its claims, to the still higher
attribute of intellectuality of design, as well as
execution.
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INTELLECTUALITY OF THE.
GREAT PYRAMID.

CHAPTER

22.

ITS SHAPE.

HENCE all our desire now concentrates into this,
. viz., to ascertain by unl>rejudiced methods what
the Great Pyramid individually is, or was made
by labour and art, to be i and also, what it may
mean, by being precisely what it is.
This should surely be 8. pretty safe path, in so
far as it can be followed through means of all
. the most trustworthy measures and examinations
actually made at the place, upon the very building itself, in modem and accredited times. And
. yet certain authoritative objectors appear, recommending us rather to take account only, of
whatever vague or indistinct characteristics may
be found common to many and various pyramids.
In favour of proceeding thus, it is alleged,
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' that the Pyramids of Lower Egypt are more like
' each other, than are European cathedrals like one·
' another. But these cathedrals,' they add, ' we
' know, were all built for one and the same mental
' intention. Mucll more then mtlBt all the Pyra' mids, with their stronger cooftBemblances, have
' been built to express one and the same purpose
' of mind. And we shall get at that purpose,
' and test ita intellectuality much more speedily
' and powerfully by taking note of all the Pyra' mids,-rather than by confining ourselves to
'one of them only; whether that one be the
' Great Pyramid or any other.'
A suitable answer to this doctrine, however,
appears to be,Cathedrals, with their fioriated architecture,
belong to art.
But Pyramids, when pure, are simply geome- .
trical, and belong to science only.
In art, and under one division of it, say the
name of 'ode; what a crowd of diversities both
in composition and sentiment are indulged in
there. But in science, what is admitted as a demonstration of-say the 47th problem of Euclid's
geometry,-except ·the demonstration itself; and
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how totally inapplicable to supply the place of
that, would be a general mixture of all the other
demonstrations of all the other problems in Euclid,
excepting the 47th.
In truth, seeing how intensely mathematical,
rather than artistical, the form of the Great
Pyramid most assuredly is,-in its original
simply a huge white Pyramid, with smooth triangular .sides ;-more exactly and perfectly so
too, than all the other known Pyramids ;-we
might do almost anything else whatever, with
more reason, than attempt to explain the Great
Pyramid's precisely-built and grandly-unique proportions-by confounding them with the perfectly
different proportions of a host of ·contradictory ·
pyramids, of subsequent ages, different parts of
the country, and inferior construction in every way.
We purpose therefore now, to appeal to nothing but hard measured facta at, and in, the
Great Pyramid itself; no matter what differently
shaped building may stand in some other part of
the world. And, if such sturdy data, on being
compared with modern exact science,-as now
conducted in our best schools,-do not then discover of themselves, and unassisted, some argu-

day,
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menta for high intelleetuality,-we shall willingly
drop the Great Pyramid entirely, and cease to
consider it a combined monument of mind and
matter.

'l'he Governing Idea.
We have already stated that all the Pyramids
of Lower Egypt, when duly restored from present
decay to their primitive condition, are quadrangular-based structures ; but differing one from the
other in shape, i.e., chiefly in so far as regards the
proportion of vertical height, to breadth of base.
The particular proportion in this respect observed at the Great Pyramid is found nowhere
else. Does it then mean anything particular

there1
Herodotus (445 B.c.) was told by the Egyptian
priests, that the proportion was chosen so that
the area of one of the triangular sides of the
building, might be equal to the square of the
vertical height.1 The proportion, when measured
by modern savants, is evidently something very
I The worcll of Herodotaa on tbia point are rather imperfect ud
IDiintelligible to pure claaical_ echolarw ; Uld were, - believe,
proved to mem u above, by the late John Taylor, author of 'I'k
~ Pf"Gmid: WAr _, u hill, Gild VIM hiU u, 1869.

am
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close to that ; so exceedingly close indeed, that
instrumental observation could not have positively disproved the assertion but for, .first, Colonel
Howard Vyse's fortunate discovery of two of the
ancient casing-stones of the exterior, in situ, and
in admirable preservation ; and second, the measures of the comer · angles of the Great Pyramid
taken in 1865, from the original comer sockets
of the structure.1
These and other observations show,-that the
angle of the faces, with the base of the Great
Pyramid, is not 51° 49', as required to suit the
geometrical idea mentioned by Herodotus ; but
is nearly 50° 51' and some seconds. The latter
quantity, however, though disproving the first
idea (and which cannot be trusted as contemporary information, when received by the Halicamassian from the lips of priests of a greatly
altered religion, and some 1700 years after the
building of the monument)-yet brings in another mathematical idea of a still higher character.
For the angle of 51° 51' 14·3·, is the angle which
makes the vertical height of the Great Pyramid,
bear to the continued length of the four sides of
1

See Ljfe and Wori a4 eM Oreal Pyrg.mid, vol iii. p. 28.
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its base, the proportion of radius to the circumference of a circle.
This quantity when given for the diameter,
instead of radius, becomes that most important
expression ~f modem mathematics, known as 71' ; 1
so that the Great Pyramid may then be termed a
'~~"-P_l'Oportioned Pyramid, and stands up in its
whole shape a type and lasting memorial, of
'a squaring of the circle ' (in the proper way),
having ·been performed ages and ages before the
question was ever heard of amongst the schools of
philosophy, or the societies of the leamed, whether
amongst historic Greeks ot Egyptians.

The Governing Idea attaclced.
No sooner however had this illustrious char- ·
acter been assigned to the observed shape of the
Great Pyramid,-than many and many a theorist
rushed forward with something else as preferable.
When, indeed, the angles which their theories
required were several degrees, or even minutes,
1 Mr. St. John ViDceut Day, C.E., hal recently called attentiou,
before the Philoeophical Society .of Glaagow, to auother feature of
the whole Pyramid, giving the ,. proportiona at ouce ; without the
doubling neoeuary when dealing with the linear proportiona only, u
above. But u he is expected lhortly to publish his eeuy, I refer
readers to his own clear aud explanatory pagea.
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difFerent from the observed, or .,-computed, angle,
-such ideas could be refused admittance at once.
But when in the course of last autumn, a thought
was brought up requiring within a few seconds
only, the very same angle as the 'It' hypothesis,a new difficulty had arisen, for the case could not
be discciminated then by observed angle alone.
That this new view,1 was promulgated by
Colonel Sir Henry James, R.E., showed that so
able a judge as the Superintendent of the Ordnance Survey, considered the observed angle of
the Great Pyramid, to be by this time well measured, and very close to the truth,-though he
differed as to the governing idea in the mind of
the original designer.
That idea he considered to be,-merely taking
for the vertical height of the Pyramid, /o-ths of
the semi-diagonal of the base. And, as that gives
for the height, a quantity different by only ninJth
of the whole, or tw:o inches nearly on the entire
height of the Pyramid, from what is given by the
1 Firllt diacovered by Mr. Petrie, C. E., and communicated to me
in 118., amongst aix other eheeta of Pyramid detaila, October 16,
. 1867 ; but independently discovered very ahortly afterwarda by Sir
Henry J amea, and by him, both aent to me and afterwarda publiahed
·in the .dthe71cnm, 16th November 1867. See Appendix 1.
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w hypothesis combined with the usually received

absolute size (which latter too is not certainly
known within a whole handful of inches),-why,
two equal competitors seemed here brought up,
for the honour of having been the mental intention of the primeval architect.
The occaaion was one for cool criticism and
patient investigation; for the coincidence of either
idea, or perhaps of both, with the observed angle
of the Great Pyramid,-might be an affair of
accident only. Sir Henry James.however, had no
such difficulty ; for he at once gave the decision
absolutely in favour of his own hypothesis, and
announced that 'he had discovered the mode of
'construction of the Great Pyramid.'
The grounds of this decision seemed to be, that
the /uth semi-diagonal, was a simpler idea than
the w proportion ; and some modern gentlemen
have a peculiar pleasure in trying to show, that
the designer of the Great Pyramid was of poor
mathematical powers, and mean constructive attainments ; or, as unable to conceive a high
thought, as to put it into practical execution.
Now there is no harm, but, on the contrary,
much positive merit, in always trying .forst, the
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simplest possible hypothesis, for explaining any
given phenomenon. But we have no right to
fa.vour such simple hypotheses, by keeping out
of view any additional observations of collateral
facts. Such facts did exist in this case, in the
shape of the angles of the very curious system of
descending and ·ascending passages inside the
Great Pyramid,-for they had already been
shown to be conformable to a further development o( or to constitute a corollary to, the 'If'
theory of the outside.1
This by itsel( was more than doubling the
claim to intention, for the 'If' hypothesis ; though
the measurement of the precise angle is a difficult
one. Yet at the instant of despairing what to
search for next, or that could be better-behold
Mr. William Petrie, alights upon a discovery
which seems to make the matter plain for all
men now to read easily, even as they run.

Testimony of the Trenches.
Huge, deep, and long rectangular cuttings in
the rock of the hill, lie before the eastern face of
1 LV• Gild W'or~ G4 1M Great P,ramid, by C. Piaai Smyth, vol
iii. pp. MM. and 219.
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the Great Pyramid ; variously destined according
to previous authors, but denominated by myself
'azimuth trenches ;' because, while two of them
lying north and south, nearly (or within 19')
mark a meridian line,-the others radiate out from
the middle point between these two, at horizontal
angles representing the summit and foot of the
Great Pyramid.1 And for several reasons mentioned in Life and Work, I ventured to consider
these trenches to have been, originally incised,
for instructing the masons in the exact angular
character of the very mathematically forme~
building they were engaged on, and while the

work was in progress.
This hypothesis seemed to explain the angular
differences of the trenches well, but said nothing
about their position with regard to the Pyramid,
or their length. Now, however, these matters are
answered by Mr. Petrie ; who says, that if you
take the Great Pyramid, as it was when in
masonry progress, or without its final casing1 At p. 126, vol ii. of Ljfe and Wori at the Grto.l Pyramid, are
given meanree of azimuth trenchea, by which these points may be
tested : while the further information ia now tendered, that the aides
of the Pyramid referred to there, are the present broken aidea, within
the area of the caaing·Btone aocket marked aidea.
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stone film,-and if from the centre of the then
base, you draw its proportionate , circle ;-the
conjoined axes of north and south azimuth
trenches, will form a tangent to that circle, at
its most protuberant point in front of the middle
of the east side.
And further, if !rom the points towards the
north and south extremities of the east side of
the base, where the , circle cuts into the area of
the base, you dra~ rectangular offsets from that
side, eastwa.rds,-these offsets will be found to define the places of the admirably square-cut outer
ends of both north and south azimuth trenches,
with as much accuracy as the present standing
· and broken sides of the Pyramid admit of; in
their measurement.1
No less than three special points of the, theory,
being thus found marked, and in so magnificent
and easily legible a manner, to all men-whether
using microscopic instruments, or ordinary plain
vision and common sense,-we may hope that
that theory is now firmly established as having
really been in the mind of the designer.
1

Life and W'ori Ill cAe Greac Pvramid, voL ii. p.

126.

N
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INTELLECTUALITY OF THE
GREAT PYRAMID-continued.

CHAPTER 23.
ITS NUKBEBS A COROLLARY TO SIIAPE.

THE previously mentioned satisfactory conclusion as to shape intention, was no sooner gained
in our investigations,-than various objectors
appeared against the ancient architect of the
Great Pyramid, on this very account ;-one of
them asserting with no little emphasis,' What a muoh better figure a C01I6 would have been, than
' any Pyramid, to expl'888 the r relation of diameter to oir·
' oumferenoe of oirole I'

While another gentleman criticises 'severely
both cone and pyramid, on important 'artistic
grounds.'
The upper part of these two classes of figures,' says he,
retreat too rapidly from the eye, and are thus never seen of
1 their true size or with their full dignity.
Whereas, had the
1

1
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architect ouly been properly advised to adopt a cylinder in
place of a cone, or a rectangular mass in place of the acuteangled pjraplld,-the superior vigour of outline of these
forma when realised on so grand a scale,-would have produced an efl'ect positively sublime.'

At present we need only remark in answer, that
although the .,.. hypothesis may have been proved
to have been in the mind of the designer when
planning the Great Pyramid structure,-we have
arrived at no proof, that that one thought was
the only thought · there. And although cones,
cylinders, and cubes of certain proportions may
be made to designate the 'It' ratio,-yet they do it
with a decided difference of accompanying qualities. A cone, for instance (taking the base, as
one side), has only two sides or surfaces; a
cylinder, three ; and a cube six ; but a quadrangular-based pyramid, reckoned after the sam~
manner, has five.
Now if,-besides the 'It' proportion of the Great
.Pyramid, and an acknowledged geometrical figure,
-that building was intended to contain some
system of numeration, or of symbolization by
number, wherein five was to be, if not the very
radix itself, at least a number of frequent reference and employment,-it is plain that a squareo; 9
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based ., pyramid has incomparable advantages
over a ., cone, cylinder, or cube ; in fact, it is the
right figure in the right place.
The peculiar and characteristic fiveness of its
sides or surfaces, moreover, repeats itself in the
similar fiveness of such a pyramid's angles or
rather comers (viz., four below and one above).
So that then, from such a figure, with its five
sides and five comers, the collective number of
ten, is thence derivable : even very much as all
decimal arithmetic is usually held to be founded
on the two, so-called, five-fingered hands of man;
though each has really only four fingers and one
thumb.l

'1'he Facts derided.
That any importance could be attached to these
two groups of five in the Great Pyramid,-was
recently the special subject of attack, denounce·
ment, and ridicule before the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, by a gentleman,-who quoted as one
of his most convincing instances of the absurdity
of what he denounced,-the hint given to him,
1 Somewhat limilarl7 of the ppamid'a • five lidea,' four are
triangular, and one ia the equre base ; while of ita five comers, it
hu four aimilar ones below on the foundation level, and one above,
in a very elevated and distiDpilhed poeitioa.
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he said by n friend, to the effect,-that the very
room in which the Society was then meeting had
five windows, and five divisions in its ceiling,
repeated twice, besides ten chairs, sometimes five
benches on either side, and certain other less
essential detail
So it had ; but were they as dominant features
of the whole building they belonged to, as are the
two pervading fives at the Great Pyramid t
At the Great Pyramid, the whole surface and
the whole substance of the building (and that
the largest and most massive as well as most
ancient in the world), combines in making up
these two geometric sets of five, and apparently
nothing else extraneous besides. But at the
Royal Institution building, wherein the Royal
Society of Edinburgh meets-what do we find 1
An ornamental hollow structure of the present
century, erected on a rubbish-heap ; and serving
a multitudinous set of purposes for many men,
and different societies. Outside, you see porticoes,
fluted columns, cornices, pediments, lions' heads,
chimney-pots, windows many, sphinxes mounted
. up on the frail roof, Queen Victoria's majestic
figure in stone ; volutes of Grecian vegetation,
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protrusions here and recesses there,-nothing
certainly which leads an observer to consider,
that a 1.-emarkable, or indeed any, purpose of fiveness runs through all the building and forms its
most distinguished, most pervading, and most
easily recognised type, uninterfered with by any
other number.
And inside,-we find a side suite, only, of rooms
for the Royal Society, a central one for the Antiquarian Museum of Scotland, and others upstairs,
sadly dominating those of the Royal Society,
for the School of Design · under the Board of
Trustees of Manufactures; with divers little chambers for officials ; and with almost every diversity of windows and ceilings, chairs and benches
amongst them.
Really therefore, had not the case been brought
forward before a very full meeting of the most
scientific society of Scotland, and not only treated
with marked favour from the Chair, but held by
many rather thoughtless persons present, to have
proved, as they termed it, 'a smasher' to the
importance of the Great Pyramid,-! should not
have thought it worth notice. And even now can
only compare it to some innocent youth picking
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the fives out of a multiplication-table, contain.;,
ing numbers up to one hundred and forty-four,
and declaring that the whole table was formed
for the fives alone ; or at all events, that that
little bit of modern paper, containing some fiv~
amongst other numbers up to 12 times 12, possessed all the excellences, in the way of grand,
primeval fiveness, claimed for the Great Pyramid.
When any earnest inquirer shall have discovered,
not only a mere page of various figureS, of which
two or three are fives,-but a large folio volume
wherein every page throughout, except perhaps on
one small portion, shall be filled with fives, and
nothing but fives,-he will have discovered both
something very unique in numerical literature,and something that may give him an appreciative idea of the enormous amount of fiveness
extending uninterrupted and dominant through
all the Great Pyramid's mighty bulk.
But until that volume is found, or until another building shall be discovered somewhere in
the world, as pure, simple, and extensive, in its
fiveness, and making as much use of its fiveness
afterwards in numerical references towards the
noble things of the earth, and the high things of
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heaven, as the Great Pyramid will be presently
proved to do ;-we suspect that that structure's ·
remarkable design, in the world's early ages, has
not been very much injured, or altered, by this
late attempt to hold it up to modern ridicule.

Subsidiary Numbers.
Though in a lesser degree, than fives,-four
may also be considered as a Pyramid marked-out
number ; because four is the number of the sides
of the square base, and four the number of the
triangular faces or 1lanks.
Three and seven have likewise been suggested
by William Petrie, as numbers connected with the
Great Pyramid. Though, too, at present these
numbers are only to be dimly seen, in a rather
abstruse manner (notwithstanding that they are
general and universal to the whole surface), yet
they have the discriminating merit of belonging
to the Great Pyramid only, of all the Pyramids
of Egypt, and the world.
This useful property comes to the Great Pyramid,-without altering the previous fives or fours
in the smallest degree,-through the agency of
the peculiar ,. figure ; for when that ,. fraction is
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'·
duly understood,-and it has now been computed
to the extent of 609 decimal places of our denary
arithmetic,-it is found, that while all other
digits occur ordinarily, 3 and 7 occur most peculiarly and exceptionally, yet with some apparent
law determining them to do so.1
The numbers 3 and 7, then, cannot be seen instantly on the surface of the Great Pyramid ;
though they may be understood to be there, most
securely, through the latest teachings of modern
science regarding the really expressed quantity,..
This sort of presence indeed, of 3 and 7, if taken
by itself, would be, perhaps, of no very great
mental importance ; but just as with the equally
necessary fives, tens, and fours of the visible surface ; so with regard to the threes and sevens of
its essential figure,-it is the use which the Great
Pyramid system subsequently makes of them for
high and noble ends, which forms the chief claim
for mental intention on the part of the designer,
when he adopted the .,...proportioned, quadrangularbased Pyramid ; and some few examples of that
use we shall now endeavour shortly to set forth.
1

See po.tecript, p. 602, voL iii., of Life Gild W'cri altM Of'tGI

P,.amMJ. .A1ao a fllller ..-nt paper by W. Petrie.
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INTELLECTUALITY OF THE
GREAT PYRAMIO--eontmued.

CHAPTER

24.

ITS SIZE.

THE shape of an accurately formed building to
be, such as the Great Pyramid 4200 years ago,
having once been settled, with the attending
numerical characteristics,-ita size would evi- ·
dently next occupy the attention an_d require
some new mental determination on the part of
the designer. But seeing that we have not him
himself before us to question on this point-let
us examine his work in order to asce~ as a
first step, how large he made it.
As already abundantly described elsewhere,1the only present existing traces,-by which the
full extent of the Great Pyramid in ita early
1

See Life Gild Wori 111 tile Greal Pvramicl, by C. Piuzi Smyth,

voL iii p. 124.
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days, seems to be satisfactorily marked out,-are,
first, the sockets worked into the flat foundation
rock, and intended for the comer-stones of the
outer casing i showing therefore the length of
the sides of the original base,-and second, in
connexion therewith, the angle of rise of the triangular faces, from the sides of that base. For
with the distance known from socket to socket,
and the angle of the faces,-of course either the
vertical height, length of comer-lines, or any
other feature, can be immediately computed.
The angle of the faces we do know, probably,
with sufficient closeness from many measures, to
justify us in assuming the theoretical .,. angle as
the one intended ; and that can be computed to
all required refinement. But the true horizontal
distance from the outer comer of one socket, to
the similar outer comer of another,-or rather, the
mean of all four sides similarly measured,-is stilL
for accurate purposes, an unsolved problem. And
what is worse, it will always remain so, until some
strenuous efforts are made-by the rich and powerful of the world-to clear the intervening ground
of the hills of rubbish which now prevent scientific men from obtaining the desired accuracy.
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Of all observers who have yet attempted to get
this measure of socket to socket, from the French
Academicians in 179 9 to Me881'8. Aiton and Inglis
in 1865,-their results have been somewhere between 9168 and 9102 British inches.1
Somewhere between these two lengths therefore, the true one may be expected to be found ;
the large difference between them, being not due
to any real alteration in the sue of the compact
rocky hill of foundation,-as rather strangely inferred by a medical gentleman before a learned
audience reoently,-but merely to the errors of
the observers themselves; and which errors are
almost 88 likely to be positive 88 negative. Exactly where the true length is likely to be found,
between these extremes,-is a nice question
of mathematical probability, involving so many
unknown quantities, that it is not likely to be
settled speedily. In the work already mentioned,
I have followed, for reasons there detailed, a
method which gives 9142 British inches as the
probable truth ; and shall therefore use it now,
though with the due proviso that it cannot be
considered certain within limits of perhaps ± 25
1

Life mad Wori al CAe Greal J>rn;lmid, vol iii. p. 125.
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inch~1

These limits, however, only amounting to
the proportional quantity, on so large a building,
of "Jiuth of the whole length, and exceeding the
next largest Egyptian Pyramid by 500 inches,
or J\th,-may enable us to approximate to something important.

DepreciaJing Theories.
From time to time ideas have been published
as to why the Great Pyramid was made of the
precise size we find it, sometimes giving rather
learned grounds ; and sometimes declaring the
cause to have been, merely the result of ignorant,
overbearing pride of a tyrannous king, striving
after brute magnitude, without regard to quality,
mind, or soul.
1 William Petrie, after a much more extensive, critical, literary,
and ICientific inveatigation of the authoritiee, hu concluded 9165 to
be more probably the truth ; and he may be right ; I would even
uy that he hu a high degree of probability on hill aide. But nothing short of removing the rubbiah obetructiona at the Pyramid,
and taking new meuure~~ with improved apparatus, will be mfti.
cient to aettle the point ; and there ia no reaaon why the length of the
bue aides of the Great Pyramid should not be meuured with all the
microecopio accuracy of Colonel Colby's • Compenaation ban;' which
have already been employed in several countries to measure the
length of hue-linea with extreme aucceaa,-but at vutly more
~ both of time, labour, and money, than hu ever yet been
bestowed on the hue-mensuration of the Great Pyramid ; and
without which, no drat-rate reault in accuracy can ever be expectecl.
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In the midst of these uncertainties, a few
Egyptologists have been 80 hardy as to declare,
that there was no rea80n at all : and that the
Great Pyramid, in a manner, simply grew to ita
present size, and stopped there. For, according
to the building theory framed for subsequent pure
sepulchral pyramids, by Mr. J. Wild, architect,
and Dr. R Lepsius,-each ancient Egyptian king,
on his accession, began the pyramid which was
eventually to be his tomb, in the following
manner :-In the first year of his reign he excavated a subterranean burial-chamber, with an
inclined entrance-passage ; and placed a few
blocks of squared stone over it. In the second
year he added another layer of stones vertically,
and increased the lower one proportionally sideways ;1 and 80 went on, every year, until he died.
Then his friends entombed him in the subterranean burial-chamber ; and finished his pyramid
outside, by casing it smoothly with bevelled stones.
Hence the size of any Pyramid, according to
this theory, is merely a consequence of the length
of reign enjoyed by its king.
1 See Plate 10 in Our Irtl&mtanu iA tAe GreGt Pvramid, by C.
Piazzi Smyth ; A. Strahan and Co., 1864.
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Whether this was the case with subsequent
pyramids, we do not pretend to say or dispute,but altogether doubt the application of such a
principle to the Great Pyramid, for the following
amongst other reasons :1st. On this method, the subterranean chamber
-the first begun,-should be the completest part
of the whole Great Pyramid. But in place of
that, it is .absurdly unfinished, and only half cut
out of the rock.1
2d. Herodotus gathered, upwards of 2300 years
ago, a most decided and extensive tradition in
Egypt,-and in precisely a matter where popular
tradition may be trusted,-to the effect that the
building of the Great Pyramid was an unprecedentedly great and well-organized work from
the first: no less than 100,000 men being employed upon it at once, regularly relieved every
three months by others. These enormous gangs
too, were kept very energetically to their tasks,
while the building was in progress ; though that
was only for a limited number of the many years
during which the king reigned. And,
3d. There is no appearance of changing times,
1

See Plate 4, vol iii. of Lif4 ofld

Wori Cit tlle Greot Plf"Gmid.
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or varying fashions, no sign of year-to-year work
long drawn out, no small beginn,ings afterwards expanded or patched up with other things,
throughout all the masonry of the Great Pyramid,
80 far 88 it has yet been examined. But everything on the contrary indicates that its designer
knew beforehand 1urw large he was going to make
the monument, and prepared accordingly. In
fact, the Great Pyramid,-in so many other
points more truly and purely a pyramid, than
any other of the pyramids of Egypt,-w88 also
pre-eminent in Promethean, rather than Bpimethean, symptoms and accompaniments.1

.A Determined .Attack.
An idea not quite 80 slighting to the scientific
claims of the Great Pyramid and its architect,
88 the previous accidental or spontaneous hypothesis,-was that published by Colonel Sir Henry
James, last November. For that eminent officer
did in 80 far admit the unity of the building, and
the PrometheanistJ:t of the design,-but e9uld
:find no better reason or higher motive for such
immense organizations of labour having been set
I

Seep. 87.
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into train, in an early age of the world, than merely,
this ;-viz., that the Great Pyramid might ha.ve
one of the sides of its square base, 'equal in length
to 360 cubits; each of them being of such a size,
as now to measure 25'488 British inches long.1
The length of base-side, however, hence resulting, is no~ as stated by Sir H. James (in its
equivalent of feet), 9168, but so much as 9175'68
British inches ; and this quantity lying outside
all the measured lerigths just detailed,-eannot
be accepted without demur, or at least not until
it receives some further confirmation. We ask,
therefore, what was the importance to the builder
or designer of the Pyramid in using the number
360 ; and what are the merits of a cubit of the
exact length stated, or 25'488 British inches 1
As to the number 360, Colonel Sir H. James
does not give any testimony in ita favour, but
simply employs it. We, therefore, finding it
neither a very round number, nor marked out
anywhere very clearly by nature, nor deducible
from the Great Pyramid numbers already laid
down,--cannot receive it as necessarily dominant;
and we rather suspect that ita first use for the
1

.Atlwllcnm, Lo!ldcm, Nonmber 16, 1867, p. 660. ·

0
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degrees of a circle, dates only from Babylonian
times, some 1500 years after the building of the
Great Pyramid ; and when se:x:agesimal division,
absolutely unknown to the Great Pyramid, was
coming into favour.
And, as to a cubit of 25"488 inches long,seeing that nothing is stated by Sir H. James in
favour of that being an important natural, or
scientific, standard,-its only chance of recognition depends on reason being shown, for such a
length of linear measure having been employed,
and very highly esteemed, in ancient Egypt, at
the date of the Great Pyramid's foundation.
This essential point Sir H. James does attempt
to show; but we fear decidedly fails in, because,lst. His own measure of an ancient Egyptian
cubit, unites with the multitudinous determinations long since printed for the same, by Sir Isaac
Newton, M. J omard, Sir Gardner Wilkinson, and
almost all Egyptologists ; i.e. making it something close to, perhaps within a few hundredths of
an inch-his own is within a thousandth of an
inch-of 20·1 British inches; an absolutely different quantity from 25"488 British inches.
2d. He finds an Arab cubit recorded about
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two centuries ago, 88 being 21·888 British inches
in length ; and on adding ith part thereto, he
finds it come out 25'536; or moderately close to
25'488 inches. This is true. But the plan, farfetched and more than doubtful in propriety even
88 a method of using the said Arab cubit in its
own day,-and which cubit some modern authors
quote at a much less figure, or 88 21'39 to 21'32
inches only,1-is utterly powerless to bridge over
that immense gulf of time which separates 1600
A.D. from 21 7 0 B.C. ; or to prove, that the builders
of the Great Pyramid necessarily employed a cubit
of 25'488 inches, in laying out the base of their
monument, because, forsooth, certain Arabs 3700
years afterwards, used a cubit between 21'888
and 21'32 British incheslongf And,
3d. Sir H. James falls back on 25·488 inches,
being the length of the modern ' dera.h ' or land
cubit of Egypt. His authority for the statement
is a little Manual on ' the weights and measures
of all nations,' by Mr. W oolhouse, published in
W eale's series of rudimentary treatises. The
1 'l'hi8 cubit ill that of the Nilometer at Rhod.a, ltated by Sir
GvdDer WilkiuoD, in Kurray'a ~ Hattdbooi, to be 21/.
Eng1iah iDchea 10111 ; but quoted from Jl. Cone at Nl·6 millemetre~.
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excellent mathematical author of that Manual,
was never, we believe, in Egypt ; was unable,
when applied to recently, to give his references for
the numbers : and stands directly contradicted,
by what is published in the works of two men
so admirably conversant with modem· Egypt, as
Mr. Lane and Sir Gardner Wilkinson.1
Mr. Lane write., at p.lm of hil JCIXUm ~.6th edit. : • Of the meaaurea and welghte in Egypt, I am not able to give an
• exact account ; for, after diligent ..rob, I have not wcceedecl
1

• in finding any two epecimen• of the aame denomination perfec\ly
• agreeing with .oh other, and generally the di11'erenoe hu been
• COD.IIiderable.'
• The diraG ~ (or cubit of the OODD.try-the oommon
• Egyptian cubit), whioh iluaed for meuurilag the linen, etc., manu•
• factured in Egypt, il equal to 22 inohee and two-thirdL
• The diNa HirtdlluA, chiefly uaed for meuuring Indian goodl, il
• about 26 inohea.
• The diraG /~ (or cubit of Conlltantinople), whioh iauaed
• for meuuring European cloth, etc., il about 26 inchee and a half.
• The Feddan, the moet oommon meunre of land, wu, a few
• year~~ ago, equal to about an Eng1ilh acre and one tanth. It il
• now leu than an acre.'
Sir Gardner Wilkinaon, in Murray'• .BgvplM&a Ha.rulbool: for 1867,
writee• lbA.BO'ltD OJ' LDOTB.
• t Drab beledee, or cubit, equal to 22 to 22f iDchea EnsJi1b.
• 1 Drah Stamboolee,
• equal to 26 to 26i inchea Englieh.
• 1 Drah Binduee (for cloth, etc.), equal to abont 26 inchee Englieh.
c l...t.ND MB.uvBI&

'22, formerly24,

Kharoobeh }

or Kubdtlh, •

-

•

• l3i Ka.obeh or rod.,
• 24 Keerat, or 333 Kauobeh,

{ 1 Kaaeobeh, equal to from 11
feet 46 inchee to 11 feet 71
inchee Engliah.

1 Keerat.
-

1 Feddan or A ore.'
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These authors indeed agree well together, in
setting forth the present ' cubit of Egypt,' to be
from 22 to 22•67 inches long. And though
Indian and Turkish cubits of 25 and 26·5 inches
respectively, are used in the shops for Indian and
European silks and cloths;-.the only other cubit
that can now be considered national in Egypt, or
88 connected with the 'land,' and likely to be
tolerably permanent,-is that of the Cairo and
Rhoda Nilometer ; and is stated to be from 21·3 9
to 21·32 British inches long. In fact, approximating much more to the ancient cubit of 20·7
inches, than to this mystical one of 25•488 inches;
which latter, too, is not proved to prevail now,
or to have prevailed, 88 the country cubit and
' land measure cubit,' of Egypt, at any time
whatever,-either ancient or modern.
Renee we are compelled to try some other
bypoth~ than Colonel Sir H. James's, for having
decided the Great Pyramid's absolute bulk.

Blemting Ideas.
The method of depreciating the mind and aims
of the designer of the Great Pyramid, having
failed in producing a sufficient, or even a probable,
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reason for the choice of its particular size ;-let
us next try, though only as a tentative proposition, something more respectful to that unknown,
yet evidently excelling, personage of primeval

times.
In this point of view we would remark,-that
the method of looking to one side of the base,
when there are three other sides to dispute with

I

I

I,

. .\ ·: . '1_

I'.,

:!

it,-is not the · neatest principle on which to
describe the size of a Pyramid (the angle of whose
faces has been already determined). We should
rather look to secure a feature which is unique,
central and governing to the whole,-and such a
feature is,-the vertical axis.
This vertical axis moreover commends itself to
us, at the Great Pyramid, by its being the w
radius of the pervading symbolization of its
shape. Nothing therefore is more suitable, than
that this w radius should have been made of such
a length or on such a scale of size, as to testify
something else scientific. Let us ask therefore
with what grand, or small, radius in nature,
does the w radius of the Great Pyramid measure
itself accurately, and in even terms of Great
Pyramid numbers ?
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William Petrie, under guidance of the general
bearing ·of all the system of symbols which he
and others had found in the Great Pyramid, was
led towards the close of last year to expect that
such commensurable natural radius should- be, the
mean distance of the earth from the sun ; and that
the numbers 10 and 9 should be pre-eminently included; though it was some time before he could
fully believe, that the mean solar distance from
the earth was really, simply; and precisely 1 O', ·
(i.e. 1,000,000,000) times the vertical height of
the Great Pyramid.
In a general manner we may remark, that this
idea fulfils a vast amount of scraps of Eastern
tradition, connecting the Pyramid with the sun,
or with solar light. And while there was an
ancient fancy of mythical importance among the
Greeks and Romans (but descended to them from
earlier times),-as to the greater glory of the
Pyramid when the sun rose to so notable a height
in the sky at noon with advancing summer, that
then, as they expressed it, the Pyramid 'devoured
its own shadow,'--or, according to a phrase since
found in use among the Peruvian worshippers of
the sun,-' when the sun sets with all his beams
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on every face of the Pyramid at once,'-let us
ask how the sun does shine on the Pyramid under
those circumstances 1
Why, it shines simultaneously on all the five
comers, and four triangular faces,-or nine chief
parts ; which fact, combined with the abiding
decimal system of the whole building, makes 1 o'
a number worth investigating. All the more too,
when the Pyramid is of such shape, that, with an
error of only ~th, it rises nine pa.rts towards
the sun, for every ten parts that it stretches along
horizontally, in the direction of its base's semidiagonal length.
Now the vertical height or,. radius of the Great
Pyramid, has already been shown, in Life and
Work, to be about 5819 (subject to error of determination of perhaps :t: 16) British inches ; and
that quantity being reduced to miles,-the term
in which sun's distance is usually expressed,becomes ·09184. This again being multiplied by
the 10° of the above formula gives 91,840,000
miles ± 260,000 miles, for the Great Pyramid's
expression of the sun's mean distance from the

earth.
How then does this agree with modem science?
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Were we still Jiving in the state of knowledge
prevailing from the beginning of the present
century, to about eight years ago,-the answer
of every astronomical treatise throughout Europe
and America, would have given, for the true
determination of the sun's distance, as computed
from the last observed transit of Venus, the exactly
defined quantity of 95,293,055 miles.
In such case the Great Pyramid quantity of
91,840,000 ± 260,000 British miles, would have
been condemned as utterly too small. Yet the
Pyramid would not have been wrong ; its symbolization would only have been discovered too
soon, and before the world was prepared to receive or able to ~ppreciate it.

Of all the material elements for supporting life
on the earth, none are 80 dominant as those depending on the light and heat of the sun ; and
of all problems in natural science, none is 80
important as the true distance of the sun. Upon
that depend our knowledge of its weight and size ;
the weight, sizes, and distances of the planets ;
and even the masses, distances, and light-power of
the fixed stars themselves. The sun's distance
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therefore is the great problem ; and modern
science has spared neither time nor expense in
endeavouring to settle it. But the distance is so
great, and our base-line for measuring it (the
earth's breadth) so comparatively small,-that
modern science has found her telescopes, micrometers, divided circles, and mathematical methods,
all taxed beyond their powers in accurately determing what the distance is.
Hence on new observations being made in 1862
(at the opposition of Mars) the solar distance was
found to be, by those results, not 95,293,055, but
more nearly 91,430,000 miles. While again, extensive recomputations of the old observations
having been made during the last year, in America,
by Professor Simon Newcombe,-especially by employing eorreeter modern-determined longitudes
of the places of observation,-the most probable
quantity is now stated to be 92,380,000 miles. 1
Modern determinations then of the mean solar
distance, though pushed on by the whole strength
of modern science, are only oscillating on either
side, and at every fresh attempt are approaching
1 Mr. Petrie'• reault, from hia inveatigt.ted height of the Great
Pyramid, and without kllowledge of Profeaaor Newcombe'anumbera,
AlllOWitl to 92,093,000 milea.
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closer and closer to the Great Pyramid symbolization in days Of old ; and not until the next good
observing transit of Venus over the sun's disk, or
in 1882 A.D.,-will any result be probably attained, that can be confidently relied on, as more
. accurate.

General Considerations thereon.
The state of things just mentioned, is worthy
of the gravest attention. Modern science, on
account of the excessive difficulties surrounding
the case, cannot determine the important problem
of the sun's distance within moderately close
limits. It is only within the last seven years,
that its numbers have been even respectable. A
hundred years ago, the best approved scientific
result was no less than 10 millions of miles in
error. Two hundred years ago, it was 66 millions
of miles in error; and for the 1900 previous
years, it was 8 7 millions of miles in error ; and
previous to that again, 9 2 millions of miles in
error ; or more than 9 9-hundredths of the whole
quantity concerned.1
l Th- fiSW particulan are drawn from an exteulive paper on the
111bjeot, recently communicated to the Royal Society, Edinburgh,
by Mr. William Petrie, C.E.
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That was at the dawn of human science, the
origin of the Grecian schools, and the beginning
of man's thoughts being turned towards ascertaining for himself any of the data of the heavens
in number, weight, and measure. And yet, 1700
years earlier still, or in 2170 B.C., a building was
erected on the surface of the earth, containing in
its chief substance a permanent expression of
that quantity,-put in without hesitation, or delay, or apparently any sensible error t
Some objectors will indeed say,-that it is
absolutely impossible for men who lived 4000
years ago, without telescopes, and without observatories, in the Southern hemisphere as well as
the Northern, to have approximated in any
degree to the real distance of ·the sun. And in
eo far we allow they have reason on their side ;
for no mere men, by science of human cultivation,
-which is an affair of gradual progressive development,-ever could have done anything of
the kind accurately; and they never did so, at
any date of the world's history earlier than the
last century. The ancient Egyptians too, themselves, knew nothing of the sun's distance, and
hieroglyphed the earth as a flat.
o; 9
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But then, while the Great Pyramid facts are
certainly such as we have described ;-the Bible
tells us, that in very early historic days, wisdom,
and metrical instructions for buildings, were occasionally imparted perfect and complete, for
some special and unknown purpose, to chosen
men, by the Author of all wisdom. For those
therefore who believe the Bible, there does seem
a possible way out of the difficulty,-though to
those who do not believe in that Book's inspiration words,-and trust only to Darwinian and
Crawfurdian theories · of human development by
innate powers out of an atom, or an ape, or a
bestial savage,-the Great Pyramid, a silent but
majestic spectator of the whole historic period of
man as yet,-is constantly giving forth a witness
which ·they cannot explain.
We do not however at present wish to enter
on the argument, of whence came the knowledge
which designed the Great Pyramid to be what it
is, as ascertained by recent measure ;-because we
are still only at the beginning of the series of
testimonies which that building has to give.
Enough therefore to add now, that while modem
science is still going on improving its determi-
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nations of the sun-distance,-and while there
may be obtained, by renewed measurement at the
Great Pyramid, some slightly different value for
its vertical height,1-the formula admits of no
alteration. 108, for instance, would not suit the
circumstances of the Pyramid when the sun is
dominant, and would make the solar-distance so
small as to thrust the earth into the fervid heat
inside the orbit of Mercury ; while 1010, equally
unsuitable in principle, would expel our planet
into regions of cold beyond the orbit of Saturn.
10' is the only simple expression, which seems
to be at once suited by nature and art to be the
expression, and at the same time to give the true
distance of our earth from the sun. That expres·
sion, we mean, when combined with the height
bestowed on the Great Pyramid by its builder.
And such height, not only realizes the solar problem under the appropriate formula, but is a very
unique and remarkable height in itsel£
It is the greatest height, for example, of any
building ever yet erected by man. For, though the
1 While my oWD idea of the Great Pyramid's height, bu already
been given u 6819 ± 16 British inches; William. Petrie inclines to
a mean qnantity of 6835 of the same inches, with a much emaller
probable error.
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yet the Great Pyramid obeys so little the development laws ·of some modern Baronts, that it is the
highest of all known architectural works up to
this day. Man has often tried to erect higher
buildings, as in the Cathedral of Cologne, which
was to have had spires 6120 inches high; but,
either from foundations failing, or some other
difficulty, such ambitious structures have invariably stopped short in. their progress, leaving the
Great Pyramid's height,1 still, even in these latter
days, solitary and supreme over all the architectural works of mankind.
At one time it used to be a fashion, from Pliny
amongst pagan Romans, down to very modern
society,-to admit the Great Pyramid's superior
size, wonder at it somewhat therefore,-and then
abuse the king under whom it was supposed to
1 The foDowiDg are the height. of 10me of the principal builcliDp
of the world, ohiefi,y e"draoted from l!'eJ'IUIOA'• Architecture : Britllh IDch-.

Great Pyramid, orijpDall,y, •
Straburg Cathedral, •
St. Stephen'a, Vielma,
St. Peter'a, Rome,
Ami8DI Cathedral,
Saliabur,y' •

l!'ribug, •
•
St. Paul'a, Loudou,

•

6819±16
6616
6292

61M
6088
4848
4820
-&332
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have been erected, as the most oppressive of
tyrants ; and so profligate in expending the
national wealth, as to have brought ruin on his
country and well-deserved execrations on his
own name.
A new system, however, was illustrated last
winter,-when an untravelled medical gentleman,
at a meeting of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
scoffed very bitterly at both the architecture, and
the cost, of the Great Pyramid. Its architecture
was so poor, he said, as not to require an architect,
only a mason ; and any mason in Scotland could
build as good a pyramid as the Great Pyramid.
While as to its expense, he had been assured by
an architectural friend, that it would not cost
more than a million of pounds sterling-a sum
which had been exceeded two or three times, both
by the Taje Mahal and other great Mohammedan
tombs in India. Exceeded too many times, as
all the world knows, by our Crimean War, whose
good results have already vanished into thin air;
eaten up in a few months by the mere expense of
transports for the Abyssinian expedition-and
smoked away by our nation, in the form of
tobacco, nearly three times every year.
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Whether the building of the Great Pyramid is
rightly to be inveighed against for the large, or
ridiculed for the small, sum it cost,-we do not
pretend .to say.1 Our own minute examination
of the building in 1865 A.D., remarkably impressed us with the fact, that an undeviating
and most considerate economy, both of the best
workmanship imd the finer kind of material, had
ruled throughout the building. But that a building, which could not be otherwise than expensive,
if it required, for noble, intellectual, and permanent
purposes, to represent, amongst many other ~
that particular size and ID.888 which we now find
it is so eminently doing.
l • Ariltotle (Polit. vii. 11) co111idel'l them (the l7ram.idl of
• Egypt) merely the result of great labour, dilplaying the power of
• kinp, ami the milery Wlioted on the people ; which Pliny hu
• re-echoed by calling them an idle and .Wy diaplay of royal wealth
• IUid 'nllity (urri. 12). Later wri.ten have repeated W., without
• even knowing the object they were built for, and it would be UD•
• juat to auppoee them merelymonumentr.l.'-Sir Gardner Wilkinaon,
at p. 207 of Bawlinlcm'a Berodotul, vol ii.

p
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INTELLECTUALITY OF THE
GREAT PYRAMIO-continw.

CHAPTER

26.

ITS POSmON.

Latitude.

IN furtherance of ita general system of symboli·
zation,1 the Great Pyramid requires to stand in,
or very near to, the latitude of 30 degrees ; so as
to have the pole of the sky at a certain height
above the northern horizon ; and also to be on
that dividing parallel of the northern hemisphere
of the earth, which has an equal amount of the
terrestrial semi-surface to the north and south
of it.
By careful measures, with a powerful angular
instrument, in 1865 A.D., the Great Pyramid's base
centre was found to be, not exactly in, but only
1' 12' south of, the parallel of 30°; while there
t LVe Gild Wcri Gl (Jma P,rGtrWl, br C. Piaai SmJUa, Y01. iii.
pp. 40·62 and 198.
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were ·constructive indications, that the site had
been carried as far northward, or towards the
parallel of go• even, as the shape of the hill on
which the Great Pyramid is built, would possibly
allow ; and that building is the closest to the
position of all the Pyramids.

Orientation.
Again, the azimuthal arrangement of the Great
Pyramid on its parallel of latitude, whatever that
may be, or in other words the orientation, i.e.,
astronomical trending, of the four sides of its
base, whether to the cardinal points or otherwise,
-is a feature of which a vast deal may be made
by an intellectual designer for scientific purposes.
Any one can find out the north, south, east,
and west points of the horizon within a few
degrees ; but astronomy, and sometimes of a high
practical order, is necessary to ascertain them to
minutes and seconds. Every modem astronomical observatory requires to be built pretty
.closely in .these cardinal directions ; and the
instruments inside, make up in their still exacter
positions, for any residual imperfection of the

masonry.
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In Tycho Brahe's time (15'1'1 A.D.), when ·astronomywasfar less perfect than now, and rather more
trust was plaeed on the truth of the walls ; those
parts of his celebrated observatory of Uraniburg,
were thought sufficiimtly close to the truth, when
the errors did not exceed 18'. But the sides of
the base of the Great Pyramid, built 4000 years
previously,
now found, by comparing their
•.socket' lines with the Pole-star, ·duly 'reduced to
the pole by astronomical meth~ ·to be only
4' 35• in error.1
All working astronomers, and all other men
too, who know the difficulty of making near approaches to accuracy in astrOnomical observations,
and especially in large practical works founded
thereon,-were delighted with this proof of more
than respectable performance in · the primeval
building. For it was a proof showing, as they
have expressed the idea,-that astronomy as well
as geometry had presided over 'the construction of
the Great Pyramid.
But Sir James Y. Simpson, Bart. and M.D., .
assuming a position far above all astronomers,

are

1 L;/e and W'ori Gl
p. 109.

GreG~

J>vramid, by C. Piuzi Smyth. vol iii.
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recently inveighed, before the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, with a peculiar vigour of diction,
against the whole practical astronomy of the
ancient Great Pyramid builders. Such a prcr
ceeding, by such a man, and before such an
audience, is important testimony for the guiding
of the public, whether to good or to evil ; and
was thus reported by the Scotsman neWspaper
next morning :· '
'
'
'
'

'He,' Sir .Tames Y. Simpson, 'did not believe one word
about the Pyramids having been built on utrooo~oal prin·
ciples. He had no faith whatever in what was called the
orientation of the Pyramids ; they might as well tell him
that the Register Ofiice and the College were arranged on a
similar principle.'

And then, according to the Edinburgh Evening
OO'Ura.nt's report, concluded with' It was a spurious archeology and astronomy that ted on
'such t'allclea and romances.'

As I have nothing more to add to, and nothing
to alter in, the hard facta of astronomical observations at the Pyramid, which are printed at
length, and with the chief steps of calculation, in
Life and Work, vol. ii,-.and speak for them- .
selves to every astronomer,-! turn to the Register
Office and the College of Edinburgh, quoted by
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the self-constituted judge, as being ·just as truly
oriented astronomically as the Great Pyramid.
To any one who looks over a map of Edin·
burgh, it will be seen immediately, that both
these buildings (which are but modem structures)
are erected conformably to the streets which pass
their fronts ; and have therefore the same orienta·
tion, whatever that may be. The Great Pyramid,
on the contrary, being built out in the Libyan
desert, and as the first of all buildings ·in that
neighbourhood,-had no help from previously·
existing streets to decide its orientation ; and yet
it attained to 4' 35• ± 1' perhaps, of astronomical
truth. How close then do Sir J. Y. Simpson's
model buildings in Edinburgh come to the same
astronomical meridian position 1
An ordinary Edinburgh map, indicates that
approach to be somewhere about 16 degrees :
which implies an error, nearly two hundred times
larger than what was committed at the Great
Pyramid in ita primeval day.
Well did Hugh Miller show the importance of
any one intellectual arrangement being several
times, though only a dozen times, better than
another,-after this manner.
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When the proportion of brain to spinal cord in
the early geological days of the earth, amounted
in any individual animal only to 2·1, hardly anything but fishes existed. When it amounted to
2·5, there were reptiles. When 3'1, there were
birds. When 4·1, there were mammals. But
when the proportion rose to 23·1, then, as he
eloquently expressed it, 'reasoning and calculating
man had appeared on the scene.'
Surely then, if we find an astronomical result
at the Great Pyramid, not twelve times only, but
actually two hundred times better, than at two
rivally quoted and professed modem architectural
examples,-it is not over much to claim, that there
must have been some mental intention, and some
exertion of intellect, at the former well-placed

building.

Classical IUuatmtion.
But we may also test the Great Pyramid, under
our present head, against those intellectual knights
of the ancient world, the Greeks, in their best

days.
In the goodly volume on 'Astronomy' published by the Clarendon Press at Oxford, in 186'1,
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-we read, at p. 463, 'Pytheas of Marseilles, 330
' B.a., first noticed that the so-ealled Pole-star was
' not situated exactly at the pole.' .And as we
find by calculation, that the nearest easily visible
star to the pole, or in fact .the then polar star,
must have been some 6° from the pole,-why, the
immediate predecessors of Pytheas, or the Greeks
at the very height of their ~ivilization,-must
have been labouring under an uncertainty of
± 6° at least, in finding the cardinal points by the
Pole-star.
Yet the builders of the Great Pyramid, though
living 1800 years earlier, had placed their enormous practical structure, within a seventieth part
of the error and uncertainty attending the long
subsequent science of the wisest Athenian sages ;
and the building stands in its place to ·this day,
testifying contemporaneously to that fact with
far more certainty, than we know any other
ancient historical facts whatever.
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INTELLECTUALITY OF THE
GREAT PYRAM I 0-contmtw.~.

CHAPTER ~6.
ITS WEIGHT.

So nearly solid a body as the Great Pyramid,
must evidently be very weighty ; and it is also
evident, that the designer might, within certain
limits, make the building of whatever weight he
pleased, without too altering any of its other
arrangements as to shape, size, or position,-and
this merely by constructing the bulk of it, of a
heaVier, or lighter stone.
Now at the Great Pyramid the prevailing stone
of construction is remarkably light ; far lighter,
bulk for bulk, than granite ; considerably lighter
even than what goes by the name of 'common
stone ' in most of our tables of specific gravity.
Was there anything, then, intellectually gained, by
using so anomalously light a stone ? Yes, we
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may now a.nSwer, after having made the calculations. For the employment of any other known
stone, or the building being of any other shape
or size than it is, or with much more hollow
space inside,-would have prevented the Great
Pyramid's weight from forming, the very round
and even decimal fraction which it appears to do,
of the weight of the whole earth I
This fraction is the 1-1000,000,000,000,000th,
part ; but whose denominator may be more neatly
expressed as, 1o&xa ; numbers which remind both
of the shape of the Pyramid, and the dimensions
which are necessary to express solidity, a chief
element of weight. Three sorts of material also,
of different specific gravities, have to be taken
into account, in acccordance with the varying 1
amounts to which they occur in the Great
Pyramid. The calculation can hardly be anyllpoollopan_,ta_ol
tiodla'a opoo1.11o pant;r-L

1 Granite,

an inconaiderable amount,
Nummulite limeltone, nearly lltha of the whole,• Kobttam atone for cuing and liniup, htb of
whole. See vol iii. p. 177 of Ljfe Gfld Work, -

0·479
0•412

Common atone of the umrJ engineera' tablel,
Bualt of Egypt,

0•"2
0·1500

0·387

• Determined b:r m,...tf on a lnplent of n·& lbL and broken oat ot the beut
ot a mach lupt mue.-Docember 1861. C. P. 8.
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thing but an approximate one ; and the accordance found, or within vhth of the whole, was
both more than had been expected, and more
than some of the data,-as the real specific
gravity of a great part of the internal ~aterial,
can be certainly known to be. And yet, on communicating the results up to this point, to Mr.
W. Petrie in London,-he found, that by merely
computing the bulk of the earth (with specific
gravity assumed as 5·'7 that of water) with more
attention to small corrections, the accordance was
improved many fold.
Referring the reader, however, to Appendix 4,
where the numerical particulars are given just as
they have thus far turned out, and for whatever
they are worth,-we advance to one more general
characteristic of the entire Pyramid.
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INTELLECTUALITY OF THE

GREAT PYRAMID-contw.uecL

CHAPTER ~7.
ITS BEAT.

the Great Pyramid practically
does, on the latitude line which equally divides
the BUl'face of the northern hemisphere of the
world, 88 a sphere, between the pc)le and equator,there is at once a close approach of its climate to
being the mean-climate of all the earth's surface,
mile for mile ; or at least of every individual
particle of its area, duly summed up, in every
navigable sea and habitable land.
The latter restriction, by throwing out of consideration the small circle of unvisitable circumpolar frozen region,-would have the effect of
slightly raising the mean temperature otherwise
attributable tO the world ; and which temperature
might otherwise be rather below what is experiSTANDING 88
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eneed for the air at, the Great Pyramid ; and
much below what is experienced in that part of
the parallel of so· of latitude, where the line
passes through the valley of the Nile. This large
amount of difference for the Egyptian valley, is
nearly, if not quite, removed at the Great Pyramid, by its elevation on a hill top, 2580 British
inches above the sea-level. Hence, therefore, it
comes just within the range of residual errors of
modem seience,-whether the mean annual temperature of the air at the Great Pyramid, does,
or does not, coincide with the same important
temperature element for the entire surface of the
earth ; and also, whether that heat quantity does
not amount to a peculiar division of temperature
especially appropriate for the Great Pyramid ;
. viz., a temperature of one-fifth ; or one-fifth the
apace between the boiling and freezing points of

water.
The actual temperature observed by myself
inside the Great Pyramid, is nearly 6° Fahrenheit
too high for the above conclusion ; but under
circumstances of anomalous temperature disturbance, which might unduly raise a thermometer to that amount ; while the deductions from
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a meteorological journal kept for four months
outside the Pyramid/ seem to make· the air
climate come within only 1o Fahrenheit of the
expected theoretical temperature-point.
i Life Gild Worl at GrttU .Prn&mid, b7 0. Piaai BmJf.b, YOL ii.
pp. 206·270 ; lllld YOL iii. pp. 178-202.
.
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INTELLECTUALITY OF THE
GREAT PYRAMID---<:Ontinutc~.

CHAPTER

28.

UNITS AND STANDARDS OF G. PYR.UfiD KEA.SURB.

Linear.
thus briefly touched on each of the
five general qualities of the whole Great Pyramid
building, viz., shape, size, position, weight, and
heat :-in every one of which traces, and even
consilient traces, of intention and purpose, highly
intellectual have been found,-we turn now to
some of that structure's minor arrangements ; and
shall continue to pursue therein, the same unexceptionably contemporary method of testing the
parts of the ancient building concerned, by the
most rigorous of recent measures yet procured,1
HAVING

1 We tran that our readera 1rill ahr&)'l undentazui, that th• be.t
m.uaree procured u yet, are by no meana the beR pl'OOUl'&ble in
the ~nt atate of modem 10ienoe ; if only GovernmeDt, or the
people, wonld be at the ~ of appl)'iDc the more accurate
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and weighing them against the results of modem
science applied to the earth and the sky.
The absolute size of any .,...proportioned Pyramid, having once been stated with reference to
ita vertical axis,-the sizes of any other parts of
the structure, are of course mere mathematical
necessary consequences of the two data already
laid down ; and w.e need not expect to find by
their means, any more intentional eoincidenc~
with nature. But, if we measure those residual
Pyramid lines in special units or standards,
something new or worthy of notice may come to
light ; due care being always taken, that some
good reason in nature, or expression characteristic
of pyramid numbers, shall be represented by the
absolute size of such wiita or standards.

Formation of Units and Standards.
Instructed then now, by what many and various predecessors have gradually ascertained,we may put the case shortly thus,'The axis of rotation of the earth, is, for many
methode which are well bcnnl to JDallf ez:perta ; and therebf improving our knowledge of 10me of the fAde of the Gnr.' Ppamid,
to a thoUI&IIdth of their preeen' rup of 1IDOII'taint)'.
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physical and metaphysical reasons, incomparably
the best terrestrial reference that can be employed
for linear measure.1 Let that axis therefore be
t m my two former worb, Our /Mwilcl~~e~ II& 11M GnaC Prrutnid.
aDd Llfe and W.ori thereU,-1 have alluded abundantl:y to what
the We John Taylor, Sir John Henchel, and othera n'-l,uently to
them, have written on thit pain'- Bu\ u a lellWDoe on p.100, ia
the iDtroduotiou to Callet'• Logarithlu (Pari1, 1795), baa been .moe
then pointed ou\ u contaiJaiDs the ume id.ea,-1 fladl:y umu a
tn.ula~on of the chief part of the puur. A lltiriking puup too,
to have been publiahed iu a couV;y, all whOM metrological efrorta
moe then, have been ~ towarda the propagation ol a lltaa·
clard, fouuded, not u M. Cal1d woald recommend for all ~ou,
on the cadi, but ou pan of the _.,-, of the -.ath. For thia, ia
how ~t diltiuguiehed geometer ~ himH1f : • Men have lleUChed a long be for a UDiveraal. meuure : the:y
• clelired Uaatit ehoald beairorded b:y Nature, and Nuure baaoll'ered
• one to which the:y have not paid aa:y atteutiou. It wa., however,
• Datural to •Y- We viM for G _ _ . . wlicl Moll C.W wAc*
• ellrlA ; well thea I let Ill take the uia of the earth. It il a
• nraight liDe ; it ia the diatauoe from oue pole to auother ; let Ill
• compt.re then, to thit diatauoe, all thOH that we wieh to bow.
• If take up thit view, the leugth of the WD·milliouth pr.rt of
• the earth'• uia beiDa called the etauclard, they will 1iud for the
' mean length of thia etaudard 3 feet 11 inchee French, to within
'ti.th of a liDe.'
It hu aleo been uid, ~t iJi a work of
publilhed in
.Am.terdam in 1723, there ia a recommenda~ou of the polar uia of
the earth u a refennoe for linear meuure. I have not :yet been able
to meet with the book in queetiou ; but a frieud who baa tindl:y
looked it up at the Bri~ Mueum unree me, ~t there ia no
meu~ou of the polo.r Glril for nch purpoee; only of a general
diGmeter, aa;ywhere between the pole aud equtor. &deed, -"""
were iD doubt iu 1723, whether the earth wu ftatteued or protu.
beraut u the polee. But u CuaiDi propOHd to divide nch general
Mmi.cfiameter of the earth into 10' part~, aad mowed oert.in
trigouometrical ad vautagee to flow therefrom, he wu UDCOuaciolllly
teetifying to one feature in the principle of the • u.ored cubi\' u
the Io-'u. part of the earth'• polar axiL

c--......
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subdivided, illustratively of the pyramid numbers,
into five hundred millions. of equal parts ; and let
each of these be considered a unit or inch of

Pyramid linear measure.
And let 5 x 5, or 25 of these units, form the
ata,ndard or cubit of the same measure ; having
thence the property of being the ten-millionth
part of the earth's polar semi-axis. Or, in other
words, 107 of such standards will measure the
shortest distance from the centre, to the surface
of the earth, at either pole.
This is in so far an ideal arrangement only ;
but let us next try to get a practical knowledge
of the length of such units and standards by
reference to known earth-measures.
The best, latest, and most comprehensive determinations of the size and shape of the earth,'
show, that its polar axis is, in length, somewhere
between 500,482,296, and 500,522,904: British
inches ; 1 and we cannot in the present state of
science be certain of coming much nearer. If
1 See Captain A. B. Clarke, R.E. ; in the Ordunoe Barny
volume, entitled Com.pt.~ritonl qf 1M ~ qf Lellf/CA, qf lhglaftd, FfYlAI«, Belgtem.. India, and .A utnaliG.
See abo Life afl4 Wori ell tAe Qrea.l Pvrufltid, by C. Piaai Sm)'toh.
TOL ii. p. 460.
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therefore, having reference to this residual error,
we subdivide the mean of the two quantities given
by five hundred millions,-we obtain, for the
length of one of the Pyramid units, in terms of
British inches, 1·00101, with an uncertainty of
± "00004.

While the Pyramid standard or cubit, being 25
of these units, must necessarily measure in British
inches, 25"025, with an uncertainty of ±"001.
These results, in themselves, we presume, will
be objected to by no one ; though some person
may very properly inquire, what material eonnexion has either the theoretical unit or theoretical standard with the actual Great Pyramid 1
To this, we answer, as a beginning,-that the
said standard goes into the length of one side of
the Pyramid's base (supposed to be 9142 British
inches 1), 365"3 times. Or, so nearly the number
of days and portions of a day contained in a year,
that we are inclined to suspect that the exact and
true quantity may have been intended. We are
prevented, indeed, from pushing the examination
closer at this point just now, by the large amount
of uncertainty hanging over even the best of the
1

See Chapter 24, p. 2015.
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base-side measures yet made at the Great Pyramid,
by all modem nations.1 But we may remark, in
eonnexion with another feature of the· building,
that there are four similar side& to the base; which
sides, expressed in telms of the Pyramid cubit or
standard (if perfect for one of them), will cause
the whole four to represent numerically, the
number of years in which the fraction of a day
at the end of a year, is practically restored to a
1 The length of buHide, it will be remembered, .. nm __..
tain, accordiD& to my emmate, by the amout of ± 26 iDch-.
Th- Umita qai*e allow of Mr. Petrie'• CODCluaioll from all themAftllo of 9161 Britiah iDchee, beiDc "fii'T probably the aetual fact of
the building. If that be 10,-the Py:ramid cubit of 26'026 BritUh
inohee, so- 888ti tim• into the bue-Gde; and all that we are
l'fiiiiOIIiDs OD touching IOlGr daya. appliel really to the eanh'1 .tdereal
daya. or tim• of ita rnolution l"'llnd ita uia, u meuared by the
nourreaoe of a dinut fixed dar to the lll8ricliaD of. any place. Thia
quantity would be, under many point. of new, the high• 1Cianti1lo
OODoeption to han apa e•ed in the building ; but the lOber doubt
immediately
il it 10 apreued ,.
The &1111fer eunot be rendered with pract;ioal oertainty, until
aome Govenunent, or uti011, hu orclwed the bue of the Great
Pyramid to be meuured with the ame care (and for that end at
aomething like the ame e:rpeut) u the unal hue-linea emplored
in moat of our large tJiaonometrical aurnya. The operation, when
performed (ay to the aoc:uJ'11C7 of ± 1-lOth of an inch, or leu, on
a l'1lll of 9000 inch.), migAc of couree abow, that the Great Pyramid
buHide wu neither 361'24, nor 388titimee, 26'026 Britilh inohee,
-but aome awlnrard, UDICientitlo, and non-armbolising number; and
aucb a pro't'ing of non-intellectuality apinat the building'a original
deligner, would delight aome penon• extremely. Would that it
might happilr prevail with thoae who are in power iu high plaoea,
to have the work performed forthwith, and b7 three independent
.a of obewvera, inatnunmta, and proceaal

an...-·
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whole number : a knowledge of which fraction
and which cycle, is a necessary beginning and
foundation for all the chronological reckonings of
mankind. And this very admirable result appears only, when the base-side is measured by a
standard, whose length is founded on an even
Pyramid portion of that axis of the earth, whose
existence is a function, and necessary aecompani.:.
ment, of the diurnal rotation itself.
Such coincidence working into coincidence, and
with the effect of developing yet further those
earth and solar relations already commenced in
other portions of the building,~not be merely
accidental.
The Pyramid cubit, which brings out so many
of these things when applied to the Pyramid,is no doubt a very scientific standard in itself;
and far above the human science of that day, or
the following 3800 years of the world's history,
to have obtained from nature; and is not known
to have been in use among any Gentile nations.
But then Sir lsaae Newton has shown long since,
that a length very much like that of the Pyramid
cubit,-certainly on the mean of all his data,
duly weighted, much closer to it than the amount
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of his probable error,-was the sacred cubit of
the Israelites ; i.e., a cubit known to, and appreciated by that peculiar people, as sacred to them,
before they entered Egypt under Jacob, and after
they left it under Moses.1 A cubit too, supposed
to have been given to them by Divine inspiration ;
used by them for none but sacred purposes ; and
distinguishable only, but abundantly and easily,
from the profane cubits of Egyptians, Babylonians, and all other Pagan nations, by its le~
without necessary reference to anything else.
My own researches also, on direct Biblical
notices of the ' Ark of the Covenant,'- the most
solemn portion of the contents of the Tabernacle,
-tend strongly ·to confirm · Sir Isaac Newton's
views ;1 and perhaps even to settle, far within the
present residual imperfections of our knowledge
of many portions of the data,-that the scientific
cubit of the Great Pyramid, and the sacred cubit
of the Hebrews, defined to them by inspiration,
-were identical as measures of length.
t See Sir Isaac Newton'• 'Diuertation on Cnbita,' in Profeaaor
Greaves' W orb. oollected by Dr. Birch.
See also Life Grad Work CJC tM Greo.t P~ vol ii pp. 341,
366 ; and the Errata thereto, printed at the end of thia book.
1 Life GAd Work CJC 1M Greo.t Pvmmicl, vol ii. p. 465.
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Counter Opinions.
Amongst those who dislike the primeval testimony of the Great Pyramid-such a result as
that just mentioned, was not likely to pass unquestioned, unattaeked, and even, as the discussion
has recently been carried on, unbattered against.
Nor is there any objection to be taken against
gentlemen satisfying their individual and critical
judgments in that manner, if they will,-so long
only as they use fair arguments,-honest methods,
and tests allowed by all scientific men in every
other branch of science.
But some of the arguments recently employed
before the Royal Society of Edinburgh are doubtful indeed ; 1 ez gr.1st. The insinuation that it was very 'strange,'
-that Professor Smyth, though in Egypt for the
purpose of measuring the Pyramid, never measured
from socket to socket.
Ye~ the reasons are printed and published
plainly enough in Life and Work; and show that Sir
J. Y. Simpson might as well taunt Consul Cameron
and the AbyAAinian captives with not freeing
t

See Appcmdix 2.
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themselves, in spite o~ opposition and difficulties,
which other persons have thought removable only
by sending alarge army, at an expense of several
millions of money, to their assistance ; as inquire,
with well-feigned astonishment, before a public
meeting, why the Astronomer-Royal of Scotland,
in his mere private capacity, did not perform a
task, whose proper and &ceurate execution is impossible for any but the wealthiest of men, or
most powerful of nations ; and has never yet been.
performed by any country or people. The said
Astronomer had not a farthing of public, and
very little private, money when in Egypt ;-and,
although anxious to do whatever he individually
could, towards ·measuring parts and features of
the Pyramid already laid bare for measurement,
he had no more notion of undertakllig extensive
works which are the duty of Government, than
the wealthy Baronet is believed to have, of employing his private means for paying off the
national debt.
2d. 'Professor Smyth lays down,'-so says the
same writer, ' as the measurement of one side of
'the base, the figures 9142 inches (which no one
' ever found it to be), because that figure will be
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'
'
'
'

the result of multiplying the number of the
days of the year by what he calls the pyramidal
cubit, made up of twenty-five mythi~ pyramidal inches.'
That the bad reason given above, was not that
which in1lue~ced Professor Smyth in considering
the most probable length of a base-aide of the
Great Pyramid to be, 9142 British inches,-must
be apparent enough to any one who will read
Life and Work at the Great Pyramid, vol. iii
pp. 123· to 143; for there, are aU the measures
the author could collect of all persons who bad
measured between the only fiducial points, viz.,
the comer sockets. All such are given in full,
simply and independently at first ; and then
combined together.according to a stated principle,
for arriving at the most probable mean ; and
what other plan could have been taken in the
cause of hont"J5ty and uprightness 1
The critic did indeed so far explain in his discourse, and did it with some emphasis, as though
denouncing a moral delinquency of the gravest
order,-that the figure 9142 which Professor
Smyth bad laid down as the base-side length, was
one 'which no one (observer 1) ever found it to be.'
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Precisely so, because a mean of several varying observations, seldom faJls on any one in particular ;
and in this ease three of the observers had recorded results all above 916 0, while a fourth one
was nearer to 9110. Wherefore, when the simple
mean of all their observations is taken, how can
it possibly fall anywhere else, than in that unfortunate gap which divides the results of one of
these observers so widely from those of the other

three!
Perhaps indeed that fourth observer's result
was rated at too high a worth ;-and ought to
have received only a very small proportional
weight to any of the others ; but even if it had
been actually rejected, and if the three results
above 916 0 had remained the only ones to be
used,-the mean amount of them, might have
also fallen not on any one in particular, but between two ;-and therefore the moral accusation
could have been still brought up, against any unfortunate computer,-if there be any truth whatever in its principle-i.e., that the final quantity
he had arrived at, ' was a figure which no observer

had ever found it to be.'
In such case, however, it is not Professor Smyth
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only that is being attacked,-it is the whole principles of arithmetic, and all those who make use
of them, high and low.
3d. A more serious part still, was performed by
the eminent Baronet, when he stated, inter alia,
' that if Sir Isaac Newton's standard of the "sacred cubit"
1 be true, and if the polar axis of the earth be, as fondly and
'theoretically imagined by Professor Smyth, 600,000,000
1 pyramidal inches, then the brim of the lecturer's hat being
' exactly one-half of Sir Isaac Newton's "sacred cubi"" that
1 brim was in measurement one 20,000,000th of the earth's
1 polar uis.'

The said hat, and a scale to go through the
form of measuring it with, had been laid on the
titled lecturer's desk by his assistant, before the
discourse began ;-and when the right time came,
the pretended measurement was performed on the
hat, in place of the sacred cubit of Moses as determined by Sir Isaac Newton ; and performed with
so much unction of manner and look, aa to be
received with cheers by the large and learned
audience (with a few exceptions), in t'he hall of
the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
Ridicule baa always been held to be a powerful
weapon, but exceedingly dangerous ; especially
when employed against sacred things. Because,
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although these may stand their ground · unmoved
in themselves,-the ·souls of many good and
worthy, but not very strong-minded brethren,
amongst the spectators, may be led away. They
were led away on this occasion,-and Sir J. Y.
Sim~n's position is not an enviable one, if he
drew them from the truth.
To take the matter, however, . only in its less
serious light,-after higher minds, whether in the
primal ages of the world, or more recently, have
found out what the length of the 10- 'l'th part of the
earth's polar semi-axis is,-there remains no difficulty in any one taking up some dirty or ignoble
portion of matter, and showing that it is approxi·
mately the half, third, fourth, or any other simple
fraction of the same 1o-'l'th part. But does such a
mere jester, prove that he is entitled thereby, to
scorn in learned halls, the labours of those higher
minds which had preceded him, and treat them
with studious insult!
A nearly parallel case, in much of its principles,
with the Pyramid or ' sacred cubit,' is offered
more within our immediate historical records, by
the origination of the French standard of length,
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the metre. In so far as that is, or was intended
to be, an eart;h-commensurable measure (viz. the
ten-millionth of the length of a quadrant of the
meridian, extending from the North Pole to the
Equator), it should be equally amenable to being
laughed at, insulted; degraded, and abolished,beeause some one should chance to show that a hat,
or a shoe, or any other absurd portion of garment
·or vesture,-should be nearly an even fraction of
it, and therefore some mentionable £taction of
.the earth's meridional quadrant.
Yet if a gentleman who has never performed any
notable problem in exact re8earches, should appear
in the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Paris,where for eighty years the· greatest mathematicians and geodesists of France have spent their best
.labours in perfecting the methods, both theoretical
and practical, by which they have amved at last at
a close approximation· to what the length of their
metre (or the ten-millionth of the earth's quadrant) ought to be ;-and if he should there
gratuitously insult all the members, on an important public occasion, with his hat-trick, applied to
the metre,-will they thereby be put out of
conceit with their national standard which they
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now prize so much, and hope to see adopted by
every nation of the earth ;-or will their quick
susceptibilities be aroused ? Sir J. Y. Simpson
has been very bold against what many men believe, and there are some proofs to show, must
have been a divinely originated measure ; but
will.he exhibit equal bravery against the French
nation, and their similarly earth-commensurable
standard? We do not advise him to try; for
when the national pride of our Gallic neighbours
is aroused, by a heartless insult in an important
matter of their national science and glory,-they
are neither long-suffering nor merciful
Still another reason was brought forw~ by
that same gentleman at the Royal Society, Edinburgh, against the Great Pyramid inch and
. • sacred cubit.'
• It was too late now,' he implied, ' to be
' talking about a new standard measure for this
'country, because Mr. Whitworth of Manchester
' had adopted another size of inch, and had been
• making for several years past extraordinarily
• accurate copies thereof as standard measures.'
Two of these, a cylinder, and a hole in a block,
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each said to be tnie to 1-lO,OOOth of an inch,
were exhibited, and seemed to be considered final.
Yet Mr. Whitworth's gauges of one or many
inches. are not adopted for the standard measure
of the country by Government, who have their
own linear standards, in a perfectly different
shape ;-nor used anywhere, except for certain
practical purposes in engineering workshops;neither do they lead, on Mr. Whitworth's plans,
to any convenient arrangement or good system
of greater length-measures than inches: while
they are totally unconnected with all other classes
or kinds of measpre, as weight, capacity, heat,
and time ;-and are, in themselves, without that
inestimable merit, which the sacred measure of
old and the scientific societies of modem time,
alike appreciate and appropriate for its thoughtelevating influences to man ; viz., even, and direct,
-earth-commensurability.
Had any one said that it was too late to talk
of introducing the Pyramid measures, because the
French metrical system has already established
itself amongst us,-there would have been statistical facts on his side. For, poor Mr. Whitworth's inches, as well as our own national here-
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ditary measures, are all going down before the
French metrical system. Already there is a permissive bill for the latter's legal adoption in cer·tain eases, passed by Parliament ; every meeting
of the British Association for several years past,
has re-echoed with the demands of several sections to have the metre taught in all schools ~d
employed in all Government offices ; and not a
.few of the authors of papers in the Philosophical
Transactions of London, employ French weights
and measures; even when dealing with purely
·British investigations for British purposes.
To assure the ·Ro.yal Society of Edinburgh,
therefore, that they had nothing to do, in quea.tiona of metrological arrangement, but trust impli,eitly to Mr. Whitworth's iron gauges,-waa very
much like crying ' peace, peace, when there
.js no peace,' and when the enemy is actually in
possession of the gates. There, indeed, he is
now, and from that position, only a most vigorous
resuscitation of the true national feeling, will
. .drive him ; for it has long been a settled purpose in France, to leave no stone unturned, in
order to prevail on other countries,-but chiefest
of them all Great Britain,-to adopt her metrical
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system ;-and there is a very numerous proFrench party, ever active and eagerly pushing,
amongst ourselves.
Their great battle-cry too, is, the scientific
completeness of the French metrical system,
through every range of subject requiring mensuration. They will certainly therefore not be
content with the simple, solitary, barren, and
unscientific mere thickness-gauges of Mr. Whitworth. The metrological requirements of the
world, in the present advanced day, are for more
science, system, and order ; and the world finds
more of all these in the French metrical system,.
than in any other system, or no-system, of weights
and measures, that has ever been known to exist
amongst men in all historical time. Yet what,
if there should now come forth from the <heat
Pyramid (which has already given us, in the ten·
millionth of the polar axis, a better earth-reference than that of the French metre), yea, what if
there should come forth from thence also, a better
arranged whole system, broader even and more
scientific, for all weights and measures,-as well
as bearing on its front the dignity of primal
time, the impress of Divine inspiration, and some
B
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strange family traits of, and general resemblance
to, our own national and hereditary system ;
which our nation had acquired somehow, in a
manner which no one has yet explained, long
before we emerged into the light of history.

.A higher Earth-reference.
Already the Great Pyramid linear system,
while still preserving its cubit reference by 101 to
the earth's polar semi-a.xis,-has yielded to the
further researches of William Petrie,-the knowledge of a far grander reference yet in nature,
and of a more comprehensive kind in science ;but expressed in similarly round and even decimal
repetitions of Pyramid numbers and of Pyramid
units of linear measure.
Of all the higher mechanical properties, and
movements of the earth, none is perhaps so
mighty in itself, so terrific in its momentum, so
all-important to the safetY of humankind to have
preserved ; and so constantly and uniformly kept
up,-as the onward movement of the earth in its
orbit round the sun. Making its headway at
the rate of more than 65,530 miles an hour,
what 8.11 instrument does it become for measuring
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the seale of creation ! By dint of great labour and
expense, astronomers may travel to nearly opposite
sides of the globe,-as to the respective Observatories of Greenwich and the Cape of Good Hope ;
-and by, in that manner, putting five or six thousand miles between them, they may determine the
parallax of a heavenly body, if not very far removed. But if we choose rather to trust to the
earth's orbital motion, we shall have gained in
five minutes the same amount of space, or twothirds of the earth's breadth, on our former posi~
tion. And if we merely delay repeating our
observations for a fortnight, no less than twenty
millions of miles will have been traversed, in
easy company too, with all our friends, and their
houses, and thoughts, and fancies.
When the old Roman poet wished to give an
idea of the most rapid attempt to escape from
immaterial pursuers,-he placed his hero on a
horse, a round-sided fat Roman horse, and set
him galloping along the Appian Way at the rate
of eight or nine miles an hour ; and then after
such a magnificent course as that, the belted
knight turns him about, and lo-black Care is
still seated behind his back.
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But that author was a Pagan poet, and his
writings were flights of the imagination; here
we have only to do with plain facts of measurement and sober realities of creation ; or with the
world and all that is therein and thereon flying
forward together at a rate of 10,000 times the
speed o£ cavalry. And therewith comes the practical question,, what given length of such path is
swept over by the earth, in that special period or
standard for the measurement of time (so admirably uniform in itse~ and so intensely important
in ruling the affairs of men),-as the interval
represented by the whole earth turning upon its
polar axis ; and bringing a day of toil and a night
of rest to all the wearied nations of mankind.
The answer is (as given by Mr. Petrie), if you
employ Pyramid units or inches, of linear measure,
you may tell off that mighty standard of space
and force in a round decimal number, or by 101+',
i.e., by 100,000,000,000 Pyramid inches.
The precise proof of this formula, must inevitably wait the year 1882, for both the more correct
determination- of the sun's parallax, and also, a
proper and accurate measure of the Great Pyramid's real size. But meanwhile, taking it in this
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mere first approximate way, 5819 British inches
for the Pyramid's height, reduced to Pyramid
inches, becomes 5813'2; which quantity x 10°,
gives our present best determination of the earth's
radius rector.
Then the circumference of the earth's mean
orbit= 5813'2 x 10° x 2w = 36,525,430,000,000 ; 1
and this quantity, divided by the number of solar
days in a sidereal revolution of the earth, or
365'25636, yields a little under the 107....., or
99,999,400,000 nearly.
Pyramid inches therefore, do indeed promise
well to measure off this wondrous and exalted
standard in nature, in even and round decimal
num hers, with a very small proportional error
only, if not perfect exactness. While either
British yards, or French metres, would be inconceivably rough and untoward.
1 The ~even Jut places are entered u Oe, no~ ~uae they are
that, even ; bat becat111e two previous placee of numbera being
already el'l'Oneoua, i' doea no~ lignify at preeen' what the~e lad are ;
though we mlllt have eomething to ahow the number of p1acee of
&gurea in the whole u:prellion, and 0. are ~he mori oonveuien~ for
this pnrpoee. AI, for example, in the table of tona weighta of the
planeta, p. 39 of G. F. Chambera'• ~ ...t~tnmomv, in the
Clarendon~ aeries; Oxford, 1867.
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INTELLECTUALITY OF GREAT ·

PYRAMID-continued.

CHAPTER

29.

UNITS AND STANDARDS OF GREAT PYRAlrliD
MEAS~tled.

We1flht and Capacity.

IN the interior of the Great Pyramid, nearly in
the centre of its substance and weight, is a certain
chamber, known vulgarly as the ~'s Chamber;
and the only piece of furniture therein, is a
hollow, empty box, or open trough of hard stone.
Polished red granite in large slabs the floor,
the walls, and the ceiling (>f the room ; polished
red granite also, of a rather darker kind, the said
uninscribed, unadorne.<t Jand lidless box.1 By some
called sarcophagus, the said box has been thought
by that school, to have entombed the royal founder
of the Great Pyramid, and to be merely a coffin ; by
1 The material baa been by eeveral writers termed porphyry,
myeelf included, ~ore going to Egypt. But from the moment of
seeing it there, I wu convinced of the error.
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others named the coffer, it is thought to have been
~ large standard measure of capacity and weight.
John Taylor was of the latter idea; and some
other persons, after having had long practical
acquaintance with the thing itself, as well as
with ordinary Egyptian sarcophagi, came to be
generally of his opinion.
That is, they allowed that there was much in his
view ; but that that view was not therefore altogether exclusive of the other. Some laying up of
mortal remains in honour, may therefore, according to such opinions, once have taken place, in the'
long rectangular, granite box. But, if ever such
remains were so deposited, not only has every
trace of them vanished long since, and there is
no inscription of any kind to testify for them,but, in their place, distinct footsteps of geometry
and physical science have been discovered.
Now, such scientific features would evidently not
have been necessary, had that vessel been intended
only for a sarcophagus ; but were eminently
adapted for giving it a learned character, perhaps
symbolic of, if not actually representing,_a standard measure of weight and capacity ; a standard,
too, as careful observations and mensurations
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have since indicated, of a most high and noble
earth-reference kind.
By a subsequent series of investigations, moreover, the cubical contents of the said vessel have
been found to be a close representation of those
of the sacred Ark of the Covenant, built by Moses
under direct inspiration commands of number
and measure, recorded in the Scriptures, for the
Tabemacle in the Wilderness ; or, taking the two
box structures according to their respective dates,
the latter, i.e. the Ark, was in cubic internal capacity, a very reproduction of the coffer in the King's
Chamber of the Great Pyramid.1

The .A ttaclc.
H ever the weak points of a theory were likely
to be discovered-and perhaps it may be salutary
that every theory shall be tried by the rudest
shaking-it was when Sir J. Y. Simpson attacked.
the metrical theory of the coffer in the King's
Chamber of the Great Pyramid of J eezeh, before
the Royal Society of Edinburgh, on the 2Oth of
January 1868. Certainly he spared neither pains
Jl.Or labour, neither ridicule nor invective, nor
1

See Ltfe and W'cri al eM (}nat

~

voL ii. p. 466.
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.considerable mis-statement of facts, nor quotations
from unauthoritative authors, to overwhelm both
the coffer and Professor Smyth, one of ita advocates for honour, under a storm of utter obloquy.
So that then, when after concluding an oration,
of whose length and skill, design and accompaniments, the report in our Appendix 2 gives but a
poor idea; and during which the speaker kept
before the eyes of his audience a neat and shapely
diagram of the coffer, stated in writing to be
from Professor Smyth and extracted out of his
book, Our Inheritance (written before he went
to Egypt),-when just at that moment of cumulative interest, the lecturer with a practised hand
dashed up an intervening screen, and showed his
audience a great perspective picture of the coffer,
rude, dingy, broken, and apparently tainted with
corruption,-as being the real thing itseU:-many
of the listeners shouted with satisfaction ; and
ProfeBBOr Smyth found himself suddenly knocked
down violently, by information chiefly taken out
of, and much perverted from, his own published

book, Life and Work at the G-reat Pyramid,
written after he had visited that most ancient
and remarkable structure.
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Following up this successful outburst, there was
little thereafter left for the titled rhetorician, but
undisturbedly to ride roughshod over the religious beliefs of some other men,-and administer
the coup de grace in the following words :' In short, the marvellous metrological coffer, mathematically
' formed under alleged Divine inspiration as a measure of
'capacity (and, according to M. Jomard, of length also), for
' all men and all nations,-for all time, and particularly for
'these latter profane times,-is in truth, nothing more than
' an old and dilapidated stone coflin.'

The Defence begins.
'Tell us,' said to Professor Smyth, the spokesman of a little knot of members of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, after the public part of this
meeting was over, 'tell us,-just this one thing;
' it is the only one we care to know, and it seems
' to our minds absolutely conclusive. Did the
' Arabian writer, Al Hokm, really mention, as
' stated by the lecturer, that Khaliph Al Mamoon
' found the body of a man deposited, with jewels,
' arms, and golden writing, in the coffer, when
'he broke into the King's Chamber of the Great
'Pyramid 1'
'No doubt he did,' was the answer; 'but then,
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'seeing that the said Ebn Abd AI Hokm (accord' ing to the chronological arrangement of the
'Arab authorities by Colonel Howard Vyse and
' Dr. Sprenger, in the former's second volume of
' The Pyramids of Gizeh), lived six hundred
' years after the death of AI Mamoon,-what sort
' of safe or contemporary authority can AI Hokm
'be, for anything that the Khaliph, when alive,
' did, saw, or got hold of, in a certain dark room
' in the Great Pyramid six centuries previously 1'
AI Hokm testified to it, we allow ; and to
much besides of a necromantic and absolutely
impossible nature. But then, who will vouch for
AI Hokm 1 He was a follower of a false prophet, a believer in sorcery, enchantment, and the
existence of Jinn ; besides being an upholder of
a theory as to the Great Pyramid having been
built by a certain antediluvian King Saurid, and
filled by him chiefly with celestial spheres and
figures of the stars ; together with the perfumes
to be used in their worship.1 So that AI Hokm
is neither a trustworthy writer in general,-nor in
this AI Mamoon particular is he a contemporary
1 See in the first volume of Prof-or Greavea' Worb, p. 115, a
longer tranalation from Al Holtm than what appean in Colonel
Vyae'• book.
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authority ; and that, by so large a space of time
as six hundred years in the darkest of the dark
ages ; wherefore Ebn Abd. AI Hokm can have
neither place nor peculiar honour from us in this
inquiry.l
Why Sir J. Y. Simpson should have picked out
so very late an author as AI Hokm, and trusted
to merely the last sentence of his long and rambling account of the Great Pyramid implicitly, for
what the poor man could be no direct authority
for,-it is very difficult to say. Becati.se, if the
object was merely to get at the best Arab testimony as to AI Mamoon's proceedings, there are
plenty of earlier authorities than AI Hokm ; and
they have been admirably translated and chronologically set forth in the second volume of Colonel
Howard Vyse's Pyramids of Gizek.
Now Khaliph AI Mamoon flourished between
813 and 842 A.D., and may or may not, have made
his celebrated entl.'ance into the Great Pyramid
l A rumour hu now reached ua of a manUICript note, juat written
by a gentleman of the Britiah Museum to aay, that AI Holun wu
nearly contemporary with AI Mamoon. But while the long-printed
authorities of Vyae and Sprenger are not by auch a rumour only,
Wtantly proved to be erroneoua,-it ia believed that thia new refer·
enoe wu not in exiateace at the time of the lecture before the
Royal Society above alluded to.
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about 830 .A.D.; but be that as it may,-the immediately succeeding authors, in Vyse, are silent
on the point. Thus neither Abou Masher Jafer
Ben Mohammed Balkhi, who wrote in about 890
.A.D., nor Ebn Khordad:beh,. in 920 .A..D., have one
word about Al Mamoon, or about any opening of
the Pyramid. But .when. we descend to Masoudi,
in 967 .A.D., he, after an astonishing amount of
romancing on what took place at the building of
the Pyramids 300" years before the Flood,-mentions that, not AI Mamoon, but his father, Khaliph
Haroun Al Rasheed, attempted to break into the
Great Pyramid; and after penetrating 20 cubits,
found a vessel containing 1000 coin& of the finest
gold, each just one ounce in weight, and making
up a sum which exactly repaid the cost of his
operations; at which, it is added, he greatly
wondered.
Down, down in fact along tho stream of time
must we descend further ; and at last, in or near
1170 .A.D., or 340 years after AI Mamoon's age,
that chief is mentioned by Abou Abd Allah
Mohammed Ben Abdurakim Alkaisi; who states
that he was informed that those who went into
the upper parts of the Great Pyramid in the time
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of AI Mamoon, 'came to a small passage, con' taining the image of a man in green stone, and
' within that a human body with golden armour,' 1
etc., etc.
Subsequent authors, however, seem to take no
notice of this story, though they are fond ·of
attributing to AI Mamoon the finding of the
emerald pot full of gold at the end of his quarrying near the entrance-passage ; until AI Hokm, in
or near 1450 A.D., as already mentioned, gives
new circulation to the figure of the man in green
stone containing the real man ; but now as being
found 'in an hollow stone, and that again in a
chamber towards the top of the Great Pyramid.'
The Arab authors, then, even of the most favourable kind, are both exceedingly scanty, and a sad
long time after date in describing AI Mamoon's
finding anyhow or anywhere the body of a man.
An earlier author too than AI Hokm, or Shehab
Eddin Ahmed Ben Yahya (died 1317 A.D.),
though stating that the Great Pyramid was
opened by Khaliph AI Mamoon, adds, in opposite
1 The same notice ia given 100n after by ..thou &aU of Spain, but
at the end of aome extraordinarily romancing atoriea of the cabalia·
tical and other wonders inaide the Great Pyramid. See pp. W·
357 ofvol. ii of Vyae'a P1(J'Gmifll of GtWl.
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testimony to AI Hokm, ' that nothing was dis' covered as to the motive or time of its con' struction.' And his own idea seems to be, that
each of the Pyramids was dedicated to a star,
and that the Sabreans performed pilgrimages to
soine of them, but especially to the Great one.
Other Arabian authors again, who are also
earlier than AI Hokm, and much nearer to the
time of AI Mamoon, have described very different
findings, but as actually found, by Arabs ; thus
Abou Hajalah, in 1390 A.D., writes that1 In the days of Ahmed Ben Touloun' (870 ~.».-you may
aee his moeque in Cairo to this day; and he was, for Egyptian local government, the Mehemet Ali of that early time),
1 a party entered the Great Pyramid.
They found in one of
1 the chambers a goblet of glass of rare oolour and texture.
1 When they came back they missed one of their party, and
1 upon returning to seek him, he came out to them naked,
1 and laughing, said, Do not follow or seek for me, and then
1 rushed back into the Pyramid.
They perceived that he W88
1 enchanted, and told the circumstance to Ahmed Ben Touloun,
1 who forbade that any should enter the Pyramid, and took
' poeaeuion of the goblet of glass, which W88 afterwards
1 weighed, and found to be of the same weight empty, and
1 when full of water.'

In a similar vein, too, the afore-mentioned
Masoudi, in 9 60 A.D., only 13 0 years after the
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times of Khaliph AI Mamoon, but 490 years before AI Hokm,-describing the early discoveries of
his countrymen inside the Great Pyram.id,-sa.ysthat some of them found in the lowest part of the Pyramid,
a vase containing a quantity of fluid of an uuknown quality.
1 The walls of the chamber were composed of small square
' stones of beautiful coloun, and a person, having put one of
' thoee stones in his mouth, was suddenly aeiled with a pain
' in his ears, which continued uutil he had replaced it. They' ~ discovered, in a large hall, a quantity of golden coins
' put up in columns, every piece of which wu of the weight
' of one thousand dinars. They tried to take the money, but
' were not able to move it. In another plaoe they found the
' image of a shiek, made of green stone, sitting upon a eofa,
' aad wrapped up in a garment. Before him were statues of
' little boys, whom he was oooupied in instructing ; they tried
' to take up one of tbeae figures, but they were not able to
,. move it. Having proceeded further to a quadrangular spaoe,
' similar to that which they had previously entered, they met
' with the image of a cook, made of precious stonea, and
1 placed upon a green column.
Its eyes enlightened all the
1 plaoe ; and, upon their arrival it crowed and flapped its
1 wings.
Continuing their researches, they came to a female
' idol of white stone, and lions of stone on each side, attempting
' to devour her ; upon which they took to flight. · This oo' curred in the time of Yerid Ben .Abdullah,' supposed, says
Colonel Howard Vyae, to have been a king of Egypt.
1

1

Dreadfully untrustworthy then as these Mohammedan Arabs show themselves to be, even
when they purport to be merely describing what
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took place near their own times inside the Great
Pyramid,-it is no wonder that Professor Greaves,
200 years ago, came to the conclusion' Thus far the Arabian~; which traditiona of theirs are
' little better than a romance. •

Or that Colonel Howard Vyse, our next Great
Pyramid authority, writes, after a more extensive
examination of Arab writers than any one else,
either before or since, has made,' The only fact which eeems to be established by the Eutem
' authors, to whom we have now referred, is the opening of
' the Great Pyramid by AI Mamoon; and even of that, no
' distinct or rational aooount exists.' 1
1

In the 62d chapter of Gibbon'• D«li1M ClAd .Fall of tM .Ron.aa

Bmpire, Xhaliph AI Mamoon receives poh abounding praiaea aa
~e chief medUeval patron of learniDg.-that we find it exoeedingly

cllilicnlt to correlate ~em wi~ the above-Jilelltioned .Arabian ac·
counts of hie own, and hie Egyptian anbjecta', doings at the Great
Pyramid. Perhapa he reserved all hie learning for the politer
aociety of hie chief capital on ~e banb of the Tigris. Certainly
Gibbon writes of him, moatlr aa ~e ruler of Bagdad, that he, AI
Mamoon (or Almam.on), • completed the deaigu of hie grandfather,
• and invited the MUiel from their ancient -ta. Hie ambuaadon
• at Conatantinople, hie agents in Armenia, Syria, and Egypt, col• lected the volumes of Grecian acience ; at hie command they were
• tnm.alated by the moat akilfnl interpreters into the .Arabic Jan.
• guage ; hie anbjecta were exhorted auidnonaly to pei'UIIe these
• inatruotive writing~ ; and the ancceuor of Mahomet auiated with
• pleaanre and modesty at the aaaemblle. and diapntati.ona of the
• leamed.-They (the Arabs) cultivated with more ancceaa ~e
• anblime acience of aatronomy, which elevates the mind of man to
• diadain. hie diminutive planet and momentary existence. The
• coatly inatrumenta of obaervation were anpplied by the Caliph

8
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While Sir Gardner Wilkinson adds on the same
side, though with exceeding gentleness to those
whose posterity he passed many years of his life
amongst,' The autboriiy of Arab writers ia not always to be relied
' on; and it may be doubted whether the body of the King
' was really deposited in the II&I'COphagus.' 1

Sir Gardner perhaps also remembering, that
Diodorus Sieulus, 900 years before AI Mamoon,
states that neither of the Kings of both the
Great and second Pyramids were buried therein.
And Herodotus, 400 years earlier still, said
that King Cheops of the Great Pyramid was
• Almamon, and the land .t the Chaldeana lltiD ldForded the IUDI
' apacioua level, the BUDe unclouded horizon. In the plain of Sinaar,
• and a lleCOUd time in thoae of Cufa, hia mathematiciau meuured
' a degree of the great circle of the earth, and determined at 24,000
• milea the entire ciroumference of our globe.'
In a note the eloquent hiatorian adda, • Thil degree oontaina
' 200,000 royal or Buhemite cubiti, which Arabia had derived
• from the aacred and legal practice both of Paleatine and Egypt.
' Thia ancient cubit ia repeated 400 timea in each buia of the
' Great Pyramid, and aeema to indicate the primitive and univeraal
'meaaurea of the Eut. See the Jldrologt4 of the laborious )(..
• Paucton, p. 101-195.'
Thil very indirect connexion, ia the only one which Gibbon
givea ua, between AI Mamoon and the Great Pyramid. Paucton'a
error therein hu been already exhibited in my Life and Work,
p. 129, voL iii; while Gibbon'• mistaken idea of the real length
of the ~acred cubit of the Hebrewa, ia illustrated at pp. 455, 456,
vol. ii of the BUDe work.
1 Murray'• Handbooi lo EwPC (1867), p. 168.
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buried, not in an upper chamber like the King's
Chamber now so called, but in a subterranean
apartment surrounded by the waters of the Nile.
Even too, had the Arab authors been ~ more
truth-speaking and science-understanding setthe most important fact yet remains ; viz., that
no matter what the Khaliph AI Mamoo~ or any
other early Arabian plunderer may have found,
or did find, in the King's Chamber, -that would
not necessarily show what the original builders
had intended it to contain, or did place therein.
Because, there is a growing certainty amongst
Egyptologists to the effect, that the Arabs had
been preceded in their plundering, long ages before AI Mamoo~ by the old Egyptians; but by
Egyptians of a date far subsequent to the foundation of the Great Pyramid, and having no religious ideas in common therewith. What smaller
items of furniture, therefore, the Arabs of 830
A.D. found in the room, if they did find any, depends more on those med.i.mval Egyptians (probably of 600 B.c.), than on the original founders
of the Pyramid, in 21 '70 B.O.
This matter is unmistakably alluded to by Sir
Gardner Wilkinson, in the following words,-
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' That both the Pyramids had been opened before the time
' of the Arabs is exceedingly probable, as we And the Egyptians
' themselves had in many instanoes plundered the &ombe of
'Thebes; and the fact of ita (the Great Pyramid) having
' been oloeed again is consistent with experience in other
' places. Belsoni's tomb had ~n ri!ed and reoloeed, and
' the same is observed in many Theban tombs, when dis' covered by modern excavators.' 1

Colonel Vyse also writes, in the notes acCompanying Mr. Perring's large plates of the Pyramids (p. 2 of Part 2),' By whom the Pyramids were flm broken in&o, will pro' bably never be revealed ; but, as they were apparently
' entered by the regular pauages, their interior conatruotion
' must have been at that time known. It appears, likewiae,
' that the Mahometan Caliphs who, aooording to Arabian
' historians, made the forced passages, must have poueaaed,
' either by tradition or otherwiae, some information respecting
'them.'

And we ourselves too, were unavoidably impressed, on examining the features of the stone
at the place where the well-mouth enters the
lower north-west comer of the Grand Gallery,that the Grea.t Pyra:mid had been entered with
violence long before the time of AI Ma.moon ;
and by men much better acquainted with the
interior devices of Pyramid building, than were
1

Murray'a H GtflliJool: 1o BtnfpC (1867), p. 168.
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that early Khaliph's enthusiastic MUBBUlman followers.1
A.frer trying; testing, and being obliged to condemn, therefore, whatever can be said in favour
of this new and forcible bringing up of a. selected
and long-after-date Arab supposed authority,we find ourselves standing once again just where
Professor Greaves stood in 1637 A.D.; or, obliged
to reject every rag of testimony from the followers
of a false prophet, as well as the classic accounts
of Pagan Greek authors ; and compelled to trust
. to modern observation, measurement, and induction alone, for all effective Great Pyramid research
and explication.

'1'ke Coffers Material.
' Nothing more than an old and dilapidated
stone coffin,' said Sir J. Y. Simpson, when he
displayed his perspective view of the coffer,-at
the same time looking his very words.
The words are, however, ill chosen.
'Dilapidated stone coffin,'-implies something
decaying away, possibly built up once of several
t Life atld JVMi at eM t'hecU P1(l't1ofJIMI. b7 C. Piaui Sm,.th,
voL i. Plate lS ; ud voL ii. p. 70.
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pieces of stone, but now falling apart, and the
material weak and perishable.
Yet the Great Pyramid's coffer,-at present an
open, lidless, box-Shaped; long-rectangular vsssel,

-i's__c~-..~t in ! ..~.~~.-~r.@..~te having
the hardness almost of a-it.m.

It is a very

--~~--·-~---~~~~

~--·

mechanical peifo~c~...J~, in the
largene~ · -n~_re~a.riii, -~d--minute finish of
tlle-liOIIOw;-- as compared with the comparative
thiiiiiess of the 8ldes,-aee_5 that it is all sa"?
or carved, without flaw or crack, out of one_Iarge
block ot the said adamantine material.
It still rings like a bell, of very pure and peculiar tone, when struck, as it is, unhappily, by almost

sUcCessful

!:inn~v!er~~;~~~:~~~
. J though ·it · 1Ui8 been chipped, and considerably
__J broken away even, at one comer,-though only
i

as a desperately hard material, .little chip by chip,
through
years of chipping
administe;-ed
--· · ..
. .
.. . - ....by modem
l men with hammers,-that does not entitle it to
1 the~ppllCation. 'dilapidated ;'-for every p3!,1icle
} of it, where touched only by natUre; is still so
1 haTe;liearty, and sound,-that the whole strUctUre ··would evidently · have come down to us

___ ___

·· ~
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perfect, from its original artists-except for the
mischievous pranks of multitudinous visitors during the last few centuries, and especially during
the seventy past years.
One testimony, however, even these chips may
give. For whereas Sir J. Simpson's picture showed
the fractured portions of the coffer, exhibiting
a dark and rotten-looking material inside, the
outside being only a dull brown,-and thereby
making the whole box rather remind one of a
superficially somewhat whited sepulchre without,
but which is full of black uncleanness within i1
-the ancient surface of the coffer is really a deep
chocolate colour, and the new surface formed by

J

th; _mOdem ciiipp~-~~~~ti~:r_<;>faJight
pink. SO mucTi lighter, certainly, than the outside, that in my photographs of the coffer by the
magnesium light, where the ancient aid~! exquisitely smooth from the remains of their former
poli.slilng:-a.re aark ana soi'ii'bre - hi tone,-the
nl"sid~ -matena.I, as revealed by modern' ha~er
ing;· is positively brilliant ; totally reversing
. -- ........
1 In the plan and elevation of the eoft'er, acting aa the fronti·
apiece of my vol i. of Life and Work, and which plate had evidently
been borrowed largely from for the above picture,-the broken
pan. of the coft'er are generally represented very dark ; but only

/

/
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therefore, one argument of the picture exhibited ,
to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, by the advocate...._for depreciation, when he prayed the members so earnestly i;; pronounce for 1 only an-old
coffin ' verdict.

..

....

Pombic Hypothesis tried.
A 1 mere coffin,' one is inclined to think, should
not be very difficult to recognise anywhere; so
much length, so much breadth, and so much
height, are necessary to contain within, the fullgrown human form laid out prostrate. Now the
c<?!er in the ~'s Chamber in the Great Pyramid having about 7!_ inches of length internally,
is fairly long; having 27 inches nearly of internal
breadth, is fairly broad ; but having something
like 33 or 34 inches in depth,-is far deeper than
there is any c!irect or kn~~--o~~~n for.
lt is deeper too than any known Egyptian
sarcopnagus of n;;;i"y th;" same age : for the
·- --- depth of tfiat m the secona: Pyrai:iiid, measured
from the top of its ledge to give it the utmost

--

l

on the principle of ' hill-lhading ' in m&pl ; 'riz., to represent I1U'facel
inclined in angle to the plane of the picture, and without &n)' re·
ference whatever to the phyaical nature of the llll'face.
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favour, is 29 inches ;1 of that formerly in the third
Pyramid, 24·5 inches; in the fourth Pyramid,
23'5 inches; and in the fifth Pyramid, 25 inches.
Then there is something peculiar about the top
of the coffer in tlie Great ·Pyramid ; a
is
there found as if to receive a lid, fitting on,
almost,
ortfiesarco........_ but.... not ~~iWtlj;
...__ Ilke~t~se
_,
phagi of the second, thirA, fourth; and fifth

leoge

-

~~-:.:w;or ui-~~~r.; ~

l the mortar r~inaiii8" once .encloscd';an<rthey"'ieby.

complish this. ~-p;~ili-;; ·-;-mbination, first of
dove-tailed grooves, which prevent.ihe lid, ..after1t

is l~~~am~-i~ place, from ~glll'te'dug;
and pegs arranged to fall from tlie bottom of the
lid,. into h&~ worked in th~- top of one Blae, -to
p-;vent-th~~d lid being dragged off sideways.~
.
. . _.._..
See Howard Vyte'a Pyrt.maidl of GUM, vol ii.
All th- latter are abundantly deacribed, and aome of them
pictured, in Vyte'a and Perring'afolio platea of the Pyramid& And
I haYe teated, b;y the meuarea publiahed in Lif~ 11fld Work, Yol ii
p. 272, the correctneaa of their large drawing of the aarcophagua
of the aecond Pyramid. But the "delineation," aod deecription of
the coffer of the Great Pyramid by the above anthon are miataken.
Thia ao·called delineation, ia merely a little figure introduced aa a aubaidiary feature into plana and aectiona of the King'a Chamber; and
I ahould not have been hard upon it, or brought it.a littleneaa and
nperficialit;y into notice, unleaa a public attempt had recently been
made to give it far more authority than it ia entitled to.
1

I
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But in the Great Pyramid coffer, though there
are holes to receive such pegs, to prevent hori..
zontal movement,-thererare no provisions against
tJertical movement ; for, the sides of the grooves
being parallel with the sides of the coffer itself,would offer no opposition to the lid being lifted
straight up, if lid there were.
Now although no lid has ever been described
to have been seen by any author whatever, to the
coffer in the King's Chamber,-and_although the

!
l

I

French, in their ~~- wor~ ?~ . Egxpt, ~ved
the said coffer as being in their day (1799 A.D.)

'-\

wit§.!.1~_!eifg~-·-·~~~~er;~yet"we n;dbave

~

no difficulty in helping the tombic hypothesis to
a lid ; and then seeing what its friends will do
)
with it.
On looking to the lids of sarcophagi in several
other Pyramids, they are found to be 9 to 11
inches thick. But seeing that th;-Great P)rramid
has rather thinner walls than those
vessels, we will make its lid thinner also ; or, say
8 inches; and then allowing 1·7 inches of that,
to be sunk into the ledge or groove cut out of the
top of the sides,-there will be left outstanding,
above the highest part of the walls or side of the

'coffer·
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coffer, a thickness of lid equal to 6·3 inches.
] And this thickness being added on to the outside
height of the coffer, or 41·1 inches, gives 47•4
inches for the whole height of the coffer, when
lidded or acting as a sarcophagus or coffin.
And then let us see what follows from that.
The entrance-passage of the Great Pyramid
being only 4 7·2 inches high,-the coffer could
not be got into the Pyramid at all as a sarcophagus, or with a lid duly fastened upon it so as
·to preserve the mortal remains inside safe from
dust, accident, and vulgar gaze r The difference
at the entrance-passage is certainly only 2-1 Oths
of an inch, and may be charged on our estimate,
for the thickness of a lid, not being true to so
small a quantity ;-but then, unfortunately, the
door of the King's Chamber (now, by sinking of
certain floor stones, nearly 43 inches high),-was
anciently closer to 42 inches in height ; or, too low
by 5·4 inches of hard, undeniable, and 'unimpressible granite, to let the sarcophagized coffer pass
into the chamber, where we now find it, unsarcophagized ; ~~e., without a lid, and empty.
Into the King's Chamber, as a lidless box, the
coffer might pass ; but would have only the frac-

__., If
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tion of an inch to spare. And in a model which
we have had prepared. of that massive but low
do~rway,-in the reality more ~'!_11 100 in~es
thick of solid, well squ~~ _ ~~IiShed red
~te,-when a coffer model ~ .P~c!...!!Yo it,
the fit is so close, that it ~ves one strangely the
imp~oD.; illat- tliE{d~rw~y was especi811Ldesigned so as to ~fi'iliec";ffer vessel, uncovered

___

bi}~}j,

~

j
~

:
.. ·
:

o!-·~~e~·-··-· ----·-- -

Hence, without p~g-~-~_I, that mortal
remaiiis of some one or other, either swathed in
garments, or also packed in interior smaller cases,
-were not once deposited in the smooth -sur- - -- ---- - -----·faced,
~d
.
~ript!o~~
coffer
of the King's
- .. _,.
.. - _,
Chamber in the Great Pyramid ;-yet we cannot
close our eyes to the fact of there beiilgnot a
little decldeaiy wantmg--iiitliat--Ve88el;;-7"har~

l8£te!~~!§m

to ~mg- perfeCtfy an~tirely
suited for . a _coffin
Or rathef,some other
......- .......only.
.
and extraneous feature will always be cropping
out, showing that something more than a coffin
must have been intended, whether alone, or in
conjunction with a coffin-function. But in either
ease, something much more noble, and vastly
-----~- - - - rarer to meet with, than a mere burial coffin. .
~-

,
'.
'
j

1
I

/

--------
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Metrical, Hypothesis.
If the tombic hypothesis, though, could not
explain several important features about the coffer
as we find it now, modern breakages excepted ;neither, it is affirmed by some, can the metrical
idea ; because,-' is there not a ledge cut near
' the top of the sides, as if for receiving, though
' imperfectly, a sarcophagus cover ¥'
True. But, on one hand, we have no proof
that so small a portion cut out from the original
box-sided ve&«Jel (and which cut-out might have
been so easily inflicted afterwards},-was part of
the original design ; and it is not mentioned as
existing, by any traveller until within the last
forty years ; while some of the older authorities
distinctly declare against anything of the kind.
.And on the other hand, if ay'IOOolisms of weight
and measure, are the chief objeets of the Great
Pyramid's metrical character, and not the furnishing to men actual working standards,-the partial
ledge eut-out,-no matter whether a primeval,
med.Ueval, or modern feature,-is of no serious
metrical harm, for we can get at the intended
idea of size notwithstanding.
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To this end, very close linear measures are
necessary. Such indeed have been made, and
full particulars of them published in the second
volume of Life and Work at the Great Pyramid,
and they do indicate some most interesting metrical ideas. But since then, a learned Baronet
has raised such a storm of ridicule against the.
said measures-that the author has been left
standing almost alone, by the side of his long
and laborious work.
'Though~!:e ooff'er of the ~re~.~d ~~us -~ed,'
said Sir 1. Y. Simpeon to the Royal Society oTE<lUiburgh,
to be a great standard of measure, Profe110r Smyth bad
c oi~tf:iemeasurement& o'iit;•mad~d published by twentyfive difFerent observers, several of whom had gone about the
' matter with great mathematical accuracy ; but all these
' twenty-five, as be owned, varied from each other in their
' accounts of this standard, in every element of length, breadth,
' and depth, both inside and outside. Prof8880r Smyth bad
'measured it himself, as a twenty-i!ixth measurer, and again
' his measure varied from every other!

I'

!'

}
··
"-. ,'
f

1

I(

\
'
1

This statement was received with roars of
laughter, quite unusual in a scientific assembly
met for the prosecution of science for its own
sake. But then the picture of, first, a confusion
worse confounded befo.re Professor Smyth went
out to make improved observations ; and then,
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as the result of his labours, that the matter was
made even more confused than before,-this pi~
ture, painted in eloquent phrases, and given forth
with a profusely smiling countenance,-was too
much for the risible faculties of human nature
(not inquiring very nicely into the truth of the
statement) to withstand.
Now, although Professor Smyth in his first
book on the Pyramid,-before going thereto, and
when he was striving to make the utmost of all
published observations by other travellers,-did
collect and exhibit the measures of twenty-five
observers, extending from 1553 A.D. to 1837 A.D.,
and some of them were very inaccurate indeed ;
he did not represent them as all equally uncertain. On the contrary, he showed that while
some of the earlier observers varied from each
other by 10, 20, or even 60 inches, and a few
of the modern ones by 4, 5, and more inehes,there were three observers, whose care and experience bespoke every one's respectful attention
to their results ; and whose measures, for the
inside of the coffer, did in fact come so remarkably close to each other, or within a very small
fraction of an inch, with one single exception,-
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that most persons would have allowed, on ordinary principles, that Professor Smyth had, even
so far, rescued the coffer-capacity question from
extreme uncertainty, and reduced it within narrow limits. Say, within a quarter of an inch
in each element, of length, breadth, and depth ;
with the exception, that the latter feature was
stated by the French Academicians as being 3
inches greater than what Professor Greaves, and
Colonel Howard Vyse, had represented it to be.
Now, 3 inches of difference amongst men
measuring down to, and often agreeing to tenths
of inches, was too large a quantity to be anything
else than an absolute blunder, of one party or
the other ; though which it was, who had been
so unfortunate,-no one in society ventured to
say,-until Professor Smyth went out to Egypt,
and practically found that it was the French
salvants who were in that dilemma.
The French Academicians' measures in 1'199,
reduced to English inches, for the depth of the
coffer, gave 3'1·285; while Professor Greaves, in
1638, had given 34•32-and Colonel Howard
Vyse (with the moderate accuracy, but full
honesty characteristic of a soldier), merely going
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to the nearest half-inch, subsequently gave 34·5
inches-Professor Smyth's measures, repeated
over many parts of the coffer, to detect inequalities, gave 34·34 British inches.1
The first part of ProfessOr Smyth's measures· at
the coffer, then,-instead of bringing back all the
confusion of many, even the worst, of the twentyfive observers, with their whole armfuls of erroneous inches,-had the sobering effect of throwing out
the only one error that remained, greater than the
fraction of an inch, after his previous discUSBion.
He did not, however, stop there ; but entered
immediately after, on a far more careful and complete metrical examination of the coffer, than any
1
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one had ever made before ; and was enabled
thereby to bring to light, ·and has since published,
many subsidiary features of its shape and size,
over and above mere length, breadth, and depth or
height, measured once inside and once outside.
In most inquiries, the circumstance of having
eJiminated all large differences amongst former
observers, and entered upon the measurement of
microscopic quantities, which reveal hitherto unexpected residual features, or anomalies they may
be, in the ·subject under examination,-is usually
held to mark an advance in knowledge. Not so,
however, in the view of Sir J. Y. Simpson, when
that improvement has been effected on the Great
Pyramid coffer ; for the person by whom it was
accomplished on this twenty-sixth occasion of
measuring, and whose measurements do ' differ
from those of every other measurer,' in that they
go into refinements which the older observers
never thought about,-is held up to public ridicule precisely for so differing from his predecessors ;
and is laughed at accordingly, with a few exceptions, by a learned society at a. scientific meeting.
Yet that despised person's observations, being
both the last made, and the completest yet pub-
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lished by any one,-we shall make no apology for
using them, in order to ascertain whether there
was scientific foundation for the ridicule, which
Sir J. Y. Simpson next cast upon the coffer itsel£

Capacity of the Coffer.
'Surely,' argued the versatile Baronet,' a mea' sure of capacity should be measurable, but this
' cofFer of the Great Pyramid seemed immeasur' able-at least, to twenty-six different observers.'
And then giving the differences of some of these
from others, but in cubic inches of computed
contents of the whole interior, such differences
were made to look very overpowering ; especially
in the case of the French measure, for, as their
actually three-inch mistaken quantity of depth
was not eliminated, there was introduced from
that cause alone, on so large a vessel as the coffer,
a contents error of some 6000 cubic inches.
The coffer was also abused, for having the
small subsidiary features of figure, discovered by
Professor Smyth ; and it was declared therefore
to have an interior, ' apparently unmeasurable in
' a correct way by mere linear measurement-the
' only measure yet attempted.' ' If it was an
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' object of the slightest moment' (said the popular
Vice-President of the Antiquarian Society of
Scotland,-with far more expression of vindictive
hate, than arclueologieal love towards this remarkable work of primal times),' perhaps liquid
' measurements would be more sueeessful.'
How liquid measurements are to be applied to
teat precisely the ancient capacity of a vessel.
which has been broken away by modern hammers
to nearly a third of its height at one comer, and
injured over most of its top,-was not explained
to the meeting. Nor was anything said, as to
who was to pay for having so much distilled
water, as the coffer full, conveyed into the interior
of the Great Pyramid, or what methods were to
be adopted to weigh or n:teasure the Said amount
of water, with something approaching to perfect
exactitude, when it had been got there.
In short., linear measure, duly applied in conjunction with reason, is really the only at present
available plan,-and we shall soon see, if it be
' not sufficient.
Deviations, as discovered by Professor Smyth,
from a pure rectangular and rectilinear-sided
m.athematiealfigure,-:-these undoubtedly are in the

_j

II
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coffer ; but the very fact that they had escaped
previous observel'B, and were only found out hy
him, on comparing the ~ult.s of his many measures, show that they are merely slight disproportions on the whole. Being effected too, usually
by the occurrence of curves of long radius,-their
influences are never so uncertain, 88 those of sudden
or lawless irregularities of figure; and can be
practically eliininated by making many measures
over many parts of the surface, and then taking a
mean. For a capacity measure; too, extreme regu- .
larity of rectilinear figure is not of any moment ;
indeed, it is rather undesirable, lest it should lead
to the vessel being improperly Used 88 a standard
of length also. Now the linear standard of the
Great Pyramid having been already laid down in
the Pyramid's base-side,-we derive an argument
rather in favour of, than against, a capacity mea·
sure in the coffer, on finding that none of its three
linear elements, either for inside or outside, fall
anywhere near an even round number of Pyramid
incheS, in terms of Pyramid numbers. We are
narrowed thereby to question the coffer solely, on
its adaptation to capacity purposes.
Now this research having been already cvried
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through in vol iii. of Life and Work, and both
the modem fractures and the ' sarcophagus-ledgecut-out' having been ~ed up by calculation,there result for the linear internal proportions of
the coffer (in Pyramid inches)Length 77'85, breadth 26'70, and depth 34'31 ;
which numbers being multiplied together, give as
our first approximation to the cubic contents of
the coffer, in the light of a capacity-measuring
vessel, 71,317 cubic Pyramid inches.
But who will answer for the ancient coffer, when
thus interrogated in modern times, telling truly
what were the original size-intentions of its
founder?
The said ancient coffer will answer both for
itself, and its maker.

The Coffer- on its own Capacity.
While the tombic idea gave a reason for the
exceeding length, and moderate breadth of the
coffer,-it gave no account of wherefore its large
depth ; wherefore also the thinness of its sides as
compared with those of much smaller sarcophagi ;
and wherefore the bottom, very nearly an inch
thiCker than the sides.
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The metrical idea, on the other hand, while it
would not ·necessarily demand
priori BO exceeding a length and small a breadth,-is quite
content to accept them from ai:lother source, provided it be allowed to furnish itself with sufficient
depth, to realize therewith and altogether, a certain predetermined amount of total capacity.
Given therefore the length and breadth 88 already
stated,-and then, both the large depth and some
of those other features also, which were unamenable to burial ideas, are at once explained by the
metrical hypothesis.
Only a few weeks since, the ingenious Mr.
Henry Perigal sent us a copy of a card bearing
date 1865,-and stating 88 follows:-

a

' Omom..u. DDlBliBIONa ol' TD Ooi'J'BB m TB:I Guu

'Pn..utm.
LeactiL
Breadth. Depth.
Volume.
' Interior, - 78
X 27 X 36 73,710
.1
'Exterior, ... 90
X 39 X 42 - 147,420 - T
••• Thiclmeea of w.U. - 6, and of bottom - 7.
' Bottom, - 90
X 39 X 7 24,670
.1
'Walla,
2(90+27)X 36 X 6 49,140 - T
73,710

The exterior volume being thu exactly double the interior
' capacity, a solid exactly filling the inner apace might be
' formed of' the walls and bottom, which are likewise in the
1 same ratio (2: 1) to each other.'
1
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If the above numbers (which were derived by
their author taking the mean of Greaves, Jomard,
and Howard Vyse's measures, and then choosing
the nearest whole number) are British inehes,they give a vastly too great cubic capacity for the
coffer ; but they are not such inches ; nor are they
any uniform unit of measure, for they assume a
slightly different proportion to each other and to
inches, in every successive element of coffer measure. Yet are they, notwithstanding, so remarkably near-that ordinary observation would not
have distinguished between a coffer framed on
such ideal measures. and the actual coffer restored.
The ideal one, too, has the merit of fulfilling
by the nearest simple numbers possible,-certain
geometrical requirements, as of bottom to sides ;
and of bottom and sides together to interior
contents ; and of interior contents to external
volume ;-and it fulfils all these with absolute
accuracy.
This result constitutes in so far, a geometrical
foundation for a capacity measure ; and in so
much as the block to form the ideal coffer, would
be rather larger than for the real one (supposing
Mr. Perigal's numbers to be Pyramid inches)-the
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real coffer block might in a manner be formed by
trimming down the ideal one, to such size, as
another and a quite different consideration might
have rendered necessary for the absolute size of a
capacity measure. The real coffer is, we know,
smaller ; but is it smaller in each of its several
parts, in such rather compound and varying proportions,-that all the mutual geometric relations
of the ideal coffer, are still preserved 1
The coffer shows that it is so, within limits of
the errors of observation, for the. following are
Professor's Smyth's results. extracted out of Life
and Work, where they had been printed, in part
at least, unde.r no ·expectation of such a test as
this,1 and ~xpressed in Pyramid inches.
.

:

Leacth. Breadth. Depth.
VolllJIIe.
77·85 X 26•70 X 34·31
71,317 1
1
.COft"ar Exterior, - 89'62 X 38·61 X 41 •13 - 142,319 .. "2' near Y·
Co~ar Interior, -

=

And here we come at once upon some almost
intentional results in the residual deviations of
I A portion of the te.t ..... contained ma paper publiabecl by the
late lrfr. Jopling in the Leimre Hovr for 1863, p. 330, in 10 far u
he produced a Y-t with wch lidee and bottom,-tbat the capacity
of the interior, wu half tbat of the exterior. But he made the
bottom leu thick, instead of more thick than the aidea : and wu 10
far WTODg both in external 1eugth and height, and internal depth ;
that it ia futile to compare the real colfar with hia theoretical creation, though YffrY. ingeDiou in iteelf.
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figure discovered by Professor Smyth,-for unless the measured linear quantities for the exterior, had been duly corrected for the, only
recently discovered, concavity of some of the
sides,-the final cube quantity would have been
grossly in error.
A still neater result, too, follows with the bottom
and sides. For Professor Smyth had remarked,
when measuring them in the Pyramid, that they
were not exactly 6 and 7 inches respectively, in
thickness ; but were on the whole less, and by
varying quantities, in either ease ;-all which
much disappointed him at the time, but he printed
the numbers nevertheless ; a.tl.d now has appeared
a reason why they are so small ; for without those
diminutions, unequal diminutions too, on the 6
and 7 inches respectively,-the required capacity
relations would not have been obtained even
approximately.
As the real coffer, is an affair of practice and
human measure,-there is no absolute exactitude
even in the last numbers for it yet obtained. To
procure the truest results, therefore, we must try
to take all independent observations, of each and
every component part, into account. Therefore,
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besides getting the thickness of sides and bottom
by differencing the numbers already given (as in
Mr. Perigal's manner, and which is quite sufficient
in his theoretical case)-we also refer to the
direct measures of the . thickness of those parts
given in Life and Work, vol ii pp. 120, 121, and
obtain finally, in Pyramid inches,Thickn- of w..U. - 6'962, and of bottom - 6·866.

Employing these quantities next in his second
formula, we have,Bottom,
89'62 X38'61X6·866-23,768 1$ -nry nearl7
Walla, -2(89'62+26·70)X34·31X6.952-47,608 .. 1" l indeed.

Within such limits then, as have been measured
to practically, in the present day-the geometrical
proportions of a very remarkable theoretical approach to the shape of the coffer, are preserved,
in the real coffer,-its ledge-cut-out having been
duly filled up.1 We may now, therefore, make
use of those proportions, in combination with
former measures, for multiplying approximations
to the capacity of the interior.
1 The 1pace contained in the ledge cut out of the aidee, &mOIIDtl
to above 1200 cubic inchel. ADd the amonnt of ~~ptace it would re•
t move from the interior content. of the oolfer, if allowed to remove
itl thiokn- over the whole top, amonntl to more than 2380 cnbio
inohel.
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Thus,
1. Content. of interior of coffer by eli~ me&lliN,
Do.
by half the exterior volnme,
2.
3. Do. by aum of bottom and w.U.,

Cublelach-.

-

71,317
'71,160
71,266

There are thus three determinations, by mostly
separate measures ; and we may perhaps employ
even a fourth. That 'ledge-cut-out' on the top
of the sides, which was for so long looked on
merely as a thorn in the side of the metrical
hypothesis,-has now been found to be a most
useful testimony to the capacity question ; for,
if a frame be made of such a size as closely to
fill the ledge, round all four sides,-that frame
will be found capable of just going, longways
and in vertical plane, inside the coffer and diagonally from one comer to the other of it. Moreover, when so placed, and therefore standing on
the bottom of the coffer, such frame seems nicely
to represent the original height of the sides ; an
important element to have testimony borne to,
·so extensively has the old top surface been
chipped away. Wherefore takingMean breadth of c:Dt-out on E.utem lide from the
aeveral obaervation.a given in voL ii. p. 116, of Pyramid bach.
Life mad Worl;
1"63
Intem&l breadth of coft'er,
- 26·'70
Me&n breadth of W eat aide, u of lidee already given, ... 6·962
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the sum, or 34·282, gives us a new quantity for
the depth ; and substituting this in our first
formula, we have 77•85 x 26·70 x 34·282
71,258.
The mean of which 71,258, combined with the
three preceding quantities,-yields 71,250 cubic
Pyramid inches,-for our best determination by
all Professor Smyth's observations, of the coffer's
cubical interior contents. Each result, it will
be observed, is pe#'ectly certain about the 71,000,
and the uncertainties in the three smaller numbel'B, look so like mere errors of observation, and
oscillate by such small proportionate amounts
(as mth part, or less) about the mean-that the
final result, or 71,250 cubic Pyramid inches, may
be looked upon as very close to the real size
now, with the ledge and modem breakages filled
up, and the real, as well as intended, size of
old.
But still comes the question, is that quantity
71,250 cubic Pyramid inches, a mere accident of
an accident ;-or has it any standing ground of
importance, when compared with either nature or
art, or the doctrines of mensuration in capacity
and weight?

=
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Why of that Oapu;ity 't
The metrical theory of the Great Pyramid puts
forward, that a combined capacity and weight
measure standard there, should remind, both of
the bulk of the earth, and its specific gravity.
Wherefore, taking this latter quantity at 5·'7
times the weight of water at 68° Fahrenheit; and
taking also the cube of the 1 o-Tth part of the
whole axis of the earth, or of 50 Pyramid
inches, and dividing by 10, we have the '71,250
of such cubic inches at once,or thus:

50'x 5·7
10

'71,250.

The 5·'7 for the specific gravity of the mean ·
material of the whole earth, is not a settled quantity yet by modem science; because the question
is in fact, rather above her highest efforts to do
more than merely make distant approximations to.
But while the above numbers are ~ fair representation, on the whole, of the rather mutually con.B.icting numbers of the late Mr. Francis Baily, of the
Astronomer-Royal, and Sir Henry James; they
have also some support from the already investigated relation of the whole Great Pyramid with
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the whole earth; for the former's proportion of
being the 105 x 1 part of the latter,-would have
been thrown entirely out, by employing any very
different quantity from 5·7; or, 88 we should
write it perhaps, 5·70,-to show that we feel sure
of it to hundredths 88 well 88 to tenths,-if such
an explanation of the coffer is to be admitted
at all.1
This mode, then, is both in principle and numerical coincidence perfectly sufficient for explaining why a standard of capacity and weight in
the Great Pyramid should have its internal contents = 71,250 cubic Pyramid inches. But is
there any opposing theory in the field 1
Yes; ~71,250=41•46; and 41~46 =20·73,or
the length, very nearly, of the profane Egyptian
cubit. Wherefore, say some, the coffer of the
King's Chamber was made of just such a size that
the internal contents should be equal to the cube
of a length of two profane cubits. And of course
they add, 'Therefore there is nothing scientific
' about it ; metrical, it may be, in principle, if
1 6'69 for the earth'• mean deulity, would gin in the formula
already detailed for the aize of the coft'er, 71,125; and 5·71 ... 7J,376;
or outaide all our meuuree, whicll vary .from 71,160 to 71,317.
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' you like, so as to contain 8 cubic profane cubits,
' but not of any high or noble scientific order.'
Here then we have once more, as with the
shape of the Pyramid in the earlier part of our
essay, two rival theories; each bringing out apparently the same '71,250 numbers given by observation. How then shall we determine which of
the two ideas, the mind of the ancient designer
was intent on memorializing 1
Why, by looking round upon the accompaniments, and seeing if there are any independent
hints to be derived from them.
It has been said for the above profane cubit
hypothesis,-that the whole King's Chamber was
laid out, 80 as to be exactly 20 such cubits long
and 10 broad ; showing also that the designer
knew of such cubits, and employed them in his
work.
Doubtless he did 80 ; but yet had no intention
of raising them to the honour of deciding the
contents of the coffer. Modern measure shows 1
that the breadth of the chamber, is to 0·1 of an
inch, exactly half of the length ; and that the
one therefore represents 1 0 of precisely the same
1

Life ancl Wor1; b7 C. Piaai Smyth, voL ii. pp. 101 and 840.
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linear units or standards that the other contains
2 0. And being thus repeated twice with such
perfection, that standard may be considered
well established. What then, by all means, is
the length of that standard in Pyramid inches !
Reference to Life and Work, vol ii, shows
that it amounts to 20·61 Pyramid inches; and
20·61 x 2 and raised to the cube power 70,036 ;
or a quantity totally insufficient to stand for the
'11,250 of the actual coffer.
The profane cubit, then, of that very chamber,
failing sadly,-let us look for further hints.
1. Over the entrance-door of the King'•
Chamber, outside, are engraved four deep vertical
lines, dividing the space into five equal parts; and
forming therefore, apparently, a sign to those who
enter that chamber, that they shall find a reigning principle of 'a division into 5,' pervading it.
2. The walls of the room, all round and
round, are divided into 5 equal horizontal courses ;
again reminding of a division into 5.
3. From the chamber's lowest course, which
is 4 7 inches high, a depth equal to 5 inches is
taken off, by the mode of introducing the floor ;
and this amount again reminds both of 5, and of

=
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Pyramid inches ; for these units, instead of being
at 6's and 7's, go into the earth's axis length with
6's and 1 O's.
4. The said 6 inches being taken off that
lower course of the chamber walls,-the remainder
course forms a sort of large tank enclosing the
coffer; and is equal. in cubic contents, to 60
times the interior bulk of the coffer.1
6. The method of construction of .the whole
solid substance of the Great Pyramid. is in vast
layem of horizontal courses, extending throughout
the entire building ; and of those courses (if the
mean of the best measures yet made can be
trusted) 50 intervene between the foundation
plane of the Pyramid, and the floor of the King's
Chamber carrying the coffer.
There, then, may still be seen most striking
references, undoubtedly too by the original
builders, to divisions either by 5 or 50; and
. 1 they are repeated five times over. And while
· no such division was known to the profane

l

1

1 See L;fa tWl 'IVori for the particulan, vol ill. p. 168. Here,
we may merely atate that there are two waya of taking the meuure-·
.
.
412·14X206-o9X41·9
menta, of wh1ch one method glVI!I
-71,178;
60
412X206X42
---71,292; mean, 71,236.
and the other - -60
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1. Egyptian cubit,-it is the very essence of the
Great Pyramid's scientific system.1 Concealed that
system may ever have been from man, and even
Egyptian Pagan men : yet 8Urely enshrined in the
very foundations of the building, and now coming
forth to view, simple, grand, and duly attested,
when questioned by number, weight, and me&8Ul'e.

The Late4t Discovery.
Even when printing these pages, another numerical confirmation of more than 'an old coffin '
object, has appeared. . For whereas satisfaction
might well be felt, at finding, as in the previous pages, that the ostensible irregularities of.
the coffer, had useful purposes to perform towards
its final result, or were really important adjustments of size,-also that the commensurability of
the room's lower course, by an appropriate number,
with the coffer,-proves that the coffer is the intended vessel for that room (and intended too with
the ledge filled up) ; and also that the similar
1 The profane Egyptian cubit wu divided into palme, and theee
again into digit. or dactyl& Of theae Jut there were fonr in one
palm ; bot the nnmber of palma in the cubit ia given by 1010e
anthon at aix, and by 1010e at eeven. The origin it may be of OOD.·
fusion being at lix• and aevena.

..
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number of the masonry course forming the pavement to the coffer level, shows that the construction
of the whole body of the Great Pyramid to that
height is both suitable to, and symbolical of, the
coffer's theoretical origination,-the news now
comes from Mr. St. John Day, that the coffer connects itself scientifically with the whole shape of
the Great Pyramid, and that a shape which discriminates it from all other Pyramids.
The shape of the Great Pyramid, already set
forth at p. 183 to 193, is characterized, as first
published by the late John Taylor, by affording an
indication of the mathematical quantity .,, And
now Mr. St. John Day finds the same proportion
in a combination of the height, with two sides of
base, of the coffer. Only very close when he uses
the maximum figures of the several lengths,
breadths, and heights given in vol ii of Life and
Work ; but precisely proving thereby, as he considcrs,-that it was nece88ary for the primeval
architect to construct the coffer with the apparent
irregularities now found, in order that in one and
the same vessel there might be,1st, A definite amount of cubical contents,
settled by an earth-reference formula.
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2d, A certain inter-commensurability of parts,
to prove the contents, and disprove the effects of
modem mischief: And
3d, A sign to show that the coffer we now find
in the Great Pyramid, is the original one ; viz., the
right coffer, in the right chamber, in the right
Pyramid, and suitable to no other place under
the sun in an equal degree. And
4th, Perhaps a length, breadth, and extra
depth, permitting of a possible honourabl~ burial
to one who bad worked nobly ; and called attention to himself by no vain-glorious inscription.
As Mr. St. John Day is shortly to publish his
discovery with the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, it would be inexpedient to say more now.
We conclude this section therefore with restating :-1st, that the coffer's interior volume,

. ed fro 508 Pyramid inches x 5·7
4-ft
denv
m
represen""
10
the intended cubic size or true contents of the
Great Pyramid standard of capacity measure.
And that, 2d, the weight of that volume of
water at 68° Fahrenheit, and at the mean Pyramid barometric pressure, will be the weight of
the Great Pyramid standard of weight-measure.
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~ . trl,250
will be
There1ore
a num5.7 , or 12,500,
ber of cubic Pyramid inches of matter,.equal in density to the mean density or specific gravity of the
whole bulk of the earth ;-and which 12,5 0 0 cubic
inches will weigh as much as the coffer's contents
of water, at the said temperature and pressure.
H, too, we further assume, that such grand
standard of Pyramid weight-measure, shall be
divisible into 2 50 0 parts ; and each of these
parts be denominated a pound weight of the
Pyramid,-both the Pyramid system of numbers
is fully preserved, and such Pyramid pound will
not only measure, within iu-th part, the same as
an avoirdupois pound (either by the latter's happy
accident of birth, or perhaps through the care of
traditional preservation) ;1 but will be scientifically definable, amongst nations in a high state of
civilization, as, 'the weight offive cubic Pyramid
'inches of the earth's mean de'Mity ;' the latter
indicating rock-material of approximately twice
the specific gravity of basalt, taken at the mean
temperature of the surface of the whole earth.
1 The late John Taylor's diaoovery of the near commensurability
of the Britiah Quamr for com·meuure, with the fourll part of
the coffer of the Great Pyramid, should also be bome in miDd, u it
·~ holds good.
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INTELLECTUALITY OF GREAT·
PYRAM I0--cora~inued.

CHAPTER . SO.
UNITS AND STANDARDS, OF GREAT 1'YR.UfiD
~

Heat.
Tn Pyramid deduced standard of heat unites
in itself the following reCommendations :1. A truly Great Pyramid division of a natural
scale ; viz., one-fifth the distance between freezing
and boiling of water, above the fom1er.
2. The mean annual air-teniperature sui-rounding th-e Great Pyramid.
a. The mean annual air-temperatUre of the
whole earth, taken according to its habitable surface.
4. The whole scale from freezing to boiling
being imagined to be numbered pyramidally in
even degrees from 0 to 250°, the standard ~int
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reads 50° on that scale, and the point of greatest
density of water reads 10°. All the notable refe~g points are thus marked in properly Pyramidal, and symbolical, numbers of the Pyramid;
unlike the French centigrade and decimal division, which has the greatest density of water at
4o of that scale.
5. The standard heat-reference at the Great
Pyramid, being its own 50° ( 68 Fah.), is a peculiarly suitable temperature for men to work well
in, either with mind or body.
But the French metrical system, of making
their heat-reference for some things the greatest
density of water (39° Fah. nearly); for others the
freezing of water ; and for others again some anomalous temperature (between 40° and 50° Fah.)
-where their erroneous metal metre becomes by
expansion approximately correct-this system
invites man to observe under numbing and untoward influences, contributing thereby needlessly
to his pain, perplexity, and trouble.
To compare small things with very great, or
with religious : the heat part of the French
metrical system, acts towards men, much as does
the Hindoo religion towards its devotees. That
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. religion requires its holiest followers to torture
themselves violently, to sleep on spiked beds, to
stand with one arm oustretched until it has hecome rigid ; and to swing on poles suspended
from hooks entering their flesh ; and what sort
of religious notions does it give them after all !
But the Christian religion draws by love, gentleneBS, cheerfulness, charity ; it induces ita devotees
to walk in the ways which lead to happiness ;
and to make all the good, true, and pleasant
things of the world clean and allowable unto
them. So likewise, mutatis mutandis, the temperature arrangements of Great Pyramid metrology.
In the middle ages, when science did not
prosper, and when astronomy waned, but astrology flourished,-no man's wisdom was thought
anything of, unless he put on large spectacles, an
imposing dress, and taught in a dead language
which the vulgar could not comprehend. And
so, a scientific observation in physics, can hardly
be truly conducted at the French centigmde
standard therefor, without a man burying himself learnedly in an ice-cooled chamber, far from
the amenities of ordinary life.
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But the Great Pyramid system of heat-reference rather encourages each would-be observer,
to seek out,-or remain in, if he has already met
with,-the most comfortable state of temperature
possible. Whenever he finds himself so situated,
whether in a regular observatory, or his private
house, -he is also under suitable circumstances
for observing agreeably with the Pyramid temperature standard. And when the circumstances
appropriate for observing occur thus daily and
without special effort-they are likely to be used
more frequently ;-even as science is much more
discussed now, when it is spoken of and prosecuted in our mother-tongue,-than ever it was,
when confined of old to a few educated men,
speaking stiffi.y in Latin or Greek.
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INTELLECTUALITY OF THE
GREAT PYRAMID-continued.

CHAPTER

81.

UNITS AND STANDARDS OF GREAT PYRAMID
KEASU'RE---eotl"*'ed

..Angle.
ONE of the least exceptionable parts of the
French metrical system, was probably the strenuous attempt made to drive out of use the Babylonish sexagcsimal degrees, minutes, and seconds
for angle-by introducing a so-called decimal
graduation of the circle. In this graduation, the
degrees were indeed subdivided decimally, but
there were 400 degrees in the whole circumference. Hence perhaps, in part, the idea failed to
be accepted even in France.
The Great Pyramid system, on the contrary,
regards the circle circumference as its grandest
unit of angle, and divides it into 1000 degrees
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accordingly. To these we may add decimal subdivisions,-and there result thereupon, both expressions for the chief Pyramid angles, to less
than the nearest tenth of one of those small
degrees,-though the same angles are excessively
rough when given in terms of any other anglegraduation system yet tried by man ;-and there
are also some facilitations for navigation and
itinerary measures, in the very near commensurability of what may be called Pyramid miles and
Pyramid knots.1
l

See Life and Wori al tJu Gretlt Pyramid, voL iii. pp. 202·215.
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INTELLECTUALITY OF THE
GREAT PYRAMID-continued.

CHAPTER

32.

l7NITS AND STANDARDS OF GREAT PYRAM1D
~fled.

Chronology.
THIRTY

years ago, Sir John Herschel called

attention to the entrance-passage of the Great
Pyramid, as indicating on astronomical grounds
the date of the building's foundation ; and if that
be fully home out,--what a boon both to Egnr
tology, and indeed to all the early history of
intellectual mankind ; for that is confessedly an
inquiry where, in the absence of records of eclipses,
or any other positive method, even the best
authors are known to take in, or drop out, of their
reckonings, whole thousands, even many thousands, of years ; and they do it with a degree of
freedom which as much astonishes the unlearned
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public,-as it utterly confounds their rivals in
the same branches of research.
Sir John Herschel's argument seems to have
been,-so far as we can make out, though it is
exceedingly desirable for general information that
that eminent savant should re-state his views1. The Great Pyramid is to a certain extent
unmistakably ~nomical, from the near approach which the sides of its base make to perfect
cardinal orientation.
·
2. The entrance-passage is approximately in
the plane of the astronomical meridian, and looks
in that plane, very definitely to a certain small
angular distance underneath the polar -point of
the sky ; or suitably to a transit of the meridian
beneath the pole, by a circumpolar star at a
given polar distance.
. 3. At a certain date B.c., and which Sir John
Herschel, in 1839, considered was the most probable, out of several then published literary dates,
for being that of the foundation of the · Great
Pyramid,-he discovered by calculation, that a
very remarkable star, a Draconis, was at precisely the angular distance from the :Pole of the
sky, indicated by the entrance-passage.
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First Order of Objections, and their .A. nwers.
With some men of astronomical knowledge
and mathematical ability, the above considerations
seem to have been held satisfactory.
But with othel'B, who are great in antiquities of
the nick-nackitarian kind, the practice of medicine,
and divel'S pursuits, useful enough, but of inexact
foundation,-a directly contrary effect appears to
have been exerted ; nor, on several recent occasions, could too much contempt be shown by
these gentlemen for the commission of: in their
eyes, such an Egyptological solecism.
' Why,' have exclaimed members of thi.e party, even up to
a few weeb ago, 'the alope of the entranoe-puaage of a
' Pyramid wu intended for nothing but lowering a earcoc pbagu down to ita final rest by I What an absurdity to be
' inventing utroDomioal explanatioDB of 11t1ch simple meohac nioal matters I Besides, the Egyptian chronology, from one
' end. of the nation's life to the other, wu attached to one only
' star in the aky, and that star wu never seen from Northern
'entranoe-puaagea, for it wu the Southem Siriua, or Sothi.e.'

Yet before going into our chief astronomical
proofs for Northern a Draconis,-let us try to
please these gentlemen, by testing their sarcophagus-lowering idea of the Great Pyramid's entrancepassage, on truly ~tological grounds; as thus-
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1. Said entrance-passage was so low in the

roof, that the coffer of the King's Chamber could
not have entered it, when in coffin guise, or with
an ordinary sarcophagus lid fastened upon it.

(See p. 283.)
2. In neighbouring tombs, sarcophagi have
been found in such situations, that they must
have been moved to them partly by descending vertical shafts, and partly by advancing
along horizontal galleries. Whence it would
appear that a special and peculiar sloping path,
like the entrance-passage of a Pyramid, was not
absolutely necessary for moving a sarcophagus.
3. Even granting that a sarcophagus was
taken piecemeal into the chamber, by the too
narrow passage; and the intended King's corpse
introduced in the same manner, and packed into
the big sarcophagus there in the chamber ; also
that that burial, and the safety and security of
the embalmed body, were the whole objects ofthe
Pyramid,-then, why was the entrance-passage
left,. or indeed ever made, a conspicuous and permanent feature of the Pyramid's architecture 1
As Lord Valentia truly remarked at the beginning of the century-these Pyramid entrance-
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passages, lined with fine white stone, have served
to lead plunderers right up to the very room,
where, on the burial hypothesis, they ought not
to be allowed to go on any account. While, had
the passage merely been obliterated, after the
deposition of the corpse, by being built up with
ordinary masonry,-half the gigantic building, or
more, would have had to be knocked down, before
any clue would have been obtained as to the
whereabouts of tho corpse.
To the tombic hypothesis, therefore, as the sole
object of the whole structure,-all the most striking, pervading, and positive characteristics of the
entrance-passage of the Great Pyramid, (and its
features were.apparently copied, for the mere sake
of copying, though without understanding, into
other subsequent Pyram.ids,)-are a continual
obstacle.
Not so, however, to the astronomical chronology department of the Great Pyramid's metrical
theory; (and equally whether a little burying
was performed inside some part of the building
or not). For,1. This metrical theory utilizes at once the
important fact, which the Egyptologists could not
X
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deny, but tried to throw contempt upon,-viz., the
position of the entrance-passage in the plane of the
astronomical meridian-to within 80 near an approach to exactness as 5' of azimuth angle. And,
2. The permanence and grandeur in design 1
of the passage's surrounding and formative archi"
teeture (though the passage's own bore might
have been afterwards filled ·Up and rendered im"
passable for ages by long plugs of stone throat
down it); and which distinguishing architecture
is 80 important for memorializing to distant ~
terity the exact direction of a certain star, where
it was once seen at a certain date, in a crucial
astronomical position.
The metrical theory, ~ thus with an emi"
nent claim, in point of principle, to whatever is
permanent or peculiar in the structure and poei"
tion of the entrance-passage of the Great Pyra"
mid having been built upon its account.
And next, Sir John Herschel's citation, as
already given, of the laat 1 lower meridian passage of a Draconis, as the circumpolar star Of
1 The ftoor of the ~ea ia laid 400 inchee broad, though only
41 inchee thereof are visibly employed; eee Ljfe and Work Ill tM
Great Pyramid, by C. Piazri Smyth, vol ii Plate 2, and pp. 11-43.
•a.. Ljfe cmd Work cat tM Great Pvramid, vol. iii. pp. 260·28G.
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the Pyramid-building day ;-has been notably
strengthened Egyptologically, since he wrote, by
the publication of William Osburn's Monumental
History of Egypt. For therein, and quite independently, that thorough hieroglyphic scholar,
after a searching examination of all the authorities, places the fourth, or Great Pyramid building,
dynasty in the very period from 2200 to 2100
B.C., when astronomers compute that the star
11 Draeonis actually had the particular polar distance which is indicated by the entrance-passage,
combined with the latitude of the place.

Further ObJections and New A nswera.
But .the Egyptologists of the French and German schools still treat Sir John Herschel and
11 Draeonis with disdain, while they go on asserting
for the date of the Great Pyramid's building, not
21 'TO B.c., but so much as 3400 B.C., 4500 B.o., or
almost any other large nln:nber of years. They
sometimes too wind up their objections by asserting, that the peculiar angle of elevation of the
entrance-passage is architectural only, or probably
accidental, rather than scientific ; and that, as
11 Draeonis has been in successive ages during the
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last 5000 years at all distances from the pole, between one degree or less, and twenty degrees,-of
course it must have been at some time, coincident
with the direction of the entrance-passage, which
lies somewhere or other between those broad limits.
This might have been a pretty good argument
at one time; and when excluding every other
consideration than merely the pola.r distance of
a Draconis and the angle of the entrance-passage ;
because evidently, within certain limits, no matter
to what angle and direction, in the meridian
plane, the said northward-looking passage lay,a Draconis would have been seen coincidently
with it at some chronological period or other.
But now, thanks to recent researches/ we may
turn upon the Egyptologists and ask them,-If
the angle of elevation of the entrance-passage
was an entirely accidental, or at least a perfectly
unastronomical matter (although in the plane of
the astronomical meridian), and might have been
anything else, as easily as what it was made to
be, -how did it come to pass that of all the possible angles, between 1 degree and 6 0 degrees,
1 See Life and Work at tlte Great P1Jf"'mid, voL iii pp. 260·286,
by C. Piar.li Smyth.
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such a particular, most unique, and all-important
angle as 26° 18' was hit upon, so as to chime in
precisely with, and call attention to, several other
simultaneous astronomical phenomena and arguments. For in the year when a Draconis on the
meridian but beneath the pole, was last seen at
precisely that passage elevation angle of 26° 18'
--such polar phenomenon had then, and only then,
the important complement for time-observation,
that the Pleiades were simultaneously crossing the
meridian above the pole and near the equator.
And, what is even more important still for chronological purposes, the Pleiades were then,-in that
one year alone, of all years for more than 10,000,
past and to come,-in the meridian of the equinoctial point ; or this said equinoctial point, the
beginning of all reckoning by right ascension in
the sky, was on the meridian coincidently with the
other two then also mutually agreeing stellar facts.
Not only therefore was a triple time and space
phenomenon marked, by the one selected angle of
the passage ; a celestial combination, too, perfectly capable of fixing a date beyond all question, or all repetition of the numbers of the
cycle through human history, so far as such his-
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tory has yet been reeorded,-but a chronological
method for all years is indicated, in the annual
increase of distance of the Pleiades group from
the equinoctial point, at the rate of about 3 ·5
seconds of right ascension every year. The
Pleiades, in fact,1-with the assistance of the precession of the equinox which causes them to per·
form that apparent cyclical motion in the sky
with the period of 25,860 ±Z years,-form the
Great Pyramid clock ; and that clock was beginning its mighty round, or had its hands at
Oh. Om. Os. when a Draconis was last at the distance from the pole marked by the Pyramid's
entrance-passage ; or~ as we will follow Sir John
Herschel, and
he implied on far less amount
of data,-' when the Pyramid was being built.'
Still to pemist in saying that all this took
place by aecident,-and that the Great Pyramid
was founded thousands of years earlier than the
date (2170 B.C.) thus symbolized by permanent
built lines in the Pyramid, and computable by
modern astronomy-is what we should hope that
no one capable of making induction from obser-

as

1 See R. 8. Haliburton, on the • Year of the Pleiades,; ill Lifo and
Wori at 1M Gnat PJ1'0Mid, vol ii. pp. 310-44.8.
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vations in exact science, ·will be found wilfully
doing ;-especially as we may add, that at the
rate of a Pyramid inch, for a year,-the number of
years in the whole precessional cycle is found built
into the sum of the two diagonals of the base of
the great monument Also that the Grand
Gallery, the most remarkable of all the passages
of the interior of the Pyramid, and leading away
southward, in the meridian plane, from the chief
junction of the passages,-is by many considered,
with the seven overlappings of its long and solemn
walls, to Qe a reminder of the Pleiades seven
stars, so famous in Eastern tradition from the
days of the patriarch Job; while the north end
of the Grand Gallery, subtends from the centre
of the base of the Pyramid, the upper and lower
culmination of a Draeonis at that particular epoch
of temporary time-agreement with the Pleiades.

Summation for a few of our Reader1.
This then is the continually rising manner, in
which the Great Pyramid, when tested against
the severities of modem science, comes forth suc-cessfully, and forms a system peculiarly its own;
resting on no other basis than the measurable

.... .
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mathematics and physics of its structure, combined with the great cosmical facts of nature.
Hieroglyphics and Egyptology have no place
in the affair. Those sounding literary studies
have Claimed the Great Pyramid for ages-but
could never make anything out of either its inscriptionless walls or peculi_ar proportions. And
nei~~r. ~cien~- Egyptians kne'_V?. ~~r. d?. ~odem
\\
European literary ~bola~- ~or .even the_:p:esent
.---....__ inhanitantBof Egypt know, anything certainly
abo"Ut the .origin, .meanmg;· or the' 'ei&ct
an<finnnenCal measureS of these .things..
~
n>.e scientific symbolizations of the. G~t Pyramid, were not only at all times entirely hidden
_ _ - ~profane and idolatrous Eijit,-but breathe a
·
perfectly different spirit, from what all the ancient
Egyptians either professed or practised.
Let no one-therefore waste his tiliie, as did a .
foreign contributor to a recent number of the
Proceedings ofthe Royal Society of Edinburgh,~
by,!.uddenly finding out that the Great P~d's
' deduced, symbolieaJ. scientific, and ~~com
~nsurable c~bit, was not the common agricul-...-~--,.----::-----: -----==-"
tural cubit m use throughout historic ancient

-l

n;ture

-

~~I
~l't.

-

-
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Of course it was not : and that is the principle,,
naz the virtue, of the whole of the
Pyramid
metrological arrangements, founded on earth and
heaven eommensurabiliti~-~ that none of
them could ever h~ve-~ discovered by:-or;"ere
ever known to, any of Egypt's idolatrous sons.
e a great and now accumulated strength of
the scheme or theory is, that one and the same
principle runs through every portion of it.
Thus of the five major features, already discussed, as the surest facts pervading the whole
Great Pyramid,1. The very early Egyptians marked nowhere
their knowled&: of 'If' ; or appreciation for Pyramiil numbers in multiplication and division.
2. Nor their knowledge of the sun's ~ean
distance.
3. Nor their apPrecia#.o~!__~-- !~~.S)._with
'
astronomical orientation.
4. Nor their knowledge of the earth's ~ght.
5. Nor their acquaintance !_i~.l!.th~e-~art~ean
..
temperature.
And of the five minor,1. They did not use Pyramid inches, or Pyramid cubTts of 107 to the earth's polar semi-axis :

GrfLt

-

--

-..,..--::------__.....,.....--

----:- ---

,-
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nor reckoned hOw many of them were meted out
"""\. by the earth in a day's mean motion round the

sun.
2. They did not use Pyramid capacity and

f weight

measures : nor arranged their own in
- - , divisions of 5 and 10.
·
3. They did not mark anywhere their attention
to a special standard of temperature, and that in
a Pyramid division of the water scale of heat.
_ 1 "· They showed no method or graduating the
circle ; much less in Pyramid numbers.
5. Their one star of observation was neither
.. ······- (1 Draconis nor the Pleiades, but So~his the Dog------=-~---...._.
star; nor was their ~~-~le of time the

I
-l

---------

.-. · -. . . -. . . -

p;cessionat" period ; b~-~~~ ...!;;~~;ilij ~ort
Sothiac circle of 1461 y~.
In not oneof these Great P~i? ,EEJ!tts }s

lr

\ the ..wi~om or. ~ollz~t.P...l'()f&!l~ . ~J..~olatrous
Egypt foreshadowed at the .......Q~
.fJI&mid,....

.........~ ... •• .,J.~ .. ~ k.....,..,.. ·~,..

l bu!,...somethipg

infi~itelz ~~J;"~B~-Jugb.s.r,...as

~ well as radically distinct in ev~!Y.- J;e$~ppears.
---~

...... .

~

• ' "'•··

_

•

•

••

~

h

Appears too, out of actual modem measured,
and still measurable, facts of that most ancient
bl!!!ding, the' Great Pyramid. when comE!f6d, as
already stated, with modem science, and her now
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advanced knowledge of nature. These builded
facts too of the Great Pyramid, while they are
facts, have had no other, than the metrical, e:x:- - pi;;ati~-n-ev_e_r_gt"':".v-e-n"-lt'fo_r..,t;...lie_m_;-:tli,..e_y_fl'_e_u,_se_l;o-,~ or
obl:_:tless to ttle ~~f~~eory, andYet they are
there. No one can deny that those ancient metri;anacts of form and size ~~ere, though many
do try to obscure their presence or oonceal their
nature, by throwing them into averages of many
other, and very different, Pyramids to the Great
one. Even this refuge, however, is now beginning
to fail ; and recourse is had to asserting, that 'the
' deception of the case consists in the facility
' with which modem science can find out some
' resemblances to some of its formulre almost
' anywhere.' 1
When any other ancient building shall have
been brought forward, and had as much openly
proved for it, on one grand, consistent, and connected theory, teeming with a similar comilience
of inductions, and within the same small limits of
numerical error, as we here have been enabled to
set forward at length for the Great Pyramid-the
1

See Appendix 3, for a powerful paper on thia anbject by W.

Petrie.
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above objection may be considered argument : at
present we fear that it flavours more of prejudice.
But can we assist its authors, who have not
yet produc~ a practical example proving their
side of the question, by searching them out something whereupon they may test their assertions ?
Conscientiously we will try.
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33.

INTELLECTUAL CONTRAST.
WE are now to look forth through all the
world, for any other ancient building which may
compete in intellectual majesty and scientific
character, assignable from modern measure and
discussion, with the Great Pyramid of Jeezeh.
H such there exists, even within a couple of
thousands of years of the date of that building,
far be it from us, to throw any veil over its excellencies. But in what land is it to be found ; for
have we not already passed all other countries in
review, both architectural and archreological, without making any such discovery 1 A titled gentleman has, indeed, lately asserted before the Royal
Society of Edinburgh/ with refere_~!~_!<>_ ~h~. ~ere
chambered tumuli on the ~f the Boyne, and
--- -·
..
which rounded heaps of loose and soft material,

. ------- r--- ._.--.,.

..,....-.------~ -1 On December

16, 1867. See Appeudi% 2.
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he spoke of as 'Pyramids,' 1 that 'if Professor
' Smyth would visit and measure them, he would.
' perhaps find them as interesting and astonishing
' as others he had visited, or even more so,' i.e.,
than the Grea~ Pyramid of Jeezeh. And again,
on another occasion,1 the same popular chief of the

.!

medical profession declared before the same Society,
-'that at the time_a:t w~h..the Grea~~d
. ' was "built, probably 4000... 1~ ..~~. _l}lining,
arCliitecture~
~e~. etc?., w.e_!!_ .89 ad- - 'van-;dk .;;ro~·P~ ~rib~~~ ~- tQ~!,'e&ent
'no"";biiieie . iii. the· w~y -~f,!~-~ti~n_C?f__such a

'

'astronomY,

'nobie royal mausole~ ~ .. !~~- q~-~~ ~d

' undoubted!y is.'
.
&;J>~~~g the first of these assertions, Professor Smyth can only look upon the idea of
applying accurate measure to mowdering . heaps
of soft matter without any fiducial referring
points, or any fixed external characteristics,-as a
mockery ; and he cannot think of depriving Sir J.
Y. Simpson of the responsibility of proving practically to the world. that he meant it in a better
sense. While, as regards the second assertion, it
. 1 And hal Iince iDmted, in the ProoeediDI" of the ll&llle Society,
on the propriety of the term.
1 JaD.UArf 20, 1868-ooDCluaion of adciraa in Appendix 2•
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has simply been asserted by the eminent Baronet,
and he is bound, 88 a true and honest
, to
prove it also ; ~ing the Great Pyramidl if he
will, ' a royal mausol~m,' but not omitting to
show his promised various Eastern habitats of, and
abundant contemporary parallel examples for, all
the astronomy and physics actually found to reside
in the Great Pyramid's measured proportions;
partly illustratec.l, 88 they are, by the five major
and five minor characteristics of surpassiDg intellectuality, pointed out in our chapters 22 to 32.
Meanwhile, we can only proceed with the
nearest building in point of time known to ourselves, or generally considered at all worthy of
being compared against the ancient wonder
standing in the land of Egypt ; and we commence a comparison accordingly in a plain manner, but to the best of our knowledge of the facts.

Babylonish Exatmple.
The example we allude to is the Planet-temple
of Nebo at Borsippa; already touched upon in
chapter 10, but deserving of some more notice,
from its high appreciation m several modem
literary quarters.
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There is the disadvantage, no doubt, for simultaneous comparison, that the Borsippa temple is
1 'TOO years later than the Great Pyramid ; but
such circumstance must be so Idanifestly to the
prejudice of the elder, and advantage of the
younger, building,-if, indeed, it be true, as some
popular philosophers protest, that all scientific
knowledge ever found amongst men, is an affair
of their own progressive development and creation of it,-that any involuntary partialities of
our own for the Great Pyramid, must be more
than neutralized.
Is, however, the Borsippa building the best
example of that later age during which it
flourished, in the estimation of its own friends
and supporters!
What better answer can be returned, touching
the architect, at least, of Borsippa, viz., King
Nebuchadnezzar,-than the Bampton lecturer's
recent eulogy of him in the city of Oxford ; an
eulogy too, touching that very qualification of
building; or in these words,' Nebuobadneaar, a sovereign who, to the military talents
' of an able general, added a grandeur of artistic conception
' and a skill in construction, which place him on a par with
' the greatest builders of antiquity.'
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This high praise, after so many ages of oblivion,
would have been sweet indeed in contemplation,
to that awfully vain autocrat ; of whom the
Scriptures relate (and there in contemporary
record),-that when he was walking in the palace
of the kingdom of Babylon, the King_spake and
said,1 Is not this great Babylon, that I have built for the house
of the kingdom, by the might of my power, and for the
1 honour of my majesty?'
1

Or, to use the identical Nebuchadnezzarian
words, as recently read off from cuneiform inscriptions,1, In Babylon, the city which is the delight of my eyes, and
which I (Nebuchadneuar) have glorified. A strong fort in
1 brick and mortar, in strength I constructed.
llllide the
' brick fortification, another great fortification, of long atones,
' of the aile of great mountains I made. And this building I
1 raised for a wonder.'
1

This was what the king said, of: and for, himself. But what does modem science say, touching
the head and crown of all this bombast,-viz., the
Planet-temple of Nebo at Borsippa 1
1st. Modem science, we suspect, is a little at
variance here with some scientific men. For
1 Chiefly by the admirable ud untiriJii laboun of Sir Henry
Rawlinaon.

y
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while those in London, have hitherto praised the
Borsippa temple exceedingly, for, ' the practical
' success and nearn688 with which it was placed
' in the astronomical orientation desired,'-though
they knew it was more than four degrees out, and
agreed to consider that a small error ;-the Great
Pyramid, on the other hand, has either been
passively neglected, or actively abused in other
circles, ' for its large and utterly vitiating errors
in orientation,'-although they were equally well
known to the critics to be under five minutes
of a degree.
Yet the fact remains, that the error on the sort
of astronomical orientation intended at the Great
Pyramid was sixty times smaller, than was committed in a somewhat similar ease, 1700 years
later in the world's history, by the most powerful
king, learned priests, and wealthy community
then existing ; and the better workmen will have
justice done to them some day, if not now.
2d. Even if the Babylonians had hit the sort
of orientation they aimed at, much more precisely,
-that position was, in its diagonal character, of
a most obstructive nature to any observation of,
and for, what M.le Verrier calls f astronomy of
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precision ;' that is, the astronomy which by observations in the direction of the cardinal paintS,
and chiefly in the plane of the meridian, ascertains most accurately the absolute places in the
sky, of the stars and other·heavenly bodies, at a
given epoch·; thereby furnishing the only sure
foundation for, either correct chronology through
the longest intervals, or safe theorizing on all the
grander secular changes in both the solar system
and the starry heavens.
3d. The Babylonian building, even apart from
its outward orientation, had no truly scientific
character about its general construction. Its surface was lop-sided, and broken with comers of
terraces, pannelled walla, dwellings for priests,
and flights of stairs,1-· so that not even its
warmest admirers have pretended to say there
was anything scientific in the shape, though
that is so mighty a feature for proving high
intellectuality in the conception of the Great

Pyramid.
But they do say for the Borsippa building,
that, being dedicated to the seven planets of
1 See Mr. Fers-u'• redoratiou at p. 139, YOL i. of hil .d.rcAtlccltmll Ht.Un-J.
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Chaldman astronomy, each stage was appropriately coloured.
Appropriately coloured ! a surface demonstration only ; but of what nature and with what
object 1
Why, the lowest stage, we are told, was coloured
black, as symbolical for Saturn ; the next orange,
for Jupiter; the third red, for Mars ; the fourth
yellow, for the Sun; the fifth green, for Venus;
the sixth blue, for Mercury; and the seventh
white, for the Moon.
A very ill-assorted list of so-called planets
surely, and extremely deficient without Uranus
and Neptune and the Planetoids,-especially for
a people supposed, by their friends, to have discovered the vastly fainter 6th and 7th satellites
of Saturn. But, accepting the planets as given
above in their divel'Se-eoloured stages, what learning were these coloUI'S intended to typify 1
And then comes the sony confession, that each
hue was supposed to be symbolical of such planet's
influence on human well-being, both moral and
physical ; and therefore was superstitious, astrological, and nonsensical, rather than astronomical.
4th. Though some mere chronicling of eclipses
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and extra-meridian star-gazing went on from the
upper tower, as an occasional _occupation of its inhabitants, rather than a standing feature of the
office itself,-there was much more of necro-mancy, idolatry, and immorality.
5th. Though the adventitious claim may be
put in,-rather for the city generally, than for
the temple of Borsippa in particular (and certainly
not as provable by any measures yet made upon
any Babylonian temple's walls or mass),-that a
general metrological and numerical system was
invented and established there,-yet that system
was such, that modem science cannot approve
of it.
Its worldly success was great, no doubt.
menced in Babylon in or about the neo-Chaldooan
times, and remarkable chiefly for its sexagesimal
arrangements and subdivisions, it replaced there
an older decimal method ; and so took the fancy
of the Greeks, who followed Alexander the Great's
army, that it was adopted by them, taken back
with them to Greece, and allowed there to enslave
the conquerors of its native land.1

Com-

1

Dr. J. Brandia of Berlin (1866) on Mflna-MG#,-t!Nl
Yordenuial. bilav,f .Ak:rcJnder dm GrOIMfl.

(]~ill
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Thence of course the Babylonish system was
taken to Alexandria ; from thence to Rome; and
from Rome it has spread like. a perpetual cancer
more or less into every civilized coUiltry of the
modem world.
The standards adopted under the Babylonian
metrology,-seem to have been not a wide varia·
tion from the profane Egyptian (the cubit being,
according to Dr. Brandis, between 20"866 and
20'670 British inches),-utterly unscientific, so
far as regaros any known earth appropriate com·
mensurability; entirely unlike, therefore, and
totally inferior, to the system of the Great Pyramid ; and not known to be preserved in any
intentional sizes or proportions for ·that purpose
of the Borsippa or any other Babylonian building.
Modem science therefore can say nothing in
favour of the Nebuchadnezzarian .standards,while she abhors the employment of their favourite
se:xagesimal division, in any case where decimals
can be used.

Other Competitor&
Hence this very long step in time, that we
have taken in order to alight in more advanced
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periods of human civilization, on a more intellectual building than the Great Pyramid,-has
merely landed us in a quagmire of too evidently
human idolatrous follies, scientific absUrdities, and
general mental childishness.
Nor do we improve the opposition by trying
anything of earlier time,-for on one side, the
Proto-Chal<bean temples. were apparently no better
than that of Borsippa, may have been much worse,
and were certainly less elaborated; and on the
other side, no Egyptian Pyramid can for one
moment stand comparison with the Great one.
Many of these monuments in Egyp~ when duly
restored to their pristine state from their present
ruins, would be found to have the numerals of
the two five~ and the fours belonging to their
square-based shapes ; but they have not the .,.
figure, nor the numbers 3 and 7, nor the proper
latitude, entrance passage angles, size, material, or
internal ascending passages and chambers, with
their contentB, markin~ and structure, nor the
proper size and shape of coffer. Their deficiency
in magnitude is grievously against them ; for
while it prevents their vertical height representing
by 101 the solar distance,-it also prevents the
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base-sides representing a year in terms of the
Pyramid cubit.
And even if we were to make a shorter cubit,
by subdividing the earth's semi-axis, not into 10,
but into 11, 12, or any other number, of millions,
-the numerical terms would cease to be pyramidal, and might not even then be precisely suitable to the measured proportions of any one of
the known Pyramids.
Our knowledge of the Great Pyramid may be,
and indeed still is, considerably defective,-but
no other building comes within its limits of error,1
which invariably include the natural quantity
tendered by the theocy. No other building can
therefore compete with the Great Pyramid for
possessing any of its higher qualifications. It
stands the unique building in Egypt and all the
early world for intellectual symbolizations, noble
thoughts, and physical knowledge pervading its
whole substance, to an extent only appreciable
to the science of the present and last very few
years.
1 .Aa,-the limit. within which its true bale-aide lengths are
suppoeed to lie, are 9100 and 9170 British inchee; while all other
Egyptian Pyramid bue-aidea are stated by Colonel Howard Vy•
to be at or under, and generally very much under, 8633 each iachea.
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The Great Pyramid solemnly alone.
We had previously found the Great Pyramid
to be equally unique, or even approaching the
miraculous, in the sudden manner in which it
appears in history,-the first of all stone buildings
ever erected by man; 1_:_and in many points, both
of excellent workmanship requiring almost mathematical truth, and of absolute height,-still unequalled by anything that has since been erected
anywhere ; though too 4000 years have passed
away-though population has multiplied,-the
size of kingdoms grown,-the wealth of nations
increased enormously; and though knowledge has
long been running to and fro over the surface of
the earth.'
In short, if the Great Pyramid building had a
claim to be considered of something more than
merely human origination, regarded architecturally,-then not only 10 times, but probably
Seep. 177, chapter 21.
Earthworb of greater horiJIOntal e:den' than the bue of 'he
Great Pyramid, are common enough in America, aa well aa EIU'Ope
and Aaia. Brick and atone worb to the aame, or even a greater,
lateral extent, ID4J alao exitt, and are e&a'J to execute. But Ariqhl
te.ta the goodo- of a worlt,-d nowhere eJ.e through the world
ia there aay known aDd publiahed buildi.og 6819 inches hip.
1
t
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1 o' times more does it demand to be so con-

sidered, when judged of on scientific grounds.
In some things, modem science may have
passed beyond the Great Pyramid's power of
symbolization ; as in computing to any number
of decimal places the value of the 'II' fraction ;
though even then we should remember that the
overtaking has only been very recent as compared
to the whole interval of 4000 years, and the
building, with its necessary mechanical limits,
need not be considered expressive of aU that was
in the author's mind. But in other matters, the
Great Pyramid is yet ahead ; for, granting for
a moment the truth of the Pyramid formula,there is far less uncertainty about the Pyramid
sun-distance, as influenced by the probable error
of our knowledge of the height of the structure,than there is about the Astronomical sun-distance,
as depending on the different amounts of the
several latest determinations of the solar parallax,
communicated to the Royal Astronomical Society
of London, within the past year.
Still more is the Great Pyramid determination
of the Earth's mean density, in advance of all
that modem science can do at present. For while
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my own observations of the coffer show, that a
difference of ± ·o1 in the expression 5·70 cannot
be tolerated, and would fall outside all my various
coffer determinations of cubical contents,I-the
last two scientific determinations of the same
natural quantity differ from each other by 125
times ·o1.
These circumstances will probably, even in the
opinion of the highest men of science in the present day; justify us in going on to some yet
higher· considerations.
1

See pp. 300, 301, chapter 29.
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34.

INTERVENING OBSTRUCTIONS.
UNLESS the author has altogether failed in his
duty,-and that little more than setting down
facts in order, facts too of a material kind, and
amenable to ordinary scientific observation,-the
reader will ...__
probably now begin to think., and
with...Etuch gro~.!!4. for confidence, hope, and
content, that in the Great PJ!&!llid of J eezeh we
.--- - have met with the most remro=kahle mass of
arcQogl.Ci! e':~e~~~n~ct_;d with.intcllectual
man-that has ever yet been brought to light in
modem times.
In proportion too as discussion proceeds, so
does the noble character of our finding continually advance. It is a ~!~t _price both

___ ____

--

ca~ of_§:~ ~~-!~r_!!1~

____ \ in the
dcvdopment
-- of primevalliiStory. A pearl therefore of inestimablt,;--;;Jue, promising to be worth all the
little pearls that have ever been strung on a
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philosophical thread : and fairly won, after the
pains and labour taken, and the rigid as well as
open method of investigation adopted.
Yet now, when we are just about to mount
upwards to the surface of the ocean of doubts
and fears with our prize,-and bear it aloft to
the full light of an unclouded day-there hoping
to behold some larger use made by others of those
qualities which we have taken so long in endeavouring to prove the existence and establish the
nature of,-just now rush forward once again
determined objectors to both Pyramid theory
and Pyramid facts, and do all in their power to
impede successful progress. Therefore we, having
already adopted the plan of listening to all objeetions,-have nothing left us to do, than to
attend with heed to whatever these latest in the
field, these Neoptolemi of' the Pyramid question,
may have to say. We listen therefore patiently,
and trust that not one unanswered complainant
will be left behind.
I.

What then says the first t
A scholar is he, nor scrupling to conceal his

.
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scorn of the Great Pyramid as smattering of a
mere mechanic ; and belonging, for ·that matter,
to a whole crowd of scientific things, all of which
he considers low, degrading to a free mind, nnd
with no glorifying impress of classic antiquity
upon any of them. He therefore despises them
all, and rejoices in logic, metaphysics, and moral
philosophy; which triad of learning he proclaims
to be the only ethereal food for the soul of man;
the only pursuit worthy of the name of PmLoSOPHY ; the necessary spinal cord of every achool
that has ever existed on any part of the earth,
even from where the blue waves of the ~ Sea
lap the yellow rocks, to the flashing watel'B of the
Firth of Forth ; and a thousand swords ought to
be ready to leap from their scabbards, in Edinburgh alone, if only one dispa.raging look be cast
towards her. For 4000 yeal'B, as the statement
was given forth, has philosophy gone on her ways
rejoicing mankind in that magnificent manner.
And when a recent University gathering, nothing
loath, heard these spirit-stirring words from the
lips of their eloquent teacher, heard of school
philosophy glorious during the last 4000 years,
-there were those in the crowd who bethought
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them ;-'Then where 's either the wonder or
' antiquity of the Great Pyramid ! Nay; what
' more can your Pyramid measurers say now in
' praise, or even in defence, of those rude, mate' rial stones 1'
Not much more indeed, in the way of absolute
age, than what we have said already ; but the
real question is, can so much be truly stated
for philosophy 1
So therewith we wrote to the learned lecturer
in the zenith of his popular fame, requesting to
be infotmed what were the text-books in moral
philosophy, logic, and metaphysicS 4000 years
ago, and who composed them. whereupon that
at heart honest and true gentleman instantly sent
back a most courteous answer to confess ' that he
' bad made a slip ; he had only wanted to express
' a vaguish number, but had taken one, it would
' seem, that was too high ; and he had no inten' tion of maintaining nn.ything upon it.'

11
Advances then a second opponent cautiously ;
beginning with ' whereas you have been discover' ing in the Great Pyramid, with charming sue-

-
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' cess, so many things known to science very well
'of old,-we are hoping now, that you will before
'long discover something new there.'
This gentleman we proceed to assure immediately, that we have never looked on the Great
Pyramid, as standing, or ever intended to stand,
in the place of modem science. Modem science
for its own purposes is unequalled ; and except
for its extreme development in present times, the
Great Pyramid would have remained still uninterpreted and unappreciated. Indeed, if there
is much more still to be discovered in that most
ancient monument, appearances and the course
of all inductions hithert.o, seem to say, that we
can only expect to ascertain it securely and certainly from the still further progress of modem
science. No one therefore wishes so cordially the
rapid and independent development of all true
science, as those who have laboured in recent
yM on the interpretation of the Great Pyramid.
' Then if you neither have discovered, nor ever
' wiU discover, anything scientifically new in the
' Great Pyramid,-what is the advantage, or ob' ject, of looking so much to the Great Pyramid 1
retorts the questioner with severity t
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To whom however we replyEven if no actually new foots in terrestrial
physics should have been discovered, or be diseoverable,-yet, first, the giving of even one improved determination of an older phenomenon,
is invaluable for suggesting thought. Sec<md,
the offering of a collective system of metrology,
eminently suitable to man, and more scientific·
than anything he has ever had before in actual
and material use, is more momentous still. And
firwlly, the extensive proving that many facts
only recently discovered by science, had been
intentionally inserted, symbolized, or memorialized -in the Great Pyramid 4000 years ago,appertains to a new fact of a much higher order,
or one connected with the actual history of the
human race in primeval ages : and which history,
in certain of its stages, none of the discoveries of
modem science either touch upon, or have it in
their nature to be able to illuminate, even in the
slightest degree.

m
Now history is always allowed to be important,
but to get at the soul of history, and in primeval

z
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times, near the epoch of the origination of intellectual doings on the earth,-that surely is of
surpassing importance to all men at present
living.
How often do our writel'B, yearning for more
of the spirit and less of the letter, quote from one
of Britain's most eloquent sons,' How cold ia all (book} history, how lifeleu all (literary}
' imagery, compared to that which the living nation writes,
' and the uncorrupted marble bears l How many pages of
' doubtful record might we not often spare, for a few atonea
'left. one upon another.' 1

They sighed, those worthy souls, for only a few
stones left one upon another, as a better principle
of investigation, than doubtful essays on the
long:-departed past. And now when the Great
Pyramid offers them thousands of stones standing regularly, systematically, scientifically, and
with a mighty purpose of profound and deepordered. Jl1.e&~g, _one upon another,-forming a
mass suitable to being compassed in the neatest
geometrical definition, and capable also of being
extended by its own not altogether latent form~ into the mensuration of the earth and the
·I . Btul&:in'a

8ewJA z-,p. of~ ·· ·
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meting out of the heavens,-now these enthusiasts suddenly forget their late aspirations, their
a.rdent desires, and hide themselves far off from
the neighbourhood of the almost speaking stones
of the antique Pyramid.
,IV.

Alas 1 they have been frightened. A medical
Baronet ~ come down to the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, and has. violently denounced Professor
Smyth's published measures and calculations of
the Great Pyramid together. The said Baronet
'of brilliant and diversified gifts,' in the .Medical
'l'imes, had already, according to that paper/
l

From the Medical Timu, of London; 'March 28, 1868 : ' 811\ J . T. BIJlPIION ON TBII PTRAJIIDB.

n

is characteriatio Of the brilliant &Dd diveraified gift. Of the
' great Northern profeeeor, that he llhould have taken in hand the
' demolition of a c:nrioua notion about the Great Pyramid of Egypt,
' which hu been promulgated by Profeuor Piaai Smyth. &Dd hu
' folllld favour with many religious persons. That notion is, that
the Pyramid was constructe..d under Divine guidance, o s
all
I time a COrreCt StandArd Of wcii'it an
8&8Ure,"ii'n that th COffer
' contain 1n t e centr chamber is ~ ;s ired measure .· of capa·
' c~an
e b e gf. thll
~a,n.iP'li4M ~~·n;;Ql:rngth,
' hrviilg a definite relatioi'J.
~·
1~. Sir James
' Sunpson' il'bows, -i,;~ paper read before the Royal Society of Ed.in• burgh, that the Pyramid has all the characters of the huge sepul) • chral monument. scattered over the earth ; that the coffer in the
• .KiDg'a Chamber wu a ~ ; that it o6nG10e:t' a ~till
• despoiled by !he CaliphEr amoon abOut i@ ..::~.:'!f~t
I

'
I

.'iJ ·
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completely demolished the scientific metrical
theory of the Great Pyramid, even in a way that
was ' quite a treat' to see,-in a paper in the
75th Number of the Proceedings of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh ;-but on the 20th of April,
at another meeting of the same Society, that great
medical man transcended all his former efforts, and
beginning upon a copy, in form of a table, of the
coffermeasurescontained in our pages 297 to 301,
-declared, as we are informed, that all its figures
were wrong, and wrong in ways and modes which
made the means of the observations worse still.
Professor Smyth also was declared to be hopelessly given to the· 'erroneous method of taking
' means of different measurements of the same ·
' thing ; such a mode of procedure was denounced
' as childish ; .it . was a species of ma~ematical
' aberration, and it ran through the whole of
' Professor Smyth's book. . . • Sir J. Y. Simp' it il ittegular in form ; incapable of beiDg exactly meuured, md
• hence no ltandard of meuure. In fact, my one who deeiree a
' treat in IMing how a thorough " craze" ia melted away before
• common I8DH, should read Profe110r Simpaon'a paper. The kind
• of argument of Profe110r Piuzi Smyth to show that the Pyramid
• wu built by Noah, il one which we thought peculiar to the medical
' profellion :-Noah wu a preacher of righteoameaa; a jaat system
'of weight& md m8U11l'4111 il righteoaa: ergo, Noah built the Pyrao
'midi'
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' son had not heard a single sound man say
' otherwise than that the whole of Professor
' Smyth's theory about the Pyramid was a series
' of the strangest hallucinations, which only a
' few weak women believed, and perhaps a few
' womanly men, but no more. He had talked
' about it to a great many engineers, mathematic cians, and others, and he found them scoffing at
' and despising it.' 1
The fact that Professor Smyth was left alone
before the Society, to bear the above torrent of
invective-will, in a future day, be looked at in
the same manner in which we now regard the
records of those old courts of 'justice,' where
learned judges formally condemned both men and
} w_ilnen for· @ei@ly ~ acts of n.ecro~cy,
witchcraft, and other really impossibl~ ,!llatters ;
and no one said a word against it.
For how can injustice go further-than that
when the method of means, or of taking the average, is used in every scientific, statistical, and
commercial operation throughout the kingdom
and the world,- that the application of it to
1 Prom the EcliJlbargh DGu, &.iao,
21st Aprill868.

~

uad

~

of
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measures taken on the Great Pyi'amid,-is alone
declared ro be erroneous, equivocal, childiSh, and a
mathematical aberration 1 No problem in practical
astronomy is ever carried on without it, and yet
it is ro be held a sin or· a crime in Great-Pyramid
explu.ation I It is. surely to ·be hoped that Sir
J. Y. Simpson will publish his ideas in full; for
at present he has only given his assertion that
the method of means or averages · is a mathematical abeiTation ; and the mathematical world will
expect, that he who appears in the Medical Times
as 'the great Northem professor, of brilliant and
diversified gifts,' and who baa, in that Jounal's
eyes, demolished the scientific theory of the Great
Pyramid, largely too by employing this peculiar
engine, will either prove his assertion, or-But then Professor Smyth's published measuma ·
and other calculation& besides merely the means,
were nearly all declared on the same occasion ro be
wrong. B;e has aought ro find where, but cannot
discover. He has gone through ' all the ·coifer
multiplications and diviaions .whose results were
exhibited ro the Society at the ~-and can
find no error in them, ro the last place of figures
represented. And he laid on the table of the
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Society a printed list of errata in the volumes of
his Life and Work, containing all the corr.igenoo
he had been able to discover therein up to .that
date, and they are reprinted in the Appendix to
the present book. There may be some stray errors,
as there are in all large books of any private author,
and notices of them, when discovered, will.be gladly
received by him ;-but where are those nearly
universal errors which were denounced to the
Royal Society of Edinburgh, or errors to an extent which make it futile to found any theory
upon those measures of the Great·Pyramid!
We have not shrunk from giving these denunciations by Sir James Y. Simpson, Baronet,
at length,-in order that if they are true, he may
gain due honour therefor; receive the thanks of
all who are·mterested in the progress of Pyramid
knowledge, and even achieve the fame .of · St.
George for slaying the very dragon of Egypt.
But meanwhile we ·have a strange doubt as to
the whole attack. Every numerical expreesioil,
we have re-examined as yet, has proved correct.
Even so pointed a· case, as Professor Smyth being
dragged up in italics, and with a (sic) in parenthesis, in Sir J. Y. Simpson's 'Proceedings' paper,
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as having used the vulgarity of 'e:etraordinary
' convenient,'· was proved before an open meeting
of the same Royal Society of Edinburgh to be
the Baronet's own expreasion,-while his misstatements and perversions of general meaning
were shown to be abundant. In fact, we rather
suspect that the whole attack, or series of attacks,
carried on through several months past by the
above chief of medical men, on both the Metrical
theory of the Great Pyramid and Professor Piazzi
Smyth, is an attempt simply and shortly to stamp
them out, in the style so much lauded just now
in veterinary circles from its recent practical
success in the ease of the cattle-disease.
In such an operation, of course, no great nicety
of treatment need be looked for by the parties on
whom the stamping is to be performed.
Hence perhaps it may be, that besides some
recldCBB assertions of arithmetical and grammatical
errors which do not exist, the stamper-out gave
his own ipse dixit t~ the Royal Society, Edinburgh, that engineers, mathematicians, arithmeticians, and others, scorned the theory, scoffed at
and despised it. For, as a friend has since remarked,-
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' What an ill-mannered thing to tell that to the Royal
Society of Edinburgh as a reason to them.; as if they were
not necessarily 'hemselvea the llite of the profeaaionala
wh011e opinion he thus asked them to adopt ;-as if they
were not met expreaaly to judge fur them.tlvu, from his and
your discuaaion then and there. A jury would not feel
flattered if counsel for the plaintiff urged as an argumen'
' to move them, that all the people outside the court thought
' defendant guilty.'

'
'
'
'
'
'

But when once the idea of 'stamping out' is
indulged in, the stamper is not particular on whom ·
he stamps, so long as he does stamp far and wide
over all the obnoxious region; wherefore, not
content with denouncing, without proving, Professor Smyth's book as. containing 'more extra' ordinary hallucinations than had appeared in
' any other three volumes published during the
' past or present century,'~Sir James Y. Simpson
went on to deride all who believed in the theories
and discoveries mentioned in that book ; and declared such persons to be--'only a few weak women,
' and perhaps a few womanly men, and no more.'

v.
Of course a scientific discussion can hardly be
satisfactorily conducted amongst men, after one
of the parties has begun to indulge in such
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phrases as the above. But a young lady may
always be heard with advantage and pleasure;
and ~~~_newspaper ~ontaining the so-ca.lled Pyramid d.iEJ.cuasion of the.20th of April, having reached
a well-ordered home,-a daughter of the house,
who had both seen the Great Pyramid of Jeezeh,
visited ita darksome interior, and also read most
of the recently published books on that and other
Egyptian subjects,-took up her pen and wrote
~ff ne:~:t morning, amongst other
apposite
· remarks:-

very

' Sir James Y. Simpson does not aeem f.o have proved a
' single objection to the printed Pyramid theory, with the
• exception perhaps of a few printer's errors; and his whole
' attack shows anything but a scientific spirit; while his aoorn
' of women, and his epithets on those who di.frer in opinion
' from him and his friends, are much to be lamented for wha&
' they reveal, beneath his smiles, of his inner nature. Be
' it observed, however, that he involuntarily gives women
' credit for more learning and science than he poaaeaaea him·
' aelf,-if they are capable of comprehending and appreciating
' Cor themselves such deep questions as those involved in the
' Metrical theory of the Great Pyramid. For M gets opinions
' on it from other persona, and retails them to the Royal
' Society of Edinburgh ; but acme women who have .had time
'and opportunity, read, think, and reason on these matters
' for themselves, and in that case they ought not to be termed
' tiH!tlk.'
'It is a pity Sir James Y. Simpson should ft8te his time
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' in trying to disprove a subject which ia not at all in his sphere,
' and about which he shows himself so ill-informed, having
neither had time nor op ortunit thorou
to ex ·
e
......__ ' grounds ana f~undation of the p amid an_d its tea£hings;
1 and indeea, unless he goes to work with~ ~ll..llisinterested
1 an~ philosophlC'iil.spirit, I fear that the recent pr~p1 tion exhibited to him,
ascending and descending the

or

Pyramid itself, and measuring on every aide and every
' arria-line of the atructure,-will not cure him. Truly of
1 him, on the present topic, may it be said, and with an eztrtr
' ordinarily close application1

'" He is

oud.,APWn" vothi1J.9, but~doting about z::!ioM

' aruLstrifu of word6, whereof come
~jii.U1 rtrifo, railing•,
1

evil surmisings." -1 Tw.

VI.

4.

._,.

' The ~est advice that can be given to Sir James Y. Simp-

' son is,-" to rttuly to be quiet, and to do hit own buline~~J, and
'to work with hit own lumd.."-1 TB.ua. iv. 11.'

.. i
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35.

CONSIDERATIONS IN CHRONOLOGY.

WHY, so calm an inquiry as the study of
ancient masonry, and the scientific measuring of
the shapes or sizes of quiescent stones-still resting where they were deposited by their original
worke.rS, but in days removed from our present
worldly scenes of human strife and trouble by
~ 4000 long.and eventful years,-should have been
·
greeted -w1th the apparent hatred, and attacked
with the.persevering vindictiveness, shown of late
towards investigations into the Great Ppamid,seems on many accounts passing strange. And ye~
on reviewing the quarters whence the opposition
has chiefly come, the matter nearly explains it.aelf.
Ratwnalism is the prevailing tone of the day,
whether in science, or religion, or both together.
Even with regard to the Book of Inspiration, the
question on too many sides is no longer, ' What
I readest thou r but 'What thinkest thou ~
Are
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' these the sort..of wopls. sentiments and ideas
' which should be found in a book written
];9der
a = z
' Divine inspiration 1 Nay, if the book do not fully
' meet thy a priori ideas of inspired wisdom, cast
'it from thee I' While as regards many walks of
science, the dogma recently stated there is, 'We may
' be sure that God does not teach by miracle, any' thing that the unaided intellect of man can find
'out;' and then there are certain savants who. cap
that with-' Give us only liberty to use plenty of
' time in our theories, and we will show you how
' the mere brain, or natural organization of man,
' could have worked out for himself, everything
' which he at present poBBeBBeB.'
So ~teneively does this idea of ~e mi~hty
things which man can accom]'i!Y' U 11?-e~ll hav'
ing plenty of time to wot,k in~ .lt;.v!..9.!}~~fore
most of the scientific societies in the land, we
Y

-

'

ar•"'~41lA4..:~

beli_:ve no other hlfo~~~~J!Z!!~.~B~·
And each succeeeive difficulty connected with
human history, and the present condition of any
of the sciences, is got over,-by merely pushing
the real origin of man still farther back by some
thousands, or hundreds of thousands, of years,
than it had already been pushed back by similar
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theorizers, beyond the Bible-reputed date of his
creation.
Of course we are told by those who are naturally inclined to such a mode, that there is no
harm in it ; it is only what they are entitled to
do ; for time, they hold, is something you may be
prodigal of and waste to any extent you like. ' I
' know of no moral or religious truth,' says a noble
Duke, writing recently on tbe antiquity of man,
' which depends on a slwrt estimate of man's anti' quity. On the contrary, a high estimate of that
' antiquity is of great value in its bearing upon
' another question, much more important than any
' question of time can ever be.'
Again, his Grace testifies for the science of the
day, that ' there" is a weight and concurrence of
' authority in favour of a long chronology ;' and
for himself, ' that for his own part, he sees
' no reason to be jealous of the conclusions of
' science in this matter. The question is after all
' a small one. It is a question of a few thousand
' years more or less ; and thousands of years are
' as less than seconds in the creative days.' And
again : ' The difficulty of reconciling the narra' tive of Genesis with an indefinitely older date,
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' is a very small difficulty indeed, as compared
'with the difficulty of reconciling it with a very
'liinited destruction of the human race.'
Time is thus indicated as a something which
the titled author has a marvellous power, and
despotic controt over. He disconnects too, after
an arrangement of his own, the question of time,
as regards man's antiquity, from either his origin,
or primitive condition ; and then, in that compendious form, carries back the time of man's
creation or introduction into the world, to certain
eras of geological history and preparation of the
globe, when there was no time-absolute (as within
the historical period, and which, according to him,
only goes back to 2000 B.c.)-but only timerelative; where the sole limit appears to be, that
you are not allowed to assume actual infinity,
though no one can chide you for taking as many
myriads of years, as may suit your convenience
or purposes.

Checlc on Prodigality of Time.
Now, to our humble apprehension, Time is one
of the God-created 'four,-Matter, Force, Space,
and Time ; whereof Time is just as valuable as any
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of its compeers, and as vastly above the power of
man to supplant, appropriate, or do away with ;
and all of them must have been created in perfect
economy as well as power, and completely foreseen
in all their characters, extent, and bearing, by the
infinite wisdom of their Creator. Wherefore we
ask, why all this contempt of Time, alone 1
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

' Because,' says a well-meaning Scripture believer-' give
us only plenty of time, and then we can derive all the existing varieties of men, aa Negro, Caucasian, Mongol, and Red
man from a single original pair : and that is agreeable with
the Biblical statement of how man was created. It is therefore for the actual suppOrt of the Bible, in ita ~ore important
relations, that we demand such long periods of time since
th~. creation of the first human pair.' .
. .•

We rather fear, however, that trying t6 suppOrt
the Bible in that manner, is too near an approach
to the spirit of Uzzah, when 'he put forth his
' hand to the Ark of ~od, and took hold of it ;
' and the anger of the Lord was kindled· against
' Uzzah ; .and God smote him there f~r his error.'
The method, moreover, of demanding the crea-

.1tion date of man to be pushed back enormously,

has been found only too congenial for those who
openly profess disbelief in the inspired character,
or Divine truth, of the Scriptures; who boast
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that there is no trace throughout all nature of
any of these interferences with natural laws which
the Bible alludes to ; and who,-caring little
about origin from one pair, or shoals of pairs, and
one place, or many either simultaneous or successive places, of creation,-direct all their attention to the kind of origin they find for man ;
and rejoice to place that origin as low in the scale
of animated being as possible ; so that some would
trace all present men from_!Ul.fHl~tor Jo!'Ethan
that of the l~west'!~-.-~r~here e~g;
som~ would brin_g_h_!.f!: ~~,._~~~-far l~wer depths
of the nearest anthrof?i<! animal : and some from
thevast1y lo~er depths still of the remotest
moDaa, or atom, of any kind of p!!Ysical ~t
ence whate~er.
This seems rather an untoward mode for deriv-

1
....._

t_.mth.a~e.uty

ing the odlike ·
\
of time, these ( d,ya~ceo -tbinkera' declare that they
can do it. Tbat is, they can show, on paper, how
man could have risen from any of these states, to
his present ·eondition,-merely by his own animal
organization exerting itself always in one direction, for a sufficiently long period of time ; but in
accordance with natural laws, and in modes com-

--
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pletely amenable to science, and wholly without
the range of interference of a personal Creator.
So successful too has this paper demonstration
been, to many minds,-that its cup of glory has
somewhat overflowed of late ; and many wellmeaning men who began with demands for only
a little-more time, and some also who were even
scandalized at any more time, than that allowed
by the Bible dates, being asked for,-are found

-

now freely consentin~.-~!~. <?~,!!. ~i.ration
subversive proe>.!i.tL~!!r-viz., that man's earllest
pos~ OD ~ must
have been
--·--__,.---=--~
infantine, rude, and sa.v~ to the lowest dem;ee.
If we 88k: them, why that low begipning mt1.1t
have lieen :-they ans'!er-

- -

n:cessanlY

' Because there was then aa little aa poBBible to be done by
'the Creator at, or after, the creation of man, in a manner
' which no modem 110ienti&o sooiety can, or does, allow ; but
1 as much aa poasible left for man to work out by hia own
' powers on the principles both of rational science, our pre' sent modes of improvement, and progreBBive development
' methods, whose truth and sufticienoy all adwnced-thinlur•
'admit.'

Needless to point out what a limiting of the
power of the Creator is here implied ; what a
dropping out of view some of the most crucial
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statements in the Bible touching the Inspiration
divinely afforded to the first Man ; what a case
of im£roperly putting forth the arm of Uzmh to
assist Hirit whose power is infinite. Needless we
say for us to point out these things here,-because
it is neither our responsible duty so to do ; nor
are we contemplating any discussion of ~e case
on theological principles, or even Biblical grounds.
All we are professing to do, is merely to compare
the general resul~t of all our Architectural and
Arclueological securely ascertained testimony,
with,-on one side, the doctrines of rationalism ;
and on the other, the leading and simple statements in Scripture history; taking this latter for
the time, merely as an hypothesis to be tried ; or
precisely in that form in which, however innocent,
and though perhaps just and true in fact, no firstclass scientific society of the country will allow
any appearance to be put in for it.

.

The Science-interdicted Hypothesis tried.
First then, let us remind, that our preceding
chapters 22 to 32 tend to show, that although there
may have been generally advancing school-science
in the world during the last 2 0 0 0 or 2 50 0 years ;
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-and· that such species of knowledge must therefore have been at a far lower position at the date
of 500 B.C., than now amongst oUl'Belves, or at a
positively very low level indeed,-yet, 1600 years
previously to that again, or in 2170 B.c., there
were built into the Great Pyramid symbolizations
of astronomical and physical data, expressed to
1\ \#( ~ \ such surpassing accuracy, as to be rather in ad,~
vance of, than behind, the science of the present day.
This great fact, or general induction from many
facts, instantly strikes at the root of one rationalistic doctrine ; viz., 'that man never forgets any' thing good or important that he has once ascer' tained ; and that his course is therefore necessarily
' always an advancing, gaining, and triumphant
one.' That doctrine we say is overturned by our
broad facts, because man evidently did fall away,
somehow or other, om t e knowledge which he
had at the time o uildin~ th~ reat Pyramid,( and which knowledge he has ~ot recovered~ after

... .Jir'
j")

age8of s ow an pain

. Jin

Elil

ate state

c 1mbing u wards om an

o(~'!,r~~.!,...~til wi~these

l~;years.
' Well!' some honest advanced-thinkers may eonfeaa,
' granted that human progresa 1u&t met with oooaaional re-
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' verees ; these are mere accidents, ooeurring from war, pes·
' tilenoe; or other calamities. But the really important ques' tion is, how was that old knowledge at the Great Pyramid
'date acquired; was it slowly on our rationalistic methods, or
'suddenly by Divine Inspiration?'

Precisely there, we too allow, is the main question to be settled.
On rationalistic principles, the knowledge of '
astronomical a.nd other sciences in the Great .
Pyramid, could hardly have been acquired by ma.n :
for himself under a previous career of something
like 4000 years, even if be had then started,-at
the beginning of that very early time, or 8000

years ago,-from a state of general knowledge a.nd j ~ ~
civilization equal to what was e~.joyed in Eastern ~
countries in the time of Joseph. Nor could it M ~
probably have been attained under 40,000 pre- ...... ~
J
limin~ry years, if ma.n had had to start, a.nd plod
J
on upon his course unassisted by a higher power,t,/'0 ~
from a state, as some maintain it, rather lower than A ~(A,
that of an Austr ·
savage. Nor in 400,000
yeaxs, if ever, supposing that he bad had to work ~
up from a gorilla or monkey condition ; and how
long from a monad, we will leave the advancedthinkers to say for themselves.
But we need not now attempt to discriminate
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between, or choose any one of these origins, rather
than another; because the last 4000 years of
each of them, if successful in producing the Great
Pyramid in the end, would be nearly or precisely
similar. For these last 4000 pre-Pyramid years,
therefore, on any rationalistic system, there
should have been, and there should now be, the
remains of innumerable stone buildings,-gradually approaching the maturity of excellence seen
in the Great Pyramid ;-such monuments should
indeed be in exceeding profusion, scattered up
and down in various countries of the earth ; . and
containing within them interpretable proofs of constantly advancing science, knowledge, and power.
This is what should be, and oh t how abundantly, according to rationalism ; but scientific
examination of the actual facts existing in the
world, whether the reader may take such examination from Fergusson's Histo-ry of .Architecture, or
from our own previous pages,--declares, that
excepting some problematical and not very important ~tructures 1 of a few centuries earlier only,
-the world has no material and contemporary
record of intellectual man, earlier than the Great
l

See page 170, chapter 20.
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Pyramid ; i.e., no earlier architecture and no
earlier science traces, even of any kind. The
Great Pyramid opens human architecture, not
with a gradual beginning, slowly growing up
from ·a series of almost invisibly small and weak
attempts, improving through countless ages, but
with a sudden burst of height, breadth, majesty,
science, and excellence, to an extent which is for
all practical purposes even perfection itself.
This extraordinary difference from the rationally expected result, is not merely a defeat ; it is
,_ catastrophe approaching to anni~Uation for
rationalism. Not indeed of our doing, or even of
Mr. Fergusson's either ; but simply by the actual
facts of the earliest history we can get at,-and
as taken account of by modern scientific examination of the only undeniable evidence, viz.,
contemporary ·records,-being antagonistic to the
doctrine.
We have shown, at pp. 183-332, what the Great
Pyramid, with its science, was at the time of its
building, or in 217Q B.C.; and advanced-thinkers
must now, either prove why there is a perfect
vacuity of monuments, in place of their required
plenum, before the Great Pyramid era ; or they
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must cease to advocate rationalistic phil080phy,
as able to explain the actual course of man's real
history under the BUD,-whatever they may make
it do for a mere paper system of a Utopian creation.

Language.
Some very strenuous efforts have been made
recently, to cry up the newest forms of the science
of philology, as composed of glottology and
mythology ; 1 the leading principle of which, is
nothing but an extremely advanced-thinking endeavour to . show bow man could make language,
out of mere power of animal sounds, in sufficiently
long ages,-in place of having bad it at once
given to him complete by the Almighty. That
such a hypothesis should be tried on paper, we
presume will not be objected to ; but that,
because it has apparently succeeded there, with
the gift conceded of unlimited time,-whicb man
has not in his power really to make free with,
-that therefore certain scholars should boast
they have proved that their hypothesis was both
l • Glottology, the aeience of elementary vooalir.atio1111, their origin.
• significance, and combination hietorically into speech : and Mytho• logy, the science of the primitiYe, transmitted, and perhape
• organic imaginations and conceptions of the hiUD&Il race.'
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the law of nature and the fact of man's early
history-'is what mere practical observers must
positively demur to.
Wherefore, . although those advanced scholars
write triumphantly amongst themselves, that they
are already, by means of their favourite,-and
which, if the youngest, they say is the most scientific, of all the sciences,-already twining their
hands into the mane of back-rushing time, and
compelling the monster to stand, and extracting
from her some of her obscurest secrets :-also
' that they find their science promises to be a
calculus of as great potency for solving problems
of the human past, as geology has been for
solving those of the pre-human past, but of still
greater exquisiteness and complexity :-also
' that the evidence of philology in language is
irrefragable, and is the only evidence worth listening to with regard to the pre-historical periods :' that philology affords the most conclusive evidence of all the sciences yet employed in the
inquiry, for showing that the articulate voice of
man llas been sounding in the world during vast,
though indefinite periods of time :-and
'that those who have studied the growth of
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languages. and the mysterious laws by which
that growth is regulated, are lost in conjecture as
to the lapse of time which may probably have
been required to account for the wonderful creations of human speech :'though all this, and very much more too is
~rted in vigour of grammatical phrase. and
deeply resounding periods of apparently transcendent philosophic wisdom, inimitable except
by equally great scholars with those who have
pronounced them,-still we do not see that those
gentlemen have proved a single philological fact
in primeval history, by earlier, or even so early,
contemporary evidence as the Great Pyramid.
Nor do we apprehend that all their learned
schemes, are representing anything more than
merely modem lucubrations of ingenious building
up, on paper ;-and no higher position can well
be allowed them, until they have discovered a
method of raising their theoretical predecessom out
of that woful pit of perdition whereinto they have
fallen, by having no real monuments to show for
all the ages preceding the rise of that august
witness to modem times, of what really did take
place 4000 years ago; viz., the Great Pyramid.
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'l!he Deluge generally.
' But my theory failing does not oblige me to
' believe in yours,'-exclaimed a sufficiently clever
advanced-thinker to us recently. 'You say,' he
went on, ' that nothing but the admission of
' Divine inspiration to man, and of interference,
' so far, with the order of nature, will suffice to
'explain the observed Great-Pyramid facts. But
' these facts do not suit the Bible history either ;
' because according to that,-and if Adam was
' really inspired, and his descendants endued at
' once with all the wisdom and capacity thereby
' implied,-then there were some 2000 years of
' intellectual life before the date of the Great
' Pyramid. Where then are all the monuments
' of that long period ~'
Now this is indeed a question to which we
would desire to draw the earnest attention of all.
The Bible does no doubt place the creation of
man, and the breathing into him, by Almighty
power, both the breath of life and apparently
much spirit of wisdom, language, religion, and
many of the arts of industrial life,1 say some six
1 Amongat th- may be reckoned the putonl purauita of Abel ;
for although they are conaidered by aome per1011.1 u the oocupa.
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or seven thousand years ago ; for we are not competent to interpret the numbers perfectly there ;
but at all events nearly two or three thousand
years before the building of the Great Pyramid ;
\
} and we believe the account true, in all its largest
lf..b ana~~t - ~nderstandab~e_!~~es. Butthen the
Bible also recounts the terrific story of the Deluge,
a.s having occurred only a few centuries before that
Great Pyramid-building date ; and having also,
both removed all traces of the previous population, and reduced mankind again,-so far a.s mere
numbers were concemed,-to the condition of the
first created family, with all the earth before them
to people with their descendants to be.

- l~fE:::r~:t;~::~:;:~

--,to ordinary historical times,-and all the main
tion of a primitive aavage,-they could not at once be put into exe·
cation at any one epoch of time, unleaa animals had been prq111.red
biforthand in their nature and inward parte willing and anitable to
become the domeaticated animala of man. In the earlier of the
Egrptiara tomb-paintingt, though that Cain-following people were
abundantly provided with the fatteat of oxen, aheep, and goata,
yet they were alwaya atriving to domeaticate large antelopee, appa·
rently in place of oxen, and hyamaa in place of doga. But all
thoae long-continued human elforta totally failed in aclding either
one or other of thoae wild beuta permanently to the atock of the
animal companion• and aervanta of man.
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features of both the Great Pyramid architecture
and Great Pyramid symbology-all the main
· story in fact which the Great Pyramid has to

1

_

' tell, .is more than ever in favour. of. the Scriptural
vennon. And the Great Pyramid IS a monument
/ not of the creation and first inspiration of man,
1 but of the Deluge, and some of the first steps con- L
nected with the spreading of population some I centuries a:fterwards; possibly, or even probably,
. after the dispersion at Babel.
There are no doubt serious difficulties in the
. way orunderstanding the ~- inteq)ietation
of every Bible detail connected -with the Deiuge ;
though that event may be more simple, as it is ~
more recent, than the creation of man ; but, as to
the general fact of a m~cle of such an inundation
oroer,-with-t he purpose too of removing an apostatepopufanon·
the surfac~ -~f the earth, -a~d I o
wi~unp~~edented destruction of the-human .{,rot'V
-~in effect, and as having taken place somewhere between'2300 and 3300 B.c.-the admitted
text8~fboth Old and New Testaments are most
pJ"sitive-ana-unequivocal Prophet and Apostle,
an~ ·s-avioilr hin:iSelf, all teStify to the general
leadiilg fact of a -Su<Iaeil, -and anti-naiural watery

I
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destruction of all men but one selected family ;
and there is no possible cause, compatibly with
ho~est belief in th~-~ible~ for ~ither pu8hi~g·back
: the da.te of the Deluge to an indefinite number of
.
~ myriads of years ago; or making it partial amongst
~ a small portion only
mankind ; or agaii' for
giving to the visitatfo~ anyiliiilg else than a mira~- {
culous and nature-interference characteristic.
. Yet some men do any or all of these three things,
and actually profess (in a manner we cannot understand, though it is becoming a prevailing feature of
the present day} to be firm believers in the Bible
all the time. They claim to act ·in all things as
the best of Christians, to hold the Bible as their
Sacred book,-and yet delight to turn into ridicule
.-- any one who believes in the personality of Noah,
or the reality of the Deluge at anything near the
Biblical recorded time.
Herein indeed, as connected with attacks on that
Biblical Deluge and its date,-is another of the
strongholds of advanced-thinkers; though it~ ~e
which may now be visited and tested,as i~ ~ever
has been before, from the vantage-ground of the
.' Great Pyrai:riia:- -Rationalism, in all her examina' tions of natUre and i'Iie world, can discover no

l
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traces of the Biblical De}nge. and therefore disbeli!_ves its having ever occ~ Her followers,
too, had rather an easy victory put into their hands
on one point of the discussion, by the ill-judged
ardour of certain Scripture-following scholars of
the last generation or two. For these, being far
too prone to think the Deluge must have been
material and natural, rather than miraculous,invariably hastened to seize on every case of a
geological elevation of the bed of an old sea, or
any traces of accumulated water-wearing action, as
proofs positive and direct of the Noachian Deluge.
Rationalism therefore triumphed gloriously then,
when geology showed the true nature of these
particular phenomena, and the manner of their
occurrence without the aid of any universal
flood. But now that the same party has gone on
since then to declare, and even boast itself in declaring, the further supposed geological discovery,
-or that, so far as the surface of the earth is
concerned and all the mutations it has been exposed to through countless ages,-modem science
' can find 'no sign of a beginning, no prospect of
an end,'-why, the- ad~ced-thlnkers have -fun~n
~he worsescientific error of th~ t~~~ ..--

----- ·

---- -- -
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A killing error; because, not only does the calculating natural philosophy of the present day,
declare that such a uniform system in nature
is just as impoBBible as perpetual motion in
mechanical art ; but now, the metrically scientific
examinations which have been recently made of
the Great Pyramid, combined with traditions of
ancient, and calculations of modem, astronomytend to throw a peculiar light upon the very
epoch of the Deluge ; and prove that time is no
more to be trifled with in its grandeur, when connected with the Biblical history of intellectual
man, than any other of the particulars with regard
to him .contained in the Sacred book.

Date of the Deluge.

-1

We have already set forth the confirmation
which the mere fact of the existence of the Great
Pyramid, in its size, excellence, and unpreceded
appearance gives to mankind having then,-i.e.,
in, or near to, 2170 B.C.,--only recently emerged
from a period of very small numbers, but with
su~matural assis~nce ; and now we h~ to
detail the further and more particular testi-
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mony !8 to the date of the terrible catastrophe
- { itael£1
----.:

-

Recent exploration of the Great Pyramid, has
shown that the distinguishing feature of its astronomy, was the simultaneous observation of an equatorial star crossing the meridian above the pole,
when a certain chosen circumpolar star, viz., a Draconis, was crossing the meridian below the pole.
It was this system which gave to the Pyramid
the Pleiades, with all their traditional associations
of grateful memories, from 2170 B.C., and for a
long time downwards after that date. It was
that system also which, according to calculations
based on modern astronomy, would have given to
any man observing stars on that Great Pyramid
principle, in antediluvian periods, or from 3400
B.C. and upwards,-the stars most maligned by
tradition as connected with times of evil fate, viz.
the stars of Scorpio.2 And it is finally the same
system, which must have given to the middle of
the intervening time, say 2800 B.C., as the domi1 See the opening pages of W. Osburn's The Religion& qf the World,
for aome apposite detaila of the earliest form of religion practieed
amongst the ancient Egyptians.
I See Life and Work at the Great P1Jf'Gmid, by C. Piazzi Smyth,
TOL iii p. 492.
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nant constellation of that age, Aquarius: or a constellation always connected in the minds of men
with ideas of a flood of some kind or another.
Not that there is any sort of virtue, good or
bad, in any of these stars, enabling them to pro·
duce physical effects upon the earth, in and by
their own power; but that certain historical ideas
were attached to them either by names or descriptions of figures in appropriate actions, as memorials to men, long before the days of classic
science began ; so long ago indeed as to have
extended into the traditions of almost all lands,
and to have been already attributed to certain
branches of inspired teaching.in the early days of
the world, uttered for prophetical purposes closely
connected with revealed religion.1 And now the
Great Pyramid gives us the key to some, at least,
of these most primeval asterisms ; and makes the
date of the Deluge, by the manner in which it
singles out Aquarius from all the other zodiacal
constellations, to be as surely very near to 2800
B.C., as the date of the Great Pyramid's own
building is close to 21 '70 B.C.
In point of time then, behold the Bible date
1

See Ma.aa.roeA,

(Jr

tAt

0~,

by the late Mia RoDeetcna.
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singularly :fulfiJJ.ed. For 2800 B.C. is close to the
mean of the dates of the two chief versions of
the Scriptures, the Septuagint and Hebrew ;
whereon every Church throughout Christendom
sees its sons utterly divided in opinion, as to which
of the two copies is the more trustworthy. Hitherto divines have generally held either to the 3300
of the Septuagint, or the 2300 of the Hebrew,
and have accused the opposite version of having
been either subtracted from, or added to, by
the whole amount of the difference. But now
the Great Pyramid offers its well-authenticated
and remarkably preserved original testimony,
declaring the truth to be nearly in the middle
between the two ; and gently reminding, that if
man had trusted the catholic and whole spirit of
all the Scripture versions which have come down
to our times,-he would never have been sensibly
far from the truth.
Hence the final result of all our research into
the antiquity of Man, by the most certain, nay
only certain, plan of contemporary data, is,First, an admirable testimony to the truth of the
Scriptures, in the dates therein given, from historical times up to, and including, ·the date of the
o; 9
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Deluge; further than which the Great Pyramid
does not enable us to go : and
Second, that no traces of intellectual man, earlier
than 2800 B.c., will be found anywhere.1 AJJ.y
traces earlier which may ever have existed, would
seem to have been purposely made away with by
a 8Upernatural catastrophe, into whose modus
operandi it is in vain for man to inquire by aid
We may be ·e xcuted for pointiDg out here, how the date of 2800
believer~~ in the auppoeed Hebrew Deluge date of
2300 LC., from a di11icnlty which they had met with, and honeetly
confeued. In George F. Chamben'a Altf'OIIOmy, Oxford Clarendon
Preas Edition,· p. <i2, we read' The earliest record we poaae1111 of an occurrence of this kind (a
'cloee apparent conjunction of several planets) ia of Chinese origin.
' It ia stated that a conjunction of Man, Jupiter, 8atDJ11, and
'Mercury, in the coDBtellation SAi, wu uaumed u an epoch by
' the Emperor Chuen-hio, and it hu been found by MM. Deavignolee
' and Kirch, that BDch a conjunction actually did take place on
'February 28, 2446 a.c., between 100 and 18° of Piacea. Another
'calculator, De Mailla, fixes on February 9, 2441 &c., u the date
' of the conjunction in question ; and he states that the four planets
' named above, and the moon beaidea, were comprised within an
'arc of 1~, extending from 15° to 27° of Piacea. It deaervea men' tion that both the foregoing dates precede the Noachian Deluge.
' It can therefore only be that the planetary conjunction in question
' was after-ascertained.'
The last two sentences are evidently now rendered unueceaaary,
by the mean Biblical date and the Pyramid date both giving the
Deluge earlier by several centuries than 2446 B.c. But it atill
remaiDa to be proved, whether the Chinese statement may be re·
garded aa an old contemporary record. or a modem composition.
We fear the latter: though always expecting that aome important
chronological discoveries may still be made amongst that very
ancient and most incomprehensible people.
1

B.c., relieves aome
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of any or all the varieties · of modern science,
which is essentially IUb-natuml. While of all
immediately subsequent traces of intellectual
man's handiwork, only that one has well survived to the present time,-where the Divine
favour was extended to the builders thereof: both
in method and design ; for a purpose never yet
distinctly revealed in words, though it is now
apparently, like the fulfilment of an ancient
prophecy, gradually coming into view.
Precisely too as more and more of the intended
end is accomplished, so will man be allowed and
enabled to see more clearly what were the original
aims and intentions of the whole design.
Sadly may the Great Pyramid be now already
broken and injured beyond repair; and social op~
position in our own community may run strongly~
nay violently, against any worthy national effort
being put forth, even for the monument's full mensuration, before decay proceeds much further. But
we may nevertheless rest perfectly assured, that
enough of it will still be left, to show,-and
when the right time comes, to prove,-that everything was foreseen, and pre-arranged in every
particular, from the beginning.
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Of other antiquities, and those too which up
to the present time have chiefly occupied every
Antiquarian Society,-an eloquent author has
written, in apparent despair at such remains disclosing only traces of confusion with lamentable
want of method, experience, and skill,' We must give it up, that speechless put; whether in {act
'or chronology, doctrine or mythology; whether in Europe,
' Asia, Africa, or America ; at Thebes or Palenque, on Lycian
' shore or Saliabury Plain : Ion ia lost; gone ia gone for
'ever.'

It may be so, with all old works of merely
human origination ; but it will not be so with the
still older Great pYramid, if a Higher Power has
otherwise willed it. And certainly from the
moment of man having addressed himself to
examine that particular monument with respect,
earnestness, and science, it has begun to yield a
series of results, which completely separate it
from all that is so comprehensively alluded to
in the thrilling confession of human insufficiency,
just quoted.
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1 .Again. if it were said that IMt (only) ia a fact which OlD' lleDIM
perceive, the queetion mlllt be uked, W'Ao.te ! One mm
1 1t'lltchee the stars all the night, and them deecribe (appvent)
1 circles about the pole ; another looka at them careleaaly and at
1 intervale, and no circlee.-A.nd thu what ia matter of theory
1 (or even toW disbelief), to one obeerver, ia matter of fact to
1 another.'-WBBWKLL'B PAUotopAv qf eM Indvcticle BMtt:u, voL i.
p. 20.
1
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APPEND I X 1.
COLONEL Sffi HENRY JAMES, R.E., Director of 1M
Ord"a1tee Su:I'Wfl, ON THE GREAT PYRAMID.
Jrom 1M AtMtaceumfor NOtJemlJer 16, 1867, p. 650.
.um.A

CONSIDEIU.TION OF THE EVIDENCE, BY W. PETRIE, EIQ.,
A CIITIL :SlfOil,:S:S:a.l

'THE GREAT PYRAMID OF EGYPT.

•.OJm•uo. Bnvn OniOJI, Sotl'l'JLUil"J''•,
N~9,1867.

'THE publication of the elaborate work on the Great
Pyramid of Egypt, by Professor Piazzi Smyth, has led me
to an examination of the proportions and dimensions of
this Pyramid, in which I have been assisted by Mr.
O'Farrell, of the Ordnance Survey. The result of this
examination is cnrious, if only for showing the simple
principles on which tM Pyramid t11a1 corutru.cUd,' and which
have been so strangely overlooked by so many ancient and
modem authors who have written on this subject.
'First, I find that a pyramid having a square base and a
1 At p. 189 I have referred to my friend by name, u Jlr. Petrie, C. E. ;
but he writes to correct me in the uae of tboee terminal letters, as he atatee
that he ia ROt a member of the • Institution of Civil Engineers.' Hie prof.Uonal taatee are for mechanioa and chemistry eqnally, and they bring
him as much engineering employment in conne:don with chemical factoriee,
both at home and abroad, as he cares to undertake.-0. P. S.
1 The 1141Au are now added.-0. P. 8.
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rise at its comers of nine parts in ten, bas the exact proportions of the Great Pyramid.
' Secondly, that the length of one of the aides of the baae
of the Great Pyramid is .preaisely 360 diralu, or cubit& of
Egypt.
' This ean scarcely be regarded aa a mere accidental
numerical agreement.
' The derab. is a land measure still in use, and is stated by
Woolhouse, in his JVeig.\U attd Jf«UUru of all NatW.., to
be 25·488 inches in length; but 25·488 inches X 360
7 64 feet,1 which is the exact length of one aide of the baae
of the Pyramid, " with the casing-stones," aa measured by
Colonel Howard Vyse.
'But the aide of the square base being 764 feet (9168
inches), the diagonal is 1080 feet, the half of which is 540
feet, from which deducting -.\th,=54, we have 486 feet
for the height of the Great Pyramid ; and this is the exact
height given by Vyse, and in the Diagram which forms the
frontispiece to Taylor's work on TM Great PyrarAid. For
the construction of the Great Pyramid, the architect, therefore, had only to set up profiles at the four angles, which
bad a vertical height of 9 feet or ~ cubits to a horizontal
length of 10 feet or 10 cubits, for such profiles would be
sufficient to guide the masons· at every stage of the work
from the base to the apex.
' A pyramid with a square base, and a rise at the comen
of nine parts in ten, ia, therefore, what has been called a
r pyramid, its height being equal to the radius of a circle
whose circumference is very approximately equal to the
length of the four aidei of the base.
'In the Great Pyramid these dimensions are 486 X 2 X
3·a16=3053·6 feet; -4: x 764:=3056 feet.
' In the hope of being able to ascertain the tme lengths
of the ancient Egyptian measUres, I have recently, vitb

=

1 Not euctl710 i lt • 7K'N fM • Dl71-G8 IDchel.-0. P. B.
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the aaaiatance of Commander Bailey, R.N., of the Topographical Staft', and in presence of the very obliging officers
of the Britiah Muaetllll; very carefully measured the double
royal cubit of 14 palma which was found at Karnak, and ia
preeerved in the Museum. The length oC the digit is 0·739
inches; palm of 4 digits, 2·967 inches; ilpan of 3 palma,
8·871 inches; foot of 4 palma, 11·828 inches ; cubit of 6
palms, 17·7 42 inches; royal cubit of 7 palma, 20·699 inches.
' The length of the royal cubit was inferred by Sir Isaac
Newton from the measurements of the King's Chamber and
passages of the Great Pyramid, which were taken in
1638-9 by Mr. Greaves, to be ao nearly 20·699--(one of
his results was 20·700)-t.hat we may feel certain that the
interior measurements were set out with a cubit of the
euc:t same length as that of Karnak.
' The inference that this is the true..ength of the royal
cubit is confirmed by the fact that the cubits on the Nilometer at Elephantine, as given by Sir Gardner Wilkinson,
and many others, are virtually of the same length as the
royal cubit of Karnak. It would seem also that to get the
cubit of the Nilometer measured by Le Pere=21·289, they
divided the six-palm cubit of Karnak, 17·7 42 inches, into five
parts, six of which parte is equal toLe Pare's eubil So that
the graduations of this Nilometer are also derived from the
Karnak cubit, as well as those of the Elephantine Nilometer.
' I was much struck with the great acc:uraey of the divisions on the Karnak measuring-rule, which is much greater
than we find in general in the divisions of our own measuring-rules ; and I therefore think the lengths of ita several
parts, as I have given them, may now be safely adopted as
the true lengths of one set of the ancient measures of the
EgyptianL
'But the measures for tlie 'baie of the Great Pyramid
tHnlet out 1 on the groUJld with the·derah or cubit oC 26•488
1

The/IMUIICidecl uow.-0. P. S.
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inches, and Mr. Greaves says he found a cubit in t11e in
Egypt of 21·888, which D'Anville, Grobert, and others found
to be as near as poaaible the length of the cubits of a Nilometer measured by them on the ialand of Rhoda, at Cairo.
'The ratio of 26•488 to 21·888 is so nearly that of 7 to
6, or 26·488 to 21·847, that we may safely infer that the
derah, or land cubit, is also, like the Karna.k cubit, divided
into seven palms, and that the Nilometer measured by
D'Anville and others was graduated from a cubit of aix
palma of the derah.
'That the derah should have been preserved unaltered
from the time of the building of the Pyramid to the present day is not so much to be wondered at when we
remember that, on account of the annual inundations of
the Nile, a verification of the land measures was annually
neceeaary.
HENRY JAKBS, Col. R.B.'

CoPY of Letter sent on 4th December 186'1 to the ..d~
and · here given because publicity was not accorded
by that Journal to any observations on Colonel Sir
R James's Letter published therein.
THE GREAT PYR.UOD:

Coll.nwl Sm I!ENRY JAMES, R.E., Director of tM OrdntUtCe
SurtJeY ; and ProftMOr PIAzzi SKYTH, ..dltronomerRoyalfor Scotland.

LEtTER No. 1

BY

WILLIAll PETR.IE, EsQ.

The Great Pyramid monument is of surpassing interest if
it be regarded merely as the most ancient of existing structures, still in remarkable preservation, favourable to detailed
research : it is un111ll'p&811ed for vastness with height, also for
skill in some respects, and with evidence of sound and deep
physical knowledge, though dating from hoar antiquity : it
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speaks to us distinctly, not merely through the whole historic
period of ancient times, but from 1400 years ·further back.
Unique as a memorial of our race, and as an aid to
antiquarian research,-mu then this structure be abandoned by modem civilisation for purposeless and reckless
destruction by tourists, who (chiefly brought by British conveyances) annually obliterate more and more of ita instructive features 1 This question arises irrepressibly, on our
writing at the head of this paper the name of the representative of the British Government in ita topographical
department, honourably known in connexion with science,
geologic, antiquarian, etc.
But our present purpose is with the theory of the construction and meaning of that ttuest Wonder of the World;
no response having as yet appeared to the interesting and
very suggestive 1 letter of Colonel Sir Henry James in the
.Athen01um of 16th November, after the review of Professor Piazzi Smyth's Life and Work at 1M Great Pyramid.
And here, when two heads of scientific departments in Her
Majesty's service differ, who shall decide 1 In our perplexity let us be only too happy, as the saying is, if we
can admit them to be men of distinction-without a difference. The absence of difference does helpfully extend
through several material elementary theses, whatever
divergence there may be on further important points.
Let us note, then, seriously, what theses towards a theory
of the Great Pyramid are mutually recognued by both
parties and CCYfl8idered uttled: even when regarded from
such opposite points of view as by the Astronom~r and
~avant with the Scriptures reverently in hand ; and by the
gallant Director of Military Engineers, surveying en maue
the whole of the country~ with scientific and constructive
1 We aay this notwithstanding his light rejection of what we bold the
true morphological principles of the Structure, llrat noticed by the late
John Taylor, since then extended by C. Piazzi Smyth, and in confirmation
of which we propoee to give the aborter portiona of the evidence.-W. P.

""""M~Goo?
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skill also in plans and profiles of fortification, and an eye
for practical simplicity therein ; all brought to bear on the
field of peaceful antiquarian research. Thus ;
A. That two dift'erent standard units of measure were
nsed in the Great Pyramid ; one for the Base and connected
parts, another for most of the ordinary details throughout
the Structure. This latter we may briefly speak of as the
Chamber-unit, and the former as the Base-unit : to avoid
names on which there may be diversity of opinion.
B. That this 'Chamber-unit' was 20·7 British inches,
and (always excepting the Base-unit) is the most remarkable
of man's units of measure, being the oldest by fourteen
centuries, and, there is reason to suspect, vastly older than
that. And further,-in tTtis we are more particularly indebted to Sir Henry James, though on other points we are
exhibiting the concurrent testimony of the author of Life
and Work,-this standard was preserved with extreme
accuracy down to the times of the example at Karnak, and
even onward to our own era. Indeed, the many cubits of
comparatively recent, that is historic, times, and in other
nations,-cubits of which the varieties in length and subdivision have perplexed metrologists,-were mere derivations from this Chamber-unit; and some, from the yet more
remarkable Base-unit. These two,-however contrary in
origin and character,-were the exact and pre-eminent
standards of unfathomable antiquity.
Sir Henry James has sufficiently proved the abovenoticed process, an intrinsically probable one, of derivative
variations of metric units, or at least he has well indicated
the nature of it, . in addition to the changes caused by
accidents and bad copying.
C. That the ' Base-unit' was equal to 25 British inches
and a fraction. Less than 25l.
D. That the ' Base-unit' was essentially and notably an
ea~nJ in one sense or another, probably in both, be
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it mggelted. The fact itself' is here noticed because on one
l'i8W' it. baa a BpeCial &ignifi.oancy, though not within the
ICOpe of theae the&eL
E. That the -r angle is true in fad ; for, it will be
allowed to follow from the 9 : 10 diagonal profile, even by
th018 who decline to regard the convene proposition, that

the former was the primary intention, or reason, and the
latter a mere inevitable corollary from it.
F. That the Baae was originally intended to represent
the dap of tM rear : for, notwithstanding the material
dift'erence between 360 and 365 or 366, it is generally
allowed that the artificial 360 divisions of the circle were
originally intended to represent the days of the year, and
were made 360 either from a miaconception of the true
length of the year, or from a desire to use, in the practical
division of material circles, the divisible number nearest to
it, and which, therefore, would atill represent the year.
Preliminary to thesis G. We notice that-not only on
Taylor's and Piaui Smyth's theory, but even on that of .
Colonel Sir Henry James, the features of which we are
more espeeially notieing,-the inference from F• is, not
only that tM year is strongly indicated, but, a fortWri, self'evidently, the more general idea of A CIRCLB was essentially
intended in the original designing of the Base, though put
in a square form : an important symbolic reason exists for
this, but forms no part of our present subject. We fully
expect to be met with the query whether we are to suppose
that because such degrees were originally derived from the
year, they could never be afterwards applied to totally other
purposes ; even to the losing sight of •heir origin, as is the
case with the meanings of words t We by no means deny
this ; but, when a line not circular is composed of such
units, and without any manifestation of other sense in it,
such composition of the line becomes the most distinct
possible token that it baa something to do (if not with the
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originating and concrete idea of a year, yet at least) with
the thence derived idea of eirculGrity, which, being abatract
and general, would be probably permanent, as in fact it
continues to this day : and this circularity, combined with
the 51° 51', etc. angle (no matter by what practical rule
set out-whether by Piuzi Smyth's or by Sir H. James's),
defines a vertical radius equal to and co-central With the
horizontal radii betokened by that circularity.
Thus we have a radius set upright on its parent centre
and its own exact circle's length delineated symmetrically
around it on the ground, and subdivided in a way that
labels it 11 circk. Both the elements of the .- construction
being thus set forth, each by an independent token,~en
if we omit all confirmatory facts, as for brevity's sake, we
here do,-the conclusion becomes inevitable, that the .- idea
was pereeivQd, nay intended, as such, in the original designing of the work : in other words, as follows.
G. That the .- construction is true in tl&eory i i.e. in the
intention of the original design, in addition to the previously mentioned thesis D that it is true in fact.
Whatever may be the result of an examination of further
qy.estions, they may well be remitted to a subsequent paper.
By maintaining, with the Scottish Astronomer Royal, so
many positions, from an opposite point of view, Sir Henry
James has oppositiously manifested their indisputable
character, and has thus aided palteologic truth. In the
world of opinion he has advanced our lines of undisputed
possession so f~, into the unsettled territory of Pyramidology, by setting forth, independently, his view of a DeraA
Base and diagonal profile; involving, as necessary consequences, the above theses.
WILLLUI PETRIE.

LETTER No. 2 BY THE SAME.
All the foregoing foundation-theses are identical with
those of J. Taylor's and P. Smyth's iheory; and seeing that
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they result so clearly, though in some cases unintentionally,
from Sir Henry James's own view of the case, it seems inconsistent that he should state that view in the manner he
does ; as if it superseded, or at least disproved, the more
complete view, by Piazzi Smyth, of the ' mathematical
' principles on which the Pyramid was constructed.' This
seems the less warrantable while Sir Henry James's view
depends so much on a single, and as yet unverified, statement (of the precise value and status of the Der®) in a
small volume in a rudimentary series--for which we own
sincere respect, to the extent of its modest professionwithout reference to the prior authority from which this
datum may have found its way into that work. We take
leave to add, that total obscurity and uncertainty rests on
the authority and degree of precision of that datum during
the very present time in which Sir Henry James is unhesitatingly building thereon no less a superstructure than
an original and would-be opposition theory of the- Great
Pyramid as against what he terms the 'elaborate' work,
resulting from the Professor's lengthened and arduous investigations, both literary and physical, on the subject.
But, granting all that Sir H. James assumes to be
authenticated concerning the deraA, how then do the
grounds of preference lie I Let us compare categorically
some of the respective claims of the supposed deraA with
those of the cubit of 25·025 British inches, as the original
bas&unit; so far as their respective merits are susceptible of
exposition in a few lines. In adjacent opposite columns we
will compare, first, their independent existence and importance, and their antiquity, apart from any supposed relation
to the Pyramid : next, we will compare their applicability
to the Pyramid in respect of accurACy of coincidence, and
the nature of the ideas expressed by the resulting number
of units in the base and its belongings.

20
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THAT THE BABE UNIT WAS

.IQvu 20 26.• Bur. mCJDII.

I:Qv.AL 20 26.015 BBIT. mea:-.

:J.I'Iun.TTIN eWnu of eac:1a 8tt.lftdMd ~ of U. nlatloftllo 1M

Prr-itL
X.-ThiAIUDit il lllppOHd to
K.-ThiAIUDit il the !DOlt probe the derah, • - . u n Mid to bable length of the particular
be at J1ftMU lutowJa in Jrc1pL.
cubit referred to in the real-·
wmnioMiou of God with bia obediut people, • recorded in the
Scriptur-. in nriou agee ; eTeB
that ucred cubit which WM ued
by KoMI aDd the Iaae1itee after
Jeams J'c1pt, aDd by their patriarchal line agee earlier : in the

timee of atruolurell and - ·
mentioned in terms of the cubit,
t.nd which were cli-rinely OOJD·
manded ud :recorded. ll'or the
mdaoeof tbil, 1eeo~
on • Sir IJuo Newtcm'a ~
tiou on Cubit.,' etc., in Lff• CMCI
Work, Tol ii. pp. Ml·386, and
464-460, t.nd Appendix, pp. 2-4..
There are, beeidee, indications
that tbil ucrecl cubit WM the ori·
,mal and DDi.verul, the Di-riDely.
appointed and natural unit for
e:ucf; and pemuu1ent meuure.

ment. It WM used for the templt
of the tnle God, and for ita COil•
tent., in Solomon's time.
There are a1ao exiniDg ex·
amplea, in widely clift"erent parta
of the world, of anciently inherited atandarda of meuure
identical with this,- nearly M
probable erT01'8 in our information of the lengths, and in their
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BAn-1110'1', · -

trullmiuion during 2000 or 4000
yean, would lead ua to expect ;
ud eYeD more r.ccara&ely. n clate back pmhably to a commoll

origill, u IIWed.

I.-Ita elpiClalue Ia olaimecl,
L.-n 1a the utura1 metric
by thOM who ..at ita ..li'f, ltandard for the whole humaa
.tobe•a~
race; baaed on the beet-defiDed,

meet iDvariable, and limpleet
dimeuion of tAe torll ; beiD£
104 X the polar radiua; i.e., ita
preclae ten·millionth ; free from
the objectiooa attaohiog to other
earth-atr.Ddard.t liDoe propoeecl
by hDmaD IICience.
ia, likewile, mori remark·
ably, jut the foor-thouaud·
millionth pan of the earth'•
m.. daily march in ita orbit,
reckolling the 1n1e rotation or
lidereal clay, not the appuut
cla:y.

n

a

M.-From ita emtence u a

cn&bit of IITIIl palma (eaya Sir
Bary Jamee), may have been
derind the lix·pal.m cn&bit of
21·847 iDohee, noh u that iD
Egypt foud by Greavee- 21·888

M.-From ita e:dnence

cn&bit of IITID palma, may have
been derived the lix·pal.m cubit,
21 ·43 iDohee; the probt.ble origiD
of a partioular clua of cn&bit ex·
amplee, IUoh U thOM
~
foud by Le ftre, Sir G. Wil·
killlon, and Oreana, 21 ·29 and
21·4 ud 21 ·88, whether they
were in coune of time differently
nbdivided or not, ud ~lightly
lncreued or decreued iD repeated
copying in later daya of iDferior
artiatio aocn&rac:y; ud by wear
and accident, ud by attempted
correctiooa for noh oh&Dgea.

iDohee.

M

m
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1.

SJIOONDLT-

TI&e

claim~

of tach Bto.Adartl by ill relation to eM PvrrmWJ.

N.-lt aubdividea the bue·lide
into 360. Thia wu the mode of
divilion for the circle, etc., ~
Tented at Babylon, about 1500
yean after the Great Pyramid
wu built ; and our belt authoritiea co111ider that it not in
1118 previoualy.
Thil aubdiviliou, therefore, of the bue, needs
collateral proof that thil ayatem
of aubdivilion wu in 1118 in the
Pyramid, or in thoae timea : auch
proof, for inltance, u we have in
many part. of the Pyramid, that
five il the number par ~~
characteriatic of it (aee Life Gfld
Work), and that other numbera
were eapecially uaed in certam
plaoea in it, on a fixed principle ;
whereas 360 doea not aeem to
have auilicient probability on thil
ground.
The belt that can be Aid of
the pouible connexion of auch
exiating Egyptian meuurea with
the bue of the Great Pyramid,
is, that if the exiating Egyptian
gcuab (for thil will auit the cue
better than ita fourth part, the
derah), be deaoended from far
beyond pre-hiltoric antiquity, or
even probably 10, and ita ancient
length were (101 •839)-·113 of
an inch, or about ~'IS part
aborter than our preaent information Ulig~~~ u ita exiltiug length,
it would then become probable
that thil measure wu derived

N.-It aubdividea the baaelide 9,165·6 Brit. inchea (see
p. 408), into the daya of the year,
reckoning the true or lidereal rotatiolll of the earth in the oouno
of ita orbit, 366·257. Moreover,
the aubdivision of thil cubit into
25 parta or Pyramid inchea,-for
in Life and Work thil il explained
to be in harmony with the principles of the Pyramid r.rrangementa,- ahowa each day u being
exactly 100 Pyramid inchea, or a
fourfold cubit, around the entire
circuit of the bue.
Thil ooiucidence, being lignificant, ooanically, is on that
account more probable than any
other auggeated divilion. But
thil probability is highly increued by the fact that thil
ume division or unit of the baae
(25'025) eatablilhea~everal other
dimellliODI with unequalled lim•
plicity.
Thil unit makea the oo-efti.
cient of the Pyramid's height
or radius to be expreaaed with
remarkable neatn-, namely
t X I00. The digiti 7 and 3
being marked in the conatruction of the ascent (or Might pu·
age) to the eo-called King'•
Chamber, beaidea being remark·
ably oonnected (u llhown ill
Life 4ftCl Work, POitlcript, ToL
iii), with the decimal expi'Uiion
of the .. ratio on which thia
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BAD-Vl'IIT,

25.481.

frortJ the Pyramid bue, divided
by 90; becaWJe 9 and 10 in combination are numbena connected
with the Pyramid in at leut two
other waya, the diagonal profile
and the relation of ita radius to
the aolar d.iatanoe, and therefore,
by a moclercltt probability, thnnmbena may have been IUbeeqaently taken to divide the bue
for a new unit ;-while the bue
would have been formed, never·
tbe1ele, on the ~-O~ unit, for,
on that unit it repreeenta the
earth'• true rotationa in the complete orbit Bat, it may be
aaked, if botA ~ nnita are
probably or pouibly true, why
&8111D1e the 25-()~ nnit to be
the primary intention, and the
101·839 orita qaarter(a length
approximatmg, though not ex·
actly, to the derah) to be the
nnit IUbeequently derived from
the bue? why not trice _..t,
u Sir H. Jamea'a theory would
~?
The reuon ia, 1st,
that the ~·026 unit ia more
certainly a pala!ologio fact than
the 101·839 unit; it ia ao on
groanda here in coanae of being
ahown ; and, 2dly, if botA
be pala!ologically real, then the
round aabcliviaion of the bue
(into 90 parte, whether by the
author of the deaign, or probably
by othena without authority) to
obtain a convenient nnit of
meanre for a particular WJe, u
land meaanring, ia a proceu
greatly more probable to have

BABK-t1tnT,

405
25.02&.

height dependa. All thia ia lUg•
geative of an intended connexion
rather than a mere coincidence.
Thia nnit makea a1ao remarkable coamical expreuionEarth'a mean aidereal or correct day'a march,
4 x 10'
San'amean cliatance, t x lOU

Earth'• polarraclitu~,
10'
Th- facta are of preciaely the
aame claaa, nay more, of the aame
order, and even of the aame
family group with the daya in
the year already noticed : and
we do not reuonably expect to
find aach a connexion among
coincidencea of a purely fortnitoua origin.
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BAD·tnrrr, 26.488.
bema performed than the COil•
Tene ; that ia, than oommlllleiDs
with an lll'bitrvy, or at leut u
tlneOifllicGl atandard (the guab
or the derah), and oontriTiDgfrom a ronDd multiple of it (the
hue length), a re-nbdiriaion
that ahould correctly produce,
M one opera~on, e:uct tokeu
of two independent OOIIIDical
facW,-the year, and the eart.h·
radiu.
Thia idea of the guab, u a
UDit of meuure originaMd by
the Pyramid bue after iu com·
pletion, ia merely 1nggwted to
one's mind u obTiatiog the wa~~t
of probability in the ccm•ene
idea of Sir Henry Jame1, that
the length of the Pyramid bue
wu itlelf oJisinated by thederah.
But until more ia knoWD of the
antiquity or origin of the guab
(or of itl quarter, the derah), and
of the probable limitl of error in
iu ueumed length, itl deri..ation
from the Pyramid bale mut
remain a mere 111gg81tion, though
eomew hat more probable than
that of the derah, and guab ; or
than either of the~e having origi·
nated the bue·leogth.

0 . The relation of the derah
0. The relation of the acred
to the other part1 of the etruc· cubit to other part1 of the ltructure ia confirmatory of i\1 ha'viDg
ture, ia fliL
been the true standard employed :
though thia ia certaiuly the lean
decisiTe branoh of the evidenee
in our preMDt Tery im~
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Bj.D.tnn'l', Zota.

.we of bowledge of the

pu1ll
not re* ucovered, and of pu1ll
demoyed beoanae premaQue17
uncovered.
Some of the four ~er
ltoa• (perhape .0. if we bew
all their dimenaiou) ehow the
precile double or quadruple of
the aacnd cubi* in their hiddea
diafJoaal dimellli.ona,-their cUa.
aoula ei*her of eurfaoe or of
aolidit)-. We might add *hat
the probable proportiou of IOJDe
of th- atone~, in terma of the
aored cubit, are euch u woald be
of much interelt were CMI1' informatioal-liable to UII.Oel'taillt)-•
.Apin, there Is droDg reuoa
to believe that the J&on.oaW
thicb- of the cuing wu ou
the meaalOO Ppamid inch-. or
4 aored cubita.
Again, in the interior there ia
appueatl7 a nae of the aacnd
cubit, or ita inch-. ia part.iealar
dimenaiou in the 110-callecl King'a
and Queea'a Chamber&.

P. The imperfectn• of the
coincidence of the ueerted derah·
aultiplicate with the Pyramid
hue-length, ia euch u to ahcnr
u ex01111 of 10-2 inchea be)'ODCI
the hue-length, according to the
moat jndiciona mean of the onl7
two trnatworthr meuuremeota
which we po._: th01e of the
French ta11GNI ud of Colonel
Howard V)'IMI. Or even if we
cook the reauU brlelecting the

P. The extreme preciaion of
the coincidence of the 231)25
inch nandard, or aacnd cu~
(with the division of the baaelength b7 the rotat.iona of the
earth in the cour1e of ita orbit)
expreaaea that it wu in*entional
and not fortuitona, u lltrongl7 u
coincidence can expreaa thia with
our preMat data: for, the coin·
cidence ia far more cl01e, indeed,
than the IIDill
of uncer·

exten'
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BA!Ii·tnnT, 25..as.

BA!Ii·tnnT, 26.0111.

moat favourable meuurement,
the want of coincidence ia yet
7·7 inches. This ia very unlikely to be dne to errona of
meuurement, for they mnat be
in the contrary direction, conaidering the ca1111e11 of error in
the termini of the bue, and in
the proceu of meuuring, and the
retnlta of rnder meuurementa of
othena when the rnbbiah intervened. But it might be accounted
for by the probable alteration of
the unit of meuure in the lapse
of 4000 yean. But while we
thua hold that the want of coincidence in Sir H. Jamea'a derr.hbaae ia readily accountable, it ia
Bllfficient to prohibit the term
precile, which Sir Henry Jamea
applies to this moderate coincidence, Iince he appliea the term
~~~only to the much
more cloae coincidence of the ,..
construction advocated by others.

tainty in the true mean between
the only two reliable meunre·
menta of the original bue. That
of the French, 9163·44 Britiah
inches, and:of Howard V yae, 9168,
or 9167·50 after making a amall
allowance for wear aince the firlt
uncovering of the aocketa, and
for the fact that Vyae did not
notice, and probably did not
allow for the existence of an
intervening film of cement, u
the French : the moet probable
truth will be (9163·44 + 9167-50)
+2=9165·47. Now the number
of the 26'025 inch hue-unite in
thia, agrees with the rotations of
the earth in the C01ll'lle of ita
orbit exactly to a hundred
thonaandth of the whole quantity : indeed much more exactly than our uncertainty of the
length of the bue.
What a contrut to Sir Henry
Jamea't coincidence of the derahmnltiplicate which he calla exact,
although it ahowa about 100
timea the error I

Such are the comparative merits of the derah (25·4:88)
advocated by Colonel Sir Henry James, as a base-unit, as
compared with the sacred cubit (25 ·025) advocated by
Professor Piazzi Smyth. The comparison is not in favour
of the derah, in any aspect of the case : and ye~xcepting
the sacred cubit-the derah is really the best out of the
multitude of units of measure that have been tried, by
persevering industry, with the purpose of finding some
unit that shall show an intelligible quotient on dividing
the base, and at the same time shall have at least some
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shadow of evidence of having had an independent existence
as a standard of measurement among men in those days.
How strikingly, then, does the above-shown superabundant
fulfilment of these conditions, by the sacred cubit, contrast
with the failure of all other proposed standards !
WILLLUI

PETRIE.

LETrER No. 3, by the SAKE.
Re'lliN of tk IUbjea, and genrral ~ratiom.
Colonel Sir Henry James states that the principles on
which the Great Pyramid was constructed, were simple,
and llllve been ltrangtly O'f1tf"looked by ancient and modem
authors, and that this is his conclusion, arrived at by an
examination consequent on the publication of 'the elaborate
work' of Professor Smyth.
But it is important to notice, 1st, that the Karnak
cubit, which he brings prominently into the question, perfectly confirms much that Piazzi Smyth has written, while
it gives no additional information, and opposes nothing
in that author's work, although the tone of Sir Henry
James's letter would imply the contrary. And, 2dly, that
the 'principles' of construction put forth by Sir Henry
James do not militate against the facti on which Professor
Smyth has rested his exposition of the meaning, intention,
and authonhip of that structu.r&-the great ends for which
the facts are really valuable to human intellect ; though
this, being theory, may be slighted as such, by many.
Indeed the facts are common to both; and the whole
remaining body of the facts and inferences, concerning the
interior of the structure, are not included at all in Sir
Henry James's principles of construction: these are meagre
enough as principles, relating solely to tk mathematU:al rula
-irrespectively of their reasons or their meaning-by
which tM t:dnWr form only of the Great Pyramid was
constructed. On this point, the opposite rules enunciated

.....

..
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by each party, agree with what they aasume to be the facte,
for the present, and until the facta of dimension and angle
shall be, if ever, more accurately-and perfectly impartially
--ascertained ; chiefly from the cising and corner stones
at present built into certain public works at Cairo.
Meanwhile, there is another test by which to decide the
matter ; let us ask,-is the one set of supposed mathematical rules of construction, a constituent part of a harmonious and well-united system of distinct signs and tokens,
embracing a much larger mass of facts (or coincidences, u
some may be pleased to name them) in that structure ;and is the other suggested set of mathematical rules,
isolated from the facte observed in other features of the
structure t or, at least, not indicated by a eimilar connexion
with them. Judged by this teat, the evidence is wholly in
favour of Profeaeor Smyth'• view, as is shown in detail in
the third volume of his last work. To the writer's mind
this is greatly confirmed by a further tracing out of the
eame clue ; but this being u yet unpubliahed, he can only
assert such additional testimony as being his own impression.
On the other hand, Sir Henry James appeals to the
• superior limplicity of his rules of construction : but this
superiority is not found in their physical, nor even mathematical, simplicity-it is only arithmetical. Thus, a certain
raditu for height, and ite circumfemace for baso length, is
quite as simple or plain a rule, regarded mathematically or
- physically, as Sir Henry James's alternative of a triangu
with two of its Bides forming a rigiU a11gle, and of unequal
letlgt" in a certain ratio, though that ratio be not arithmetically complex, and with 10me additional process for defining
the base length. If the angle of the diagonal profile had
been a plain half right angle, 45°: or I vertical in I horizontal, there would have been a tolerably good balance
of probability between that and any alternative angle as
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simply defined, and as coincident as the existing ,.. angle of
J obn Taylor and Piazzi Smyth. But the diagonal profile
is not simply 45°, it is 41° 69' r;o• etc., or approximately
9 : 10 ; 1 and as the ,.. theory and this are mathematically
inseparable, or each one is a necessary conaequence of the
other, why should the one which is the less simple, less
coem.ical, and less extrinsically supported by unity of design,
etc., be assumed to have been the original intention 1 Again,
the division of the year into its days,-whether solar, i.e.
apparent, or sidereal, i.e. real-is, mathematically and physically, as plain a fact as' the purely artificial division of a
circle into 360 parts.
In each of these c&888 (the profile and the base-length)
we have to choose between a most plain fact, abundantly
illustrated and deeply rooted in eosmical nature, and an
artificial idea, recommended chiefly, if not solely, by the
brevity of its mere arithmetic, in man's mode of mentally
grasping ratios. Hence, in the argument of the probability
that simple, natural, and universal illustrations formed the
basis of the design of the Great Pyramid, we cannot recognise any preponderance in favour of Sir Henry James's
view ; while on the previously noticed ground of unity of
design and meaning, the evidence is wholly on the side of
Taylor's and Smyth's view, as already stated. Although
the 9 : 10 profile may have been given to the workmen aa
a guide, in laying the rough interior blocks, yet the question is, not this but-the principle or intenti<m of the
design.
The only way of making the probabilities to be against the
,. theory, as compared with the 9 : 10 profile theory, is by
a aeries of untenable mppoliticml,-as, that the originator
of its design was of low mathematical and constructive
attainments, so that he did not even permw the remarkable
1 We aay 'approximately,' because Sir H. Jam111 applies this term to
.. augle, aDd their claima to accuracy are equal.-W. P.

~he
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.- proportion which he hit upon ; also that he selected the
diagonal profile with ita extremely close agreement (exact
to about a 5000th part) with the r angle, by mere accident : and similarly as regards the other coincidences
(nearly as close, or for aught we yet know, absolutely
accurate), the relation to the sun's ray and earth's axis, and
ita rotation, etc., and their manifest analogic relation to the
"" construction, that all these and their relations to one
another are purely accidental and unintentional. Otherwise there is not a prim4 facie case in favour of the diagonal
profile theory ; and, that the structure was on the contrary
designed by transcendent ability and science, is amply
proved by a combination of evidence, well set forth in
Life and Work. We say so, even though it be proved that
weak points have been included in that provisional collection of various lines of evidence. Now, be it remembered
that it is useless to theorise on an alternating basis ; admitting, in presence of some combinations of evidence, consummate skill and knowledge in the .designer, and then, on
another part of the subject, preferring one theory to another
on the ground that it does not necessitate the hypothesis
of that admitted skill and knowledge,-notwithstanding
that the theory thus preferred be less commended by unity
of design. Whichever theory has been adopted, let it be
plainly professed and adhered to throughout the whok
subject, in its interior, astronomy and exterior, its symbolic
and constructive branches ; the theory will then show ita
worth.
Amid an apparently gratuitous divergence of opinion, it
is interesting to notice, as in Letter No. 1, how some of the
more feebly self-evident, but vitally important theses, on
which Professor Smyth's views rest, are confirmed by Sir
H. James's ·chosen data. The relations of the latter to the
former are simply, that Colonel Sir Henry James has the
credit of calling attention to a reported exiSting Egyptian
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measure, which is so similar to the remarkable ancient and
still existing 1 unit of Taylor's and Smyth's theory, as to be
confirmatory, and suggestive of an original identity; and
to establish the same intention of circu1arity, etc., in the
base,-as in theses A to G. Sir Henry James has also the
credit of making (not altogether an original, but certainly)
an independent discovery, and of being the first to publish
-that a Pyramid with a 9 : 10 diagonal profile is approximately the same mathematical form as the 1r relation of
base and height ;-an interesting contribution to the 1r
theory.
WILLI.AH PETRIE.
1 Bee, for inatanee, the VI" (25·025 Brit. inches, within probable errora
of measurement), the measure of the Arabs,- that branch of the family
of Abraham (that great ehoaen Patriarch of the national custodians of
the Scriptures of the living God and their sacred cubit), that branch whose
traditiona, measurea, language, enatoma, etc., have been lese disturbed
by eonqueat, and by voluntary changes of national habits, or caprices of
fubion, through the lapse of agee, than those of any other nation.-W. P.

-
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DISCOURSES AT ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH ON GREAT PYRAMID SUBJECTS;
IN DECEKBER 1867, AND JANUARY AND APRIL 1868,

.WITH REFLECTIONS THEREON.

Muting of Royal Society of EdinlNrgh, on Deumber 16,
1867' Gl ~ m tM EDIXBUBGB E1D'IMG Covau'l' for
De«mber 28, 1867.
' ANTIQUITY OF INTELLBC'l'UAL JUN.

' ON Monday night (December 16) the second ordinary
meeting of the Royal Society was held in the Royal Institution. Professor Lyon Playfair, C.B., vice-president, in
the chair.
' Professor C. PIAzzi SJCYTH delivered an address on " The
Antiquity of Intellectual Man, from a Practical and Astronomical Point of View." In hia address, which was illustrated by numerous diagrams, the Professor described the
leading features of the Pyramids of Egypt, and noticed the
remains of proto-Chald~ean buildings, and the earliest remains of buildings found in the valley of the Euphrates,
which indicated the existence there of several large cities,
which must have flourished long before Babylon was ever
heard of. .After referring to the remains of Babylon, he
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proceeded to point out that all these a.rchitectural remaint,
as well as those of the Medea, Persiane, Phamicians, Greeks,
and Romans, were all of lesa antiquity than the Great Pyramid of Egypt, which he dated at 2000 yeara before Christ.
He referred to a statement, made by Sir Jamea Simpeon in
his recent work on " Ancient British Sculpturing&,'' as to
there being "rude but magnificent pyramids" in Ireland and
Brittany, maintaining that these Irish remains were exactly
opposite to the Egyptian Pyramids in shape ; and that they
had no place among Pyramids, whether teated by geometry
or astronomy, while their mechanical construction was something eo wretched, barbarous, and savage-like, that their
pl"6116nt tumble-down condition would aeem to be explain·
able by the passage over them of not a third of the number
o£ yeara during which the Great Pyramid o£ Egypt had
witnesaed the rise and fall of nations. The Profesaor next
disputed the aecuracy of a statement in the aame work of
Sir James Simpson's, to the eft'ect that, from the very earliest periods, circles, single or double, and apirala, had formed
perhaps the most common fundamental type of lapidarJ
decoration; and adduced the testimony of a gentleman in
England, to the effect that the circles referred to were the
last efforts of nations before lapsing into barbarism. He
also noticed a statement made in a paper read before the
last meeting of the British Association, to the effect that
there were writers known to have written in Egypt eo far
back as 9800 B.O. ; and contended that the authority on
which that statement was made was utterly unreliable,
while the statement itself was opposed to well-known facta
as to the deposita found in the valley of the Nile. Prot'eaaor Smyth proceeded to refer to the latest theories which
had been propounded as to the principles on which the
Great Pyramid was constructed, and endeavoured to abow,
from various measurements of the Pyramid, that ita designer must have been acquainted wit.h JD&Dy of the dis-
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ooveries of modem astronomy, such as the distance of the
earth from the sun, and the precession of the equinoxes.
He maintained that the Great Pyramid showed, by a series
of scientific proofs, that miraculous aid must, in some manner
or other, have been given to its designer, to have enabled
him to accomplish so wonderful a work at such a period of
the history of the earth.
' Sir JAMES SIHPSON, on being called upon by the President, said he regretted that his friend ProfeBBOr Smyth had
not given him the slightest notice of his intended attack.1
But in reply to Profe&BOr Smyth's criticisms on his work,
he argued at some length that the ProfeBBOr was greatly
mistaken in his ideas of the agee of different schools of
architecture. For example, he had spoken of Greek architectural remains dating back only to the seventh century
B.C.s But every one in the slightest degree acquainted
with Greek archaeology, knew that there were far older
architectural remains in Greece, as in the Cyclopean walla
and Lion's Gate at Mycelllll, which Btill stand wonderfully
entire. The curious building known as the treasury or
tomb of Atreus, at Mycelllll, was reckoned by all the best
Hellenic a.rchaeologists as being several centuries at least
older than what Profe&BOr Smyth gives as the oldest specimens of Greek a.rchitecture. But this tomb of Atreus was
more interesting in another point, alluded to by Profe&BOr
Smyth. Profe&BOr Smyth challenged-what all architects
1 There wu no ' attack' made or intended ; nor waa Sir J. Y . Simpeon
mentioned by name. Two puaagea in a publiahed work by him, esp~
lug oppoeite opinioua to those of the author, were rm-td; u were many
other persona' opinioua upon both that one eection, and the numeroua
other eectioua of which the addreu couailted. And ita author would not
have been held ueuaable in aeientlllc society, had he omitted to notice
publlahed opinioua of great men unfavourable to hia vie~-C. P. S.
• In this sentence, and that which folloWII, Sir J . Y. Simpeon doea not
notice that it waa only the Hellenic Greek architecture whoae riae wu placed
by the author in 700 B.C. ; while in another column of hia Chart (see the
Frontiapiece) the author had given the Pelugie architecture of Greece an
antiquity of 1300 B.c., agreeably with Kr. Fft8111101l'l teaching. -C. P. 8.
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certainly allowed-that circles and spirals are among the
earliest and fundamental forDljl of stone decoration ; and he
held that circles and spirals marked the period of degradation, not the period of commencement in lapidary ornamentation. But the pilaster at the door of Atreus' toml>-probably eleven or twelve centuries B.c.,-was elaborately
ornamented with circles and spirals, and yet it is among
the oldest (not the youngest) and degraded specimens of
Greek art. The temples of Thebes, Assyria, showed abundance of decorations originating in spirals and circles, and
in pieces of them-are all geometric. Any of the most
common books on ancient architecture would convince
Profeasor Smyth of this. He had no doubt whatever that
the Pyramids of Egypt, as of Ireland and Brittany, were
all tombs. Prof6880r Smyth tried to speak disparagingly
of those of Ireland and Brittany, because they were lesa
in size ;1 but a planet was still a planet, whether enormously large or very small. 'The sight of the old Irish
mausolea, scattered for miles along the banks of the Boyne,
was one of the most remarkable arch111ological sights in
the United Kingdom-tall and large as little hills, like
those of Newgrange, and showing in their interior large
cyclopic chambers, the huge component stones of which
were sometimes highly decorated. If Prof6880r Smyth
would visit and measure them, he would perhaps find them
as interesting and astonishing as others he had visited, or
more so. Those of Brittany-many of them decorated interiorly-were perhaps older than those of Egypt, for they
contained implements and weapons only of ston&-not of
bronze or iron. They were reared in the stone age-the
Egyptian tombs were reared after metallic tools were in1 Tbia statement is errontoua. Proreaaor Smyth di•puted the right or
the Irish tumuli to be called 'pyramids,' solely on the question or shape;
and he not only exhibited a modt~l or a good pyramid, so email ae 12 inches
high,- but also gan the geom11trical dellnition ae applicable to any abe,
large or amall-C. P. S.
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vented. But if not content with the age of these enormous western tombs or pyramids, we had, besides cromlechs
and megalithic circles, other
of intellectual man in
Europe undoubtedly older than the oldest Egyptian Pynr
mid. He then alluded to the carving upon a piece of ivory
of a figure of the ~oth-moving or running-found
by M. Lartet and Dr. Falconer in one of the old inhabited
caves of France. That accurate piece of drawing or sculpture must undoubtedly have been eiecuted by a man that
saw the mammoth with his own eyes. Yet surely Professor
Smyth would admit that the date at which this " intellectual" man lived in France was far, far older than the age of
the oldest pyramid. In the most ancient grave of man yet
discovered, at Aurignac, a piece of sculpture was found, consisting of a mammal tooth, shaped into the form of a bird's
head. Yet we know that those buried in this grave were
contemporaneous in France with the mammoth, rhinoceros,
Irish elk, etc. In reference to the question of the astronomical questions connected with the old Egyptian Pyramids he was no judge. But he understood, though all the
measurements were near, none were exactly what the theory
wanted. But things mathematical, to be mathematical,
should be correct entirely, and not merely nearly so. He
concluded by remarking that though Professor Smyth's
papen were extremely clever, he did not believe one word
about the Pyramids having been built on aatronomical principles. He had no faith whatever in what was called the
astronomical size and measurement of the Pyramids : they
might as well tell him that the Register Office and the
College were arranged on a similar principle. It was a
spurious archaeology and astronomy that fed on such fancies
and romances.
• The company then adjourned to the next room, and par·
took of tea before separating.'

remama
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TM last Speech of the above Meeting, as given the nezt morning, or on December 17, 18671 in the ScoTSJU.N.
'Sir JAM11'8 Sl1fPSON, in reply to Professor Smyth's criticisms on his work, argued at some length that the Professor was greatly mistaken in his estimate of the antiquity
of the architectural remains of Greece, and gave it as his
opinion that the Pyramids of Egypt were nothing but
tombs, and that there were tombs in Europe older than
the Egyptian Pyramids-a fact which he maintained to be
proved by the discovery that they were the tombs of persona who lived before metal weapons were known in Europe,
while the E@yptian Pyramids were built after metal weapons began to be known. He 888erted that the statements
in his work which had been called in question by Professor
Smyth were accurate ; and, in proof of the fact that there
were remains in Europe more ancient than the E@yptian
Pyramids, he referred to pieces of sculpture which had
been found in graves, which showed that the sculptor must
have seen the matnmoth. Sir James concluded by remarking that though Professor Smyth's papers were extremely
clever, he did not believe one word about the Pyramids
having been built on astronomical principles. He had no
faith whatever in what was called the orientation of the
Pyramids ; they might as well tell him that the Register
Oftiee and the College were arranged on a similar principle.
The company then adjourned to the next room, and partook of tea before separating.'

Meeting of Jan®ry 6, 1868, as reporte4 in the SO()TS)W( of
J an®ry 7.
• RoYAL

SocmTY.-The third ordinary meeting of the

Royal Society was held last night in the Royal Institution.
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Dr. Christison, vice-president, occupied the chair. The
Chairman delivered the Keith medal to Professor Piazzi
Smyth for his communications during the last biennial
period, entitled "Notices of Recent Measurement& at the
Great Pyramid." The Committee, in the minute recommending the Council to make the award, recorded their
opinion "that the energy, self-sacrifice, and skill displayed
by Profeuor Smyth in this vast series of measurements
fully entitle him to the highest testimony which the
Council has in ita power to offer." The Council, Profeuor
Christison remarked, offered no opinion of the theory
propounded by Profeuor Smyth, but they were fully convinced that this was a most valuable series of measurements,
on which all future theories must be based. Profeuor
Piazzi Smyth, in returning thanks for the honour conferred
on him, expressed regret that the stones of the ancient
tombs of the Egyptians, and even of the Great Pyramid
itself, were being carried away for the construction of
public and private buildings, so that there was reason to
fear that, after being so remarkably preserved for forty
centuries, they would yet paBB away from the earth ; and,
under these circumstances, he hoped that the notice which
the Royal Society had taken of his labours, would direct
the attention of other investigaton to this subject. Dr. A.
Cmm Brown and Dr. J. R. Fraser read communications
" On the Modifications produced by Direct Chemical Addition upon the Action of Certain Poisons." Professor
Kelland submitted a paper by Mr. John Scott, "On the
Burning Mirron of Archimedes, and on the Concentration
of Light produced by Reflecton." The object of the paper
was to show how certain defect& in the experiment& by
Buffon might be remedied, so as to form a strong presumption that the account& of the Archimedian mirron were
authentic. Professor Kelland also read a communication
by A. D. Wackerbarth, of Upsala, on Professor Piazzi
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Smyth's former aceount of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh.
The writer was of opinion that the grt"at Pyramids might
have been the standard of the ancient Egyptian weight
and measure, but he did not believe that it was designed
in aceordance with the theoriee that had been propounded
by Prof6880r Smyth. After reading the paper, Profeeeor
Kelland made some observations a8 to the value of the
measurements which had been made by Profeeeor Smyth,
and showed how they demonstrated the truth of Pliny's.
statement of the dimensions of the Great Pyramid. Sir
Jamee Y. Simpson replied to Professor Pia.zzi Smyth's criticism of hie work on "Ancient Sculpturinge" at last meeting
of the Society. He did so with the utmost friendship for
Professor Smyth, whose measurements were most exact,
but whose logic was most wretched. In speaking of the
circles and spirals found on the stone monuments in this
country and elsewhere, he (Sir Jamee) suggested that they
were sepulchral and ornamental. He had since last meeting
shown the passage referred to to Mr. Bryce and Mr. Kinnear, and they quite agreed with him in the opinion, he
expressed on the subject. (Sir James said that) Profeeeor
Smyth admitted that they might have been so used, but (that)
he (Pro£ Smyth) said that he (Sir Jamee) had made a slip
in saying that these circlee and spirals had been used from
the earliest periods. Sir James quoted from various authors,
amongst others Profeeeor Smyth himself, to show that circlee
were used on these monuments for purposes of adornment
from the very earliest times.1 After transacting some private business the members and their friends had tea served
in the anteroom.'
1 No ~ply wu made to thia diacoul'lle : which wu Irregular, bad no\
been allowed by the Council, nor auuounC<Id in the billet, did not ~fer
to the advertised bnaineaa of the evening, and occupied 10 long aa to p~
vent the lut of the papera on the programme being read.- C. P. 8.
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Meeting of January 20, 1868, as reported in the
RKVJKW of January 22.

DAILY

'ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
c Sm J. Y.

BDIPBON

AND PROFESSOR PIAZZI
PYRAliiDA.L STRUC'.l'UBJ£S.

BJIYTH ON

' On Monday night, an address (which we briefly noticed
yesterday) was delivered to the Royal Society, by Professor
Sir James Y. Simpson, on" Pyramidal Structures in Egypt
and Elsewhere, and the Objects of their Creation." There
was an unusually large attendance of members.
' Sir JAMES Y. SIMPSON commenced by stating that the
probable derivation of the word pyramid, as suggested by
the distinguished Egyptologist, Mr. Birch, was from two
Coptic words signifying the "Iring's sepulchre," and he then
pointed out, that in various parts of the world, very large
sepulchral conical hills existed, made sometimes of earth
and sometimes of stone, containing within them relatively
small chambers for the dead, constructed of enormous
atones, and galleries often concealed, leading into these
chambers. He cited various authors using the word "pyramid" in this sense, and particularly Sir William Wilde,
who, in his travels in the East, when visiting some of the
Egyptian Pyramids, tells how their dome-shaped interior
chambers reminded him of the Pyramids in Ireland at
Newgrange, Louth, etc., and again, in his work on the
Boyne, the same distinguished archamlogist discusses, a.t
greater length, the analogy between the Pyramids of Egypt
and the Pyramidal mounds in the west of Europe. All
authors, from the father of history downwards, have generally agreed in describing the Pyramids as magnificent royal
sepulchres ; and the sarcophagi of dead princes have been
found in many-if not indeed in all-of them, when first.
opened. The Pyramidal sepulchral mounds on the banks
of the Boyne were opened and rifled in the ninth century ;
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and ~oae of ~ Pyramids of Gizeh were broken into and
harried in the B&tne century by the inquiring Arabian
Caliph El Mam.oon. By some, the largest of the Pyramids
at Gizeh has been maintained, and particularly of late by
Gabb, Jomard, Taylor, and Professor Smyth, to be a
marvellous metrological monument, built some forty centuries ago, and containing within it, and in . ita structure,
standards for men and nations, for all times, of measure of
length, capacity, weight, etc. Messrs. Taylor and Smyth
further hold that this Great Pyramid, as it is termed, was
so built for this purpose of mensuration under Divine
inspiration ; the standaros being, under superhuman origination and guidance, made and preserved in it to the present
day. It was the largest of the many Pyramids of Egypt,
but apparently not the first, and had been calculated by
Mr. Furlong as a structure which in the East would cost
about £1,000,000. Over India, and the East generally,
enormous sums had often been expended on royal sepulchres
for the dead ; and the Taj Mahal of Agra, built by the
Shah Jehan for his favourite Queen, cost perhaps triple the
money. Mr. Taylor ascribes to Noah the original idea of
the metrological structure of the Great Pyramid. " We
are told," says he," that Noah was a' preacher of righteousness,' but nothing could more illustrate this character of a
' preacher of righteousness ' after the ftood, than that he
should be the first to establish a system of weighta and
measures for the use of all mankind, based upon the me.
sure of the earth." Professor Smyth, computing by another
chronology, rejecta the presence of Noah, and makes a
shepherd-Philition-the presiding genius, holding him to
b6 a Cushite skilled in building, in the B&tne way as Mr.
Keane, in the last-published book on Irish archmology,
strangely holds the round towers, etc., of that country to
be all also Cushite in their origin and masonry. A granite
coft'er, stone box, or sarcophagus standing in one of the
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interior cells of the Pyramid called the King's Chamber, is
held by Messrs. Taylor and Smyth to have been hewn out
and placed there as a measure of capacity for the world,
and that our Hebrew measures on the one hand, and our
Anglo-Saxon on the other, were all derived from the mea·
surements of this granite vessel The lecturer read various
extracts from the works of these authors, showing that in
their belief the great object, end, and aim for which the
whole Pyramid was created, was the preservation of this
coffer as a standard of measures. He read the published
accounts, averring that it represented without and within a
rectangular figure of mathematical form, perfectly level, and
highly polished. But though thus imagined to be a great
standard of measure, Professor Smyth had cited the measurements of it, made and published by twenty-five different
observers, several of whom had gone about the matter with
great mathematical accuracy; but all these twenty-five, as
he owned, varied from each other in their accounts of thia
standard in every element of length, breadth, and depth,
both inside and outside. Professor Smyth had measured
it himself, as a twenty-sixth measurer, and again his mea-sure varied from every other. Yet surely a measure or
capacity should be measureable, but this seemed immeasureable,-at least, to twenty-six different measurers. " Still,"
says Prof6880r Smyth, "this-affair of the coffer's precise size
is the question of questions." He holds that theoretically
its capacity ought to be 71,250 cubic inches, yet he himself
found it some 90 cubic inches less than this ; while Professor Greaves, one of the most accurate measurers of all,
found it 210 cubic inches below, and the French academicians who accompanied the Napoleonic expedition f.o
Egypt, found it about 6000 cubic inches above, the theoretical size requisite to make it a measure for a chomer or
chalder-namely 71,250 cubic inches. Thirty years ago
it was pointed out, and indeed delineated by Colonel
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Howard Vyse, as not well polished, and much broken at the
edges. Professor Smyth, in hia late travels to Egypt, states
that he found every possible line and edge of it chipped
away with large chips, and one comer broken off to nearly a
third of the whole. But worse facts than these are revealed
of it by Professor Smyth as a measure of capacity. His
published measurements show that it is not a vessel, as
alleged, of pure mathematical form ; for extemally it is in
length an inch greater on one side than another; in breadth
half-an-inch broader at one point than at some other points ;
in thickness of sides it varies in some points about a
quarter of an inch ; and its bottom at one point is nearly
a whole inch thicker than it is at some other part.s. lntemally there is a convergence at the bottom towards the
centre ; in length and breadth it differs about half-an-inch
at one point from other points, and thus its interior seems
really of a form immeasureable in a correct way by mere
lineal measurement-the only measure yet attempted. H
it were an object of the slightest moment, perhaps liquid
measurements would be more successful. Worse details
still remain in relation to the coffer as a great standard
measure of capacity. Its western side is lower down in its
whole extent to nearly an inch and three-quarters; and
ledges are cut round the interior of the other sides at. the
same height. Should we measure on this western side
from this ledge, or from the imaginary brim 1 Besides,
there are three holes cut on the top of its lower western
side, as in all the other Egyptian sarcophagi, and used with
the ledge to admit and lock the lid of such stone chests.
In other words, it is the ledge and apparatus pertaining to
the Egyptian sarcophagi. When about a thousand years
ago the Caliph AI Mamoon tunnelled into the interior of the
Pyramid, he discovered by the accidental falling of a granite
portcullis, the passage to the King's Chamber, shut up from
the building of the Pyramid, to that time. The .Arabian
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historian Ibn Alhokm etatea that on thia occasion they
found in the Pyramid, "towards the top of a chamber (now
the eo-ealled King's Chamber) within a hollow atone (or
coffer) in which there was a statue like a man, and within
it a man upon whom was a breastplate of gold set with
jewels ; upon this breastplate was a sword of inestimable
price, and at his head a carbuncle of the bigness of an egg,
shining like the light of the day, and upon him were
characters writ with a pen, which no man understood,"& description stating down to the ao-called " statue," or
painted wrapper, or cartonage, and the hieroglyphics upon
the sere cloth, the arrangements now well known to belong
to the higher claaa of the Egyptian mummies. In abort,
the marvellous metrological coffer, mathematically formed
under alleged Divine inspiration as a measure of capacity
(and, according to M. Jomard, of length also), for all men
and all nations, for all time, and particularly for these latter
profane times, is in truth, proceeded Sir James, nothing
more than an old dilapidated atone coffin. The standard in
the Great Pyramid, according to Profeuor Smyth, for
lineal measurements, is the length of the base-line or linea
of the Pyramid. It is pretended that in this base-line
there has been found a new mythical inch-()ne-thouaandth
of an inch larger than the British standard inch ; and Profeasor Smyth has attempted to show that the status of the
nations of Europe in the general and moral world, may be
measured in accordance with their deviation or conformity
to this mythical Pyramidal standard. The engineers and
mathematicians of different countries have repeatedly mea-sured a meridian are of a league of sixty miles, in order to
employ it as a standard for lineal divisions. As part of
their standard, they measure off sixty miles of the surface
of a kingdom with almost perfect mathematical exactitude.
Professor Smyth, continued Sir James, holds that one side
of the Pyramid has been laid down by Divine authority,
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as such a guiding standard measure. The sides of the
Pyramid have been measured by many measurers. But, as in
the case of the cubic capacity of the coffer, none of these two
measures agree with each other, but vary from some 8050
inches to 9050 and upwards. At the time Profe880r Smyth
was living at the Pyramid, Mr. Inglis of Glasgow visited
it, and laid bare for the first time, the four comer sockets.
But Mr. Inglis's measurements not only differed immediately from all the others made before him, but he made the
four sides differ from each other ; one of them being longer
than the other three. Strangely, Profeeeor Smyth, though
in Egypt for the purpose of measuring the Pyramid, and
holding that its base-line ought to be our standard of measure, and that the base-line could only be accurately ascertained by measuring from socket to socket, never made that
measurement himself; but he lays down as the measurement
of one side the figure 9142 inches (which no one ever
found it to be), because that figure will be the result of
multiplying the number of the days of the year, by what
he calls the Pyramidal cubit, made up of twenty-five
mythical Pyramidal inches, and which Pyramidal cubit he
further holds to be the same as the " sacred cubit " of the
Jews, being given by Divine inspiration. In proof of the
length of the " sacred cubit," Profeeeor Smyth cites the
essay on the subject by Sir Isaac Newton, who long ago
showed, from Profeeeor Greaves' measurements, that the
working cubit of the masons in the Great Pyramid, as
evidenced in the interior of the building, was the old
Memphis cubit. Sir Isaac Newton twice lays it down
that the sacred cubit is in length 24:82. But for Pyramidal purposes, Profe880r Smyth thinks it should be
26 ·07. In obtaining this end, Profe880r Smyth makes
a wrong 8UIDJ111Ltion of Sir Isaac Newton's figures, calculating nine means, which he gathers out of Sir Isaac's
essay, as amounting on a mean to 25·07, when they
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actually amount to 25•29, while he terms this result or
25·07 as a "really glorious consummation." "For," says
he, "a length of 25·025 British inches, or practically the
sacred Hebrew cubit, is exactly one ten-millionth of the
earth's semi-axis of rotation." We grant that it is nearly
so under Professor Smyth's erroneous summation; and if
we allow the polar axis of the earth to be, as Professor
Smyth wishes it to be considered, 500,500,000 British
inches. But in Captain Clarke's latest and very careful
observations on the subject, the polar axis is not this measurement. Mr. Taylor considered the pyramidal inch and
cubit to be an exact segment not of the axis of the earth at
the pole, but of its axis at 30 deg. lat., where the Pyramid
stands, and where the earth's diameter is, of course, much
greater. Yet Mr. Taylor and Professor Smyth made both
axes, though very different in length, fit exactly to their
numbers. Mr. Taylor made out further the "sacred cubit"
to be 24:90, whilst he found the pyramidal cubit 25 inches,
each different, but both supposed to be revealed from on
high. To account for this, Mr. Taylor states, and despite
all geological or other authority, that "the smaller (2t·90)
is the sacred cubit" which measured the diameter of the
earth before the flood; the one by which Noah measured
the ark, as tradition says, and the one in accordance with
which all the interior works of the Great Pyramid were
constructed. The larger (25) is " the sacred cubit" of the
present earth, according to the standard of the Great Pyramid when it was completed. Such contradictions and inconsistencies, said Sir James, entirely upset the whole wild
and extraordinary theory of the base of the Pyramid being
a standard of lineal measurement, or a segment of any
particular axis of the earth. Mr. Taylor and Mr. Smyth
seem to think that if, by multiplying any object in length,
they can run out the calculations with a long tail of O'a,
it proves something exact and certain. The lecturer stated
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and showed that if Sir Isaac Newton's standard of the
"sacred cubit" be true, and if the polar axis of the earth
be, as fondly and theoretically imagined by Professor
Smyth, 500,000,000 pyramidal inches, then the brim of the
lecturer's hat being exactly one-half of Sir Isaac's 'sacred
cubit,' that brim was in measurement one 20,000,000th of
the earth's polar axis. The lecturer pointed· out other
common objects by which su~h lines of O's could be similarly
obtained, if that availed aught. Sir James next discussed
some others amongst the many matters which Professor
Smyth fancifully averred to be typified in the Great
Pyramid. The so-ealled Queen's Chamber, has a roof
composed of two large blocks of stone leaning against
each other, making a kind of double roof. This double
roof, and the four walls of the chamber, according to Professor Smyth, count six, meaning the six days of the week,
whilst the floor counts, as it were, a seventh side to the
room, " nobler and more glorious than the rest," and typifying something of a "nobler and more glorious order"namely, the Sabbath. It is surely difficult to fancy anything more unfounded than this strange imagination. Yet
Professor Smyth holds that he is thus able to point out that
the Sabbath had been heard of before Moses, and that, in
the above typical way, he finds unexpected and confirmatory
light of tbi.-a fact, which he holds, is of " extraordiliary
importance, and poaaesses a ramifying influence through
many departments of religious life and progress." He
holds also that the corner-stone, so frequently alluded to
by the Psalmist and the Apostles, is a symbol of the
Messiah-is the head or corner-stone of the Great
Pyramid, which, though long ago removed, may yet possibly, he thinks, be discovered in tho Cave of Machpelah,
though why or wherefore it should have found ita way to
that distant and special locality is not suggested. Professor Smyth, continued Sir James, holds the Great Pyra-
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mid to be in ita emblems and intentions and work " superhuman,'' and "built under the direction of chosen men
divinely inspired from on high for this pu.rpoae." If
divine, the work should be absolutely perfect ; but, 88
owned by Professor Smyth, it is not entirely correct in ita
orientation, in ita squareness, etc.-all of them matters
proving that it is human and not divine. It was, Professor
Smyth further alleges, intended to be a standard of measures for all times down to these latter days, " to herald in
some of those accompanimenta of the promised miJlennial
peace and goodwill to all men." If the Pyramid, continued the lecturer, is a divine miracle of this kind, then
the Arabian Caliph El Mamoon upset the supposed miracle
a thousand years ago when he broke into the King'a
Chamber and unveiled ita contenta; for the builders intended to conceal ita secreta for the benefita of these latter
times, and for this purpose had let\ a mathematical sign
of a cross-joint on the gallery, by which some man in the
distant future, visiting the interior, should, according to
Professor Smyth, detect the entrance to the chambers, and
which secret sign Professor Smyth hiniself was, 88 he believes, the first to discover. In relation to the Great
Pyramid, as to other things, we may be sure that God
does not teach by the medium of miracle anything that the
unaided intellect of man can find out. The lecturer concluded by a series of remarks, in which he pointed out that
at the time at which the Great Pyramid W88 built, probably
4000 years ago, mining, architecture, astronomy, etc., were
so advanced in various parte of the East 88 to present no
obstacle in the way of the erection of such a noble Royal
Mausoleum 88 the Great Pyramid undoubtedly is.
'The CILuRMAN (Professor Kelland) said he was afraid
that the meeting could not enter into a discussion that evening on the paper just read. Professor Piazzi Smyth was
undoubtedly entitled to a reply, and others might have
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something to say on the subject. He would, therefore, suggest that they should hear any remarks which the Professor
might wish to make at present, and that the diseussion
should be resumed at another meeting.
'Professor PlA.zzi SMYTH, in reply, said-The essay
which we have heard this evening is both on a very im·
portant subject, and by one of the most celebrated and
versatile men of the present day. If the result of this
essay should be the elucidation of more truth than has
¥therto been known in the world, no one will be better
pleased than myself. But, if that result should not follow,
and if the eseay should be found unable to withstand the
neceaaary teat of subsequent careful examination, the responsibility of having uttered its errors will attach to the
author alone; and there it may be left. So far then, Sir,
touching the advertised subject of the paper, according to
its title as duly printed in the billet for the business of
this evening, and to which I would gladly confine myself.
Yet I cannot pretend to be altogether unaware that---such
printed title of the paper notwithstanding-my bumble
name has occupied, unfortunately, a large share of the
lecturer's attention. The primal reason for this would
seem to be, that in the course of a special investigation a
short time ago, I ventured to discuss the merits of two
little paragraphs in a certain book which was printed and
published to all the world, in the beginning of last year.
Those two paragraphs crossed the path of my investigation
in so positive a manner that it became absolutely necessary
for me either to disprove them or yield to their domination.
In all this there was nothing unusual, for the same sort of
thing takes place, more or less, in every scientific inquiry;
and, in fact, in that same investigation of mine there was
a host of other boob submitted to a precisely similar line
of criticism. Yet what was said, in one short section,
touching only the two paragraphs already mentioned, has
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excited an amount of comment (from their author) which is
perfectly extraordinary. The first of those remarkable
paragraphs of his, contained the aaaertion that .there are
"pyramids," yea, even" magnificent, though rude" pyramids
in Ireland ; and the second stated that, " from the very
" earliest historic periods in the architecture of Egypt,
" Assyria, Greece, etc., down to our own days, circles,
" single or double, and spirals, have formed, under various
" modificatioua, perhaps the moat common fundamental
"types of lapidary decoration." Now, my argument with
regard to the first paragraph was, that whereaa the shape
of a pyramid is defined truly and mathematically to be a
solid, whose base is a regular rectilinear figure, and whoae
aides are plain triangles, with their several vertices meeting
together in a point, that name of pyramid could by no
means be even approximately applied to Newgrange, the
chief of the so-called Irish pyramids, because, when restored
from ita present to ita original condition, it is shown to
have had a circular base, and a top, not pointed, but very
broad and fiat. And my argument touching the second
paragraph was that, in a0 far as referred to the Great
Pyramid of J ee.zeh-the example, par ezoellace, of the
very earliest historic period in the architecture of F.gypt(with the other and later countries I had nothing to do}in so far, I say, as referred to the Great Pyramid of Jee.zeh,
circles, single or double, and spirals, did not by any means
form the moat common fundamental types of ita lapidary
decoration. There has, indeed, been a suggestion thrown
out that I was altogether mistaken ; and becauae--aa
gathered out of my own book, Life and Work at tlw ~
Pyramid,-on a certain absurdly small feature of the whole
building, usually known as the " granite leaf," there is, on
one part of it, a peculiar, little, something or other; a something, whether for ornament, or mechanical use, or symbolical purport, and when put on no one can tell In
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order that the presently known facta of this most minute
and peculiar little something or other may be easily apprehended, I have placed on the table a model of the whole
" granite leaf," one-fifth of the natural size ; and I shall be
much obliged to any gentleman who will show bow there
can be got out of the small, smooth, slightly-raised, semiovoid patch you see thereon, enough engraved figures of
" circles, single or double, and spirals, to form perhaps the
" most common fundamental types of the lapidary decor.."tion" of all the twenty-one acres of the Great Pyramid's
well-dressed stone surface. Further than this, I cannot
say that anything of importance has been brought forward
trenching on the real grounds of my views concerning the
unparalleled and very exalted character of the design of
the Great Pyramid. Much attempt has no doubt been
made to break down distinctions, and confound it with
other pyramids, and even with remotely pyramidal structures ; and much attempt also to undervalue it itself,
merely because some of ita (the Great Pyramid's) describers
have erred, or had imperfect data of observation and measurement to go upon. But this is an old, old story. It is
what the Pagan Egyptians began; what the Greeks went
on with ; then the Romans; then the Mohammedans;
and lastly, even some modern Europeans--some few men,
who are in a sad state of darkness as to modern science;
the final and highest principle of which is, not to presume
to give out perfect and infallible dicta, but rather to
know well about the limits of error attending every numerical datum. But the Great Pyramid has outlived all these
unwise attacks ; and it still stands, amongst many other of
ita features, the highest of all buildings, and with a most
important meaning in that particular height. Several
cathedral spirea of Europe have been intended by their
architects to be higher ; but, from foundations failing, or
other reasons, they have invariably stopped far short of
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their aim ; leaving, therefore, the earliest of existing build·
ings, the Great Pyramid, still in all its noble superiority
aa well aa scientific significance ; and making it more than
ever a wonder and admiration to all the intelligent of
mankind in every land. .After standing, indeed, thus for
4000 years, the Great Pyramid is now abiDing forth with
a brighter character and purer fame than ever it did before.
And only think, Sir, what that implies. To withstand the
triala of 4000 years of persecution, and oppreaaion, and
criticism, and judgment, and yet to come out fairer and
more precious after alii I can only hope that the same
may be said, after the lapse of even a tenth part of t.lld
interval of time, for the c~rs of some who, in persiatently endeavouring to undervalue that primeval structure,
know not what they do. (Applause.)
'Owing to the time occupied by the above subject, the
reading of the other papers on the programme waa postponed till next meeting of the Society.'

MEETING OF APRIL 20, 1868.

AI rtpOrled i• the

SoorsJUN

of April 21.

' Last night, at the tenth and laat ordinary meeting of
the Royal Society for the season-Professor Playfair in the
chair-a paper waa read by Professor C. Pi&zzi Smyth
commenting on two papers on the Great Pyramid lately
printed in the " Proceedings of the Royal Society," one of
which waa the production of a native of Sweden, and the
other was written by Sir James Simpson. Both of these
papers were alleged by Professor Smyth to be based upon
needlessly imperfect data. The first waa written in entire
ignorance of the progress of pyramidal research during the
laat three years ; and he had placed himself in correspond-
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ence with the author, who had confessed his ignorance of
all recent Pyramid exploration so honestly that ·he could
do nothing else than present him with a copy of his recent
work. The other essay (Sir James Simpson's) extended
to no less than twenty-eix pages, of which twenty-four pages
were filled with hardly anything else than the severest animadversions on the Great Pyramid and himself-(laughter)
-his name being printed no less than eighty-five times(laughter)-and there being no fewer than seventy cases of
extracts ·in inverted commas from his writings, besides many
quotations similarly derived, but without commas. After
maintaining that an opposite meaning was ingeniously
given in the essay to the majority of the extracts from
his writings, than that which he intended them to convey,
Professor Smyth proceeded to contend that ProCessor Simpson was mistaken in his ideas regarding the constmction or
the Pyramid, and said that he aaw no prospect of that
gentleman ever coming to understand the true constmction of that noblest work of the world •ooo years ago,
and how vutly it dUJ"ered from all those tumuli which he
insisted on comparing it to and confounding it with, unless
he would himself ascend and descend the ancient Pyramid,
climb up the steep steps of its colossal masonry, and measure each step careCully from top to bottom. He went on
to defend the accuraey of all his measurements, and to
insist that the authority upon which Sir James Simpson
relied for the statement that an embalmed human corpse
had been found in the coffer was not reliable.
' Sir JAKES SIHPSON, in reply, said that Professor Smyth
was mistaken in supposing that he attacked the Pyramid
when he objected to his reasonings upon the measurements
of the Pyramid. It reminded him of Bishop Warburton
always maintaining that those who attacked his reasonings
in his work on "The Legation or Moses" were not condemning him but Moses. He was at perfect liberty to
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express his opinion on the Pyramid question, and he bad
not knowingly mis-stated the meaning of any quotation
which be bad made. Sir James then noticed a few of the
measurements of Professor Smyth, maintaining that the
calculations which he bad founded upon them were inaccurate, and that it was an erroneous method of procedure to
take the mean of different measurements. Such a method
of procedure, he alleged, was childish ; it was a species of
mathematical aberration, and it ran through the whole of
Professor Smyth's book. Professor Smyth, he believed,
was one of those men who would compute millions, but
could not calculate the smaller figurea.-{Laugbter.)-He
bad not heard a single sound man say otherwise than that
the whole of Professor Smyth's theory about the Pyramid
was a series of the strangest hallucinations, which many
weak women believed, and a few womanly men, but no
more. He bad talked about it to a great many arithmeticians, and be bad found that they scoffed at it and
despised it.
'Professor SKYTH, in reply, said that, with regard to the
two papers in the "Proceedings" of the Society to which
be bad confined himself, he was already in correspondence
with the author of one of them, and hoped to arrive at
some approximation of opinion with him ; but with regard
to the author of the other paper, be thought that it was
proper that he should not attempt to hold any discussion
with him, until the Council should have had abundance of
time to inquire into the matters that he had laid before
the Society, and bad arrived at some conclusion or report
upon them.'
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REMA.RKB ON THE LECTURE OF JANUARY 20,

.d1 it

toa1 rqxwted i" tk DAILY Rzvnrw of January 22 ; in
a Priflate Lttter from W. P., of date Janti4TJ23, 1868:
not written for publication.

'Had it been my part to reply to Sir J. Y. Simpson's
diseouree,-1 should have felt it neceeeary to commence by
expl'688ing a difficulty in knowing how far I was expected
to take hie observations as mere pleasantry, jocular play,
not intended to be answered. For, of this character, much
of it certainly seemed.
'His mode of representing the coffer's condition ;-hie
complaint of the errore of modem measurers as a charge
against the Great Pyramid ;-hie complaint of (what is just
the toim of tlmgn in) the coffer, as intended for a capacitystandard, that it is unamenable to linear measurement ;
and hie complaint that if linear measurement were intended, the intended standard would be repeated many
times, all over the coffer and Pyramid ; whereas it is considered by scientific men to be important, not to repeat a
standard more often than is neceeeary,-in order to avoid
either exceeeive labour in making copies identical, or else
confusion from their casual differences. Though the force
of this reasoning could hardly be admitted by one who
gives out, that ttO errore of workmanship or measurement
ought ever to be made, even by ordinary mortals, if they
wish to be considered as doing a thing at all respectably.
' .Again, hie taking the mere admitt«llimite of error in
modern imperfect measures under adverse circumstances of
dilapidation, hurry, insufficient means, etc.,-and declaring
that all persons are agrud that these errore are not that,
but original mriatiom in the structure itself ;-surely all
this is mere joking, and strange waste of time for the Royal
Society of Edinburgh.
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' The same gentleman's other mode of attack too; the
picking out the m~ (whether arithmetic, or inductive,
or of scientific data), ~made here and there by thoee
who have elaborated the whole theory; but only here and
there amid many striking things where there ia no mistake ; yet mistakes which, in some caaea, when rectified
show the ahrewdly-gueaaed idea in a still stronger light.
He calla up such mistakes as if the leading outlines of
the theory had no other supports I As if such mistaken
proofs were not ~U11 coD1DUtted, by most advocates
of a very new theory in an unuaual subject, amid all the
more or leas sound evidences of it I
' H so charged, I could feel no confusion or difficulty ;
it ia merely what has been abundantly seen in all scientific
progress. Special caaea of mistaken arguments or data,
raised in defenoe of, or constructing some theoriea,-which
nevertheless do not perish with the failure of these weak
proofs, but on the contrary survive and are firmly held, on
quite other and independent grounds. Though I would
rather take my stand on the simplest of all platforms, and
ask, "Where is the man who never made a mistake , ..
'The lecturer's argument about K.haliph AI Mamoon,
and that hia power to injure the Great Pyramid ia proof
that that building was not of Divine origin,-ia entirely
false ; but it is a faJ.1acy which has wide application. H
valid, it would prove that the Mosaic ark also was not built
by Divine command (supernaturally given in real human
words proceeding .from no mouth of born man, and supernaturally shown to Moeea' eye in the Mount),-becauae
that ark was captured by the Philistines.
'Also that the Temple of Solomon (with all ita contained
vessels), was not built by supernatural Divine command,becauae it and they were all either destroyed or carried
away to Babylon, and used there to drink out of, in honour
of idols I But that libation was an expensive one to the
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Khaliph who perf'ormed it. That act brought the handwriting on the wall, and coat Belshazzar his kingdom and
his life, with the thenceforth wasting away of the city.
' Or again, that Christ could not be Divine, because
nailed to the croaa. There were those who aaaerted that
as a reaeon at the time, to wit, the Chief Priests. God
answered th& taunt not then, but afterward by resurrection
and ascension.
' Or indeed Ule same principle, similarly applied; proves
the non-exiatenoe of God; for he allows man to deny his
existence, and to say and do what they please against Him
(but mind ! only during the day of grace)-without any
hindrance. The argument indeed proves nothing; and it
is 10 ttumifutlyfaulty (like moat of the lecture) that it is
really not worth these few pages of hasty writing.
'The hat-measuring perf'ormed by Sir J. Y. Simpson
before the aaaembled Society, is beneath contempt. Any
one after he haow from othel'B, what the 1o-7 part of the
earth's radius ia,-ean find just as many ridiculous or
ignoble portions of matter in art or nature as he pleaeea,
and which shall be, as nearly as he may rather coarsely
wish, a round fraction of that same cubit.
' H he wishes to illustrate his argument by a really parallel case, let him take any other structure as large and
equally simple in ita parts as the Great Pyramid, and then
let him show the exiatenoe of as many and as close coincidences to coamical data. But even tAm, he would not have
done ha1f the work ; for, there must be alao a coincidence
of a system of symbols already recognised as existing among
men in the part of the world where the structure existed.
' My own views of the Great Pyramid's Divine origin
(views very gradually formed; and cautiously, during the
last two years), are such that I could afFord to make a present to the opposite party of the whole of the metrical
facta 1 and rest the case entirely on the Scripturally-fixed
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and recognised sense of the symbols of form, etc., which
compose the structure ;-oombining that species of evidence
with the evidence of the direct allusions to it in Scripture,
and showing that these two distinct classes of evidence
ezactly coalesce; tDithout the (certainly powerful) additional
evidence of mea~Ure, equally coalescing with the other two I
'I so much feel the importance of this subject, that if
I were to be laid aside by illness or by the approach of
death, I should (in a natural sense) deeply regret that these
papers were not completed ;-not for any ingenuity in
them, nor that I in the lea8t expect that the subject itself
will bring earthly honour to any one handling it-(i\
appeals to too small a minority, and · always must do so ;
-not one in a hundred is likely to receive its truths,
or even to understand them properly) ;-but because I
think I can just poiftt, to a deal of truth which some trne
Christians may then study and appreciate; but which at
present they seem not to f!Otice, and chiefly for want of a
pointing finger. I had no idea that the subject would
expand so much, under such study of it as I have been able
to give.
W. P.'

REFLECTIONS ON THEORIZING;
AND ON THE SUPERNATURAL ;
IN A PRIVATE LETl'ER FROM W. PETRIE, BeQ.

The most plausible of Sir J. Y. Simpson's objections, on
January 20, is, that the theory he condemns is not held
without variations, by each individual who . advocates it~
and that even the same advocate has occasionally modified
his theory. What an accusation ! that an important theory,
having many parts and ramifications, and while its data
remain very incomplete, is not seen quite correctly in all
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its parts aa soon aa its leading principles can be grasped.
What a suggestion I that the necessity of modifying the
details of a newly developed theory makes its principles
stand self-condemned. Where would modern science be
if its advocates had acted on these principles1 The great
engine of modern science, induction, itself pre-supposes and
necessitates the building up of a true theory, out of a mass
of what are, at best, mere probabilities in its favour, continually confirmed by other equally slight probabilities, or set
aside thereby. This process implies, aa the almost necessary history of a theory ultimately adopted aa beyond
doubt, that it shall have been constructed out of what were
originally mere probabilities (and very slight ones, nay,
often only the best alternative among actual improbabilities),
and that many of these may have been dismiBSed aa erroneous in the process of maturing the theory.
What if the sacred cubit, in the conrse of such a process
of theorizing, baa been reckoned, by successively stronger
probabilities, to be at first a few tenths of an inch, and then
a few hundredths, different from the amount which further
investigation makes to be the more probable truth 1 In
any purely mundane investigation, no reasonable •avant
would think of taking such a circumstance aa evidence of
the fallaciousness of the general conrse of the development
of the theory. Indeed none more fully recognise the justness of this, and habitually take extreme advantage of the
liberty of frequently modifying a theory, than that school or
party (the rationalistic) which is most forward to consider
the exercise of this liberty to be a proof of the untenableness of the whole theory, in such a case aa that of the Great
Pyramid,-where the theory happens to be adverse to those
of the school referred to.
·
The alternative theories which Sir J. Y. Simpson and
other opponents otTer, leave far more unreconciled features
in the structure and in its known history,-more that is
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unaccounted for, and improbable, than does the theory he
opposes.
That theory generally, is addressed and offered to thoae
only who already admit that a Divine command snpernaturally given, is a wn:~ r.atua ; · as science terms a canae
recognised already to have existed in the case of other
known phenomena, and, therefore, in a certain sense at
hand or available for the present hypothesis. Those who
openly deny this, are quite consistent in pronouncing this
whole Pyramid theory to be fanciful To such this theory
is not offered : a previous question mnst be settled with
them, namely, the ~ of supernatural words and acts
from the Creator to His intelligent creatures : or,-acoording to a symbol chosen by Him as the most applicablethe existence of the Presiding Potter and the fact of the
touch of His finger, as a wrt1 caUICJ in the history of the
Cosmos, over and above the mere relation of the wheel (of
nature) on which His work is being performed as on a continuous and uninterrupted basis.
It is no discredit to the Cosmos nor to its Creator,1 that
He designed and intended it to produce results by connexion with,-and not as isolated from,-His direct action.
It is no discredit to the potter's rotary apparatus, that it
should be intended for his own direct use ; not to work as
a clock in hia absence, but to produce its results by the
combination of the intelligent and varied touch of his band
with the monotonous rotation of the apparatus itself;
while, moreover, that too, is Continuously sustained by his
foot-see Postscript. This idea is skilfully embodied in the
characteristic structural features which pervade the Great
Pyramid.

I would rather err by sometimes ascribing too much to
the finger of the potter, than by refusing to admit his
1 Though thia baa been uaertedaa if~elf-evident,-&lti)'ICJM ~,
and aimil&r worka.
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action, except by the foot, at the treddle ; or by altogether
ignoring hia presence at the wheel.
P.B.--A. H.urrY NOTII, o:a OliTI.DrZ o:r TIU.T o• WHICH .a. PA.PD
nr P.aoo:BB88.
.

m

BoT.a.TioN-eoripturally aymbolizea Nature,-,-pcrxar ~ .,w~o-"",
Natural law, the fixed order of creation, or coemoe iteelf; therefore, in contrast to
&l>u.Tiolf - Supernatural power,-drca.S,.U'"' rl}r &~'Jr {Heb. i),
the effulgence of the Shekinab,-.Alm.ighty power that origi·
nated nature iteelf, and which Jr.eepa it going ;-and which
doee not d - ' it, but continues pervadiDg it,-Mng Nature
in combination with thia direct supernatural power, thia • finger
of God,'-the ray Of hia own outstretched ·ann and hand.-u
when the Spirit brooded on the waters of the co.mo~ to produce organic life. The principle ia aymbolir.ed in nature iteelf
by 10lar radiation workiD, in concert or uniaon with terrell·
trial rotation.
Thia all-important principle, that the supernatural and the
natural, in combifiGtioll, produce a ruuU, and that the result ia
~ procluced by either aeparately, ia very plaiuly illustrated in
Scripture, by the symbol, aeveral times employed.-the Potier'•
WMel. Hia wh«l, with rotary action {natural law, Ecclee.
i 3 to 13), worb in uniaon with the action of hia finger or
hand {the supernatural, termed in Scripture • the finger of
God),' which ia at right anglee, any way, to the rotary motion,
--an exprellive symbol of their abeolute noo·correlation ; these,
combined, produce the vue. The presiding potter, meanwhile, himaelf auataina the motion of hia wheel, on which aliO
he doee hia work of production. • Thou art the potter, we are
the clay,' nature, - , ia the wheel, and thus the potter's
hand repreeente aupernatural power working in the midst of
Datural law : - in oompoaing the firat organic germs of the
various vegetable and animal generations, and the firat human
couple, and u aliO aeen eubeequently, in angelic mioiatratione,
and the working of the Holy Spirit in Divine inepiration, etc.
The rationaliate wieh to eay that the veaaela are produced
by the potter'• wheel toit1lout tM potter, and that the idea that
hia wheel cannot do tluJt without the hand. ia a libel on it,
and ia u much u to eay that it doee not fulfil ita purpoae I
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They call the application of the potter's hand dnring the
.
f hia heel
• ·"
·~L S the lawa of nature.
rotation o
·w . an inlajere~~ee "",...l the wheel.
W. P.

LEITER No. 3.
FROM THE DAILY REVIEW EDINBURGH NEWSPAPER,

For Mayl8, 1868.
OPINIONS OJ!' A CIVIL ENGINEER.

' SIR,-In the report of the last meeting of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, which appeared in your impression
of the 21st ult., I find that Sir J. Y. Simpson is represented
to have said, regarding the work in three volumes lately
published by Professor C. Piazzi Smyth on the Great Pyramid, " that throughout the whole of it there ran a series of
the strangest hallucinations, which only a few weak women,
and perhaps a few womanly men, would believe ; and that
he had spoken to a great many engineers, mathematicians,
and others, and he found them scoffing at and despising it."
'Now, Sir, excepting by reputation, I have not the pleasure of knowing Sir J. Y. Simpson; and I certainly cannot
boast of the wide experience which may have fallen to his
lot in respect to acquaintance with " weak women" and
" womanly men," whatever that expression may mean ; nor
could I possibly predicate what such persons might or
might not be generally inclined to believe ; but if, guided
by their instincts for what is true, they have attained to
faith in Professor Smyth's general deductions, I say it is
so much the better for them, and that it is certainly no
argument against the correctness of his conclusions that
they may have done so. The insinuation intended to be
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conveyed by the sneer is unworthy either of the reputation
or social position of the utterer of it, and must be received
as a proof that he finds himself much mthe position of the
celebrated defendant who, having no case, endeavoured to
make up for that awkward deficiency by abusing the plaintift"& attorney.
'But further, Sir J. Y. Simpson appears to have had the
misfortune to fall into the company of a number of
engineers, mathematicians, and others, whom he describes
as much given to "scoffing" and "despising," and I fear,
further, that in his eagerness to reciprocate their opinions
he has had the additional misfortune also to have acquired
their peculiar method of communicating them. Now, Sir,
I mnst say that it strikes me that the description he gives
of the singular mode in which these friends of his have
conveyed their opinions to him respecting Professor Smyth's
book is such as to lead me very much to doubt the value
of their conclusions. " Scoffers " and " despisers " are not,
as a rule, people of sound judgment ; but what can possibly
be said in defence of the judgment of any one so ill judged
as to quote their judgments in aid of any views of his own I
' I happen, Sir, to be a member of the institution of civil
engineers. I am also a member of the institution of
mechanical engineers, and I have had, as such, considerable
experience as a producer in connexion with one of our
staple manufactures, and amongst gentlemen who, with no
ordinary combination of enterprise, practical ability, and
scientific attainment, conduct some of the great industrial
concerns of the nation, and I have the pleasure to infonn
Sir J. Y. Simpson that, whenever I have had the opportunity amongst my fellow-engineers, mechanicians, or manufacturers, of explaining the views enunciated by Professor
Smyth I have always found respectful attention paid to
them, and in many cases a singularly appreciative adhesion
to them, and especially to the system of weights and mea-
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IIU.l'e8 proposed by Professor Smyth, and founded on the
metrical standard and system of the Great Pyramid. And
even those who are not at present prepared absolutely to
adopt the Pyramid standard, greatly appreciate the extreme
beauty and simplicity of the Pyramid system of m.eDIIlr&tion which the Professor has so ably elucidated.
' For myself, I can only say that, having given the operative conclnsions of Professor Smyth my most careful consideration, I believe them to be correct : and I hope to live
to see the day when both the standard and system of measnration he has deduced from the Great Pyramid will tab
the place of onr present unworthy standard and cnmbroua
system ; and aa far as in me liea, I for one will do all in my
power to promote what I shonld conaider such a happy
practical consummation of the labours he luut bestowed
upon this great subjeet,-I am, etc.,

.
I

'H:INRY J. !URTEM.

WOLVDJIAJO'TOI'I, Jlq 14., l&e8.'
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APPEND I X 3.
M'. W ACKERBARTH, OF UPSALA, ON THE
GREAT PYRAMID;
THOUGHTS THEREON BY :MR. W. PETRIE.

The /tmner eztract«l from 1M Procuding• ofiM RO!Jal Society
of Edinburgh, SuWm 1867-68.

1

0.. 1M GREAT PY1lA:am> OJ' GIZBB, a'lld PROFESSOR C. P.
SHYTH's VW. conurning it. By A.. D. WACKER·
BARTH, A.M., of Up«Jla. Communioat«l by PROFESSOR
KBI.LAND.

' The authQr gives a detailed statement of the theories of
Professor Smyth, as given in the Transactions of this Society,
voL xxiii. part 8. He then, after heartily commending the
zeal and diligence of the Professor, brings forward objections to some of his views. 1. As to the metron or unit
of linear measure. Mr. W ackerharth objects that this
measure was utterly unknown to the ancient Egyptiansappearing in no Egyptian document or monument whatever, nor in any ancient writer who describes the condition
of the Egyptians.1 Mr. W ackerbarth collects from the
J Both M. Wackerbarth and the writer of the abehact seem here to
ltate, u a new dilconry of the former gentleman's, with regard to 011e of

the lclent.iflcally deduced standards of the Great Pyramid, a quality or
feature which is the already recognised and pervading characteristic of
the tMole of those standards ; and forma an important atep in the chain of
nidance leading towards a recognition of the august authorship of the
original deaigu of their containing and componen\ Monument. See
chapters 22 to 82 of thia hook.-C. P. S.
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materials most accessible the following table of weights and
measures in use amongst the ancient Egyptians (corrected
for the recent measure of the cubit of Karnak, made by
Sir Henry James).
E

I.

'Td (Digitus),

0·78925

I·4185

2 I. x&.au.\A>c,
4 2 I.
5

2j

s.gon (Palmus),
I! L lr'lt&.'T2, (Vola),

6

3

lj

8

4

2

11

6j

2f

Ii I. Kubdeh,.
If Ii I. 6ll(Ar,
2i If lf 1. FitT,

13

66
14

3!
7

2t 2i
6t 4J

28

liah

In~ee.

LoNG MD8UBJ:.

21157
3·69625

f-4356
51114

1t 1'!\ ,I. €p'TW (2tnla,&•i), •
8§ 2J\ 2,\ ,1. .lJ.A.2} cubit),

8·13175
9·61926

20-6119

ITI1'1:1WlT Ml:.uURL

"I

I.

2,00TT1t (wa-),
L lt02,

150 2j ,I.

i\pwsg

A.<np •

606·876ft. Eng., or.62Sft. Swedish.
{ 6·9 English mllea, or 1 Norwegian
mile = i'r degree of equator.
(S-),
English milea, or2j Nonreg.
. . { 17·2milea
., i degree.
L.um MKuuu.

1. 'ApouP« = (100 cubite)J = 10,000 aquare cubite = 0·683 Engliah acre.
= 0·657 Sw. Tunnal&nd.
WID MBASURL

1. 'Apvcmip = about i pint English, or about

n Swedish k&DD&.

W.J:IGBT.

1. el.J.It&. {Mina) = 8304 grains= 1·1863 lb. av., or 1-278 Swedish

Sk:tpund.
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' 2. The author then, finding no such measure aa the
metron, goes on to say : '"It is really very unpleasant to reject a beautiful and
ingeniously carried out theory which one wishes to believe,
but I cannot, however, arrive at any other conclusion than
that Professor Smyth's very interesting 1¥JC0unt of an
ancient Egyptian standard of length, exactly equal to a
ten-millionth of the earth's axis of rotation, and the entire
system of weights and measures that he has deduced from
this imaginary unit, requiring accurate knowledge of the
earth's dimensions, figure, and density, aeveral centuries
before the age of Abraham, and the supposed connexion of
the English measures with theae, are things purely mythical.
On the other hand, that the Pyramid and its con~nts were
really the standards of the ancient Egyptian kingdom, is
or seems to me an opinion not destitute of probability ;
but I cannot think that thoae standards were constructed
with any reference to the dimensions of the earth, but that
they were arbitrarily choaen quantities, intended to represent on a tolerably large scale the size of thoae portions of
the human body which their names indicate : e.g. ~~
(cuhitul), the arm from the elbow to the point of the middle
finger; sgon (palmtu), the breadth of the ~d, etc. etc.
' " In fine, Professor Smyth's method, namely, that of
multiplying or dividing by quantities, for the introduction
of which it would be hard to give any satisfactory reason,
-as, for example, the number 366, with which the baae
was divided, and which is neither the exact number of
days in a sidereal year, nor anything elae, and again, the
very uncertain number, 5·672 (the earth's density),-appears
to me in the highest degree dangerous. How deceitful
results thus obtained can be, I shall now, in conclusion of
this discussion, attempt to illustrate by a few examples ;
and before doing this, I beg to state that, entertaining the
highest respect for Professor Smyth, I have not the least
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intention of making light of his work, though this method of
reasoning, being analogous to the reductio ad abltln:lua, will
unavoidably at times have something of that appearance.
' " Ez. 1. It is a historical fact, that the present English
weights and measures are not of any very great antiquity.
At the time of the Norman Conquest the yard was about
39·6 of the present English inches, a little longer than the
French metre; and the foot, accordingly, 13·2 modem
inches, a little greater than the Paris foot. In the year
1101, King Henry L determined the yard by the length
of his own arm, and that is the determination which the
present yard is intended to represent; and that yard, moreover, has never been, even in modern times, defined by
any fraction of any of the earth's dimensions, bot by its
proportion to the length of the seconds' pendulum at 5 Ji0
latitude, and of this yard the English foot is the third part.
Now, a degree of the equator is just 366,260·624, feet.
Divide a thousandth part of that number by the length of
the sidereal year in solar days, 365•266368, and we have
1·0000114; that is to say, if we take a thousandth of a
degree of the equator, and divide it by the number of days
in a sidereal year, we have an English foot as nearly aa a
powerful microscope can determine it.. And yd it i8 «rl4iR
that thil ;, purely accidental.
'"Ez. 2. If I take 10,000 times e, the base of the hyperbolic logarithms, and multiply it into the quantity, which in
the lunar theory is called g,-that is; the ratio of the difference
between the moon's and its ascending node's mean motions
to the moon's mean motion,-and divide the earth's polar
radius by the product, the result is the length of the Pyramid's side. But are we to suppose that the . Egyptians
forty eenturies ago were acquainted with the 1~ theory,
the earth's compression, and the use of logarithms, and,
moreover, took this clumsy method of perpetuating their
knowledge 1 Is it not far more probable that the architect

•
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simply determined that the length of the side should be
444 cubits, and accordingly measured out that distance 1
'" Ez. 3. Again, if instead of taking Colonel Vyse's measure
of the base, we accept for that quantity the mean of half
a dozen of the most trustworthy travellers' statements,for instance, Vyse'a, the French Academicians', Caviglia'a,
Wilkinson's, Lane's, and Davison'a--we have for the
length of the side in English feet a nnmber which expresses
in millimetres the mean height of the barometer at Upsala.
But will any one main~ that the dimensions of the
Pyramid were intended by its builders to have- any reference whatever to that interesti.Dg constant 1
' " Ez. 4. If we multiply together one-tenth of the side of
the Pyramid's base, the length of the line joining the middle
of the aide and the apex (that is, the height of each one of
the four isosceles triangles that compose the Pyramid), and
the modulus for the common logarithms, the result is 3420,
the constant of lunar parallax, for which, in Burg's tables,
the value 8420•·96 is given.
'" Ez. 5. Lastly, if the side of the base (763·81) be divided
by the hyperbolic logarithm of r (the circumference to
diameter), and that quotient again by the ratio of the force
of gravity at London to the force of gravity at the Pyramid (lat.=30°), (1·00188), the result is 6661'"

ON PROBABILITIES OF COINCIDENCE;
OB,
THOUGHTS SUGGESTED BY M. A. D. WACKERBARTH'S

STRICTURES ON THE RECENT METRIC THEORY
OF THE GREAT PYRAMID :
BT WILLIAll PETRIE, EsQ.

311t Jl~Jf'ell186S.

Mr. W ackerbarth'a table of ancient Egyptian measures
is in perfect accord with all that Professor Piazzi Smyth
.. ~ ·
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says. The agreement of both parties on the most ancient
Gentile enbit (20·7 British inches) is certainly striking, seeing
the very ditrerent sources and dates from which each derived the fact : W aekerbarth from a wooden measure discovered at Karnak, Professor Piazzi Smyth chiefly from the
interior of the Great Pyramid, inaccessible to the makers
of the Karnak measure, and separated from it by 700 years.
Yet the agreement is to the twenty-thousandth part of the
whole quantity : this is a ditrerence of only a small fraction
of the probable error of each party's source of information.
So far,· then, there is a striking confirmation of Profeasor Smyth's views instead of any stricture on them;
the divergence relates purely to tAe ot1ter standard of
measure, the metron of 50·05 British inches; or, what ia
really the same in point of theory, a standard of 25·025
British inches, the precise half of that length : and this ia
the form in which it ought more justly to be diaenaaed, as
it pervades both of Piazzi Smyth's publications, while the
metron or two-fold form of the standard is only partially
assumed in the earlier and smaller book, Our lnAeriiance,
and is not rested on at all in the larger and more recent
publication, entitled Life and Work at 1M Great Pyrtlfllid,
the half length appearing, on further investigation, to have
been more probably the original-or at least one of the
original forms of it. Mr. Waekerbarth's objeetion 1 to the
theory on which this is deduced, is, that it rests on coincidences which may, too poBBibly, be merely casual or
fortuitous. To illustrate this, he cites examples of curious
numerical coincidences that are indisputably nothing more
than what are commonly called casual. The mention of
these as a caution merely, would be laudable and uaerui;
1 This objection haYing been before the minda of many, it ia deairable to
examine carefully whatever aeema the moat ably argued form in which
hu been put. On this principle of selection, Mr. Wackerbarth'• paper
taket precedence of one by Sir J . Y. Simpson, contributed to the 1&1111
learned Society (R.S.E.), u thil lut.named paper abounda in mere in._
tive, and in erroneoua uaertion, rather than in 10lid argumant.-W. P.

'*
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but let us consider how far the application of such examples
of coincidence to Professor Piazzi Smyth's theory of a
26·026 inch standard is deserved or sound.
Hie first example ia, that a 360,000th of earth's equatorial
circumference is 366·2606 British feet, being the number
of solar days in a year, with an arithmetic diJference of
only one 1OO,OOOth. part, which is within the probable
error of our knowledge of the datum involved. This ia
certainly a rare coincidence : if a computer were to devote
the working hours of each working day to search physical
acience aa quickly aa he could for such really unconnected
coincidence, the average rate at which he would discover
them would be just about one in each year so spent. We
therefore feel much indebted to Mr. W ackerbarth for it,
though it be nothing but a curiosity. But, it confessedly
wwu nothing : hence its weakness aa bearing adversely
on the Pyramid theory. Had it been a precise decimal
fraction instead of having 36 aa the submultiple of earth's
equator, there would have been more approach to meaning
in it; and had it been a circle of earth's orbit around the
sun, it would have had a distinct meaning, and besides,
would give a round number of feet in each day's march of
the earth ; but to take the attributes of one natural circle
and to attach them to a diJferent natural circle, is a proce88
adverse to any theory that could assume the coincidence to
have been intentional. The coincidences of the Pyramid
theory diJfer in these respects from such mere coincidence
aa the above : for particulars see the reply to Sir H. James.
Mr. Wackerbarth's observations (see Proceedings of the
R.S.Ed. 1867-8, and our page 460), on the arbitrary and
modern length of the British yard, prove nothing aa to tile
inch, which is spoken of aa an ancient measure in Professor
Smyth's work; nor even aa to the foot of 12 such inches,
of which our non-venerable yard (aa he truly describes it)
is made, for c.onvenience, to contain an integral number.
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.Mr. W ackerbarth's other examples of remarkably cloae
coincidences between unconnected numerical data have the
same defect, of being diNrimUar from the leading Pyramid
coincidences,-both in the manner already explained, and
in being artificially complex, and of heterogeneous composition ; hence they have no real force as against the Pyramid
theory in question. Only one part of that theory (that
involving the mean density of the earth), is somewhat
behind the rest in extreme simplicity, and iu sneh ostensible
meaning and reasons-teen for instance in the tokens of
earth's radius and sun's mean distanee,-as to be in some
small degree open to an imputation of improbability of
intention, as in the ease of the above-named mere coincidences ; and, to this extent, that part of the theory does
stand lesa firmly than the rest. Its author and advocates
quite recognise this. They have never said, nor do they
mean, that every point of the theory is equally secure from
mistake, and that it admits of no improvement or modification: only that there is a strong probability (equal to
what is in practical life termed a certainty) that the leading
ideas of it are, to some important extent, real ;-worthy of
careful improvement, rather than, as Sir James Simpson
seems to think, worthy of hostile efforts ; as though similar
coincidences, when undesigned, were found a hundred times
more commonly than they are, and as though the auggea- .
tiou of a communication of superhuman knowledge were so
Bibliolatrous as to deserve no quarter. Yet that key is the
really eziltmt key in human history ;-a vera ccnut~ (according to Baconian phrase), and being so, it is as much entitled
to be fairly tried as any other key-in this and in any
physical problem,-and much more so entitled, than some
keys which ravantl are fond of trying, unabashed (millions
of ages, for instance), which are not 11era1 caun of effect&
similar to those (organic, geologie, or otherwise) that they
wish to explain thereby.
o; 9
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But further,-U!ly do simple and intelligible coincidences
constitute stronger proofs than such as those cited by Mr.
W ackerbarth, m., complex ones, and such as do not carry
with them a manifest connexion of ideas ! Chiefly because
the twfllher of facts, amongst which a single close coincidence
is to be searched for, is vastly greater in the latter case than
the former. For example, Mr. Wackerbarth's cases of fortuitous coincidences with Pyramid quantities are 80 vaguely
and eapricionsly connected with the subject, and are 80
complex, ~ they can be mannfactured by myriads, and
the abstract probability of the itttmtioft of coincidence
(shown by the closeness of agreement, to say about n'u1Jth
part, as in the instances given), must be divided by about
a myriad. This makes fX3,000+10,000 to I,• or i, being
less than even chance, if we would express the true value
of the coincidence as representing a probability of design
or intention in the matter. Try our Pyramid theory by
this teet. We have a coincidence say to ,Jnth ·part. But
before proceeding. let it be distinctly understood that this
does n~ mean that much of certain error or want of coincidence, aa Sir J. Y. Simpson aeema to misconceive it, bnt
th.M the diJI'ereace is not proved to exist at all, except from
neceeaary imperfections of work " made by hands," and of
ita meaaarem.ent by limited powers of sight, and of the
needed accuracy of knowledge of the physical data required.
Theee fractional deficiencies of perfect coincidence being
then thoa understood, we have, in the Pyramid theory, a
coincidence say to ,.Jovth part on an average of the cases
in question. This coincidence is from a claas of facts
limited by connexion with the subject and with fellowcoincidences ; so much so, that the choice does not lie among
fifty snch facta ; nay, not among a dozen such-perhaps
l The m&thematieal reuon for inaerling the constant f would le&d to
& digression which the re&der will not practie&lly need, u it all'eeta both
aldea eqU&lly.-W. P.

-
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half a dozen, when we take into account their agreement
with ~raditions, etymologies, and symbols in the structure;
as was more fully explained in a paper read by Professor
Piazzi Smyth before the Royal Society of Edinburgh on 16th
March. We have therefore to divide 9 X 3000 by about
6, making about 671 to 1, call it 600 to 1 (because the
data of the calculation can only be very vaguely 888UDled),
as representing the probability (s~ far as the degree of coincidence shows it) that the cause of this coincidence was
design or in~ntion, as distinguished from a purely fortuitous fact. Moreover, if there be two or three such coincidences arising out of the 1a111t theory, their probabilities
must be separately estimated on the above principle, and
then multiplied together; two such of 1000 to 1 each making a combined probability ofa million (1,009,000) to 1.
The above ia a rough illustration of the mode of mathematically or quantitatively expressing the correct mental
impression of probability, as to intention and causation
having originated any such remarkable coincidences as those
above referred to, in dimensions, time, qualities, etc. Such
an impression ia inherent in the common sense of mankind.
when it ia matured by experience of the practical facts of
the coemos, and ia not warped by prejudice or interest.
The impression referred to (of the immense power of evidence in two or three close coincidences when they occur
in the circumstances above stated), has so good a foundation in truth, that such strictures as we are examining,
suggested by apparmtly similar examples, without design
or causation, useful as they are in their right places, are yet
out of place when allowed to apply to coincidences such as
those of the Pyramid theory, the conditions of which are
shown to be highly different in degree, though similar to a
superficial view.
Some may ask if the divisor in our above-named frac.
tion representing the probability, should not be reduced to
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the number oC instances individually tested for a coincidence by the eeeker of the coincidences, instead of being, as
we may seem to have taken it, the number of inst8nces
which the eeeker miglll teat if he had unlimited time 1 To
this we reply that we have taken a number between the
two, as being the truest; becanae the mind does, in reality,
teet a much wider range of the worse or more obviously
non~incident class of instances (by a rapid intuition or
practiaed expertneae unconaciously exercised in rejecting
them), than those instances merely which it is conscious of
testing, and which are chiefty the small percentage of better
sort of coincidences. This fact is well illustrated by the
action of the eye, which, in a second of time, can unconsciously notice literally ten thousand objects before it ;
anch as seeds of many colours, shades, shapes, and sizes,
evenly shaken out upon the sufficiently small meshes of a
sieve, and can single out from amongst them the one, or
the few, that seem likely to rew&J'!l further examination
by yielding some desired coincidence of size or position on
the meshes, etc. But, in justification of the gmeral truth
of the preceding comparisons of Mr. Wackerbarth's coincidences with those of onr Pyramid theory, let it be remembered by those who think the assumed denominators to be
unduly large, that this error, if it exist, is very much compensated by ite affecting both sides ; and thus the comparison would not be essentially altered by limiting the
field of instances searched in both cases to those which
were somewhat conaciously noticed by the mind, in ite
search for coincidences.
But the calculations, to find out the probability for or
against the existence of any causative conne.xion, should
be completed by the introduction of another element as a
co-efficient; namely, the intriMic improbability of 811M CJ
catUatiw connezion tzi#ing, irrespectively of the question of
more or lesa coincidence of any sort, and reckoned thus
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purely from genn-al conWleratiom of 1M natu~ of the hypothetical cause, or rather of all the alternatives available as
hypothetical causes, whose respective probabilities are intended to be noticed. This element cannot well be ~
duced to a numerical expression, for it depends on a wide
range of the relations of things. Still the estimate must
be made. No error in the estimate of this element can
be so great as that which would be caused by the entire
omission of the element from the calculation, on the plea
that it is difficult to form an estimate of it, and that any
estimate will be undesirably vague. The common sense of
most men unconsciously makes the estimate, even while
they refuse to do it intellectually or numerically, saying it
cannot be done.
Let us now take one of the examples of coincidence given
by Mr. W ackerbarth, as inviting a comparison of probability
(or rather of improbability) with that of our Pyramid theory,
as regards the possible existence of a causative or intentional
connexion between the coinciding facta. We have here to
balance such an improbability ~ the particular event of
the praent modem mean atmospheric pressure, estimated
in a particular measure, and by the height of a parlicular
liquid-mercury--at ~ne out of thousands of somewhat;
celebrated 8pOU on tM earth, ancient and modem-Upsala
--and other things, as being known to and connected with
the builders of the Pyramid, and selected by them for
commemoration by the Great Pyramid. We have, I repeat,
to balance such an improbability as that, against another
improbability : let us review, then, its leading feature&
also. That the design of the Great Pyramid-involving
the leading geodetic and solar phenomena; expressive not
only of what has taxed the best powers of modem science
to ascertain, these most noble physical data themselves,
but by their aid as well as by a device of structural angle,
e.xpreBBing with redoubled emphasis the idea of rotation in
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union with radiation ; 1 and the structure being the greatest
and earliest of remaining monuments, and in its features
and history showing strong opposition and contrast to its
surrounding idolatry-had the same origin as our Sacred
Scriptures and the stone cairns and various other structures therein recorded with precise measurements. Seeing
that these Sacred Scriptures and these strnctures therein
mentioned are similarly opposed to surrounding idolatry ;
are of similar date; and declare similarly, the sun to be
set for (symbolic) 'signs, and for seasons, and for days and
years,' and 'the breadth of the earth' to be a noteworthy
object by the Designer and Declarer of the words of those
Scriptures. Some persons would say that there is prim4
facie much probability rather than improbability in the
last-named connexion ; but we do not ask our opponents
to go so far ; we only ask that it be granted that the connexion is i1Ui0mpambl1 less improbable than any causational
connexion with the Upsala fact above ·named. 11 We would
suggest that the probability is about 1,000,000,000 to 1
against the latter, and (not to favour our own theory too
much), 10 to 1 against the former. Then the probability
ratios (i to 1, and 600 to 1) already above obtained in
each case respectively, and derived from the testimony of
coincidence alone, should be reduced by dividing by these
figures respectively. The ultimate probability thus obtained,
after duly including botA the nature of the coincidences
and the abstract improbabilities of their being causatively
connected, stands as follows : 1
1
1
3X 1 000 000 000 to 1• or say 300 000 000 to 1
'

'

t

,

'

1 A consideration of this and other great scriptural symbols in the
structure is in preparation for publication.-W. P .
I It will be seen that the superhuman origin of the Scriptures is here
taken for granted ; ao far at least, as concerns the ecriptnral facts above
named. We 1188ume this becaute we only address ounelves, on this occasion, to those who admit it. For othe1'11, the scriptural question must be
prerioutly settled, aa an entirely eeparate enbject.-W. P.
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against such a coincidence as Mr. Wackerbartb mentions,
being causative or intentional,
I

and 600 X To to 1 or 60 to 1
in favour of even one isola.ted case of coincidence, snch aa
our Pyramid theory presents, being causative or intentional in the original design of the structure.
There are some other elements,-6Uch as, the small fraction expre88ing the mean or probable error of workmanship
originally unavoidable ; and, more discrimination between
the one least improbable kind of connexion, in the case
under consideration, that of design and work of a living
intelligence, and any other kinds of causative conne:rion
between coincident quantities, much more improbable, as
the alternative to ·its being supposed a purely fortuitous
coincidence. Such additional elements are properly necessary to the theoretic completion of any .such computation of
probabilities as the preceding, but these are not noticed above,
because in the existing state of our dimensional knowledge
of the Great Pyramid they would not materially affect even
the separate probabilities of intention in the two cla.ssea of
coincidence here reviewed ; certainly not the comparative
result here established.
We shall be reminded that Mr. W ackerbarth distinctly
professed not to give cases similar in degree to that of our
theory, but professedly extreme cases, by way of reductio
ad abmrdum. we have not overlooked this, and our object
has been to show that the same sound principles which
show the absurdity of those cases, show the contrary of
ours : and that where there is a question of probability (as
facts of human knowledge ever must be, however certain
they may be practically called) the demand to consider them
in the same light as less probable cases, constitutes a
species of reductio in which the ablurdum consists solely in
W. P1muE.
the proce88 of reductio.
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APPEND I X 4.

EXTRACTS
ACCOUNT OF M.AESHOWE IN ORKNEY,
BY JOHN STUART, 8BO. 8oc. .Alft'. SooT.
CONTAINED IN VOL. V. PART

2,

OJ' PROCEEDINGS OJ' SOCIETY

OJ' ANTIQUARIES OJ' SCOTLAND

(1864).

' I'r was thus plain that Maeahowe was a great cham' bered barrow, and that it had been constructed by first
' building on the surface of the ground the chambers and
'gallery, then covering the structure with a layer of small
' stones, and finally heaping over this a layer of earth from
' the adjacent surface, and from the (circular) trench by
'which the barrow is surrounded.'-P. 251.
' Chambered tombs have been found in many countries,
' or a series of chambers, in the centre of mounds of earth
' or of cairns of stones, approached by long passages. In
' Denmark, structures of this sort are called giants' graves ;
' they are found throughout the north of Europe ; they
' occur frequently in Brittany ; and very remarkable ex' amples have been found in some of the Channel Islands.
' But all the chambers now referred to, are formed by the
' impoeition of covering ftags on walls also formed of flags,
' as in the simple cromlechs, without uy appearance of the
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' lwrWntal arch which is a distinguishing feature of the
' central chamber at Maeshowe.
' The horizontal arch formed by the projection of one
' stone beyond the other, till the conveying walls are
' spanned by a single flag at the top, is found in the under' ground chambers in every part of the north of Scotland,
'as well as in the chambered cairns and "brochs." It is
' also the distinguishing feature of early Irish remains of a
'similar character, the cloghauns, the underground cham' bers in raths and other places, and in the chambered
'cairns at Newgrange and Dowth on the banks of the

'Boyne.'-P. 251.
Mauhotoe in Orkney and Newgrange in IreliJnd compand.

after

' I paid a visit to Newgrange shortly
my eyes had
been familarized with the arrangement of Maeshowe, and
the likeness between the two structures was so remarkable, as to leave no room for doubting that the same idea
had suggested both.
' In each there was a long narrow gallery, issuing in a
' central domed chamber, from which three lateral crypts
'branched off, although the structure of Newgrange ia
' much ruder and leas developed than the other. This,
' however, may be partly accounted for by the difference8
' of material at Maeshowe ; the builders got abundance of
' slabs in the neighbourhood, split up in such regular forms,
' that the work has the appearance of ashlar, without being
' touched by a to~l; while at Newgrange the builders had
' principally to deal with large shapeless pillars and 8tnall
' boulders. Here the gallery leading from the outside to
' the central chamber, and which measures 63 feet in
' length, is formed of large upright stones, covered with
' flags of immense size. The central chamber is formed by
' a series of upright pillars partially sunk into the ground,

'
'
'
'
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' on which the converging walls of the dome are supported,
' and the whole covered with enormous quantities of small
' boulders exactly on the principle of the chambers in Picta'
' houaee. The top of the dome is 19 feet 6 inches from the
' door. From the entrance to the inside wall of the chamber
' opposite, measures 18 feet, and between the extremities
'of the crypta on the right and left, the distance is 22 feet.
'The chamber itaelf is of an irregular shape, not above
' 8 feet in diameter in any direetion.'-{See ..4rch«ologia,
vol ii p. 25 •.)
' The chamber at Maeshowe was about 15 feet square at
' bottom, and the top of the dome, when complete, was
' probably about 20 feet from the door. If we include the
'cells, the structure measured about 28 feet across, and
' nearly 20 feet in the opposite direction. In each of the
' receases at' Newgrange is an oval stone, slightly hollowed,
' which may have been used for the same purpose as the
' raised alabe on the doors of the cella at Maeahowe. It
' seems probable that in both caaea the remains of the dead
' in some urn or ciat were placed here.
'The cairn at Newgrange was protected by a circle of
' great standing stones, which surrounds it at some distance
' from ita external limite, as the ditch does at Maeahowe ;
' and if the cairn of stones were removed, it would leave a
' structure, consisting of a narrow alley of standing stones,
' leading to an irregular circle, with three oft"ahoota of
' similar pillara, which may suggest some pointe of analogy
' between it and groupe of pillara not under cairna, such as
' Callerniah.'

Late and Early Vilitatiom.
'When Newgrange was examined in the seventeenth
' century, it was found to be much in the same state as it
' now ia. We are told that underfoot there was nothing
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' but loose stones of every size in confusion, and among
' them a great many bones of beasts and aome pieces of
' deer's horns; and with the exception of a quantity of
' bones and teeth of the horse, and a small fragment of
' a human skull of unusual thickness, which were found
' in the dtlnV in the chambers, no relics were found at
' Maeshowe. There is reason to believe, however, that
' in both cases there had been early visitors of these
'mounds, who had left the chambers in confusion, after
' having rifled them of everything of value which they
' contained.
' The rifting of tombs was carried on to a great extent in
' the middle ages ; and the temptation to it was great, from
' the practice which long prevailed of burying, with the
' departed, jewels and ornaments of great value.
' That the Danes ransacked Newgrange and the other
' tombs of the Kings of Tara in the year (861 A.D.), we a.re
' assured on the authority of the Irish anna1iata (AIUICil. of
'Four Mo.~ten, by O'Donovan, pp. 497-498), and we shall
' see that Maeshowe suffered a like visitation (between 800
' and 1100 A.D.). Whether a gold coin of Valentinian
' (370 A.D.), and another of Theodoaiua (390 A.D.}, found
' on the outside of Newgrange, or the two ancient gold
' torques, a golden chain, and two rings, found in digging
' a little to the west of the entrance, ever formed part of
' the treasure which it contained, we cannot say ; any more
' than whether the silver ornaments found near the bay
' of Skaill, and now in our Museum, formed part of thAt
' great treasure said to have been carried off from Ma.es·
' howe,' (and containing coins, Saxon and Cufic, of dates
' from 887 A.D. to 945 A.D.),
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PietilA, Pekugic, and ot'Aer comparieona.
' The idea which suggested the arrangement of the
' chambered tomb was only a modification of that which
' governed the builders of the " Picta' houses." One large
' central chamber, surrounded by a group of IIJI18.1ler onea,
' and approached by a long narrow passage, is the descrip' tion applicable to this latter class of buildings, exemplified
' by those at Quenterness and Papa W estray in Orkney,
' and Kettleburn in Caithneaa.
' In all these the passage to the internal chambers is so
' confined as to imply a crawling posture in one requiring
' access, and the communication between the chambers is
' equally confined. We find the same narrowness of pas' sages in subterranean chambers in Ireland. . . . They are
' the characteristics also of the Mrican wigwam of the
' present day. . . .
' The idea of the sepulchral chambered cairn was much
• the same, only that the internal cells seem to have been
' fewer in number, while not unfrequently there was only
' one large domed apartment in the centre, approached by
' a narrow passage ; as in the striking group of cairns at
' Clava on Nairnaide, described in our " Proceedings" (vol
' iii p. 47) ; and as in the chambered cairns at Yarrows in
' Caithness, opened by Mr. Rhind, and described by him
'in the uz.r Journal of .A.rcllaoWgu, vol ii p. 100.
' In this partial similarity of arrangement between the
'sepulchral and the living chambered cairns, we recognise
'a feature in which they agree with one class of the early
'Etruscan tombs, which have their internal arrangements
' constructed in imitation of a dwelling chamber, with fur' niture, like the apartmeD~ iteelf, cut out of the rock
' (Ferguaeon'11 Handbook of .A.rcAil«:ture, p. 259). Many of
' these Etruscan tomha consist of five or more chambers,
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' vaulted on the horizontal principle, in the centre of
' mounds of earth, which are surrounded by a circle of
' standing stones.
' The curious specimen of early Pelasgic art, called the
' Treasury or Tomb of Atreus, one of the kings of Mycerue,
' bears a strong resemblance to the plan of some of our cham' bered cairns. In it is a great circular chamber, in a mound
' of earth, nearly 50 feet in diameter, vaulted on the prin·
' ciple of horizontal layers of stones projecting the one beyond
' and above the other, till one small stone closed the whole,
' and made the vault complete. This chamber, approached
'by a long gallery, has on one side of it a small crypt cut in
' the rock, which appears to be the true sepulchre. . . . The
' central chamber at Maeshowe was unpaved, and although
' Mr. Farrer, at my suggestion, made some digging into the
' soi~ no deposit was found, nor was there any appearance
' of the soil having been disturbed. So that here also, the
' lateral crypts may have been the real sepulchre.
'From what has been said, it seems likely that Maes.howe
' must be regarded as the work of a race who long pre' ceded the coming in of the Norse population. • . .
' To how much earlier a period than the ninth century A.D.
' we are to assign the erection of Maeshowe, it would be
' difficult to say. We may learn, however, from Adamnan,
' in his Life of Columba, what was the practice of burying a
' Pict of some importance soon after the middle of the sixth
' century A.D. (viz., i;n the place where he died he was buried
' by his companions, they raising a caira of stones upon
c him).
' This was no doubt an extemporized funeral, but we
' know. that the cairn was one of the recognised monuments
' of great men, both in regal cemeteries and on battle-fields,
' in Pagan times, in Celtic Ireland, till the establishment of
' the Christian religion, when all such modes of burial were
' abolished (450 A.D.)
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' Among the Celtic people of Ireland certain spots were
' set apart as regal cemeteries. Of these one is on the
'banks of the Boyne, and contains the cairn of New' grange, and many other monuments of the kings of
' Tara. It would seem that Stennis (in sight of Maeshowe)
' had been a spot of similar consecration at some remote
' time t'or the people of Orkney, or, more generally, of the
' north of Scotland, although it is not easy to suggest a
' reason for its selection.'
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A P PEN 0 I X 5.

WEIGHTS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID AND
OF THE EARTH i
APPROXI1U.TELY.
FOR THE WEIGHT 011' THE GREAT

u-r......,_

PYR.unn.

Vertical height of Great Pyramid,
Inclined height of Pyramid face,
Side of ~qnare-bue, •
Trauverte thickn- of general cuing-atone film,

~-~~

232•62
296·72

=

366-2.

•.

CUBICAL RBSULTS APPROXI1U.TELY.

Cnbic Pyramid cubit. in whole Pyramid,
Hollow ll}liiC8 of Grand Gallery, .
Hollow 1paoee of regular character }
elaewhere, u in chunbera and

...

~

Subtract,

•

-

10,339,8GO

2,626
2,626

6,260
10,334,600

Subtract z for irregular occuioual hollow., and }
add eame for extra apeciftc gravity of J.iDiDg of
King'• Chamber,

0

10,334,600
Subtract cubic conteDta of cuing-atone film of a
}specific gravity pecnliar to iteelf,

861,962

Remaining cubic conteDta in Great Pyramid, all of
one nppoMd n1lii1Dlnlitic limedone deDiity, } (though z porticn of it il Mok.attam ltone),

9,.72,648
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Specific gravity of cuiDg-atoue, or Mobttam atone,
(See Ljfe cttttl Work, voL iii p. 177.)
Specillc gravity of uummulitic limeetoue,
(See thia book, p. 234.)

-

0·~12

,.,...."'
"""'
395,UO

861,962 cubic cubit. of 0·367 Bpecific gravity,
(See Life GAd Work, voL iii p. 176.)
ud 9,~72,M8 cubic cubit. of 0·~121peCiftc gravity,

-

Sam, or CODCluded whole weight of Great Pyramid, }

appronmaWy,
WEIGHT

•

o:r

•

•

•

•

0•367

4,878,~14

-5,273,834

•

EARTH APPROXIKATBLY.

Polar Diameter,

-

Equal Diameter,

20,000,000 Pyr. cubit..
20,070,000
,.
20,036,000
,.

Arithmetioal:meau of the '""o ndii,
Cubic Pyramid cubit. in Earth'• }
bulk viewed u a 1phere of -4,210,'191,200,000,000,000,000
above mean radi111,
•
.Pyramid toDa iu the eame, or
more, being n-.rily of the
Earth'• mean density or mean -5,263,'89,000,000,000,000,000
lp8Ci& gravity, •
•

1!

WEIGHT 01' THB EARTH HORB AOCURATBLY; IN A PRIVATE
Lim'ER I'ROH

W. P. TO C. P. S.

Equatorial radii,

s261,116,200 Britilh inch&
~ ~1,039,700

..

Arithmetical mean, and practically ~
the true mean,
.
•
•
S 261,077,950
Polar radi111,
250,260,000

.,

(Ratio, •Y 300:301 accurate withiu
limit. of error.)

You have worked with what, I presume, are the above
data (as given in Life and Work, as the best ultimate
determination of modern science), only expresaed in sacred
cubits.
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250,827,120 •. e. iftcAu.
250,000,000 .. e. illcAa.

Mean Equatorial radiu,
Polar radius,

That is to say,
Mean Equatorial di4~, in sacred cubiU,
· Polar diametw, in u.cred cubits,

20,066,170
20,000,000

In using these data you have (doubtless for brevity,
and as appearing likely to be practically exact enough for
your purpose) taken the mere arithmdi.cal mean of the two
diameter lengths, and reckoned that a perfect sphere (by
the regular formula H>3) with this diameter would be
sufficiently equal, practically, to an oblate spheroid of
those different equatorial and polar diameters. But in
truth this does a gratuitous injustice to your latest Great
Pyramidologic thesis A mass X I06x 8 =Eamass (or weight).
The precise mode of reckoning in this case would be
(as you are well aware, but I repeat it for the sake of
distinctness, and to save you the trouble of turning to the
formula, and to enable you to check mt if I make an oversight therein),-to take, for the tnu rJUan. d~ for tk
p!U'pOie of giving the mass, not D+!a, as you took, but
exactly D+fa, ·D being the polar diameter, and a the tzcta
of the general equatorial diameter beyond that of the Polar.
We get it, as I note below.
~

b7 tbo ...u... B. - . , . _ 1>7\loo- D.

A sphere ia, • • • • •
jw-It• or t rr•R·R·R
And, If the sphere be, u
the earth Ia, mcreued b1
a email amount equaton.
ally, or in two of ita three
axes, with a true ellipse
for anijtrana.polar aect1on
(an el ipse being a figure
with every one of ita ordi.
nates the aame multiple of
that ordinate to ita in.
scribed
then the
effect inc
weight of
the earth's oblateneae will

;.J>S or •·D·D·D

::a
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l h . . , - bJ tile ndlu L

I....,_ bJ tile dlamot.or D.

be exactly ill pro}IOrtion
to ita cirowuec:ribed cube
eimilarly made oblate, that
Ia, increaaed ill Ita two
equatorial uee.
Tliat Ia to eay (with the
notation used on my prevloW! p ge), . . . . cl= the difference of a = the ditrerence of
the diameter..
Neglect!~ the a' fractions
the radii
because t ey are emaller
thnn can be practically
eatimaW,-just 18 we
neglect the second ditfer.
entia! of a quantity,-we
h&YethnaAI a sphere Ia, • • • • t•RxRxR
:xDxDxD
Then a ~pherold Ia, • • t-·Rx(R+cl)x(R+d) pDx(D+a)x(D+a)

or, • • twx (R+Jcl)l
ln other worde, tM IMIIIl
radt..,jar tM ~ of
ealculatillg tltlbi.e bulA:, •

}t•

R+Jd

:x(D+IaJI
D+Ja.

Applying this correction to your own calculation of earth
bulk, it makes it to be
~2701~6,ooo;ooo,ooolooo,ooo

6,263j'M9,0001000,000j000,000

} Pyramid to1111, in8tead of what you
give without the correction.

But as your diameter used was not the exact arithmetical
mean, there is still a difference to be corrected.
No longer referring then to your working,-! give
here, under the reaulta of my own perfectly independent
calculation, made many months ago, for the purpose of
trying fJtr!1 aCCIUVJttly whether the space included in the
whole King's Chamber, or in its lower course, or in one of
the upper ones, had any relation to the bulk or weight of
the whole earth ; I did not carry on the examination
very completely (I regarded bulk rather than weight of
water and of mean earth),-and I found nothing worth
noticing to you.
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Taking earth=trxR+(R+a)', being the true formula
for the bulk of an ellipsoid,-! brought out earth (11' an
exact ellipsoid) by the radii given on first pag&-

I

I I

I

=
66, 086,000 000,000 000,000 000,000 cubic incb111, British m81111U'e.
= 66, 888,000 000,000 000,000 000,000 cubic inches, Pyramid m.aure.
=
=

4,218 830,000 000,000 000,000 cubic (a. c.) (~d) mM81ll"e.
6,217 ,Oif/,600 000,000 000,000 Pyramid tou we~gb\. Sp. gr. 5·7.

But this gives an earth if it were pared doWll to the
mean sea-level, and a perfect ellipsoid. We have then t.o
apply some corrections. The atmosphere may be omitted
88 being a long way within the limits of our probable
errors of observation ; for it is only = 6 feet depth of
earth's mean density, or noAooo of whole weight. Next,
-taking the water in the world, cu v il, simply, that ia,
occupying ita existing space, light though it be ; and making
an allowance only for the projections of land above the
mean sea-level : or, in other words, taking the sea-level at
what it ti10Uld be, if all the land were shovelled into the
sea, so that no land could be seen above water ; the effect
of this would be to raise the mean sea-level only ..ft of a
mile ; if, 88 baa been roug/Uy estimated, the mean height of
land is now i mile above mean sea-level, and covers l o£
earth's surface.
This would introduce, it is true, only a small correction
into our calculations ; -ft mile in about •ooo miles radiu.
or nlln of the whole lin«Jlly, that is rrA-ov of the whole,
additional, in cubic bull:, and therefore, to see ita efFect on
the weight, we must take the s. g. of this extra mass
= 2·6 water and that of mean of all the rest 6·7 water.
and say U X n!-n=n-1-n-, or say = ·000028 more wig"'
than is at present reckoned ; and this correction will introduce a proportionate alteration in the calcalated mean
specific gravity of the whole, in .onu (not in all) proceaaea
ofcalculatingit.
Another correction needed, is, for the mppoltfl more or
less square form of any section of the earth in any plane of
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longitode,-that is, passing through eacli of ita poles. But
88 this feature of earth's form is not well proved, it must
be estimated at a lfMll amount, to show the truth according to present probabilities. I suggest to add, therefore,
only -h of the equatorial protuberance, or sfu of the
earth's whole bulk on this account ; that is .,.fuv. or
·000133 of earth's weight.
Thm, adding th- oorrect.icma,

'()OO()i8

+"000133
- '000161, or u.y ·00016 of the
whole - 843,000 I 000,000 I000,000 Pyramid toDL Thea, addiDg
\hi. to the euc\ -lenl ~heroid at llp8Cific gravity IS·7, whieh

;, . . . . . ....... ...,,.......... ,ooo.ooo

843,000 000,000 000,000
There renltl, u the 8D&l deter- } - minatiOD of the_.. prae&i- IS,271 880,1500 000,000 000,000
eally exiatiDg, u our earth,
Expreued ia Pyramid tou.

Or u.y, omittiDg frae&iou which are oertr.iDly beyoud probable
error, IS,2711900,000IOOO,OOOIOOO,OOO Pyramid toDL

o. Tim RBLATION 01' TD 'l'OTAL HAssBS 01' G:UAT PnAHID
Eum. 1: Io•x•. By W. P.
This is one of those remarkable facta of which we have
aeen several examples in the eoDBtitotion of the Great
Pyramid ; remarkable, inasmuch 88 that structure is found
to represent eosmieal quantities with much leBB differences than the supposed or probable errors in our data,
by which we are enabled to try the question : while, nevertlleleBB, this apparent precision has not been brought about
by coaxing or intentional maoipulating of the margins
of uncertainty in the data used,-a process which others
would naturally suspect to have been the cause of such
undue precision in the results. But, be the inference what
it may,-whether a large error be, tn future days, discovered to vitiate the whole or not,-we are not responAND
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sible for consequences, but only for a faithful public statement of data, and of the facts in the constitution of the
Great Pyramid, which the data reveal to us.
But the practical experience of a scientific mind will
prevent so much surprise, or mistrust of physical inf~
ences, theories, or laws, merely because of their coincidences being closer than the probable errors in the data
used. The best and only true security against being misled by what is called mere coincidence, is to be found in
noticing what degree of close or necessary connexion such
result may have with a consistent and intelligible system
indicated by other results : and this kind of proof exiBta
firmly, in many instances, in our present nnique and prolific theory of the Great Pyramid. Remarkable accuracy
from uncertain data combined is known to occur, as a
practical fact, much more frequently than would seem probable to abstract reason or popular expectation. I say
this from individual experience, and setting aside the caaes
where the result depends on sagacity, or rather the natural
instinct of a mind made for and devoted to physical investigation ; an instinct as unaccountable to reason perhaps,
as that by which a bird'a bill, used with apparently no
effort; nor even attention, weaves a neat much better than
can be done by human reason with ten fingers and tools at
command. This, in Sir Isaac Newton's case (as a signal
example) is now known to have enabled him to propound
quantitative facts, in several departments of science, to a
degree of precision to which mere formal inductive reasoning would seem quite incapable of leading, on such rude
data as were then available.
But to return to the Great Pyramid as a measure oC
earth's masa,-the working out of the results as they were
hastily and provisionally made out and posted to me by
Professor Piazzi Stnyth, on his discovering the matter11
carries its own evidence of impartiality, for, the · coinci.-
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dence (within ri- 11), though quite as near as could be expected from our data, even on the supposition, which
probably ought to be granted,-that it was intended in
the design of the Pyramid,-is yet not nearly so close
an agreement as it would have been, had Professor Smyth
honoured his thesis with a less rough process of calculating
its application. His off-hand mode of calculating gave
the following results : Earth'• maaa,
Pyramid'• mua,
Coincidence, to

=5,263,000,000!000,000!000,000 l in Pyramid
-5,273,000
...
...
.. . 5
tone.
10,000, beiDgwithin Till of the whole quu-

tity.

But myself having, some months ~, required as a
datum, the earth's mass according to the data acknowledged to be the latest and best, and the same as Professor
Smyth had here used, but more deliberately worked out,
with all minutire of correction,-! had by me the result,
immediately available for the most impartial comparison.
It is as follows : Er.rth'a 111&111,
... 5,271,900,000fOOO,OOOIOOO,OOO l in Pyramid
Pyramid's mau, -5,272,600
•••
...
... 5 tone.
Coincidence, exact to
700, beiDg within n\• of the whole quantity.

Details on all the above calculations accompany this
sheet on a separate paper.
The Pyramid mass here adopted is taken as given by
Professor Smyth's calculation of it, but corrected as seems
needful for impartial probability's sake, by deducting 1200
tons (only n~ of the whole) for an undiscovered chamber,
passage, and other vacuities. The reasons for the existence, position, character, and amount of which inferred
spaces undiscovered, are given in a separate paper.
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A P PEN Dl X 6.

ON THE GREAT PYRAMID SCIENTIFIC
THEORY, AND ITS CRITICS.
BYJ. G.

FA:tracted from t:M ED1101uaos ETDtlfo CouaAin", &tunlay,
Jfay 9, 1868, and reviled by it• Author.

PIAzzi SKYTH's WoRK ON
PYB..un:D 1 AND ITS ORmes.

'PRoFB880R

TIIB GREAT

(Commut~icakd.)

'The first volume of Profeuor Smyth's able work ia in
itselt a valuable possession to a student. It contains the
details of the everyday lite of Profeuor and Mrs. Smyth
(for his wire accompanied him to F«n>t, as she had
previously done to Teneriff'e), from the time of their
arrival in Cairo till their work in Egypt was finished ; and
it is written with an unflagging power of humorous, lively,
and picturesque description. But, moreover, it is fnll of
matter such as only an accomplished artist, a true scholar,
and a pure and thoroughly practised man of science could
have thrown into it. There is much of beauty in Dean
Stanley's description of Egypt; but the pen of Professor
Smyth presents such a picture as only a man fnll of science,
and possessing the· educated power of a painter, could draw.
1 LV• tJJ&d Work 11t tAtJ (Jf'tJIJt J>vr-i4; During t.be Mont.ba of Januarr,
February, March, and April; in 3 Yoll. Edinburgh, 1867.
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The river and ita wealth, the fields, villages, and inhabit.
ants, the monuments, grotesque or sublime, the heavens at
mom or eventide,.by noon of day, .o r noon of night, are all
pictured to "the mind's eye" with a rare power, carrying
with itself the feeling of truthfuln688. The second volume,
however, as it contains the data, in the form of measurementa and their results in length, angle, and temperature,
on which the theory set forth in the work rests, is in
reality the most important part of the book, though to
" the general reader" perhaps the least interesting. It is a
remarkable product of a combination of patient research
and unwearied assiduity in original observation. And let
it be borne in mind that the observations and measurementa are as little the work of a mere diletttmte as are the
calculations those of a mere scholar or antiquarian.
They are the work of a man trained from his youth to the
finest observations of this kind, and heretofore approved
by his fellow·men of science, as an tzperl in such professional manipulations. He has been already tried by the
only true and adequate jury as to his fitn688 for such work.
A sentence pronounced again by that jury in a deliberate
manner can alone be valid in shaking the credit of what
Prof6880r Smyth has set his name to as trustworthy. And
we would boldly say that those who are training for work
in the fields of scholarship, or history, or theology, would
do well to learn from this volume how a true scholar,
historian, and (in the real sense, like Newton) a catholic
theologian, equips and girds himself for the work of founding his theory. 'fhe third volume contains the evolution
and proof of this theory from the data set forth in the preceding volume. The theory is a consistent and beautiful
vhok, developing itself step by step from these data. It
enables one to read in the proportions of the Pyramid, the
scientific truth ascertained, or promising to be ere long
ascertained, respecting the size and weight of the earth•
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respecting the time of the earth's revolution round the sun,
and (as lately pointed out by Mr. Petrie) respecting ita
distance from the sun. It unfolds a stable and satisfactory
system of metrology, based on the measureable length of
the earth's polar axis, the mean density of the material substance of the earth, and the mean temperature of its surface ;
thus guaranteeing the superiority, in respect of appropriate
~rth-commensurability and trustworthiness, of certain
traditional points in the long descended British system of
metrology, and of the ancient Hebrew one, over the French
metrical system of the revolutionary era. Moreover,
besides indicating the period of the earth's revolution
round the sun, and affording grounds for belief that there
is indicated also symbolically the sacred division of time
into sabbatical weeks, the Pyramid is seen to indicate on
the sublime dial-plate of the " starry heavens" the precise
date of its own construction ; while here again its silent
but demonstrative testimony is corroborated by the venerable voice of sacred history and of earth-wide tradition..
'No longer, indeed, does this noble geometric monument.
stand in all its primeval grandeur and perfection ; but a
deep meaning may be traced even in its gradual dilapidation. For thus alone could the alphabet ·of its language
be learned, and the meaning stored up in it, spelled out
step by step ; thus alone could the real nature of its soc:ket.
foundation be discovered, or the relation of its component.
layers of Btrnctural masonry to its symbology be ascertained ; thus alone could the meaning of these things, and
the kindred meaning of the august whole, be read into by
the minds proved competent for the work.
' Of course, this theory has met with very various treatment. Some, acknowledging its power, have candidly confessed themselves placed in a dilemma by it ; for, if true,
it lands its recipient in the n6C6SBity of either admitting
that the builders of the Pyramid p08B6SB6d naturally a
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higher knowledge of physical science than is reached at
thi~t day, or that they worked on the strength of supernatural instruction and guidance. Others, again, without
allusion to this dilemma, have generously acknowledged the
value and beauty both of the measurements and of the
theory. But still others, while laughing to scorn the bare
idea of Divine inspiration and guidance in such a matter,
have either argued against the facts on which the theory
is based, in a very disallowable man~er, or have made
statements that are not warranted by the facts of the question. With a brief consideration of some of these things,
and a short statement of our reasons for believing that the
idea of a Divine interposition in this matter is neither irrational nor unwarranted, but rather highly credible, on the
ground of analogy and an important final cause, would we
close our remarks. ·
' An objection, according to a report that appeared in
the Courant a short time since, has lately been brought
against the system by which Professor Smyth reaches
the ultimate result in his measurements, which, if valid,
would utterly shake the theory by rendering its basis untrustworthy. This objection is directed against the system
of taking the mean of several observations in order to
reach the data on which the theory rests. This system is
declared to be, in fact, worse than childish ; to be a
mathematical aberration, erroneous, equivocal, and delusive.
Now, what we say is, that if such be the character of this
system, Professor Smyth in employing it only errs in company with the great body of physicists, and that there is
an end not only of his theory of the Pyramid, but to all
the reliance heretofore placed on innumerable scientific
results; nay, more, for in this case the very tables in the
truth of which annuitants have been fain to trust are
equivocal and delusive, and the fiars prices of every Scottish county are taken on a foolish and even dishonest prin-
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ciple. AJJ for another statement, contained in the same
report, that certain calculations of Profeaaor Smyth were
inaccurate, we have seen thoae apecial calculations gone
over again and again carefully by another party, and found
correct to their last figure ; and we are informed that Profeaaor Smyth baa left the very sheet that was apecially
objected to hanging in the Royal Society Rooma, to be
sifted and proved wrong by whomsoever may. Not unnaturally, the Profeaaor aaka, " Can Sir J. Y. Simpson
" mean by such unsupported aaaertions to try to .tamp 0111
" the truth t" But, to cloae this part of the subject, we may
state that we have beside ua a list of the errata in his GJ'eM
Pyramid work, printed by the AJJtronomer-Royal for Scot-land, and this shows that, after all the criticisms directed
against it, " the miaprinting noted on pp. 2 and 3 of the
list of errata merely of certain intermediate steps, for the
sacred cubit, is the only error known to the author aa
discovered by Sir J. Y. Simpson and his friends." Again.
a remark may be made on one or two out of many misstatements ventured on in two articles on Life and Wori
at tk Gr«zt Pfi"G''&fd, that appeared last summer in the
&tv.rday ~. Thus the reviewer asked, " In the ruin" oua state of almost every portion of the Pyramid, every
" one must know how vague and indeterminate the best
" observations must unavoidably be, as the huge ~
"pancies between the published liata suffice to indicate.
" What are we then to think of measurements profeaaing
"accuracy to tenths of seconds, or two plaoea of decimals I"
'Now we have here Profeaaor Smyth's own answer to
this in the following words :-"There are no observations
" to tenths of seconds, and much leaa to hundredths of the
" same, throughout all three volumes of Life and Work. And
" further, I was at extraordinary pains in seeking out the
" ancient unbroken surfaces of the Pyramid masonry to
" observe upon in all important cases." The Saturday
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Reviewer has about half a dozen similar instances of positive untruth, one of them being, that the great French
national book on Egypt dou show a lid to the coffer of the
Great Pyramid. Now, a proper inspection of the book and
plate referred to, shows that the lid meant by the reviewer
belongs, according to the letterpreBB of the plate, not to the
coffer of the Great Pyramid, but to a sarcophagus in a
neighbouring tomb. Moreover, the plate representing the
coffer of the Great Pyramid shows it, though under the
name of sarcophagus, yet in fact and shape in the most
unmistakable manner as a lidk" ~ with all its angles
aba.rply cut, and with not the faintest trace of any ledge or
groove such as the reviewer would hint at. Such, then, is
a sample of the inaccuracies occurring in a couple of brief
articles, which would yet affect to explode and laugh out
of existence a work which, we make bold to say, the
reviewer himself could never have produced under the most
favourable circumstances. He would need a different
genius, as well as a different heart (and the.two are closely
connected), to produce such a work. And being thus led
up to it, we would now venture a remark of our own on the
bearing of the question-" Is the stone box of the Great Pyra" mid a mere coffer or measure of capacity, as the great
" French book unquestionably represents itt" Because,-on
Professor Smyth's actual inspection of the coffer, it turned
out to have a kind of ledge on which a lid might rest, but
could not be immovably fixed,-therefore a conclusion has
been come to by others and triumphed in, that the coffer
is only a sarcophagus or coffin, and nothing more. Our
remark is, that even if the proof of the box being, or
having ever been, used for a sarcophagus were conclusively
established (which is far from being the case, several things
making it doubtful), still that would not invalidate in the
very least ProfeBBOr Smyth's metrological theory, based as
that is on many well ascertained and measured numerical
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facts, with traces of consilient arrangements and commenIIUI'abilities. To our mind, it would rather give to that
theory a deeper moral significance, and invest the entire
subject with a deeper religious meaning. It would just
add this to the theory, that the royal builder of the Pyramid, though deemed an atheist by the idolaters who toiled
in his service, was enabled under the guidance of the great
Opifez Mutuli to rear for himself the grandest tomb that
ever human being who hoped to live again was buried in.
For, buried in that tomb and coffer, he lay amo.ng the
symbols of creative and providential power, wisdom, justice,
and bounty, continuing to preach of these attributes by his
work so long as its symbolical meaning was remembered ;
even as he preaches by it again, in these latter days, after
the knowledge of the symbols has been restored. But this
we put merely as an alternative.
• In our opinion the idea of a Divine interposition in the
planning and construction of the Great Pyramid, when
closely contemplated as springing from all the facts and
relations of the case, is perfectly rational and credible in
the estimation of a rightly-instructed mind. Rightly-instructed mind, we say, for a man may be mighty in
"midden " philosophy, and ignorant as a child in that.
great mother science of catholic and revealed theology,
based on the grand design argument uttered by the Cosmos;
on the wide testimony of universal history and tradition ;
and on that testimony of human nature to religion which
is so inextinguishable, that it drives the very atheist Positivists into that ineffably sad idolatry of Humanity iteelt:
It is on this grand testimony that the Astronomer-Royal
for Scotland builds ; and we rejoice to be of one mind with
him. And well may Professor Smyth answer the scorners
in the words of Newton to the scoffing Halley-" Mr.
"Halley, I have studied the subject, and know the truth
" of religion." And this not because we think the truth
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of religion, as the grandest historical element, is dependent
on the truth of the theory as to the Great Pyramid, but
because the principles involved in the full argumentation
of this theory are among the principles of catholic theology
according to our description of it ; and, accordingly,
whether the case of the Great Pyramid be one to which
these principles are rightly applied or not, the principles
themselves dare not be pooh-poohed. The self-called
" advanced thinkers " of the archeological schools may
scout them ; but we hold, on the universal testimony
of sacred and profane history, that man's story does not
take its rise in a dunghill. Our creed in this matter is the
same as Professor Smyth'a-that blessed belief banded
down in Scripture, and chanted by the grand choir of
historians and poets. His theory, too, falls in completely
with the grand strain. It points, on the ground of remarkable facts and coincidence,-to the Great Pyramid as an
instance of those Divine interpositions which are known on
the testimony of Scripture, corroborated by tradition, to
have been made, as occaaion called for them, during the
infant ages of the world. Nay, more, for it points amongst
others to one passage of Scripture (not, as the Saturday
Reviewer says, because held to describe the Great Pyramid, but), because, since the passage evidently describes
the earth symbolically, no other symbol except the Pyramid
can be pointed to. The passage is--" Where wast thou
" when I laid the foundation of the earth 1 declare if thou
" knowest understanding. Who bath laid the measures
" thereof, if thou knowest t or who bath stretched the line
" upon it 1 Whereupon are the sockets thereof made to
" sink, or who laid the comer-stone thereof, when the
" morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God
" shouted for joy 1" But, moreover, the Great Pyramid,
viewed in the light of the theory commenced by the late
John Taylor, and further developed by Professor Smyth,
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is seen to be a peculiar one among other elements of
prophecy, cast by Divine Providence as seed on the waters
among the nations, to ripen in due time, and serve most
beneficent ends in the appointed seasons. Thia is a theme
treated germinally in such works as Bishop Horsley's
" Preliminary Dissertation to his Sermons on the Resurrection of our Lord," and in the opening of De Qoincey'a
" Essays on the C&l88J'8;" but it remains to be systematically and adequately handled. Some of its leading momenta
only can be here indicated. There existed, then, in the
religious books of the ancient Persians, undoubted prophetic
and apocalyptic elements, which certainly contributed aloDg
with other elements in the Magian system to form that
character which fitted Cyrus and his Persians to pUDish
the grossly idolatrous Babylonians, and Cree God's ancieut
people. Again, iC ever there was a clear case of a Divine
interposition of the more ordinary kind employed for great
moral and religious ends, it may be seen in the moral and
religious revival, such as it was, that took its rise in Pagan
Greece in the person of the" daimon-possessed" Socrates,
and all that sprang from the influence, example, and teaching.
cast into society by that noble martyr. Still again, descending to Rome, it is matter of notoriety that the Romans
treasured in the Capitol certain Sibylline books ; that
these, by very cogent arguments, can be shown ROt to have
been favourable to polytheism, still less to pantheism ;
and that they not only fell in remarkably, in certain
prophetical statements, with the Hebrew Scriptures, but
influenced the conduct of leading Romans themselves, being
supposed to apply to Julius Cmsar himself. All these
things we devoutly believe to have been arranged and
provided by God, even as we know from history that they
formed powerful elements in forces that moved the cardinal
events in human story. And is any one so blind as not to
see that we live in times as momentous as any since thoee
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of the flood, excepting those years when the Lord of Glory
himself dwelt on earth t For bow many are ready to
shout, Io Pa>an ! in the vain hope that at last the " vile
superstition," aa they call it, taught in Holy Scripture, and
so marvellously supported, ia doomed to a speedy extinction.
Others are busily helping on this llUl'e consummation, aa
they believe it, by advancing and fostering a strange
philosophy, which (whatever lip-worship some of ita sects
may pay to revelation, yet in reality) takes man up at first
aa an ape-descended animal, reared in barbarism, and destined in the end (so far aa this philosophy can show)
only to make manure for the soil he sprang from. When
forced to hearken to such degrading opinions, ia it not a
boon to be thankful for, when there ia presented to our
contemplation a most noble builded work, which proves
how far removed from savageiam ita architects were, at a
period when history and tradition alike testify, that man
and the world had just emerged from an awful cataatrophe1
For in saying this we stand well supported, and defy any
one to disprove, on the only valid and allowable groundthat of universal history and catholic theology-the reasonableness and credibility of God's interfering to instruct
and guide an architect, who knew and worshipped Him, in
the rearing of a grand symbolical building; suited, according to Divine foreknowledge, at least to stagger, and suggeat
wiser views to certain of the "advanced-thinkers" and rather
too positive c} priori philosophers of these latter days.
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HEBREW SCRIPTURE CRITICISM,
IN CONNEXION WITH THE GREAT PYRAMID.
BY W. A. P•

.ARTICLE

1.

(See p1p 637, vol iii. of Life Gild Wor~.)

JoB iii. 13, U.-'For now should I have lain still and
' been quiet, I should have slept : then had I been at rest..
' with kings and counsellors of the earth, which built dry,
' ""~ placea for themselves.' ~';? (' ghor-bih' ;)
(fem.) Literal Hebrew, precisely expressed.
Eng. Ver. has duolate places. The Hebrew root, ~::?
(ghorah), he was dry, signifies dry, generally in the sense
of mere absence of visible water ; e. g., ' the waters were
dried up/ ' the Red Sea was drW. up/ ' better is a dry
mor1el with contentment,' etc. But sometimes it signifies
more strongly, a thing deprived of ita invisible moisture,
desiccated, parched; e. g., 'I was like an owl of the dum'
(fem.); 'in the day the droug/11. consumed me' (mas.); 'my
bones are burnt with Mat' (mas.), Job xn:. 30; 'a shadow
from tk Mat' (mas.)
Hence-from the absence of water implying cessation of
vegetable growth, and therefore of animal dwelling-the
the word is, even more frequently, used figuratively for
duolation as regards vegetation or human dwellings than
it is literally. Sometimes it is used even for killing (Jer.
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L 27) ; ' .Zay all her bullocks;' i.e., take away their (liquid)
blood which is their life.
The word(' ghor-bAh') in Job iii H, is probably meant
in botA senses : a place where the mummified body is left
to retain its dry and shrivelled state, and a place at the
same time apart from human dwellings.
It is quite a canon, in Scripture criticism, that its author,
the Holy Spirit, intends us to take tAe t11/wle of the customary or conventional scriptural sense of a word, except so
far as the context or other Scripture may limit that extended sense.
The description last above would apply equally to rock
tombs or to a pyramid, and not to other burial places ; but
the term built, instead of hetm or digged, points strongly to
the idea of a pyramid rather than to the only alternative,
a rock tomb which was generally digged as a catacomb,
with a well-like entrance, or at most, only hewn out of the
side of a rock ; not essentially built above it also, as is here
stated.
Further, a pyramid is-by ·absence of light, and by length
and narrowness of passages-less fitted for human dwellings than the rock-tombs such as surround them, and are
continually used by the Jiving ; and therefore the idea
'daolate' applies also, rather more forcibly to a pyramid
than to a mere tomb.
ARTICLE 2.
(See page 537, voL iii. of Lye alld Work.)

Lamentations iii. 16.-' He hath set me in d4rA: pla'*
as they that be dead of old.'
(magh-sbJ.hch) mas.
The root -,rr;t (' ghab-shach'), he was dark, signifies primarily to rtltrai", hold in, and cA~.ft!l unth reference to ligltt,
because its being restrained restrains all human doings and
organic life.

-,rro
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The same root is used in Lamentations iii. 2, ' He
prought me into darlm.ul ;' iv. 8, ' Their visage u blach:r
than a coal;' v. 17, 'For these things our eyes are dim.'
And Psalm c.x1iii. 3 : ' The enemy hath persecuted my soul,
he hath smitten down my life to the ground ; he hath
made me to dwell in darlcnul aa those that have been long
dead. Therefore is my spirit overwhelmed within me, my
heart within me is desolate.'
AB in Job iii. 14, so here, the only two places that can
be meant, agreeably to Eastern custom, are a pyramid or a
rock tomb ; and, of the two, the sense of the word, either
radical, to restrain or shut in, or derivative, to darken, shut
light out,-is more completely applicable to a pyramid than
to a rock tomb.
But there are also other expressions in the context that
indicate a pyramid rather than a tomb. Blayney's translation is quoted in some places here. It baa the merit of
being quite impartial testimony, for he does not perceive
the allusion to a pyramid. Parts of verses 4 and 5 refer
to a mummified state equally in eitMr place of burial
'My flesh and my skin hath he made old ; he hath encompassed my head so that it is weary' (Blayney, p. 394). But
verse 5, 'He hath builded upon me' (Blayney)-aga.inst
me (Eng. Ver.)
7. 'He hath hedged me round about that I cannot get
out; he hath' made my chain heavy.'
8. ' Yea, when I cry aloud he hath obstructed my prayer'
(Blayney).
9. 'He hath blocked up my way with hewn stone, my paths
hath he distorted' (Blayney), or made crooked (Eng. Ver.)
This building over him,-obstructing the cry of his
voice,-blocking up the way with hewn stone like the
masonry-blocking in the Pyramid pasaage,-and the paasages so blocked being angular or erooked,-seems very
significant of a pyramid.
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It may further be noticed, that the nearness of Jeremiah, and more especially of Job, both in respect of date
and place, to the building of the Pyramids, and the Pyramid's unparalleled greatness and notoriety-then, even
much more than now-lends much force to any reasons
above shown, in favour of this cpnstruction of their words.
NO'I'B

Olf ARTICLES

1 AND 2.

In replying to, or anticipating, critical objectioDII (which are l1lJ'e
to be made), we must remember that the high probability tho.t the
Pyramuu are intended in these texta, doee not rest on the II&Dle
word or root being Jllled in each caee ; for the worda are quite dif·
ferent. Neither does it rest on the roota of the words signifying
anything characteristic of the Pyramid's form ; such as pointedneee,
five-corneredneee, convergency, etc. But that the other conaidera·
tioDII above set forth strongly indicate Pyramids ; and that any
alternative idt.a ia not eo well supported ; and that therefore any
charge of fancifulneu applies really to those who reject th- in
favour of any alternative ideas leu supported.
ARTICLE

3.

(See page Ml, voL iii. of Lift and JVorJ:.)

.Zechariah iv. 7.-'Who art thou, 0 great mountain? before
' Zernbbabel thou ahalt become "\ian) (mee·•Mhr, mae.) straight-lined,
' evenly fitted, adju.ated, and smoothed : and he lhall bring forth the
' head.atone thereof with ahoutinge, crying, Grace, grace, unto
'it I'

If we take the obvious connexion of the sentences,rightly enough suggested by the word thereof-in the
English version, and so understand 'the head-stone thereof'
to mean the completing head-stone of the great mountain ;
the assertion that it shall become a plain (as in Eng. Ver.) is
contradictory to the next assertion, that it shall be joyfully
completed with a head-stone. The only alternative exegesis
is, that the great mountain mean~ a dijicultv in the way of
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the completion of some desired edifice to which the headstone refers : but this sense of mountain is not supported
by the use of the word in other places of Scripture ; 1 and
if it were, it would still make the construction of the present
sentence very unnatural, by omitting the essential object
which the head-stone is to crown, and placing instead, the
mountain to be abolished.
These alternatives being thus untenable, we tum to the
original Hebrew, and we find that the root ...;; (yih-shar),
he was straight or right,-from which the word (mee-shobr)
in the above text comes,-does not signify that which ia
~l; if it did, we should, confessedly, be limited to
the inconsistent idea given in the Eng. Ver. But the word
signifies that which is tt~tn, in the sense of not crooked, nor
curved, serrated, nor having projections, as a pavement or
stone facing with some of its tiles or stones sunk, and
others above their proper level, or with their edges cropping
out. The word imports just the idea that the Latin t'IICta
does, in constituting the origin of our words direct, ~
rtctiftd, and rigllt morally (for, the Hebrew word is as freely
used in a moral or figurative sense as is this, its equivalent
in Latin and English), and right physieally, as we say tJ
rigllt line, meaning, in the words of our geometrical definitions, ' a line that lies evmly between two points,' and,
figuratively, right conduct.
1 IC we would avoid profitless and miKleading apeculation,-too common
among commentatora,-we mW!t faithfully adhere to)be following sound
canon or interpretation. Admitting the Scriptures to have one Author, we
must take its words in the sense taught in other places of the aame Autbor'a
writings; and we must reject any symbolical me&Ding of merely llWl'a
deviKing, however plausible, for a word in one place of Scripture, in uy
case in which that word symbolizes dift'erently in ot.her placea i:n Scripture;
moreover, each material thing baa generally but one symbolic aense, rarely
more than two, throughout Scripture. For example, the word IIIOUtWUA,
in Scripture, baa a very distinct symbolic sen-Governmental authority,
and-not the sense of great sins nor great dilllcultiea, in Scripture, though
these be continually so expressed by modern divines, to the detriment of
true and aound exegeela. (See Part 4 of UU. article.)
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2.-&ampleB.

The preceding page h88 noted, that even when this
Hebrew word in Scripture is used (88 it frequently is) for
a plain, it is not at all 88 a necu~arily lwriwmal line or
surface ; but, 88 a m:tilineal--and comparatively rnwoth and
~line or surface.
The following scriptural uses of this same form of the
word (the masculine noun) illustrate this : Paabn ::dv. 6.-• The eceptre of thy kiDgdom ie a BlraigAt (right)
eceptre.'
Ieaiah
and xlii. 16.-' The crooked eha1l be made IWaigAt.'
Paalm xxvi 12.-' My foot standeth in an ewm place.'
So here, Zech. iv. 7.-It reads literally,-'Before the face of
' Zernbbabel (that ia, under hie superintendence), thou, great
' mountain, ebalt become adjUBUd, afraight, and et~en.'

::d..,

The meaning is further illustrated in other forms of the
same root in Scripture.1 The following examples have
important reference to the meaning intended in Zeeh. iv. 7.
The texts are placed here, in such order 88 seems to illustrate and claasify the senses in which the word is used.
Paalm xvii. 2. -• Thine eyes behold the things that are eqval,' or
right and jtut.
1 Samuel vi 12.-'The kine took the rimight toar.'
Jeremiah xxxi. 9.-' I will ca11118 thee to walk by the rive111 of
waten, in a 1traigAt wav wherein they eha1l not atumble.'

An uneven or rugged way is the chief if not the only
cause of stnnlbling here referred to; so that the sense of
the verse shows that the word means l'l1ll)()(h cmd regular in
this text.
Judgee xiv. 3.-• Samson Mid unto hia father, Get her for me, for
abe pkaleth me UJell,'-literally,-Bhe ia rigAt in mine eyes.
J In all such inveetigationa u these, the ICripturul u.eage,-the aenae in
which tbe word is Ulled by the aame Divine Author, ill the point of special
importance ; far more than the 11.88ge of other authors, the secular and
cw.ieal u.eage, even if it were dilrerent.
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The word is in many other places translated pkalirlg,
rigl&kotU, and UPRIGHT : Jeremiah xviii. 4.- ' Be made it again another veael, u IUflll.ll
• good to the potter to make it.'
ProvP.rbe iii. 5, 6.-•Truat in the Lord with all thine heart; aDd
' lean not nnto thine own understanding. In all thy ways acknow·
' ledge Him, and He llaall direct thy paths.'
Proverbs iv. 25.-' Le' thine eyelids look 1tra4gl&t before thee.'
2 Kinga x. 3.-' Look even out the beat and m«JuC [or fitte.t) of
' your muter'a aona,' and aet him ' on hia father'a throne.'
Jeremiah xi. 6.-• The captain of the guard took Jeremiah, aDd
' said unto him • • • whither. it aeemeth good and ccm~ for
'thee to go, thither go ••. go baclt also to Gedaliah ••• and dwell
' with him among the people, or go wheresoever it -eth COfltlelli·
' tnt nnto thee to go.'
·

But especially notice the following :Micah vii. 4.-'The beat of them ia a brier, eM fiiOIC vprigl&t i.l
' eharper than a thorn hedge.'
Ezekiel i. 23.-' Under the firmament, the winga of the living
' creaturee were .Craigllt, the one toward the other ; every one hid
' two which covered on ~ 1ide, and every one had two which
' covered on that li.de, their bodieL'
1 Kinga vi. 35.- ' Be carved cherubim, and palm.treee, and opea
' flowen, and coveftd them with gold nTTKD upon the caned
'work.'

This last is the participial form of the word, pual, and
therefore signifies intensity of the action ; either,-aa
Gesenius suggests, the intensity of jlatuniRg the gold, by
blows of a hammer to reduce it to a sheet,--or, it should
rather be understood, the intensity or nicety of the ,JttiRg
process mentioned, that is, to render its surface true and
even with the curves and turns of the woodwork, so as to
preserve correctly the form of the carved work thus encased.
This is much more agreeable to the context than is
Gesenius's notion; for, the j.Uing refers to the placing it on
the carved work, rather than to the previous preparation
of the gold in leaves. Besides, the carved work (cherubim,
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palm-trees, and open flowers) were curwd and complex
surfacea, not straight or flat ones.
This last instance of the use of the word (mee-ahohr)
brings out very clearly, and in close connexion with our
subject, the sense of accuracy of j#Ang and adjmtw:nt (~
spective of the primary sense, straightness) as a derived
aenae from the primary idea of straightness ; this has led
to ita use for ~tat~~, and thence corrtetneu in general
But in the work of casing and finishing the Great Pyramid, the term is peculiarly appropriate both in ita direct
and derived sense.
From all the foregoing, the root is seen to expreaa
ltraigAt, pltaling, corrtd.«l, or made uprig/d,, BVBN-ji#td (meaning closely and evenly), and .fttuA with a given surface, as
the technical English phrase goes. In view of this, the text
in question would be ' under the direction and superintendence of Zerubbabel, thou, great mountain, shall become
moaight-lin«J, em~ly fitt«l, adjult«l, and l'l1&00tlled,' and this
word refers well to the completion of the Great Pyramid, by
covering over ita step-formed aides of roughly hewn blocks
of the grey nummulitic limestone, with a smooth inclined
surface of the compact and white Mokattam casing-atones
with extraordinarily exact and close joints; and the word
refers well to the polishing down of all inequalities, so as
to produce ita truly nm or plane surfaces and straight
arria-linea, giving to the mass ita final and correct dimensions and angle.

P .UT 8.-Impartial CMTCiborative evidence 200 year1 D.o.
Being t"M comiatent opinion of tM LXX. on the meaning
of thi1 Hebrew word in all placu in t"M Scripture~.
In corroboration of the above, we notice that the
original word (mee-shohr), was in this verse understood
in a similar sense,-and not as a horizontal plain,-by the
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seventy chosen translators of the Greek version at Alexandria, 200 years before Christ.
KaTopOWa-cu is their expreBBion. ' .T1&ou Malt be tlwroug1J1
correcUd or adjrutd ' is the exact and literal sense of this
Greek word, by which the Septuagint here render the
Hebrew (mee-ahohr). KaT'a in composition denotes here
the intensity or thoroughn688 of the action.
But more than this. From their mode of translating
the same Hebrew word in other places, we learn that their
view of ita primary sense was fiOt lwrizmatalnu~, but 1/traig/tt..
nu~ and evenneu, no matter whether vertical or inclined or
horizontal. It is reassuring thus to perceive that thoee
pre-Christian translators exactly .concurred with the 1'68Ulta
of our independent critical examin.ation of the usage of
the word in our own codex of the Hebrew Scriptures.
This is seen by noticing that the LXX. had an appropriate
Greek word, 7Tf&w!J, which they habitually used in Scripture, in ita accurate sense, to expreBS a plain (atraightneaa
and evenn688 when combined tJJith lwriWlltalnu~), and
accordingly, where they met with the Hebrew root, meeshohr, and ita context decidedly addl to it the sense of
horizontalneBB, they do, generally, render it by n&m1-e.g.
Jer. xxi. 13, but not always, even in such cases; so little
do they recognise the idea horizontaln688 as ~ly belonging to mee-ahohr--e.g., 1 Kings :a. 23 and 25, roA«P.~CTCUf'fY ICilT' n~Ou j and Joshua xili. 9, 16, 17, 21, TGc
7TOAH~ T'OV M,CTWp.
To the example in Jeremiah xxi 13, we might have
added Deut. iv. ,3, b '7i "fD r0 7Tf&vfi, and 2 Chron.
xxvi. 10, etc., but Jeremiah is )!lore to the point, for it
was translated by the same cotDmiasion as Zechariah, and
therefore would illustrate their usage better than examples
from the Pentateuch, which was translated into Greek by
a different commission, about 100 years previously.
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PABT 4.-The Oontezt.

The text, the translation of which is above criticised, Zech.
iv. 7, has not only much manifest allusion to the Great Pyramid, but much other connexion therewith, not so obvious at
first sight. Without here digressing to discuBB the evidences
of this, we pass on to notice a point too closely connected
with the above criticism to be wholly remittep to a future
paper. With such reference to the Great Pyramid, then,
the symbolic word mountain (see foot-note, page 490) has a
peculiar import in the text above criticised, as connected
with other texts, e.g., the stone which 'became a great
mountain;' Daniel ii. 35. That Pyramid-the only one
both original and purely non-idolatrous and non-subservient
to this or that mortal's earthly glory like the rest of the
pyramids,-that Pyramid, as far removed from polytheism
as from atheism, from the affi.icting atheism whose misguided votaries are still more egotistical and bent on visibly
and ostentatiously magnifying themselves during their little
earthly careers, than any other claBS of m.ankind,-that great
Pyramid, the greatest of the stone cairns built by Divine
command at various times, as tokens of God's past or future
acts among men,-is set as a standing symbolic protest (of
which 'the decree' in Psalm ii. is a brief verbal translation)
ruennng tM GOVERNMENTAL right& of' The King's Son,'' avvdp.n~ p.tAAOYTOS alwvos, '-during the times in which
the nations are left to walk IU facto in their own ways,
owning another lord,-' Tov ITKOTo~ Tov alwvo~ To-6-rov.'
This part of the matter cannot be entirely p&88fld over,
though it must be only thus hinted at here, as it is a
subject of kindred extent and importance with that to
which this present volume is more expreBBly devoted.
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ERRATA
IN • LIFE AND WORK AT THE GREAT PYRAJriiD'
(80 I'AR AS DISOOVBRKD tJ1' TO .A.P&U.

1868).

VOL. L
Paqe

159
173

.u..
6 from top, for no rtad not.
13 from top, for hard read broad.
VOL. It

Paqe

LiM

66
126

lut but 1, for continuation read culmination.
N.B.-The distancea entered for the •trenches'
from the bue-aidee of the G. Pyramid, refer to
that building'• present lidee, which are roughly
above 100 inches within the ancient cuing-atone

158
192
195
4.'i8

12 ab imo,for 334.. read 334°.
lut but 1,for f!l 0' read 5' o•.
5 from top, for 18·inch rod read 18-foot rod.
Erase the thUd paragraph, and read the article on
Sir laaac Newton's value of the Sacred Cubit,
following these pages of Errata.
2d line of par. 4, for Sir laaac Newton read Sir
laaac Newton's numben re-examined.

aides.

458
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VOL. III.
1'ol/f
136

136
135
174
344

505

Leu

18 from top, for realized ;-ftad realized u a linear
lltandard ; Jut but 2, dele nine.
Jut bu' I, for 25'07 read more than 25.
15 ab imo,for 0·85 read 2·85.
6 from top, for expreaeed r«~cl printed.
Correct &lao the miatake of Mr. William O.buru
bring been thought to be dead. He is happily
etill living, and the author hu received eome
nry inetructin lettere from him, during the
Jut eix months.
2, of par. 3, for xi. 16 readxvi 11.

SIR ISAAC NEWTON'S NUMBERS FOR THE LENGTH O.F
THE SACRED CUBIT OF THE HEBREWS.
AT p. 458, voL ii of Life ancl JVor~ at tlu Great Pymmicl,-there
is an unfortunate misprinting of the calculated numbere repreeenting
in British inchea, the quantitiee from which the mean' 25'07,± ·10
British inchea,' for a new etatement of the length of the above cubit,
wu derived. This finGl mean, is correctly given, u intended ; 10
lilr.ewise are the original terms, expreued chie11y in Roman Uncite,
in Sir Iuac Newton'• Dieeertation on Cubiti, reprinted at pp. 354366. No important mischief therefore is lilr.ely to have accrued,
from thie error in printing one of the interm«liate etepe. But u
the error is an undoubted blemieh, which I much regret, have can.
oelled in the list of errata, and eincerely thank thoee who have
called my attention to it,-I huten to give the following diacuuion
tUftOIIO.

At p. 366, of Sir Iuac'e treatiee above mentioned, he UIUJDel 25J
Boman uncial, to repreeent the length of the eacred cubit of the
Rebrewa,-a cubit which he had eleewhere ehown, there were
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grcnmda for beliniDg that that people po••ed before they WeDt
doWD into Egypt, and had had specially brought to their attentiOD
again. for religiou matters, after leaving J!'cypt llDder M:011e11.
But Sir Ieaac Newton wu 110t OODfldeut of having obtained tbil
eubit'a preclae length, to the lut figure put doWD in hia arithmetlcal
expreaiou. And he particularly and almost propheticaDy uya,• Thia ia what I thought proper to lay doWD at pruatl with reprd
' to the mapi.tude of thia Cubit. Hereafter, perhape those who
• eha1l view the ucred mount, and the monument. of the ~Ill,
• by taking accurately the Tarioua dimeuaioua of the atoDea, bricb,
• f011Ddatio1111, and walla, and comparing them tosetJler, will di.eoover
• 10met.hing more cer1aill 11nd -a.'
Now what Sir Ieaac laid doWD u that then pr.ent time, abllDdantly ntlicient for hia then purpose ; or to prove, that there
existed a moat eeuaible and poei.tive difference in the length of
that ucred (or 26f llDcUe) cubit of the Hebrewa, and of the profane eubit of the Egyptians ;-whose length, expnaed in the
Roman llDcie, wu hardly more than 21·3. A.ud in thia lut COD·
cluiou, he ia 10 eminently borne out by all 111blequent innwtipton, that that nbject,-« the length of the pro/aM. or Egyptiaa
utional, eubit,-need not be stirred apiu.
But within the lut few yean, another, and a more re&led, or a
l'lllidual queltion hu ariaeu, which apparently never CI'OIIed Sir
Ieaac Newtoa'a mind; via. wu the ucred eubit of the Helmnn,
taken by iteelf, accurately the ten-millionth part of the length of
the Polar eemi-uia of the Earth t And u thia quantity in NUure,
according to modern lcienoe, ia 10mething very close to 25·8 .Rom.u
llDcie,-Sir leaac'a determination of 25 and f, te. 25·6 of the same
uncias for the sacred cubit, ia, to uy the leut of it, 10 near-eepeci·
ally for a confelled imperfeot approximation, from a portion only
of the materials coDected,-that it becomes inteJaely important to
nbmit all the data to a more rigid acrutiny than before; with the
caution moreover in view, of uarignillg aome limits, within which
we may feel tolerably certain of the reault.
The eeveral quantities therefore, extracted from my reprint of
Sir Ieaac Newton's paper (but to which, in the origiual, I cordially
refer all readera),-and reduced to British inchee,-t the appn:ri·
mately uaumed rate of 12·UI for 1 Attic foot; and 0-97 for 1 Roman
UIICicr,-&re u foll01t'l : -
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24•

}27'77

1~:1}~~

28~

28'28

}~-22

J~us,
on steps ~27~ 1211-191 }24·7'
tween
•
28-28

and
Inner Court (p. 858),

By many Chaldaic and Hebrew£.por·l
tiona to Cubit of llemphia (p.
), •

24~

~·6

I I
24·88

2f-83

24111

2f111

From a statement by Mel'leDnns, u to
1~ of a IUpc copy of the
bit of the ebrew1, preserved
lfeCI'8tly (p. 363, voL ii. Life au Work),

the

Sacred

~'68

The limple mean of the lut column-26•47 Britiah inchee. But
that not a proper method there ; bec&ule, not only has Sir Iaaac
Newton evidently llhown that he had mo.t confidenbe in hi. two
lut determinations ; but hi. first, by ita very wide limite, ahowa
that it wby far the least truatworthy of all
Some decrease of weight, therefore, for No. 1, and increase for N 01.
6 and 7, require to be made. How much preci.lely, it wimpouible
to ~ay : but perhapa l for the former, and 3 for each of the two
latter, the intermediate quantitie1 being reckoned at 1 each,-may
be coDiidered fair and probable. In which cue the mean comea
out, 25~5 Britiah inchea; While, limply,-d in fact as I did
on the tint occuion, uting then a llightly di1ferent value of th8
Roman uncia,-throwing away the on moat objectionable observation, and taking a mean of the J'elt, unweighted, give~ 261)9 of the
laDle Britillh inchea.

w
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But neither 25<09, nor 25<06 are fully aafe, either iD the~
or perhape the fint, place of decim.ala ;-for-belridea the UDCer·
tainty oonnected with the proper weighting of each of the reeulta.
according to the different kind of documentary evidence obtained
by Sir hue Newton on each occuion,-tbere ia conliderable uncertainty iD the value of a Roman uncia, expt'SI4ld iD Britiah iDchea.
We have . .nmed u above, that the former - 0-97 of the la\ter :
but modem lcientifio and architectural authorities are found aa;r·
where, between Zach at 0·9681 and Penroee at 0·97286; and might
require ua to reduce our final qaantitiee by- <06, or iDcreue them
by+ 1)6 of an iDcll ; or by any intermediate figure.
Wherefore, the atatement already printed at p. 458 of voL ii of
Lifeand Wori at tile Grellt Pvra.mid,-i.e. 26 <07 ± ·10 Britiah inch-,
for the beat result deducible from all Sir hue Newton'• apprond
appromaatione for the length of the Sacred Cubit of the Hebrewe,ia, if not u good a atatement u C&D be made,-t leut a great deal
better than the 24 •82 mcbee, abeolnte, which hu been hitherto
current iD moat Eng1iah worb; and beyond compariaon better thus
the 20·7 mcbee, nearly, of the ORDNANCJ: SuaVBY Map of Jenuaktrt..
Thia OrdnaDce quantity of 20·7 mcbee ia evidently not the MICI'etl
cubit at all, but the pro/am cubit ; and in the ezplazaation of the
ecale at the foot of the above map, the revered names of ' Sacred •
and ' Cubit of the Tabemacle ' are given to preciaely what Koeee
wu 10 anxioua to lr.eep them from. being confounded with, vi&.,
the cubiti of idolatroua Egypt and other Gentile natione ; the iDecription at one end of one of the Ordnance-Map ecale·liDee being
'Egyptian, HthrevJ, Babylonian,' and at the other end 'Ruga.l or
' Sacred cubiti, al«J ~ cubm qf tM Tabmlack.' If thia map ia
one of thoee prepared, u believed by eome, at the expenee, and to
the ordere of, the Palestine Exploration A.eooiation,-oh a radical
error with regard to the IIJCrt.d cubit o/fM Hthrew may well excite
enrpriae. But if, on the contrary, the map ia purely the worlr. of
the eeveral Ordnance officere whoee namee are conepicuoualy engraved npon it,-the nation muat regret that they ehould have eo
entirely ignored the reeearcbee of Sir Ieuc Newton, the greatest
philoeopher their country ever produced, and iD one of the meet
important of all queetione that have ever been brought forward in
either the ecience or hietory of metrical etandardL
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A P PEN 0 I X 9.

NOTE
llfDBTIID BY BPIICUL llKQt718'1' OJ' J. COl'ITIUBtTTOa TO TBlll

J.PPDDIX,

ON THE QUESTION OF FURTHER EXPLORATION OF THE GREAT PYRAMID.

A FEW of the deeper readers of the foregoing work and
Appendix, and of Life and Work, etc., will be impreaaed
with the extreme importance of a further exploration of
this unique structure, the Great Pyramid ; an exploration
to be conducted with an accuracy and completeness worthy
of the great interests now for the first time found to be
involved,-paleo1ogic, chronologie, metrologic, geodetic,
geologic, astronomic, but above all, symbolic, that is to say,
relating to the higher ideas intentionally embodied therein
by its Originator, and for the sake of which the structure
itsel! and its scientific facts were really designed ; aooord.ing
to the conviction of some of us, after a carefully impartial
study of the subject with the present incomplete data.
In presence of the existing and increasing sense of the
importance of the preservation, and of a further exploration of this pre-eminent • sign and wonder,' a word of
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caution and guidance is here earnestly added. Moat happily, the diplomatic as well as the pecuniary difficulties are
great ; and for this, our gratitude is due to the ntlers of
Egypt ; for, if it had been otherwise, the structure would
have been already so much injured by zealous but improper exploration, that the obtaining of the much-needed
exact data would have been rendered hopeless. We can
only wish that the governing powers had been equally firm
in adopting the moat stringent arrangements to arrest the
destruction now continually in progress by the wantonness
and perversity of crowds of tourists. The pecuni&J1 and
operative part of the work has likewise been a wholesome
restraint on improper exploration. As bearing on this,
we may state, that not far short of ten thousand pounds
would be needed for such refined scientific work and engineering labours as would be properly required, including
the due replacing, and re-enveloping of the parts to be
exposed during the examination and measurement.
We say that these diplomatic and other restraints · do,
moat happily, exist; for it would be worse than uselessa positive calamity-if such exploration were attempted at
all-by persona not fully competent-scientifically, practically, instrumentally, and pecuniarily--and duly impreased
with the serious moral responsibility of the work, and with
the grave importance of devoting all skill and scientific
means of extreme precision, to that part of the businesa
which remains to be done, if it is attempted at all : seeing
that the attempt will (as in Howard Vyae's cue) necessarily
expose fiducial parts, of inestimable value, to risks of irrecoverable obliteration by swarming tourists, and even by
accidents and carelessness during the investigation.
Begging the esteemed author to insert this word of
caution and suggestion, addressed to the worthy zeal for
adequate completion of proofs or disproofs and data,-a
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zeal which his publications on the Great Pyramid are
arousing, whether he wish . it or not, in individuals, few
and far between, yet collectively numerous,-! subscribe
mf86lf, his obedient servant,
4 To AVDUJI, BLAOJr.IIJIATB,
Loi.QlOir, S.E., JVM 2, 1868.
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LIFE AND WORK
.A.T

THE GREAT PYRAMID
During the KonthJ of January, February,
and April, ..t.,Jl. 1865 ;

Karch.

WITH A DISCUSSION OF THE FACTS ASCERTAINED:

BY C. PIAZZI SMYTU, F.R.S.S. L. & E., F.R.A.S., F.R.S.S.A.,
RO!f. )(. , 1. &., 100'1'., P . 8. ED., A.ND B . A.. A..&. IIOl'flCR .ufD PA.LP'..JUIO,
P8CW.E810B Or PBACTJOA.L A8TBON'OIIY IM 1'IJB UMIVE&SJTY 01' EDJIIBCBOB,
A.JrD A.ft&O.OIBJL· ROT l l POR acon..A.!fD.

In Three VolL Demy 8vo, pp. 1653, Price 56a.
ILL1J8TB.A'l'BD W1'rB 31 PLA'I'EI dD IEVBUL WOODOO!'I.

OPINIO NB . OF !'liE PRESS.
" Profeseor Piazzi Smyth deee"ee no common credit for hia
remarkable inveetigationa ; and we think he has fully made out a
case for further inquiry. Tin., however, ought no longer to be left
to private meana, but developed by the reaourcee of a powerful
State; eepecially if that State be one which is about to change,
without adequate consideration, ita anceetral standards (which may
prove to be older than any existing recorda) for an extremely arti.
ficial 1ystem of, at beat, doubtful utility. Modern mechanical
devicee are capable of easily lifting and replacing without injury,
the hugeat atonea in the Pyramid ; and until that is done in the
interior, and until the originalaidee are measured with OrdnanceSu"ey precision, there will always be a strong feeling that important attainable knowledge is being allowed to disappear gradually
from the earth for waut of a little liberality and decision. "-North
Britilll Rettiet,D, No. XCliL, 8~ 1867.
" The Egyptians, upwarda of 4000 or 5000 yeara ago, must have
p o - d a complete metrologic system, more perfect, we say it,
than the metrical system of which we (the French) are eo proud,
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and they have engrued the indelible remembrance of it on t.hia
mountain of lltone."-RetltU du Dev:e Jlondu, PMV, 15th October
1867.
" Photography aud mathematical iutrumeute have made Pyramidology quite a fireaide atudy."-New~CC!Itk Dail11 J~ 411
May 1868.
" Profeeaor Smyth is highly qualified for the talk of m ment ; aud he hu meunred with great diligence. • • • We al8o mauy I&Dlples of power, aud of great earneatu- combined
with carefnl induatry."-Tllt ..4t/aena!vm, 20th July 1867.
"The coll8cientioua care and accuncy of Profeeaor Smyth'•
obeervatione, the abundance of facti aud figures embodied in theee
volumes, fairly challenge oonaideration aud inquiry."-Tiae 8tXMmon, 7th N~ 1867.
"Shortly after the publication of this pioneer Tolume (Ow
/Mrianct in tlae Great Pyramid, 1864), the eminently qualified
writer, following the chivalrous example of Greaves, went to Egypt
to make his own obeervatious on the Pyramid. The reau1te are
now giveu to the world in volumes which will certaiDJ.y form u
era in the history of Pyramid diacovery."-Tiae Ouardiaft, 6tA
N ow.mher 1867.
" As a record of pious devotion to ecieuce, aud of labonre under.
takeu from the loftiest motive by which mau can be inspired,- a
love of truth for the sake of it, aud a determination to get at it,
-these magnificent volumes will ever have a moral charm. • . •
Hie couclueious it is difficult to aocept. It is difticnlt also to reject
them."-Daily ~. 2d De«mher 1867.
" Few narratives of Egyptian travel are more entertaining; aud
we cannot fail to eympathilr;e heartily with the author'e zealous
desire to pluck out the heart of this huge myetery of forty centuries
ago, or to admire the epirit of euterpriae. the courage, iDduetry, aud
practical ingenuity which he dieplayed in eo toilsome a tuk,
entirely Carried on at his own private expenee for the advancement
of lcientific ud autiquariau truth."- T!ae ra~ Lcmdoft NttM,
8th Ju'M 1867.
" These volumes are in their way unique, aud well worthy the
attention of thoee who devote themlelvea to the neeful u well u
the pleasant in lcieuce."-Tiae 8tmldard, 12tl June 18157.
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" The work, u a whole, ia a marvel of careful accumulation of
fact, and it ia replete with the moet euccinct argument."-The
OIIJbe, lOlA JtJM 1867.

"In epite of the formidable appearance of three arge volumee,
no oue will ever look upon the time devoted to it u anything but
well epent."-TM Church Stand4rd, 18th May 1867.
"The deep ecientifio and hietorical reeearchee of theee volumee ie
indeed refreehing, amid the inoreaeing audacity of modem eoepti·
ciem."-The Voice upon tM MountaiM, May 1867.
" The author of t;heee volumee is one of th011e thoroughly ener·
getic men, whom cillBcultiee do not deter from reeearch. • • • The
reeulte of that examination (of the Great Pyramid), we have no
heeitation in eaying, are invaluable."-Bell'• Wukly MUMfi[Jtr, 27th
.Aprill867.

"Life and Wor~ at the Great Pyramid ie a monument of labour,
of erudition, and of reeearch, which may well cballenge the admira·
tion and gratitude of all who are intereeted in eolving the myetery
of that etupendous etructure, which ia rightly deeignated the greateet
wonder of the world."- The MC11'ftlng Star, 16th .AprillS67.
" We heartily reoommeud thie book to thto notice of all, eepe·
cially IIOientitlc men."-The Manclluter Courier, .April 16th, 1867.

AUJO,

By the Same .Author,

OB 1'BB LD'G'l'B 01' I'BB BA.OBBD OUBl'1'
01' I'BB BJmBBW8;
WITH A LIST OF ERRATA IN

'LIFE AND WORK AT THE GREAT PYRAMID,'
So far • Diloovered up to .Aprill868.
Stitched, Price 1d.
EDMONSTON AND DOUGLAS, 88 PRINCES STREET,
EDINBURGH : AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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